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1.  Introduction to the Dissertation 

Since I was a middle school and high school student in the mid-2000s, I have been a regular viewer 

of late night talk shows. However, because I typically enjoy an early bedtime, I could mainly only 

watch these programs via the next day’s reruns of the original late night (post-primetime) airing. 

Long before these programs used secondary non-television related dissemination platforms such 

as YouTube or Paramount Plus, this was a time when a viewer needed to use a digital recording 

device or quickly watch a rerun within the next few days, otherwise he/she was likely to have 

missed that episode forever. While I was a fan of network late night programs like the Late Show 

with David Letterman, I seldom watched due to the lack of secondary viewing options. Thus, I 

became an avid consumer of Comedy Central’s cable parody news programs, like The Daily Show 

with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report. While these shows aired slightly earlier at 11:00 p.m. 

EST and 11:30 p.m. EST respectively, Comedy Central also jammed their weekly schedule with 

reruns of the week’s cable parody news episodes.  

These early viewings of late night talk shows would prove vital in shaping my 

understanding of the genre and of the differences between the subgenres. It was clear to me that 

the humor offered on The Daily Show and The Colbert Report was different from what was offered 

on network late night programs such as Jay Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show. The 

cable parody news programs offered more politically focused humor, and while I did not always 

know the politicians, journalists, policies, or political institutions they mocked, I was still able to 

appreciate how they exposed the hypocrisy or absurdity of the situation. In comparison, I often 

found the jokes offered by Leno and Letterman to be rather plain and boring, even though I enjoyed 

Letterman’s cynical attitude and sarcastic delivery. As Jason Zinoman asserts, I was not unique in 

my early observations and opinions: 

The Daily Show, and subsequently The Colbert Report, captured young audiences, received 

rave reviews, and regularly earned Emmys. Like Late Night [Late Night with David 

Letterman aired on NBC from 1982 to 1993] once had, Comedy Central’s shows 

transcended their form and captured the zeitgeist. They reinvented television comedy and 

proved that righteous conviction with an overt political slant could wear well over a long 

period. They also showed that comedy could move into the journalism lane. Jon Stewart 
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had silly and wise guy streaks, but he was far more willing to be blunt and sincere on 

camera, making political comedy that dispensed with the caution and false balance of 

previous late-night hosts. This was something new, and its impact would be felt throughout 

all of late night… (Zinoman 269) 

While this transformation took place on the cable channels, the legacy network programs remained 

largely the same and continued to function much like they did in the 1960s when Johnny Carson 

began hosting The Tonight Show. It was not until the retirements of Jay Leno and David Letterman, 

in 2014 and 2015 respectively, at the ages of sixty-three and sixty-eight, that network late night 

started to have its first substantial alterations since the early-1990s. On NBC, Jimmy Fallon took 

over as host of the Tonight Show franchise and Seth Meyers took over as host of the Late Night 

franchise, while on CBS, Stephen Colbert was selected to host The Late Show and James Corden 

was picked to host The Late Late Show. These new network programs would ultimately transform 

and revamp the longstanding American television genre of late night talk shows.  

 Initially, these new programs only made small changes to the subgenre and functioned much 

like their predecessors, but by 2016 a bigger shift started to occur. Meyers’s Late Night and 

Colbert’s Late Show began to introduce monologues, segments, and guest appearance interviews 

that displayed a new approach to political content on network television. These programs started 

to offer political content that seemed to be more overtly political than what had ever been seen on 

network late night. In the fall of 2016, I began to write my dissertation proposal based on studying 

the political changes that were taking place on these new late night talk shows. Then in 2017 ABC’s 

Jimmy Kimmel Live!, a program that had been on the air for fifteen years, also shifted towards 

presenting more overtly political content on their network late night program. These changes 

coincided during a time of perceived hyper-partisanship in the U.S. and during the rise of Donald 

Trump’s candidacy and ultimately the beginning of his tenure in the White House. I was not the 

only one who took notice of this change of political content as many U.S. newspapers started 

publishing articles in 2017 and 2018 with similar perspectives with titles such as: Variety’s Brian 

Steinberg’s “Mourning the Death of Late Night Talk Shows,” New York Post’s Rich Lowry’s 

“From Carson to Kimmel: the Collapse of the Late-Night Empire,” The New York Times’s Jim 

Rutenberg’s “Colbert, Kimmel and the Politics of Late Night,” National Review’s Dennis Prager’s 

“From Johnny Carson to Stephen Colbert,” and The Western Journal’s Jonathan Pincus’s “While 

Other Late Night Show Hosts Divide Audiences, Johnny Carson’s Legacy Honored Through New 
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Show.” Focusing on just the titles of these articles, we can glimpse one of the key observations of 

this dissertation. These articles all claimed that these new network late night programs were 

disrupting old subgenre conventions, especially relating to their political content, and that these 

subgenre conventions had largely been intact since Johnny Carson started hosting The Tonight 

Show in 1962. This dissertation seeks to trace what Dennis Prager stated in his article’s six-word 

title the as trajectory “From Johnny Carson to Stephen Colbert.” This is no simple task, as the path 

from Carson’s Tonight Show to Colbert’s Late Show and the other contemporary programs is a 

complex one. Thus, this dissertation seeks to answer the following questions: what factors have 

shaped the U.S. television media landscape from its inception to the present? Did network late night 

follow a similar trajectory to other network television genres or subgenres? How did the subgenre 

remain relatively unchanged from the 1960s to the mid-2010s while the rest of the media landscape 

continued to be transformed? What are these new programs doing with their political content that 

is so different from past programming? Why was this transformation so abrupt? What cultural 

signifying practices did the past programs produce? What cultural signifying practices are the 

contemporary programs disseminating today? 

1.1 State of Research  

Starting in the mid-2000s and lasting until the mid-2010s, a concentration of books and publications 

were produced by scholars from a range of different fields that focused their research on late night 

talk shows. While not much had changed on network late night in the past forty to fifty years, these 

scholars were interested in explaining and discussing the rise of the new cable parody news 

programs that emerged in that timeframe, such as Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report. 

These publications have helped to lay the foundation from which this dissertation takes off. Major 

publications on late night talk shows include but are not limited to: Jeffery Jones’s 2004 

Entertaining Politics (second edition 2009); Geoffrey Baym’s 2009 From Cronkite to Colbert; 

Jonathan Gray, Jeffery Jones, and Ethan Thompson’s 2009 Satire TV (eds.); Amber Day’s 2011 

Satire and Dissent; Amarnath Amarasingam’s 2011 The Stewart-Colbert Effect (ed.); Sophia 

McClennen and Remy Maisel’s 2014 Is Satire Saving Our Nation?; and S. Robert Lichter, Jody 

Baumgartner, and Jonathan Morris’s 2014 Politics is a Joke. These scholars mainly come from 

four fields of study: political science, communications, journalism, and media studies (only a few 

branch over to the arts with literature and cultural studies). While this dissertation is firmly planted 

in the field of cultural studies, it at the same time relies upon and intersects with the fields of 
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political science, communications, journalism, and media studies. By analyzing the past cable 

parody news and network late night programs, these past publications have shown me a valuable 

blueprint for how to approach the contemporary network late night programs. These past books 

and edited volumes focusing on late night talk shows provided the foundations of my research. 

However, I would use other secondary items such as books, journal articles, and interviews to create 

a more comprehensive approach. 

 Five other types of publications are routinely utilized in this dissertation to expand on the 

changes within the late night talk show landscape. Firstly, I have relied upon other works from 

scholars in the fields of political science, communication, journalism, and media to help 

contextualize the overall developments in the United States’ twenty-first-century media landscape 

and the changes in the television news media in specific, including books like Steve Barkin’s 2003 

American Television News, Alison Danges’s 2010 Politics on Demand, and Ponce De Leon’s 2016 

That’s The Way It Is. Secondly, this dissertation uses books that examine the television landscape 

and entertainment television such as Bernard Timberg’s 2004 Television Talk, James Poniewozik’s 

2018 Audience of One, and Amanda Lotz’s 2014 The Television Will Be Revolutionized and 2018 

We Now Disrupt This Broadcast. Thirdly, I worked with biographical and historical accounts of 

these hosts, programs, and the genre including books like Bill Carter’s 1995 The Late Shift and 

2011 The War for Late Night, Chris Smith’s 2016 ‘The Daily Show’ An Oral History, and Jason 

Zinoman’s 2017 Letterman. Fourthly, this dissertation applies current newspaper articles, magazine 

articles, and critical reviews from such publications as The New York Times, The New Yorker, The 

Atlantic, and Variety. Finally, I looked at interviews conducted with hosts of these contemporary 

late night talk shows from similar newspapers, magazines, and news outlets. These five different 

types of sources have helped to fill in some of the research gaps, but they left many unanswered 

questions and plenty of room for new research on what these contemporary programs are doing.  

 In the past few years, more publications have begun to emerge on the new late night talk 

shows, and while most of them comment on some of the changes extensively covered in this 

dissertation, they primarily focus on topics that are not the focal point of this dissertation. There 

are still many unanswered questions: do these programs foster cynicism towards politics? Do they 

promote political activism or increase voter turn-out? Do they aim to educate their audiences? Jody 

Baumgartner and Amy Becker’s 2018 edited book, Political Humor in a Changing Media 

Landscape: A New Generation of Research, similarly points out that there “has been a fundamental 
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shift in the expectations placed on late-night talk show hosts. Gone are the days when late-night 

programming was simply comedy and light banter between host and guests. It is increasingly the 

case that hosts are expected to be politically relevant” (3). However, previous works, like 

Baumgarnter and Becker’s, do not dive to the same depths as this dissertation as it explores specific 

themes such as the general evolution of late night talk shows, partisanship, amplification and 

agenda setting, and the changing role of infotainment on these programs. Likewise, Stephen 

Farnsworth and S. Robert Lichter’s 2020 Late Night with Trump: Political Humor and the 

American Presidency demonstrates views which align with mine, but their main topics are 

generally different areas, and in places where their content does overlap with this dissertation, they 

often provide a more quantitative than qualitative analysis. While these works are complementary 

to my research, they still leave plenty of room for further inquiry. 

1.2 Objectives, Chapters, Working Terms, and Selection of Primary Material 

Locating and defining where the past and current late night talk shows fit into the television 

landscape is critical to this dissertation. Bernard Timberg’s Television Talk: A History of the TV 

Talk Show organizes talk television into three subgenres: the early-morning news talk magazine 

show, the daytime audience-participation show, and finally the late-night entertainment talk show 

(6). Awareness that late night fits into the broader category of talk television can provide valuable 

popular culture interconnections and readings. However, viewing late night talk shows as one 

single broad subgenre is problematic in today's fragmented marketplace. When scholars work with 

late night television, many distinguish between what is satirical or non-satirical, what is parodic or 

what is non-parodic, and what is fake or what is real. Amber Day uses the term “parodic news 

shows” when discussing programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart or The Colbert Report, 

and Jeffery Jones uses the term “political entertainment television” when looking at these same 

programs (Jones ix). 

In this dissertation, the genre of late night talk show will be an all-encompassing term to 

reference the comedic entertainment programs that typically air around the end of or after 

primetime (roughly 11:00 p.m.); they are filmed in front of a studio audience and feature a host 

talking to the viewers and/or guest interviews. Then late night talk shows will further be divided 

into the two subgenres of network late night and cable parody news. Network late night will refer 

to programs like The Tonight Show, Late Night, and The Late Show. Cable parody news will refer 

to programs like The Daily Show, Last Week Tonight, and Full Frontal.  
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Genre: Late Night Talk Show 

Subgenre: Network Late Night  Subgenre: Cable Parody News 

Example: The Tonight Show with Jay Leno Example: The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 

Example: Late Show with David Letterman Example: The Colbert Report  

 

These two subgenres display similar elements such as comedy, interviews, sketches, and 

monologues, but they differ greatly in elements such as distribution, satire, niche or broad-based 

appeal, sets, and whether they emphasize their comedic focus on general popular culture or more 

so on politics. An in depth analysis of the subgenre of network late night will be conducted in 

chapter two of this dissertation entitled “Network Late Night: Genre Conventions and U.S. 

Television Landscape.”  

Historically, I will show that network late night programs operated for fifty years from 1962 

to 2015 (from the Johnny Carson-era to the Jay Leno and David Letterman-era) by being distributed 

on the major networks, offering little to no satire, providing broad-based appeal, and focusing on 

general popular culture. Chapter three of this dissertation will consist of an in depth analysis of 

the subgenre of cable parody news and is entitled “Cable Parody News: Genre Conventions and 

U.S. Television Landscape.” In chapter three I will show that cable parody news operated from 

the 1990s to the present (from The Daily Show-era to today with programs like Last Week Tonight). 

Cable parody news will be defined by the following characteristics: it is distributed on cable or 

subscription services, offers political satire, provides niche or narrowcast appeal, and focuses the 

majority of their content on politics. 

However, under the aforementioned subgenre conventions, a complication arises when 

analyzing the new satirical network late night such as The Late Show with Stephen Colbert or Late 

Night with Seth Meyers. These satirical network programs are challenging what has traditionally 

been done on network late night by routinely using comedic conventions that had historically been 

linked solely to cable parody news, and in the process they are producing something utterly new. 

Colbert’s The Late Show, Meyers’s Late Night, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! now offer an 

amalgamation of subgenre markers from network late night and cable parody news. These 

programs are disrupting network late night subgenre conventions that have existed around the 

airing of political moments for over fifty years. Additionally, there are still conventional network 

late night programs, such as The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show 
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with James Corden, that remain devoted to the past subgenre conventions of network late night. 

Chapter four, titled “Tracking Political Moments on Network Late Night: 1954 to Present,” 

seeks to expand on how past late night talk shows, alongside the contemporary conventional 

network programs and the new satirical network programs, have differed in how they handle their 

political moments. 

Subgenre: Network Late Night  

Subcategory: Conventional Network Late Night Subcategory: Satirical Network Late Night  

Example: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon Example: Late Night with Seth Meyers 

Example: The Late Late Show with James Corden Example: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

 

 Throughout the different chapters of this dissertation, the U.S. television media landscape 

including its structure, distribution practices, and the content it has disseminated will be analyzed 

in correspondence to different periods of American television. For example, the dissertation will 

examine late night talk shows within periods that scholars and critics like Amanda Lotz, Geoffrey 

Baym, and James Poniewozik describe as the network era (the 1950s to 1980s), multi-channel era 

(mid-1980s to 2000), and post-network era (2000s to present). These eras of television history 

provided vastly different content, audience expectations, distribution practices, and organizational 

structures. Here, it will be argued that programs like Carson’s Tonight Show went to the extremes 

of producing big-tent (or mass entertainment) entertainment programming for their audiences in 

the network era. Furthermore, it will be proposed that the network late night programs of the 1990s 

to mid-2010s, such as Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show, doubled down on the 

subgenre convention of big-tent entertainment and offered programs that tried to continue to have 

mass appeal during a time of increased television fragmentation. Additionally, it will be asserted 

that cable parody news programs of the 2000s such as Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report 

were more willing than network late night to adapt to the ever more narrowcast U.S. media 

landscape with their more targeted programs. Finally, the dissertation will explore how the current 

conventional network programs and satirical network programs fit into the current television and 

increasingly digital landscape of U.S. television.  

The final three chapters of this dissertation before the conclusion, chapters five through 

seven will examine how politics have evolved on the contemporary conventional network and 

satirical network programs. Chapter five, titled “(Non)Partisan Political Moments and Network 
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Late Night,” will expand on how (non)partisan political stances have been portrayed on late night 

talk shows and will argue that the current satirical network programs are presenting more overtly 

partisan programs than past network late night and cable parody news programs. Next, chapter six, 

entitled “Amplification and Agenda Setting in Political Moments on Network Late Night,” will 

highlight how network late night programs were historically reluctant to offer substantive political 

critiques and refrained from practicing any agenda setting. Cable parody news programs, in marked 

contrast, were willing to offer sharp opinions and political satire that would amplify certain political 

topics, and they also functioned as agenda setters by introducing or highlighting under-reported 

stories. For the current satirical network programs, it will be argued that they amplify political 

content and generally follow pre-circulating news stories and agendas of the day. Chapter seven, 

titled “Infotainment on Network Late Night,” expands on the shift that cable parody news and 

new satirical network programs have taken towards presenting and deliberately engaging with 

political current events and information. Furthermore, it will be argued that the satirical network 

late night programs function much like the mainstream television news media as they often rely on 

televisual effects, the creation of exciting narratives, and sensationalism. More than any other 

chapter, this chapter discusses how these programs fit into the current U.S. television news media 

landscape.  

This dissertation will use four terms throughout the work that require further explanation: 

political moments, political humor, political satire, and deliberate political engagement. Other 

terms that are used more specifically in only one chapter will then be defined later in that chapter. 

The term political moments in this dissertation will function as a sweeping term for anything in the 

political sphere that airs on these programs. This umbrella term can be applied to simple uncritical 

political one-liners offered by a host or to more critically biting political satire. Thus, the political 

in political moments can be, but is not limited to, impersonations of politicians, political humor, 

satirical rebukes, politically themed conversations with guests, advocating for a certain issue, 

coverage of political current events, engagement with news media (think of usage of redacted news 

footage clips or print publications), or any conversation with a political figure. The political 

moments can air on any segment of the broadcast. For instance, political moments can air in the 

introduction, monologue, desk pieces, sketches, guest interviews, or performances. By this 

definition, political moments have consistently been a part of late night talk shows from their 

inception in the 1950s until today. Examples range from Johnny Carson telling topical jokes at the 

expense of President John F. Kennedy during the early 1960s to Jimmy Fallon impersonating 
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Democrat Beto O’Rourke in 2019. The shifting role of political moments will be examined from 

the earliest instances of the genre to what is aired nightly by today’s network late night programs. 

 The term political humor is best defined in the book Politics Is a Joke! How TV Comedians 

Are Remarking Political Life:  

the term political humor (or political comedy) [is] to refer to any form of communication 

that alludes to something political and is intended to make people laugh. For our purposes, 

this communication will typically be a joke or message that is delivered verbally but may 

derive some of its ability to make an audience laugh from nonverbal cues like movement, 

facial expressions, or physical imitation. It may also make use of humorous pictures, videos, 

or music… (Lichter et al. 8) 

Exactly how political or how humorous a joke is can vary from joke to joke, from host to host, and 

from audience to audience. Political humor in this dissertation can range from Johnny Carson's 

one-liners to the desk pieces offered by Jon Stewart.  

 However, sometimes political humor can be more specifically characterized as political 

satire, which is the third technical term the dissertation uses. The criteria that this dissertation will 

follow for categorizing a political moment as political satire were best summarized by Gray et al. 

as an “attack that in some way passes judgment on the object of that attack, thereby enunciating a 

perceived breach in societal norms of values” (Gray et al. 12). The “attack” can be conducted by 

using irony, humor, ridicule, wordplay, and/or parody alongside other modes, and in the passing of 

judgment, pushes forth a political point. So where political humor intends to make one laugh, 

political satire intends to “advance a thesis” (Jones “With All…” 44). Finally, the “perceived breach 

in societal norms of values” can be lies, abuses of power, vices, and/or folly, to name a few. 

Although non-satirical political humor can also attack its target with a joke and occasionally pass 

judgment on the target, it does not need to advance a thesis and expose gaps in societal or political 

norms the way political satire does. Anything labeled political satire in this dissertation will need 

to meet that higher criterion. 

  The final term that will be used throughout this dissertation is deliberate political 

engagement. Deliberate political engagement references situations when late night talk shows are 

willing to purposefully and critically address a social or political current event or issue. This is not 

a surface-level reference or joke, but an intentional and committed focus on a current event or issue. 
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Historically, past political moments offered on network late night programs were intended to only 

use current events as a ploy for a quick laugh and did not seek to offer meaningful engagement. 

Cable parody news programs started to deliberately engage with political moments in the 1990s by 

offering monologues, sketches, and guest interview segments that would directly address hot button 

social and political current events and issues. Programs can apply deliberate political engagement 

through either comedy, as in political satire, or through more somber moments, as when David 

Letterman returned to the air after the 9/11 attacks. It will be shown throughout this dissertation 

that the current satirical network late night programs now regularly deliberately engage with 

political moments on their programs. 

 The past and current programs selected to be analyzed for this dissertation range from the 

1950s to the present. They are some of the highest-rated programs, and they aired (or are still airing) 

during the most prestigious late night timeslots. Many of them are critically acclaimed late night 

talk shows located on channels that have a storied history with successful late night talk shows. 

However, one area of program analysis is largely absent from this dissertation: contemporary cable 

parody news programs that have aired after the retirement of Jon Stewart from The Daily Show and 

Stephen Colbert’s switch to network television. This could include programs such as Last Week 

Tonight with John Oliver (HBO: April 2014 to present), The Daily Show with Trevor Noah 

(Comedy Central: September 2015 to present), Full Frontal with Samantha Bee (TBS: February 

2016 to present), and Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj (Netflix: October 2018 to June 2020). These 

new cable parody news programs would provide interesting avenues for research, especially as they 

present diverse voices on late night talk shows; Trevor Noah (a black South African) and Samantha 

Bee (a woman) are some of the first diverse hosts to have long stints as hosts since Arsenio Hall in 

the early 1990s (not taking into account comedians of Jewish origins like Jon Stewart or Bill 

Maher). Additionally, it would be beneficial to break down the new style of presenting enlarged 

segments lasting twenty to thirty minutes on Oliver’s Last Week Tonight and Minhaj’s Patriot Act 

that function much like a mini-documentary on one specific topic. However, dissertations need 

limits and these subjects would be too much to cover for this project. An in depth analysis of these 

new cable parody programs would also be a promising area to explore, but this dissertation focuses 

on network late night’s mid-2010s abrupt departure from its big-tent audiences and cautious 

political moments, and its embrace of narrowcast and potentially polarizing political moments. 

While these changes, like a switch to partisan politics, can also be seen on the contemporary cable 

parody news programs, the about-face by network late night makes for a more striking analysis.  
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 This dissertation is concerned with analyzing the cultural signification that these programs 

produce on a nightly basis, and this is reflected in the selection of my primary examples. The 

secondary texts used in this project have at times written about encounters these hosts had outside 

their late night talk shows such as Jon Stewart’s 2004 appearance on CNN’s Crossfire (1982 to 

2005 and 2013 to 2014) or Stephen Colbert’s 2006 hosting of the White House Correspondents’ 

Association Dinner, but this dissertation tries to work exclusively with the content that is aired 

nightly on their programs. Thus, the arguments presented surrounding partisanship, amplification, 

agenda setting, and infotainment can be found weekly, if not on a nightly basis. This content is 

accessed via the late night talk shows official YouTube channels and represents what aired during 

the original broadcast, but it is often interrupted by digital commercials, and the YouTube pages 

can occasionally offer online exclusive or extended interviews.  

The selected primary examples from the contemporary programs for chapters one to six 

mainly range from 2015 to 2019 for two major reasons and mainly overlap with the Trump 

Presidency. Firstly, I watched and took notes on almost all the monologues and numerous guest 

appearances from 2017 to 2019. Additionally, the bulk of the writing took place from 2018 to 2020. 

Secondly, the beginning of Covid-19 marked a clear end point from my close readings starting in 

March 2020. Prior to March 2020, all these programs typically taped in front of large studio 

audiences, but after March 2020 many were produced in other locations such as the host’s houses 

(Stephen Colbert, Jimmy Fallon), their New York apartments (Trevor Noah and Seth Meyers), or 

in empty studios later in the pandemic. This dissertation has chosen to forgo working with these 

examples because of the unconventional nature in which these seasons were produced. 

In chapter eight, the “Conclusion to the Dissertation,” I will consider recent primary 

examples ranging from June 2021 to March 2022 (when these programs returned to their studios 

and again started taping in front of live audiences). Initially, when creating this dissertation, I saw 

the Trump political ascendancy and then presidency as being a contributing factor to the 

transformation of political moments on network late night, but not as the sole or even leading factor. 

Many other factors come into play when my research progressed: the retirement of hosts dedicated 

to big-tent (or ‘most-mass’) entertainment; the fact that big-tent programming was a relic of the 

past for most other television genres (even on network television), or that the past hosts were 

replaced by hosts that had experience on parody news (Meyers and Colbert). These trends were 

happening before Trump even won the Republican presidential nomination (let alone the 
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presidency), and once the choice was made to narrowcast, it would be hard for these hosts to win 

back broader demographics. I predicted in 2018 that the satirical network programs would remain 

more politically-oriented even after the Trump Presidency. With the win of Joe Biden in the 2020 

election and with the return of these programs to their studios with face-masked and vaccinated 

audiences in the summer of 2021, I was afforded the opportunity to investigate whether the 

tendencies I observe had survived the Trump presidency. I do not want to downplay Donald 

Trump’s definitive impact on these events, as he largely consumed the U.S.’s (if not the world’s) 

news media cycles for his entire presidency. However, the arguments that this dissertation analyzes 

and explains extend way past any single factor or political actor. Thus, the concluding chapter will 

seek to explore how the contemporary network programs are operating under the Biden Presidency. 

And as I predicted a few years ago, these new satirical network late night programs have continued 

to offer politically charged and engaged episodes on a nightly basis well after the Trump 

Presidency. 
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2. Network Late Night: Genre Conventions and U.S. Television 

Landscape 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter seeks to introduce and track the genre conventions of network late night from its 

inception in the 1950s up until the mid-2010s. Furthermore, this chapter will highlight how network 

late night genre conventions were shaped by the different eras these programs aired in. The U.S. 

media landscape, including its distribution methods, revenue streams, technology, and consumer 

practices, continues to alter and restructure how television is produced for both the network 

television broadcasters and newer forms of media like cable channels, digital channels, and 

streaming services. Here, network television references legacy broadcasters such as NBC, CBS, 

and ABC which distribute free original airings of programming across the U.S. through their 

affiliate stations. Since the 1950s, these networks have carried the potential to reach mass audiences 

in the tens of millions. This chapter’s analysis primarily uses existing scholarship on these past 

network late night programs. However, it does contain close readings of these programs that 

support the past scholars’ claims. This analysis will trace the early programs of Tonight hosted first 

by Steve Allen and then later by Jack Paar and how they set the stage for future programs in the 

genre. Next, it will focus on how The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson institutionalized the 

genre conventions of network late night during its thirty-year run from 1962 to 1992. Then the 

chapter will examine David Letterman’s Late Night and Late Show alongside The Tonight Show 

with Jay Leno to explain how the genre conventions were reinforced and maintained during a 

turbulent time for network television in the 1990s and 2000s. Finally, it will introduce some of the 

other successful network late night programs and franchises that were established in the 1990s and 

2000s. This chapter will show that network late night from its start in the 1950s up until the 

retirements of Jay Leno and David Letterman in the mid-2010s was a genre driven by the desire to 

attain big-tent audiences. Generally, network late night sought to entertain a broad swath of the 

American public and did not seek to alienate any demographic by catering to narrowcast audiences. 

This network model of mass entertainment was generally abided by network late night programs 

until the contemporary programs of the mid-2010s tansitioned their political content away from 

this safe approach, as will be discussed in future chapters.  
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2.2 Network Television’s Configurations in the Network-Era: 1950s to Mid-

1980s 

Following World War Two, relatively few U.S. households had television sets, but by the early-

1950s the number of sets had grown to over fifteen million (“History of Television Broadcasting”). 

From the outset, television was dominated by three broadcasting networks: National Broadcasting 

Company (NBC), American Broadcasting Company (ABC), and Columbia Broadcasting System 

(CBS). These networks all had their roots in radio, but they were quick to transition to the newer 

medium of television. NBC, ABC, and CBS (alongside DuMont, which went off-air in 1956) were 

approved to have licenses to broadcast television content across the U.S. by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) (“History of Television Broadcasting”). This highly 

restricted number of licensed networks created a bottleneck in distribution, which only allowed 

three channels to broadcast to the entire U.S. populace (Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized 

132). This bottleneck in the distribution of the U.S. television marketplace is commonly referred 

to as the network-era, and it would last until the early-1980s when cable television would start to 

gain traction (Poniewozik 24 & Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized 8). Networks 

generated revenue from advertisements in the form of commercials, product placement, and even 

by including a product’s brand name in the name of the television program (for example, when 

Steve Allen’s program first only aired locally around the New York City market, it was called The 

Steve Allen Show presented by Knickerbocker Beer). Thus, it was expedient for advertisers to spend 

their money on network programs that attracted the most viewers, which of course also meant that 

those timeslots and product placements would command a higher price. From its outset, the 
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network-era business models were constructed by and measured success by generating mass 

audiences (Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 39). Because of this focus, the networks tried to 

provide big-tent entertainment that welcomed mass audiences and provided non-alienating content 

directed at an America imagined to be homogenous. Network-era programming sought to be 

viewed by all Americans, regardless of their socioeconomic status, ethnicity, gender, age, 

geography (urban, rural, and region), and political views (Ponce De Leon 44 & Poniewozik 89).  

2.3 Network-Era Demands of Creating the “Least Objectionable 

Programming”  

The desire for big-tent audiences led CBS Vice President of Programming Paul Klein to seek 

content that was, as he described it, the “least objectionable programming.” Lotz claims that the 

least objectionable programming was officially targeted at the widest range of viewers, but it was 

in practice still directed at a white American middle class (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 

24). Poniewozik declares that the least objectionable programming 

was there to give you a break. You didn’t turn on the TV to find something you loved; you 

turned it on to find something you didn’t hate. You turned it on to have the TV on. TV 

aimed to be OK with everyone, to induce a kind of room-temperature stasis. It was 

inoffensive, unprovocative, unobjectionable. (25-26) 

Accordingly, network-era television offered few programs that targeted specific demographics, and 

instead aired the least objectionable programming aimed at the largest possible audiences (Barkin 

180).  

 When applying this focus on unobjectionable big-tent programming to network late night, 

it is clear that they too were bound by these network norms and practices. Timberg asserts that for 

roughly the first fifty years of U.S. television almost all talk shows (morning, midday, late night) 

were trying to appeal to the widest possible audiences (5-6). Network late night was no exception 

and offered its viewers “simple entertainment” (Baumgartner & Becker, eds. 4). Lichter et al. insist 

that network-era late night was an “entertainment genre that delivered humor while avoiding 

controversy” (38). Furthermore, Lichter et al. state that it is problematic for programs seeking big-

tent audiences to air humor that could potentially divide audiences, like “a joke whose success 

depends on the audience taking a particular position on a controversial issue” (134). Network-era 
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late night hosts avoided presenting content that took too strong a stance on divisive issues; instead, 

these programs sought to provide mass audiences content that was safe and unobjectionable.  

2.4 Steve Allen’s Tonight and the Creation of a Genre: 1954 to 1957 

When it began airing on television in 1954, Steve Allen’s Tonight show was the first-ever late night 

talk show, and many of the genre conventions and subgenre conventions of network late night can 

be traced back to this program. Unfortunately, only a few clips of Allen’s Tonight show have 

survived. Hence, my understanding of this program is limited to biographical accounts and the 

viewing of a limited number of clips accessible online. The few accessible clips were used to check 

the validity of the biographers’ accounts, due to the latter’s often celebratory and authoritative tone 

towards Allen’s Tonight, but these clips typically track with the biographers’ accounts. In this 

section it will be argued that many of the genre conventions still visible in today’s network late 

night programs were already visible in the original Steve Allen Tonight show. Some examples 

include telling jokes from a desk, displaying sketch comedy segments, and hosting guest 

interviews.  

Steve Allen’s Tonight show was created at the beginning of the network-era and was largely 

confined to the network-era norms and practices. In 1954 Pat Weaver, the head of NBC, gave Allen 

the barren national timeslot of weeknights at 11:30 p.m. Eastern Standard Time (EST) to create a 

late night talk show. Before it premiered it was uncertain if Steve Allen’s Tonight would even be 

able to carry enough viewers to stay on-air by generating new original content at such a late 

timeslot. Previously, this was a timeslot dedicated to reruns and had relatively few viewers. This 

NBC programming gamble led to the creation of one of its most historic franchises, now called The 

Tonight Show (NBC:1954 to present), and the birth of an entire genre of American television, the 

late night talk show, which is now represented by the subgenre I call network late night. Poniewozik 

explains that in the network-era “broadcast networks began with the idea of TV for everyone” and 

there are few exceptions made to this practice. Allen’s Tonight largely abided by this network 

practice of offering big-tent entertainment, even if it was provided some wiggle room since it was 

a new genre of talk show and it started at such a late timeslot (Alba 69). On a successful night, the 

largest audiences Steve Allen’s Tonight show would reach during its run would be around six 

million viewers (Alba 285). In absolute numbers (so even discounting demographic growth), this 

figure is more than double that of the most successful network late night programs in the current 

fragmented media landscape (Welch, “Late-Night ratings, April 25-26, 2016…”). Furthermore, 
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Steve Allen’s identity was also the least objectionable to a mass American audience, with Allen 

being white, Christian, male, middle to upper-class, and coming from the Midwest. 

 The general structure of Allen’s Tonight was largely adopted from big-tent comedic variety 

shows on both vaudeville and radio from the 1920s to 1950s. Lichter et al. explain that 1950s 

television programming remained similar to that of earlier radio programming due to television 

being a “new medium whose unique possibilities had yet to be explored. Thus, the talk show was 

an early staple on television” (20). Television scholar Bernard Timberg claims that Allen’s Tonight 

“energized old performance traditions” of both vaudeville and radio by slightly altering it for 

television (46). For example, Allen’s previous radio programs already contained a monologue, 

musical performances, comedy segments, and celebrity guest appearances (Alba 38). These 

program segments would later become a part of Allen’s Tonight show and ultimately become genre 

conventions. Vaudeville formats, be that for the stage, the radio, or the television, typically provide 

big-tent entertainment by intermixing a variety of unrelated acts; this approach to entertainment 

content seeks to serve a diverse audience by providing a little something for everyone. 

 

(NBC/Kobal/Shutterstock.com) 
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 Many of the genre conventions of network late night were already present in Steve Allen’s 

Tonight show starting in 1954. Jay Leno stated that “Steve Allen was an innovator. When he started 

this program [The Tonight Show franchise], there was nothing to fashion it after. Nobody had ever 

done this before!” (qtd. in Alba 14). The first genre convention that Allen’s Tonight contributed to 

network late night was starting the program with a comedic monologue. Secondly, Allen’s Tonight 

featured musical performances by its house band, house singers, guests, and Allen himself on the 

piano (Timberg 45 & Alba 177 & 188). Thirdly, the Allen-era Tonight presented sketch comedy 

segments with Allen and other comedians (Alba 120). Finally, the program also exhibited guest 

interviews with high-profile celebrities. Bill Carter confirms that Allen’s Tonight offered a “nightly 

mix of comedy, music, and show business chatter. Allen’s Tonight show had many conventional 

elements—the familiar celebrity faces, familiar singers singing standard songs” (The Late Shift 14). 

All four of these genre conventions were present in the very first episode of Allen’s Tonight, as it 

showcased a comedic monologue, musical performances by both Allen and his house singers, a 

sketch comedy segment for a fake soap called “Sludge,” and guest appearances by actor Wally 

Cox, singer Bill Kenny, and professional baseball player Willy Mays (“First Tonight Show 

9/27/54”). The Steve Allen-era Tonight initiated many genre conventions for network late night in 

the first big-tent variety-based late night talk show.  

2.5 Jack Paar’s Tonight and the Turn to Talk: 1957 to 1962 

After Steve Allen stepped aside from the Tonight show in 1957, he was quickly replaced by the 

former radio host and television game show host, then thirty-nine-year-old Jack Paar (Timberg 47-

48). The Jack Paar-era Tonight show would run from July 29, 1957, until March 30, 1962. Like 

Steve Allen’s, Jack Paar’s tenure as host of NBC’s Tonight franchise would be short-lived in 

comparison to the hosts that would follow. However, both Allen and Paar would make long-lasting 

contributions to network late night’s genre conventions. The Jack Paar Tonight would transition 

the franchise away from Allen’s more variety-like format and refocused the program’s content to 

involve more conversations and talk. While Paar’s Tonight made some small adjustments to the 

evolving format of the program, the television program remained bound to the network demand of 

big-tent entertainment. 

 Several television scholars and commentators credit Jack Paar’s Tonight for contributing to 

now-common genre conventions of network late night. Again, due to the lack of available episodes 

and clips this section does rely heavily on past scholarship. Nesteroff argues that “while Paar is 
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now little known in comparison to Steve Allen and Johnny Carson, he invented most of the 

conventions associated with late night talk shows during his run” (137). “Inventing most of the 

conventions” would be an exaggeration, but he did advance some new elements or add his own 

twist to existing pieces established by Allen’s Tonight. For instance, Timberg asserts that “many 

of the traditions of late-night entertainment talk, so familiar to television viewers of the 1970s, 

1980s, and 1990s, were established by two important talk-show hosts, Steve Allen and Jack Paar” 

(45). Finally, Zinoman claims that Jack Paar’s Tonight created a distinctly different talk-show 

tradition than what Allen’s Tonight offered (119-120). The main difference between Paar-era 

Tonight and Allen-era Tonight was a slight shift away from a variety and music format to one more 

concentrated on talk and conversations (“American Masters: About Jack Paar”). Even though 

Paar’s Tonight reduced the franchise’s variety components such as piano performances, house 

singers, and comedic sketches, its focus on talk was still bound to network-era demands of having 

to appeal to millions of American viewers at once (Alba 146 & Poniewozik xv).  

 The first talk-focused genre convention that Paar’s Tonight contributed was the centrality 

of the monologue. Airing five nights a week at 11:30 p.m. EST Paar’s Tonight made the monologue 

the centerpiece of the program (which it was not yet for Allen). Timberg states that Jack Paar earlier 

in his career made a national name for himself by being a “monologist and stand-up comedian” and 

Carter also states he was known for his “offbeat monologist” style (48 & The Late Shift 14). On 

Tonight, Paar would position himself center stage and would often be perched on a stool to deliver 

a “laundry list of jokes” in his monologue which ranged from topical current events to digressions 

on his personal life (Zinoman 117-118). This shift to a longer topical monologue would be an 

element that would remain a defining feature of network late night programs still today.  
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(AP) 

 The second talk-focused genre convention the Jack Paar-era Tonight show intensified was 

the long conversations with both individual celebrity guests and groups of guests. Alba confirms 

that “Paar narrowed Allen’s variety format into one of purely talk” and that “Paar’s gift was in 

engaging his guests in compelling conversations” (Alba 146). Nesteroff further states, that “[t]he 

man who made The Tonight Show [known as Tonight during the Allen and Paar years] an entity 

was Steve Allen. But the man who turned The Tonight Show into a talk show was Jack Paar” (132). 

Paar’s Tonight used talk as its main form of big-tent entertainment for its audience. Under Jack 

Paar, the Tonight show audience would be introduced to guests like Carol Burnett, Woody Allen, 

and Liza Minnelli (“American Masters: About Jack Paar”). Paar would sit behind his desk next to 

his guests, who would sit on adjacent chairs or a couch. The conversations were conducted live and 
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were largely unrehearsed and unscripted (“Jack Paar “Smart Television” PBS documentary 

(2003)”).  

 While variety elements were still present in Jack Paar’s Tonight, the program underscored 

the importance of “talk” in late night talk shows. Charles River Editors proclaim that by the end of 

Jack Paar’s time on Tonight he was an “American institution” and that the next host of the franchise, 

Johnny Carson, “had some huge shoes to fill.” At its peak, Paar’s Tonight generated big-tent 

audiences of over seven and a half million (Zinoman 120). In Bill Carter’s The Late Shift, he 

mentions that after Jack Paar hosted the Tonight show, NBC would “never again consider any other 

form of programming in late night” (14). In short, the Paar-era Tonight strengthened genre 

conventions of talk on network late night and solidified the success of the new television genre. 

2.6 The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson and the Institutionalization of 

Genre Conventions: 1962 to 1992 

NBC’s Tonight Show’s third host, Johnny Carson, took over as the host of the franchise on October 

1st, 1962, and he would host the program for the next thirty years until May 22nd, 1992. The Tonight 

Show Starring Johnny Carson would become one of the most successful programs on television 

during the network-era, grossing more than one hundred million dollars in ad revenue a year in its 

peak and generating fifteen to twenty percent of NBC’s entire annual revenue for a large part of its 

run (Carter, The Late Shift 17). Television critics and scholars accredit Carson’s Tonight Show with 

traditionalizing and popularizing network late night. For example, Farnsworth and Lichter state 

that “the genre of late night talk became institutionalized under the direction of Johnny Carson” 

(13); Timberg also claims that “Johnny Carson institutionalized the late-night entertainment talk 

show” (58). Zinoman proclaims Carson “turned the talk show into a blockbuster” (120), and 

Charles River Editors assert that “among America’s comedians, few if any have had the kind of 

influence on pop culture and society like Johnny Carson.” In this section, it will be argued that The 

Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson institutionalized many of the genre conventions of network 

late night and that these conventions were bound to the network-era demands that sought to present 

the least objectionable programming and aspired to be viewed by mass audiences.  

  The Tonight show under Allen and Paar did produce mass entertainment, but the Carson-

era Tonight Show (rebranded The Tonight Show under Carson) would go even further to cater to 

big-tent audiences. Carter explains that Carson’s Tonight Show would try to secure the widest 
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possible audiences by catering to their perceived prejudices (The Late Shift 15). The Carson-era 

Tonight Show aired in what Poniewozik calls the “statistical height of mass-market television. The 

big fragmentation of the TV audience would come later in the 1980s and beyond” (30). During 

most of the Carson-era, The Tonight Show was on one of only three channels available to the 

majority of American households. Partially due to this favorable bottleneck in distribution, it 

averaged over seventeen million viewers a night for multiple years in the 1970s (Lotz, We Now 

Disrupt This Broadcast 69 & Timberg 106). Furthermore, Carson’s Tonight Show was geared for 

delivering the mass audiences that the network-era required. Ed McMahon, Carson’s on-air Tonight 

Show sidekick, recalls a story in his book about the beginning of the program’s run when Carson 

said the philosophy of the show should be to “just entertain the hell out of them” (qtd. in McMahon 

56). The program’s philosophy for focusing on entertaining the hell out of their audience and 

seeking big-tent audiences was a winning strategy during the network-era.  

 

(Carson Entertainment Group) 

The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson matched the network-era standards of presenting 

the least objectionable programming. Zinoman asserts that Carson’s Tonight Show “aimed for a 
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larger demographic” and that Carson’s gift as an entertainer was “knowing just how far to push a 

joke to get a laugh without losing parts of the vast American public” (121). Charles River Editors 

claim that “for all that he [Johnny Carson] enjoyed pushing the boundaries of good taste, Carson 

never forgot that those boundaries existed.” Finally, Lichter et al. declare that “the jokes Carson 

told were never risky or cutting-edge. Instead, they were more a reflection or barometer of the 

public mood” (21). Carson’s Tonight Show was careful not to alienate any demographic which led 

the program and its humor to be cautious towards topics that could be objectionable to some of its 

viewers.  

 The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson institutionalized the genre conventions of 

network late night. Carson’s Tonight Show combined elements of both the Steve Allen-era and Jack 

Paar-era Tonight shows. Timberg states that Carson’s Tonight Show adapted the Allen-era Tonight 

to match Carson’s skill-set as a performer by keeping more variety components and comedy 

sketches, but the program did drop some of the musical arrangements (59). Additionally, Zinoman 

affirms that Carson’s Tonight Show followed in the talk and conversational style of Jack Paar with 

Carson “leaning on a long topical monologue” (120). Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show mixture of 

both the variety components of the Allen-era and the Paar-era commitment to talk would be 

institutionalized during its thirty years of dominating the genre of network late night. The Tonight 

Show Starring Johnny Carson solidified the genre conventions on how a network late night host 

should conduct their monologues, sketches, and guest appearance; and all conventions were geared 

towards attracting big-tent audiences.  

 Paar’s Tonight placed increased importance on his monologue, but Carson’s Tonight Show 

traditionalized the genre conventions of the monologue and furthered its big-tent reach. Carter 

asserts that Carson’s Tonight Show monologue “became the most consistent five to seven minutes 

of entertainment television” and that he “started dropping his early reliance on slightly risqué 

material for more substantial comedic commentary on the news of the day” (The Late Shift 16). 

Most of Carson’s jokes were big-tent entertainment and had little to no satirical bite. Take, as an 

example, this one from his July 4th, 1975 monologue:  

Next year is actually the bicentennial, 1976. You think back to 1776, with great men of 

wisdom we had then Jefferson, Washington… Franklin. And today… Oh, why spoil the 

celebration [audience laughs and applauds]. (“Johnny’s 4th of July Monologue, 1975”) 
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This joke openly mocks contemporary politicians but avoids naming any specific individuals. 

However, even Carson would occasionally slip and push the boundaries of safe entertainment. Here 

is a joke from the same July 4th, 1975 monologue: 

You know we still have Minutemen of the day. Who spring into action every time somebody 

wants to pass a gun law. [no reaction from audience] It was just a little social comment and 

I shoulda left that out [audience laughs]. Did you know? [Carson looks around and smiles 

while putting his hands in his pockets] Don’t try to do uh, you know, social comment humor. 

(“Johnny’s 4th of July Monologue, 1975”) 

This joke represents a rare occurrence where Carson’s Tonight Show presents a potentially 

audience-alienating joke around a hot-button issue like gun laws, and he even spontaneously 

comments that he should have not tried a joke that is more socially and/or politically engaged. 

Timberg states that “Carson’s success as reigning monarch was his canny ability to shy away from 

hard-edged political and social controversy while remaining hip and ‘contemporary’” (75-76). The 

Carson-era Tonight Show tried to present an entertainment-rich and unobjectionable monologue 

that was designed for mass audiences.  

 The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson reinstated more variety and sketch comedy 

segments to the genre of network late night. At the beginning of Carson’s Tonight Show, the 

program did more stunts and sketches in the vein of Steve Allen’s Tonight, even hiring Allen’s 

head writer Herb Sargent (Alba 144). Carson’s Tonight Show showcased big-tent comedy sketches 

that were sometimes directly based on ones done earlier by Allen’s Tonight in the 1950s. For 

example, the Carson-era Tonight Show sketches like “Carnac the Magnificent” and “Art Fern” were 

largely based on premises first launched by Steve Allen (Alba 116 & 120). In these sketches, 

Carson dressed as different characters, and the goal of the segments was to generate easy and non-

alienating laughs from a mass audience. Carter describes Carson’s Tonight Show as a program that 

produced “good laughs, big stars, a little music, and sometimes a kind of naughty pleasure” (The 

Late Shift 16). 

 The Carson-era Tonight Show guest interviews were geared for big-tent audiences with their 

booking of well-known celebrities, and the conversations were often light and playful in tone. 

Baumgartner and Becker assert that The Tonight Show was “operating in an environment with little 

competition, Carson aimed for the great middle of the national audience, with monologues and 
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guests that were for the most part comforting and inoffensive” (eds. 47). The Tonight Show Starring 

Johnny Carson regularly hosted high-profile celebrities that would draw mass audiences like Frank 

Sinatra, Dean Martin, Don Rickles, Sammy Davis Jr., Robin Williams, Billy Crystal, Jerry 

Seinfeld, and many more (Berg 36 & McMahon 138). Carson’s Tonight Show pursued celebrities 

that would draw big-tent audiences. During Carson’s thirty-year tenure as host, he hosted over five 

thousand episodes, and his Tonight Show institutionalized how a network late night program can 

attract mass audiences in the network-era (McMahon xi). That era, however, would soon be over.   

2.7 Network Television’s Configuration in the Multi-Channel Era: Mid-1980s 

to Mid-2000s 

Television scholar Amanda Lotz refers to the U.S. television landscape from the mid-1980s to the 

mid-2000s as the “multi-channel transition period” (The Television Will Be Revolutionized ix). This 

is a period when the major U.S. television networks of NBC’s, ABC’s, CBS’s, and newcomer Fox’s 

oligopoly over the marketplace quickly started to diminish. In this period, cable and satellite 

television would challenge the legacy networks with a large number of new channels and programs. 

Ponce De Leon asserts that, 

In this new age, which dawned in the 1980s and emerged full-blown in the 1990s, cable 

channels would become increasingly popular and lure more and more viewers away from 

the networks. Network programs would still command the largest audiences. And simply 

by virtue of the size of those audiences, the networks would continue to air the biggest hits. 

Given the choices now available to viewers, however, even their biggest hits would not 

achieve the ratings of blockbusters in the 1970s or early 1980s. This would undermine the 

leverage the networks had enjoyed over advertisers and make it harder to get top dollar for 

individual spots. (203-204) 

When there was a bottleneck in U.S. television distribution, the legacy networks were able to 

command high fees for commercial spots, but with decreasing audience size, they faced ever-

shrinking profits. Additionally, cable and satellite channels were profitable with far fewer viewers 

because of their smaller operational budgets and their diversified revenue streams coming from 

both advertisement spots and paid viewer subscriptions. According to The Nielsen Company, in 

1980 only twenty percent of American TV households had cable or satellite TV, but by the late-

1990s it was seventy-six percent (Poniewozik 31). While the next chapter will focus on the media 
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landscape of U.S. cable television and its impact on the subgenre of cable parody news, this section 

will remain focused on how the media landscape of the multi-channel era impacted the subgenre 

of network late night. The multi-channel era is a period in which network television faced 

completely new and unforeseen challenges to their big-tent programming. As Lotz describes, “in 

the blink of an eye, television transitioned from a medium with programs for mass audiences to 

one that spoke to an array of niche tastes and interests” (We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 4). Barkin 

states that previously the major networks combined accounted for over ninety percent of all U.S. 

television viewing, and by the early-2000s it had dwindled to well under fifty percent (4). While 

the new media landscape of the multi-channel era started to fragment audiences and advertiser 

revenues, the programming of the legacy networks was slow to adjust to this new environment.   

 In the multi-channel era, the major networks still had the most potential viewers, thus they 

still could command higher fees to advertisers for their commercial spots than subscription cable 

channels like CNN, Comedy Central, and TBS. As Lotz describes, the major networks “were still 

making a lot of money in their legacy businesses and sought to maintain those revenues as long as 

possible” (We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 156). Or as Barkin affirms, the networks still drew the 

largest possible audiences on U.S. television, and “no network saw a future in abandoning mass 

programming” (Barkin 157-158). Hence, the major networks of NBC, ABC, and CBS remained 

fixed to the notion of producing big-tent and the least objectionable programming in the multi-

channel era, even though these production practices were dependent on attracting (increasingly 

unavailable) mass audiences to survive (Poniewozik 89). Amanda Lotz describes this network 

approach of trying to create programs geared for mass audiences in an era of continuing 

fragmentation as a ‘most mass’ approach (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 57).  

 Network late night largely remained committed to content that was the ‘most mass’ during 

the entirety of the multi-channel era and even up until the mid-2010s (so well into the ‘post-network 

era’). Towards the end of Carson’s Tonight Show run in the late-1980s and early-1990s, the 

program aired in a more competitive marketplace, but it continued to present the same big-tent 

entertainment it had since the 1960s. Letterman’s Late Night briefly played with genre conventions 

and targeted a smaller audience, but ultimately by the end of its run switched to a more conventional 

program. In the multi-channel era, the network late night programs of Leno’s Tonight Show and 

Letterman’s Late Show, which started their runs in the early-1990s, would follow suit by presenting 

shows characterized by genre conventions that were shaped in the network-era and that aspired to 

have mass audiences. As Lichter et al. clarify, network programs of the multi-channel era, like 
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Leno’s and Letterman’s, delivered “stand-up comedy meant to appeal to a broader audience” in 

comparison to cable parody news programs where “narrower” audiences can be targeted (137). The 

network late night programs of the multi-channel era remained devoted to being the ‘most mass’ 

in a time where cable channels assured that even the most successful network programs would have 

a lower rating than during the network era (Poniewozik 112).  

2.8 Late Night with David Letterman and the Temporary Disruption of Genre 

Conventions: 1982 to 1993 

NBC’s second late night talk show franchise, Late Night (1982 to present), first aired in February 

1982 under host David Letterman. During the first few years of its broadcast, Late Night with David 

Letterman would play with the genre conventions of network late night and be seen as a niche 

program that targeted a younger demographic. However, by the end of Letterman’s tenure as host, 

the program would largely meet network late night’s genre conventions and would also seek mass 

audiences. Thus, for a brief period, Letterman’s Late Night would be one of the few network 

programs to go against the genre conventions Carson’s Tonight Show institutionalized. While 

Letterman’s Late Night aired towards the end of the network-era and into the multi-channel era of 

U.S. television, the program presented more narrowcast content in its formative years and more 

big-tent content in its final years. Utilizing the accounts of television critics Jason Zinoman and 

Bill Carter, I will explain how Late Night with David Letterman temporarily disrupted network late 

night’s genre conventions, and then I will further describe how, toward the end of its run, it once 

again aligned with the genre conventions.  

 I would argue there are three major factors that led Letterman’s Late Night to temporarily 

disrupt network late night’s genre conventions. First, the program was contractually obligated to 

be different from Carson’s Tonight Show. In a 1980s contract deal, Johnny Carson cut the final 

thirty minutes from his nightly Tonight Show broadcast and also gained control over the production 

rights to the timeslot following his program, the 12:30 a.m. to 1:30 a.m. EST timeslot (Carter, The 

Late Shift 18). As Nesteroff states, “Carson Productions dictated the procedure of Letterman’s 

program. Nothing identifiable with The Tonight Show was allowed on Late Night: no guest like 

Buddy Hackett or Eydie Gorme, no brass instruments in the band and no reference to the 

monologue being a monologue” (319). In a 1996 interview with Charlie Rose, David Letterman 

accounts for two major reasons why Late Night differed from the conventions of network late night, 

I think it was dictated by one: we knew we wanted to try to continue the essence of what 

we did in the morning [referencing The David Letterman Show (NBC: June 1980 to October 
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1980), a short-lived innovative morning comedy talk show]. And also there were some 

logical constraints and definitions caused by the fact we were coming after The Tonight 

Show. And what I really wanted to do was The Tonight Show. Even then, that is what I was 

comfortable with. I had hosted that show [Letterman previously guest hosted and filled in 

for Carson over fifty times]. I had watched that show. That’s really what I wanted to do, but 

it doesn’t make any sense. And Johnny wanted to make sure that, ‘you’re not just going to 

be doing my show.’ So for those two modifying factors, we tried to make it different. (“An 

Hour with David Letterman (02/16/96) | Charlie Rose”)   

The second contributing factor that helped Late Night to disrupt the conventions is also mentioned 

in this Letterman quote. The program had a creative staff that wanted to play with the conventions 

of the comedic form. As Zinoman claims, “these rules [enforced by Carson Productions] formalized 

and clarified the mission of Late Night with David Letterman: to be different” (73). Furthermore, 

Nesteroff confirms that Late Night “staff members were actually pleased by the restrictions—it 

gives them the freedom to be different” (320). The third element that helped Late Night play with 

the genre’s form was the fact it aired at 12:30 a.m. EST. Letterman’s Late Night aired in the 1980s 

and early 1990s, a time when linear television viewing still dominated the medium. It did air on a 

major network, but Late Night did not have to generate the large audiences that were required for 

a primetime program. It was also not expected to produce as big of ratings as Carson’s Tonight 

Show that aired only one hour earlier at the 11:30 p.m. EST timeslot (Zinoman 148). 12:30 a.m. 

EST was seen as an obscure time for a television program to air original content, and thus it was 

given more opportunity to target a smaller demographic.  

 The early years of Late Night with David Letterman departed from the tradition of The 

Tonight Show in three major ways. First, Late Night knowingly mocked the genre conventions of 

network late night. As Timberg asserts, “for Letterman, all of these talk-show conventions were 

malleable, to be assembled, mocked, and reassembled at will,” while Zinoman describes that Late 

Night deconstructed the genre of late night talk shows (119 & 112). In this deconstruction of the 

genre, Zinoman states that Late Night “scorned the world of show business as much as Carson 

served it, mocking the kind of promotion at which The Tonight Show was best. Carson told jokes; 

Letterman deconstructed them” (122). Secondly, Late Night welcomed guests that would have been 

too abrasive and/or eccentric for a big-tent audience. Nesteroff notes that the Letterman’s Late 

Night welcomed “underground heroes” of the comedy circuits (320). Many young comedians that 
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did not fit the profile of The Tonight Show, like Bill Murray, Sandra Bernhard, Richard Lewis, Jeff 

Altman, and Andy Kaufman were welcomed on Late Night (Carter, The Late Shift 27).  

 

(R.M. Lewis Jr./NBC/NBCU) 

The third twist Letterman’s Late Night implemented on network late night was its youth-oriented 

ironic and unconventional humor. Carter notes that, “[n]o one would have confused the show that 

went on the air at 12:30 a.m. on February 1, 1982, with the ‘Tonight’ show. It was fresher, livelier, 

more inventive—younger. It was also ragged and a bit unkempt” (The Late Shift 27). Television 

scholars and critics claim that Letterman’s Late Night popularized and mainstreamed ironic humor 

on U.S. television, with Timberg stating “Letterman defined a new ‘ironic’ mode of late-night 

comedy talk” (113), Zinoman proclaiming “Letterman became the face of an ironic sensibility that 

permeated comedy, television, and popular culture” (148), and Carter saying that “Letterman’s act, 

with its post-sixties ironic sensibility, was pitched to the right audience: the college crowd” (The 

Late Shift 27). Furthermore, Late Night would offer comedy so unconventional and bizarre that it 

was deemed “too weird” for some of its audience, and early on this resulted in many negative 

reviews by critics (Nesteroff 320). As Zinoman notes, “being confused made sense in the context 

of this show [Late Night],” and Late Night “had become the rare talk show willing to truly 

experiment with form” (174 & 139-140).  

 However, Late Night with David Letterman only temporarily disrupted genre conventions; 

by the end of the 1980s it was already starting to tone down its more unconventional practices and 
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gear its content for the ‘most mass’. Lichter et al. and Bill Carter claim that in the late-1980s NBC 

executives voiced concerns whether David Letterman would be able to carry a broad-based 

audience at the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot if he were to be selected to succeed Johnny Carson as host 

of The Tonight Show, and these discussions are one of the major reasons why Letterman’s Late 

Night shifted towards producing content targeted at a ‘most mass’ audience (Lichter et al. 23 & The 

Late Shift 64). Here, it has been argued that Letterman’s Late Night transitioned to a more 

conventional program in hope to prove that he could produce big-tent content in the likes of Carson. 

Timberg confirms that where Late Night once used to play with the form of late night talk shows 

in its early years, it “became increasingly mainstream through the 1980s” (7). Zinoman asserts that 

Late Night eventually embraced more mainstream celebrity guests, limited its bizarre and 

unconventional humor, and became “a more traditional talk show” (197, 202, & 196). Already by 

the end of the 1980s, Late Night started to shift to a more big-tent and less objectionable approach 

to its broadcast, one very much in line with the conventions institutionalized by Carson’s Tonight 

Show. These changes were made subtly, as Letterman did not want to turn away his loyal fans, and 

his program was still contractually obliged to differ from Carson’s Tonight Show. While Late Night 

started to transition towards genre conventions, his style and program were still distinct from 

Carson’s.  

2.9 The Tonight Show with Jay Leno and the Reinforcement of Genre 

Conventions: 1992 to 2009 and 2010 to 2014 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno first aired on May 25th, 1992, just three days after the retirement 

of Johnny Carson from The Tonight Show. Leno’s Tonight Show brought a new host, band, comedy 

writers, and staff, yet the franchise remained devoted to the genre conventions that Carson’s 

program had institutionalized. Leno’s Tonight Show would present a monologue, comedy sketches, 

and feature guest appearances that all continued to target big-tent audiences. Despite the changes 

that television faced from the network-era to the multi-channel-era, scholars agree that Leno’s 

Tonight Show remained devoted to trying to produce ‘most mass’ entertainment. For instance, 

Poniewozik asserts that Jay Leno’s “philosophy was always the big tent—as much as possible you 

don’t do stuff that alienates people” (qtd. in Smith 67). Carter claims that Leno “consciously set 

out to have the career that Bill Cosby or a Johnny Carson or—even more aptly—that Bob Hope 

had had. He wanted to be a comic for every audience” (The War for Late Night 104), and Timberg 

maintains Leno’s Tonight Show “preserved many of the elements of Carson’s format in attempting 

to maintain his mainstream audience base” (147). For instance, Leno’s Tonight Show would not 
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critically engage with hot-button issues surrounding the “cultural wars” of the 1990s. Leno 

mentioned in a 1993 interview that his first rule for political humor was to never let people know 

how he feels politically (Timberg 152). Leno’s Tonight Show remained fixed to network-era genre 

conventions and aspired to be the ‘most mass’ in an ever more fragmented media landscape.  

 During its run, The Tonight Show with Jay Leno faced added competition from new network 

late night programs (like The Arsenio Hall Show and The Late Show), cable parody news programs 

(like The Colbert Report), general cable programming (like shows on Spike TV and Discovery 

Channel), and completely new forms of television disruptions (like YouTube in 2005 or by 

Netflix’s online streamingin 2007). Poniewozik declares that “the move from three major networks 

to hundreds of cable channels meant a move away from the Least Objectionable Program and 

toward programming designed to stand out and attract a smaller but passionate following” (226). 

Lotz mentions that by 2005 television was no longer a mass medium and it needed to be reassessed 

as a medium that primarily reaches niche audiences (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 40-41). 

However, Leno’s Tonight Show, from its first episode in 1992 until its last episode in 2014, would 

cling to the idea of broadcasting content for big-tent audiences. 

 

(Craig Fujii/AP) 
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The Tonight Show with Jay Leno doubled down on the network-era genre convention of 

presenting a monologue geared for the ‘most mass’ audience possible. Like Carson, Leno made the 

monologue the centerpiece of his Tonight Show (Carter, The Late Shift 258). Under Leno, The 

Tonight Show monologue was extended a few additional minutes and could last for close to twelve 

minutes before the program’s first commercial break (Sweeney 185-185 & Berg 13-14). Often 

composed of sixteen to twenty jokes focused on topical stories (scandals, hot stories from the 

tabloids, Hollywood, and politics); Carter asserts that Leno’s Tonight Show monologue was largely 

considered the best part of the program (The Late Shift 283 & 200). According to Lichter et al., 

Leno’s extended Tonight Show monologue did feature an increased number of jokes targeting 

politicians and politics (207-208). However, when one looks at Leno’s Tonight Show’s one-liners 

they were still often non-alienating and broad-based. For example, a 2003 monologue offers the 

following joke: 

Let’s see what’s going on. American officials in Iraq are reportedly very frustrated with the 

Iraqi government because instead of making progress the Iraqis are fighting about who’s 

gonna be in charge and who’s gonna make the most money. Well, we said we wanted to 

give them American-style democracy. Sounds like they got it! [audience laughter and 

applauds] Yeah, it’s working pretty good. (“Jay Leno Monologue – 2003”) 

This joke takes a broad swipe at American politics and does not offer any specific criticism of one 

party or one politician. As Carter notes, it was widely considered by critics that Jay Leno had a 

“lack of edge and hipness in his comedy” (The War for Late Night 22).  

 Jay Leno’s Tonight Show featured big-tent comedy segments that played it safe. Under 

Leno, The Tonight Show cut down the average nightly guests from four to three and used this new 

time after the monologue to feature a comedy segment (Berg 36). These segments could include 

“Headlines” where Leno would sit behind his desk and read real headlines taken from local 

newspapers and then re-contextualize them for their absurdity.  Also, there was “JayWalking,” a 

pre-taped segment where Leno would ask seemingly simple questions to pedestrians, and the 

audience would laugh when the pedestrian failed to answer them correctly (Berg 32 & 25). For 

instance in one segment of “JayWalking,” Leno asked bystanders geography questions like “If you 

meet someone from Amsterdam what nationality would they be?” and “How many Great Lakes 

are there?”. He received the following answers respectively: “Amsterdam-ian” and “Oh, a lot, like 

a hundred or something” (“Jay Leno JayWalking: Geography Test”). Leno’s Tonight Show 

segments were simple and easy for the audiences to follow. Carter mentions that The Tonight Show 
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avoided “the more Letterman-type stuff” in his comedy segments, as Leno’s Tonight Show focused 

less on the improvisation comedy and unconventional humor that was common on Letterman’s 

Late Night or Late Show (The Late Shift 258). 

 The Tonight Show with Jay Leno tried to book guests it knew would carry a large audience. 

Much like Carson’s Burbank production, Leno’s Tonight Show relied heavily on its access to high-

profile west coast celebrities. Carter mentions that Leno’s Tonight Show studied the analytics of 

ratings more than any of its late night talk show contemporaries; the program tracked what 

percentage of the audience stayed for each minute of the broadcast (The War for Late Night 94). 

The Tonight Show knew the audience would decrease throughout the broadcast and that each 

segment would see lower and lower ratings as the episode continued. Tonight Show producer David 

Berg confirms this by stating: “We knew viewers tended to tune out after the monologue. It was 

our job as producers to stop the hemorrhaging by booking and producing the best guest segments 

possible” (37). Furthermore, Berg confirms that by looking at the Nielsen ratings Leno and the 

production staff “knew which guests—and comedy segments—held the audience and which ones 

didn't,” and this insight helped in deciding who to book for future episodes (38-39). The Tonight 

Show was very concerned with attracting the largest viewing audiences, a factor that was crucially 

influenced by the guests they booked. 

 While not as successful as Carson’s Tonight Show, Leno’s Tonight Show’s ‘most mass’ 

approach was successful for continually generating the highest ratings in its time slot for almost its 

entire run. When Leno first became the host of The Tonight Show in the spring of 1992, it led in 

the rating until Letterman’s Late Show premiered in 1993, and then the Late Show led until the 

summer of 1995 (Berg 39). However, after this Leno consistently led in the rating at the 11:35 a.m. 

EST timeslot up until his final retirement in 2014 (Berg 221). For example, in the 2004-2005 

television season, Leno’s Tonight Show averaged 6.2 million viewers in comparison to Letterman’s 

Late Show, which averaged 4.4 million viewers (Carter, The War for Late Night 50). The Tonight 

Show with Jay Leno bound itself to the network-era conventions of big-tent content. Even though 

it was far from the 15 million viewers Carson’s Tonight Show averaged in the 1970s, the program 

maintained a strong viewership with its ‘most mass’ strategy.  

2.10 The Late Show with David Letterman and Maintenance of Genre 

Conventions: 1993 to 2015 

After David Letterman was denied the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot on NBC, Letterman signed a 

contract with another major network, CBS, to create a new network late night franchise to directly 
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compete with NBC’s Tonight Show. The Late Show with David Letterman first aired on August 

30th, 1993, and Letterman would remain as host until 2015. As mentioned in the earlier section 

focusing on Letterman’s Late Night, his past NBC program started to largely abide by genre 

conventions and seek big-tent audience by the final years of its run in the late-1980s and early-

1990s, Letterman’s new Late Show would also continue to chase big-tent audiences. Thus, despite 

the steady erosion of mass audiences throughout the 1990s and 2000s, I would argue that 

Letterman’s Late Show was committed to creating content that was the ‘most mass’ during its run 

in both the multi-channel and post-network eras (Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized 205). 

While other late night talk shows on cable channels, such as Dennis Miller Live and Politically 

Incorrect, would begin to break from the conventions of ‘most-mass’ entertainment by engaging 

with “cultural war” issues in the 1990s, Letterman’s Late Show remain devoted to big-tent 

entertainment (Jones 67 & 69). Relying on television critics and biographers Bill Carter and Jason 

Zinoman, this section will demonstrate how the Late Show with David Letterman implemented a 

‘most mass’ approach to its monologues, comedy segments, and guest interviews.  

 The Late Show with David Letterman further splintered an already fragmenting marketing 

place. In 1993 at the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot, NBC aired Leno’s Tonight Show, most Fox affiliate 

stations aired The Arsenio Hall Show (Syndication: 1989 to 1994), and then in the middle of 1993 

CBS debuted Letterman’s Late Show. With the debut of CBS’s Late Show, Lichter et al. state the 

program provided the first long-term threat to “NBC’s dominance in the late night talk show world” 

(23). For the majority of Johnny Carson’s run as host of The Tonight Show during the network-era, 

the program faced limited competition from the other networks. However, there was occasional 

competition from programs like The Dick Cavett Show (ABC: 1969 to 1975) and The Late Show 

Starring Joan Rivers (Fox: 1986 to 1987), but Carson’s Tonight Show still dominated the ratings. 

By the multi-channel era, network late night programs were fighting for audience shares with each 

other and facing increasing competition from cable channels. Poniewozik explains that “cable TV 

in general divided the twentieth-century mass audience into specialized audiences,” yet the two 

major network late night programs of Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show stuck to 

the ambition to be the ‘most mass’ (178).  
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Network Timeslot  1988 1993 

NBC 11:35 

p.m. EST 

The Tonight Show Starring 

Johnny Carson (1962 to 1992) 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno 

(1992 to 2014) 

*Syndication  11:35 

p.m. EST 

--- The Arsenio Hall Show (1989 to 

1994) 

CBS 11:35 

p.m. EST 

--- Late Show with David Letterman 

(1993 to 2015) 

Fox 11:35 

p.m. EST 

--- The Chevy Chase Show (1993) 

NBC 12:35 a.m. 

EST 

Late Night with David Letterman 

(1982 to 1993) 

Late Night with Conan O’Brien (1993 

to 2009) 

CBS 12:35 a.m. 

EST 

--- *not until 1995 

The Late Late Show with Ton Snyder 

(1995 to 1999) 

 

 In this competitive landscape, Letterman’s Late Show sought to produce a program that 

could attract a mass audience. Bill Carter insists that David Letterman knew that he had to make 

subtle adjustments to his new program at the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot to carry a big-tent audience, 

and these adjustments included “adding more class to both his [Letterman’s] own look and the 

show’s” (The Late Shift 172-173). Zinoman confirms that the “earlier time slot and the pressure of 

appealing to a larger audience” contributed to Letterman’s Late Show increasing the size of its band 

and moving to the grand Ed Sullivan Theater which housed over four-hundred and fifty in its studio 

audience (237).  
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(Alan Singer/CBS) 

The Late Show’s studio featured a more extravagant set with its elevated bandstand, a detailed 

cityscape backdrop, and its built-in high ceiling brick arches, which was a stark contrast to Late 

Night’s low-key studio set at Rockefeller Center. Furthermore, Letterman gave up his loafers and 

blazers for dress shoes and tailored suits (Carter, The Late Shift 270). 

The Late Show’s studio and Letterman’s attire were not the only items that were recalibrated 

for a big-tent production at CBS. Letterman’s Late Show placed increased importance on the 

monologue, which is often the highest-rated part of any late night talk show program and the most 

identifiable marker of the genre. In the early years of Late Night, Letterman’s “Opening Remarks” 

(monologue) typically contained only one or two jokes a night, but the last year before he moved 

to CBS it expanded to three or four jokes (Zinoman 82 & 228). Both Carson’s Tonight Show and 

Leno’s Tonight Show featured long topical monologues lasting at least seven minutes, and 

Letterman also increased the length and number of jokes placed in his monologue on its Late Show. 

Letterman was doing a longer monologue than he had before at NBC, and now it often contained 

eight to sixteen jokes a night (Carter, The Late Shift 273 & Zinoman 240-241). When Letterman 

was asked in a 1996 interview by Charlie Rose if the monologue was important to him, he 

responded,  
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I certainly think it is significant, again because it is the beginning of the show. And you 

want to do the best you can right at the beginning of the show. Uh, when we did the 12:30 

show [Late Night], Johnny said, you know, don’t do a monologue. So we never had to worry 

about it. (“An Hour with David Letterman (02/16/96) | Charlie Rose”) 

Now at the 11:35 p.m. spot and not contractually obligated to have a distinctly different monologue 

than Carson’s, the Late Show relied on the genre convention of offering a longer topical monologue.  

 The Late Show with David Letterman also refrained from offering subversive humor in its 

comedy segments. The Late Show kept Late Night classics like “Stupid Pet Tricks” where a guest 

and their pet would perform a “stupid” trick in front of the live studio audience, and the “Top Ten 

List” where Letterman would read out ten comedic items that linked to one theme. For example, 

the first “Top Ten List” on the Late Show’s theme was “the top ten ways the new show will be a 

lot better” with punch-lines like number seven, “inhaling asbestos particles from renovation makes 

me extra wacky,” and number five, “No more pressure to book NBC President Robert C. Wright’s 

son-in-law, Marv Albert” (“Late Show With David Letterman: Dave’s First Show…”). The Late 

Show retained some of its most popular comedy segments from the Late Night, but as Zinoman 

asserts, the new program offered little baffling comedy, took few risks, and “rarely aimed for the 

cutting edge” (239 & 272). Carter adds that Letterman modified “his comedy just enough to 

broaden out his audience base,” yet he was also trying not to alienate those who viewed him as a 

“subversive, non-mainstream comic” (The Late Shift 280-281).  

 Likewise, Letterman’s Late Show guest list would try to strike a balance between regulars 

that were popular with his Late Night audience and more high-profile guests that could generate 

higher ratings. Just as on the first episode of Late Night eleven years earlier, the Late Show’s first 

guest was Bill Murray (“Late Show With David Letterman: Dave’s First Show…”). However, 

much like David Letterman, Bill Murray was no longer a cult comic, and he was representative of 

mainstream American humor by the 1990s; they were no longer niche oddball comedians but 

established big-draw comedians. Additionally, Carter claims that Letterman’s 11:35 p.m. broadcast 

started to book an increasing number of “more mainstream guests” (The Late Shift 172-173). 

Zinoman remarks that Letterman’s interview style changed from being more combative and hostile 

on Late Night to being more complimentary and less cynical towards his guest on the Late Show 

(242-243 & 300). Letterman’s Late Show embraced guest interviews with mainstream celebrities 

and generally refrained from ambushing its guests (although Letterman would still occasionally go 
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after guests like Paris Hilton and Lindsay Lohan). These guest interviews were geared towards 

maintaining a high viewership rating until the very end of each night’s broadcast. 

 The Late Show with David Letterman remained on air for over twenty years, and the 

program was mostly geared toward attracting an audience that was the ‘most mass’. Much like 

Leno’s Tonight Show which aired in the same period, Letterman’s Late Show also implemented the 

genre conventions institutionalized by Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show. Despite fragmenting 

audience shares and increased competition from the major networks, cable channels, satellite 

distribution, and internet streaming; the Late Show and The Tonight Show did not deviate from the 

network-era norms of broadcasting the least objectionable content and gearing their broadcasts 

towards a mass audience. 

2.11 Other Significant Network Late Night Programs of the Multi-Channel Era 

and Beginning of the Post-Network Era  

Listed below are other network late night franchises and programs that were successful during the 

1990s and 2000s. These programs largely meet genre conventions with their content but were often 

more willing to specifically target a younger demographic than Leno’s Tonight Show and 

Letterman’s Late Show. These programs functioned as a precursor to the trends that would come 

to dominate television in the post-network era, an acceptance of smaller audiences and the eventual 

targeting of more specific demographics. Many of the late night talk shows that have aired since 

the 2000s, have sought to attract younger demographics. 

The Arsenio Hall Show and Genre Conventions: 1989 to 1994 

A thirty-two-year-old African American from Cleveland, Ohio, Arsenio Hall, launched The 

Arsenio Hall Show in 1989 (Syndication: 1989 to 1994); it was the first late night talk show to 

break the color barrier. The Arsenio Hall Show was produced by Paramount Television for 

syndication, which meant it had no ties to any specific network and had to market itself to individual 

stations across the US by using mainly Fox and CBS affiliate stations. NBC affiliate stations would 

still broadcast Carson’s The Tonight Show and later Leno’s Tonight Show, and CBS affiliates 

switched to airing Letterman’s Late Show in 1993. More than any other late night talk show airing 

on network television in the early-1990s, The Arsenio Hall Show pursued a more targeted 

demographic, which consisted of a younger audience, by offering content that also would 

occasionally break with genre conventions. 
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Like Letterman’s early Late Night, The Arsenio Hall Show was also willing to play with the 

genre conventions of network late night. Carter states that Hall’s program had a different sensibility 

than Carson’s Tonight Show as it was more of a “big fan, fun party” than it was a talk show (The 

Late Shift 84). In June 1992, then presidential candidate Bill Clinton even famously appeared 

wearing his sunglasses and playing his saxophone. The Arsenio Hall Show did typically feature a 

monologue to start the program, which was followed by guest appearance and performances, but it 

broke from the genre conventions by not having a sidekick, house band, or a desk for Hall to sit 

behind (Timberg 144). Instead, Hall’s studio-set had just a few oversized living room couches and 

chairs placed next to the open space where he would perform his monologue. Zinoman claims that 

once The Arsenio Hall Show arrived, “Letterman was no longer the only cool alternative to The 

Tonight Show,” and Carter asserts that “Arsenio didn’t break the color barrier in late-night as much 

as he broke the hip barrier” (209 & The Late Shift 84). With fewer and fewer network programs 

gathering large audiences in the multi-channel era, I would argue the impossibility of mass 

audience appeal allowed Hall’s syndicated program to be more willing to play with form (Lotz, We 

Now Now Disrupt This Broadcast 97).  
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(Alan Greth/Associated Press) 

The Arsenio Hall Show was more willing to deviate from the ‘most mass’ approach that 

was adopted by other network late night programs like Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late 

Show. Lichter et al. claim that Hall’s program was willing to highlight African American culture 

in ways that had not been done before on network late night (22). However, Timberg argues that 

this showcasing of Black culture was still also trying to “appeal to mainstream White American 

audiences” (143-144). Arsenio Hall’s program would book African American icons like Snoop 

Dogg, 2Pac, and Mike Tyson that would get passed by on Carson’s Tonight Show. However, Hall 

was also able to book high-profile Hollywood stars like Arnold Schwarzenegger, Madonna, and 

Sylvester Stallone that would also be regularly booked on Caron’s Tonight Show. While The 

Arsenio Hall Show still tried to reach mass appeal, it did offer content that was more geared for 

younger audiences. Hall’s program never approached the overall ratings of Carson’s Tonight Show, 

but Hall did become a popular culture phenomenon, and his program was very strong among the 

younger demographics (Carter, The Late Shift 85). As Carter further explains, in the multi-channel 

era younger demographics were becoming increasingly important:  

The television business had become so youth-oriented that viewers over the age of fifty 

were all but worthless. Advertisers bought commercial time almost exclusively on the basis 

of the demographic makeup of the audience. A show needed good young ‘demos’ to make 

big profits because advertisers had concluded that only young consumers were likely to 

switch brands. Carson still had the biggest audience in late night, but the game had changed: 

The point was no longer to have big audiences but to have the right audience. (The Late 

Shift 4-5) 

The syndicated Arsenio Hall Show had financial incentives to produce a program that could more 

specifically target a younger demographic, but it was still in the program's interest to attract a ‘most 

mass’ approach for this younger demographic. Hence, The Arsenio Hall Show could afford to 

forfeit its older viewership, yet it could not afford to alienate its young white American viewers. 

The Arsenio Hall Show proved that programs rooted in a specific minority culture could have 

broader mainstream appeal and that a network late night program could operate in formats that 

differed greatly from Carson’s Tonight Show. Ultimately, the program was canceled in 1994 in 

large part to the competitive late night environment after Letterman moved to CBS, in which the 

CBS affiliate stations would carry Letterman and not the syndicated Hall Show. However, Arsenio 
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Hall did provide one of the most effective challengers to Johnny Carson in his thirty-year run on 

late night. 

Conan O’Brien’s Late Night, Tonight Show, and Conan and Genre Conventions: 1993 to 2009, 

2009 to 2010, and 2010 to 2021 

A few months after David Letterman’s last taping of Late Night show in 1993, Conan O’Brien’s 

Late Night would premier on February 13, 1993, on NBC’s 12:30 a.m. EST timeslot. Conan 

O’Brien was known for his comedy writing for the Harvard Lampoon, Saturday Night Live, and 

The Simpsons, but not as a performer (Carter, The Late Shift 239-240). Under O’Brien, Late Night 

quickly changed humoristic styles from Letterman’s cynical and ironic laded humor to O’Brien’s 

goofy and absurdist approach to humor. At the beginning of O’Brien’s Late Night, he is quoted as 

saying: “This show has to have a different quality. I think the time is right for silliness” (Carter, 

The War for Late Night 75). Conan O’Brien’s Late Night and his other two programs all remained 

silly and jovial programs, and succeeded with the highly sought-after younger demographics. 

However, O’Brien’s programs were not successful at attracting the ‘most mass’ audiences deemed 

necessary to succeed at the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot on a major network.  

Late Night with Conan O’Brien (NBC: 1993 to 2009) was met with lackluster reviews for 

the first year and a half it was on the air, but it slowly gathered a steady audience and eventually 

won over television critics for its witty and original humor (Nesteroff 340-342 & Carter, The Late 

Shift 85). O’Brien’s Late Night, Late Show, and Conan all generally matched the genre conventions 

of the medium in both its segments (monologue, comedy segments, guest interviews) and its visible 

structure (band, sidekick, desk, guest couch, monologue/performance area). O’Brien’s Late Night 

and other programs did occasionally produce ratings that were lower than hoped for by its parent 

television executives, but his program taped into a loyal fan base, one that was often younger 

(Pallotta). As Jay Leno aged, and Conan O’Brien’s popularity grew into the late-1990s to mid-

2000s, O’Brien secured a contract that would allow him to take over The Tonight Show in 2009. 

Before the launch of The Tonight Show with Conan O’Brien (NBC: June 2009 to January 2010), 

his staff regularly heard from NBC executives that he needed to make his show appeal to a broader 

audience at the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot in comparison to his 12:35 a.m. Late Night (Berg 255). 

Carter mentions that NBC executives worried that Conan O’Brien would be “a little too narrow, a 

little too hip, a little too New York, a little too young male college guy and not enough middle 

America, middle age, middle brow” for the earlier audience (The War for Late Night 113).  
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The NBC executives’ concerns were eventually proved right and The Tonight Show with 

Conan O’Brien was canceled after only a half year on air (last airing on January 22, 2010). 

O’Brien’s Tonight Show was consistently losing every week in the ratings to Letterman and carried 

only 50 percent of Leno’s overall audience shares. However, O’Brien’s Tonight Show was still 

carrying the coveted eighteen to forty-nine-year-old demographic that advertisers are willing to pay 

more for (Berg 72). Conan O’Brien’s program failed due to several factors: Conan O’Brien’s lack 

of adjustment to make his show more mainstream for the 11:35 p.m. timeslot, terrible primetime 

lead-ins (including Jay Leno’s disastrous The Jay Leno Show), NBC self-sabotaging, and the lack 

of sufficient time to make adjustments (Carter, The War for Late Night 159). While NBC was 

committed to O’Brien’s Late Night for over fifteen seasons at the 12:35 a.m. EST timeslot with its 

focus on younger demographics, O’Brien’s Tonight Show was not able to provide the ‘most mass’ 

audience NBC wanted at the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot. While network television understood the 

financial incentives of bringing in younger viewers, it was also still concerned with its late night 

program generating large big-tent audiences.  

Starting in 2010, Conan O’Brien moved to cable television on TBS with his new program 

simply titled Conan (TBS: 2010 to 2021) airing at 11:00 p.m. EST. The show did not deviate from 

Conan’s hallmarks at NBC, such as sidekick Andy Richter or its goofy humor. On cable, Conan 

was at a large disadvantage in competing against the major networks, which still have a significant 

advantage in total potential viewers through their free dissemination. Thus, TBS did not expect 

Conan O’Brien to compete with Letterman and Leno in the ratings, but they were satisfied to attain 

a signature performer. Conan, although on cable, still fit with the stylings and content markers of 

a network late night program. In June 2021, Conan aired its last episode due to steeply declining 

ratings (“Conan O’Brien”).    

CBS’s The Late Late Show Franchise: 1995 to Present 

In David Letterman’s deal with CBS in the early-1990s, he acquired the right to produce a program 

that would air after his own, starting at the 12:35 a.m. EST timeslot. This program would compete 

against the Late Night franchise on NBC. The new show launched as The Late Late Show in 1995 

under its first host Tom Snyder (CBS: 1995 to 1999) and further added to the already crowded late 

night talk show field emerging out of the 1990s. The next two hosts of The Late Late Show would 

be Craig Kilborn (CBS: 1999 to 2004) and Craig Ferguson (CBS: 2005 to 2014). The current host 

is British comedian James Corden who attained the hosting duties after Letterman retired and 
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Ferguson was ousted. The Late Late Show with James Corden (CBS: 2015 to present) premiered 

on March 23, 2015, and future chapters will talk more specifically on how Corden’s Late Late 

Show represents genre conventions and how the program works with its political moments. For 

instance, potentially more than past host of the franchise, Corden’s Late Late Show has embraced 

younger-demographics with its jovial antics with celebrities, like in its recurring segment, “Carpool 

Karaoke.” However, like past hosts of The Late Late Show franchise, Corden’s program typically 

presents non-alienating and big-tent humor. 

Jimmy Kimmel Live!: 2003 to Present 

The major network of ABC entered into the late night talk show game with Politically Incorrect 

with Bill Maher in 1997; the program lasted until 2002. In 2003, ABC’s replacement for Politically 

Incorrect was Jimmy Kimmel Live! (2003 to present) airing after the news program Nightline (1980 

to present) at 12:05 a.m. EST. Kimmel made his name as a controversial and provocative radio host 

and then co-host of Comedy Central’s The Man Show (1999 to 2004) before moving to network 

television. Kimmel, a lifelong fan of David Letterman, brought his own ironic attitude to late night. 

In 2013, Kimmel leaped ahead of Nightline as his show moved to the 11:35 a.m. EST time slot to 

try to entice younger demographics by directly competing in the same time slot as Leno and 

Letterman. More than Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show, Kimmel Live targeted a 

more specific demographic of younger male viewers. Jimmy Kimmel Live will be discussed in more 

detail in future chapters. For example, I will show that Jimmy Kimmel Live used to present non-

alienating humor for roughly its first fifteen years on air, and that it has largely abandoned this 

practice since 2017 and now offer more narrowcast content.  

2.12 Conclusion 

At the launch of U.S. television and the start of the network-era, the Tonight show hosts Steve 

Allen and Jack Paar helped to establish the genre of late night talk shows, and they created many 

of the genre conventions for network late night. These two programs were willing to play with form 

because there was no history or template for what a network late night program should be. Under 

the next host of The Tonight Show franchise, Johnny Carson, the program would mix and match 

elements from both Allen’s and Paar’s Tonight shows, and in doing so, The Tonight Show Starring 

Johnny Carson would institutionalize network late night’s genre conventions during its thirty years 

on the air. Carson’s Tonight Show mainly aired during the network-era, but even at the beginning 
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of the multi-channel era, the program remained devoted to presenting the least objectionable 

content geared for big-tent U.S. audiences. Despite sinking audience sizes in the multi-channel era 

and into the post-network era, the next two major network late night programs, Leno’s Tonight 

Show and Letterman’s Late Show, continued to produce programs committed to being the ‘most 

mass’. Finally, in the 1990s and 2000s as the television marketplace became ever more competitive, 

other network and syndicated programs took to television, but they too sought large audiences. 

However, these programs were more willing than past network late night programs to seek out a 

more focused demographic by more specifically targeting younger demographics. This chapter has 

highlighted the genre conventions that historically shaped network late night programs and 

illustrated how these programs, with a few important exceptions, changed little from their inception 

up until the retirements of Jay Leno in 2014 and David Letterman in 2015. Thus, from the 1950s 

up until the mid-2010s, network late night was historically geared for a vast big-tent American 

audience. 
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3. Cable Parody News: Genre Conventions and U.S. Television 

Landscape 

3.1 Introduction  

This chapter seeks to highlight how cable and other types of subscription television helped to 

reshape the U.S. media landscape in the multi-channel and post-network eras. Amanda Lotz asserts 

that for millennials and anyone else born after the 1980s “many of the distinctions such as broadcast 

versus cable—let alone between television and computer—that have structured understandings of 

television are meaningless” (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 30). However, while these 

terms and distinctions might be irrelevant to audiences, television’s changing structures and 

practices have been significantly impacted by a quickly changing media landscape from the 1980s 

up until today. It will be argued in this chapter that these changes in television structure afforded 

cable television the opportunity to adopt a more niche and narrowcast approach to programming, 

and this change away from big-tent entertainment would help the late night talk show subgenre of 

cable parody news to establish itself in the 1990s with programs like Dennis Miller Live (HBO: 

1994 to 2002) and Politically Incorrect (Comedy Central: 1993 to 1997 & ABC: 1997 to 2002). 

By the 2000s, cable parody news programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (Comedy Central: 

1999 to 2015) and The Colbert Report (Comedy Central: 2005 to 2014) were thriving with their 

narrowcast entertainment in the post-network era. While network late night was stuck producing 

the ‘most mass’ entertainment on the legacy channels of NBC and CBS with programs like Leno’s 

Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show up until the mid-2010s, subscription channels like 

Comedy Central and HBO were experimenting with late night talk show’s form and were further 

eating into the audience shares of the legacy networks. Finally, this chapter will take a closer look 

at the subgenre conventions of cable parody news and how the subgenre became distinct from the 

other network late night.  

Television and media scholars reference what this essay will call cable parody news with 

various terms such as Gray et al.’s ‘satire news’, McClennen and Maisel’s ‘satirical television,’ 

Day’s ‘parodic news shows,’ Baym’s ‘alternative journalism,’ and Jones’s ‘political entertainment 

television’. I would suggest that three common features emerge when looking at the 

aforementioned terms and how they describe these programs: satire, parody, and journalistic 

reporting (or factual reporting). Firstly, almost all of the cable parody news programs highlighted 
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in this chapter feature satire. Lichter et al. say that the cable parody news programs of The Colbert 

Report (Comedy Central: 2005 to 2014) and The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (Comedy Central: 

1999 to 2015) “deal not just in political humor but in political satire, which is a much rarer 

commodity on television. Moreover, neither resembles traditional talk shows in format or 

substance” (Lichter et al. 26). Political satire was mostly nonexistent on network late night 

programs from the 1950s to the mid-2010s on Letterman's and Leno's programs, but it was a staple 

on cable parody news programs. Secondly, most of the programs mentioned in this chapter mimic 

and parody traditional newscasts. Gray et al. assert that parody works off an “aim to contextualize 

how we make sense of another text or genre,” and by doing so creates a resembling text that is still 

innovative and original (18). The mimicry on cable parody news deploys a convincing host who is 

often white, male, middle to upper-class, and dressed in a well-tailored suit and places him on a 

news set that is only slightly more exaggerated than actual cable news programs. The cable parody 

news programs rely on this likeness of the broadcast news to establish a platform to perform their 

comedic material. Certain programs will use the parodic spoof as the joke itself, and others use it 

merely as a vehicle to deploy their political satire and deliberately engage with political issues. 

Finally, the last major marker that links most of the cable parody news programs profiled here is 

that they engage with political current events, and as Baym states, the programs can offer an 

alternative form of journalism (6). Cable parody news programs discuss the same current events 

circulating on the evening network news and cable news, and Day asserts that “while the straight 

news world is supposed to simply report statements and developments,” programs like The Daily 

Show are “free to satirically compare and contrast, interrogate, and mock, sometimes developing a 

deeper analysis of the story in question than the straight programs” (59). 
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3.2 Parody News in the Network-Era: 1950s to Mid-1980s  

Hardly any parody news programs aired during the network-era, and the few that did generally only 

lasted a couple of seasons. The network-era demands required almost all types of television 

programming to produce shows that present the least objectionable material to big-tent audiences 

(Poniewozik 25). For a subgenre that typically features content that uses parody, satire, and factual 

reporting (outside a traditional newscast), these network-era demands might explain why so few 

parody news programs that relied on these features existed before the multi-channel-era as they 

would generally cater to smaller audiences. For the few programs that did air parody news for 

longer than a few seasons, much of the content was relatively safe for big-tent audiences and lacked 

a satirical aim or factual reporting. Television scholar Amanda Lotz confirms that “the strictly 

observed practices for creating television designed to gather a mass audience inhibited opportunity” 

(We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 47). Thus, some early forms of parody news did exist in the 

network-era, but the programs that relied on satire and factual reporting were usually short-lived. 

The parody news programs that did endure for longer runs typically contained content that tried to 

appeal to mass audiences, and their content’s satirical bite and engagement with factual reporting 

only modestly resembles the cable parody news that evolved out of the multi-channel-era. 

 One of the earliest forms of parody news in the network-era was That Was the Week that 

Was, which aired on NBC from 1964 to 1965. Gray et al. claim that That Was the Week that Was 

was the first prime-time network television program to rely on political satire (xii). The program 

originally aired on BBC in the United Kingdom from 1962 to 1963; it was adopted into the 

American market place, and it is described as looking like a cross between a variety show and what 

cable parody news programs looked like in the 1990s (Gray et al. 21). Amber Day asserts that That 

Was the Week that Was veered “from trenchant satire and scathing editorials to predictable one-

liners and clichéd references” (47). That Was the Week that Was only lasted two seasons on air, yet 

it is accredited as being the first U.S. television parody news program that regularly showcased 

satire.  

The next program that would offer satire, although largely situated as a variety show and 

not as a parody news show, was The Smother Brothers Comedy Hour (CBS: 1967-1969). 

McClennen and Maisel note that The Smother Brothers was the first program to feature satire after 

That Was the Week that Was went off of air (164). However, The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour 

would also be short-lived, only lasting three seasons. Some other network programs offered parody 
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news shows, but they were largely without any satire, like Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In (NBC: 

1968 to 1973) and The Flip Wilson Show (NBC: 1970 to 1974) (Day 50). Gray et al. insist that 

television comedy through the 1960s was bound to the network demands of mass appeal and 

offering the least objectionable programming because “humor with political content could be potent 

enough to offend audiences, alienate advertisers and undermine network economics” and “explicit 

social satire…did not qualify as mass entertainment” (21-22). Ultimately in the network-era of 

television, few programs endured long runs with parody news programming, and there were even 

fewer that featured parody news and satire. 

 The sketch variety show of Saturday Night Live (SNL) debuted on NBC in 1975 and from 

its first episode until today, each broadcast has showcased a parody news segment titled “Weekend 

Update.” While “Weekend Update” is only one segment that lasts from five to six minutes per 

broadcast in a program that lasts an hour and half (including commercials), this segment provides 

one of the few parody news examples from the network-era that aired for more than a few years 

(McBeth & Clemons 80). Throughout its forty-five plus seasons on-air, “Weekend Update’s” 

engagement with satire and factual reporting has fluctuated, but its parody of the news has remained 

similar throughout its fifteen different hosts and co-host combinations. Chevy Chase, the anchor of 

“Weekend Update” in its inaugural season, would dress in a suit and sit behind a large desk and 

read the news stories in a deadpan manner, only occasionally breaking character with a smile or 

laugh. “Weekend Update” would use television screens for over-the-shoulder images and would 

also cut to fake correspondents reporting live from the field.  
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(“Weekend Update with Chevy Chase – Saturday Night Live”) 

Both the visual parody of the news and the deadpan delivery of current events have remained 

similar throughout “Weekend Update’s” time on-air.  

 However, SNL’s commitment to political satire and reliance on factual reporting has been 

turbulent throughout its run. Gray et al. and McBeth and Clemons note that in SNL’s earlier seasons 

in the 1970s, the program was willing to offer both social and political satire (23-24 & 80). Looking 

at two jokes from the original season, it is clear that the jokes do offer a satirical bite: 

Good evening, I’m Chevy Chase. The top story is of course the good news that President 

Ford is over that week long bout with that stubborn cold. White House physicians say that 

after a mild cold of that sort, it will take the President a few days to recover his motor skills 

fully. Citing the period after his last cold, when he tied his shoe to his hair blower and 

inadvertently pardoned Richard Nixon [audience laughter].  

Starting a speaking tour this week former Governor Ronald Reagan spoke out against 

marijuana, abortion, Equal Rights Amendment, busing, and gun control legislation. When 

asked what he was for, Reagan replied. Quote, ‘Hair dye,’ unquote [audience laughter]. 

(“Weekend Update with Chevy Chase – Saturday Night Live”) 

The first joke mocks the trope of President Ford being clumsy, but it also sneaks in a satirical barb 

directed at his pardoning of former President Nixon. The second joke satirically addresses five of 

Ronald Reagan’s stances on divisive political issues. As Day asserts, “Due to the fast-paced 
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nature… [of “Weekend Update’s”] headline segments, the political humor is often similar to that 

of contemporary late-night talk-show monologues. The jokes can be biting, but they are generally 

composed as one-liners, rather than as any sort of sustained critique” (51). While still presented in 

a rapid pace, the early broadcasts of “Weekend Update” did pose the potential to alienate 

viewership with their occasional satirical barbs and did break from the network-era norm of 

presenting the least objectionable programming.   

 However, only after a few years into its run, SNL including its “Weekend Update” would 

drop most of its satire and instead opt for big-tent programming. Numerous scholars mention SNL’s 

change of programming with McClennen and Maisel stating “its satire diluted as ratings grew, and 

production decisions [became] more conservative,” while Gray et al. note that “SNL would also 

learn how to properly neuter political critique so as not to cross too many boundaries in upsetting 

the tastes of mass audiences” (165 & 23-24). Thus, at the end of the network-era in the 1980s and 

into the multi-channel era of the 1990s, SNL’s “Weekend Update” operated with a ‘most mass’ 

appeal approach to its broadcast. It was not until the late-2000s with Tina Fey’s political 

impersonation of Vice Presidential Candidate Sarah Palin, that SNL started to reintroduce more 

satirical sketches (Jones 4). Now well in the post-network era, SNL’s “Weekend Update” and its 

sketches that rely on political impersonations regularly present content that can offend audiences 

and be seen as a narrowcast programming. 

3.3 Cable Television’s Configuration in the Multi-Channel Era and Utilization 

of Narrowcast Content: Mid-1980s to mid-2000s 

The multi-channel era ranged from the mid-1980s to the mid-2000s on U.S. television, and it 

marked a drastic change for the medium as a whole. The major networks of ABC, CBS, and NBC 

lost their oligopoly of the American television industry and were slow to adapt to the new media 

landscape. However, in the multi-channel era the rapidly emerging cable channels upended 

television’s once uniformed practices surrounding content distribution, revenue streams, and 

programming. In the 1970s, only eight percent of American households received cable television, 

but by the mid-1980s the number had risen to nearly fifty percent (Thompson et al.). A household 

that once received only three channels had the potential to jump to over twenty channels by 1980 

and then to over seventy channels by 1989 if they signed up for a cable or satellite subscription 

(“History of Cable”). Furthermore, by the end of the 1990s almost eighty percent of American 
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households had a cable or satellite subscription (Thompson et al.). The multi-channel era upended 

the major network domination of the U.S. television landscape and started to shift television away 

from being a mass medium to one that spoke to an array of ever smaller and smaller audiences. 

 Cable channels’ financial structures for generating revenue differed greatly from that of 

network television. Network television channels broadcast their content for free and rely on 

attracting mass audiences to tune into their programming because a program that succeeds in 

attracting a large audience share allows the network to command a higher price per commercial 

spot during the program’s commercial breaks. Cable television channels use a similar strategy for 

pricing their commercial spots, but they also are able to rely on another revenue stream, as they 

charge a monthly subscription fee (Lotz, We  Now Disrupt This Broadcast 18). This departure from 

the network channels’ fixed revenue which is solely reliant on advertising, freed cable channels to 

produce content not geared for big-tent audiences since they could now also generate revenue from 

subscriber fees. In the multi-channel era, it was in cable television’s financial interest to move away 

from big-tent programming. Major networks had a large advantage in audience reach and in brand 

recognition, so cable channels focused on crafting more targeted programming (Timberg 149-150). 

In the multi-channel era, cable channels sought to create a brand identity by distributing 

syndicated and/or original content that fit their channel’s specific specialization. Poniewozik 

explains that once cable arrived, “Every network-TV genre—kids’ shows, cooking, game shows—

became a channel, and then it became several channels, more targeted, more specific, each 

subdivision subdividing, and so on, like an exploding fractal pattern” (31). Cable channels started 

to specialize in one specific genre and often focused on one particular target audience. For example, 

Nickelodeon presented cartoons and programming targeted at children, while MTV displayed 

music videos directed at a younger demographic. Where the major networks wanted to provide 

some content for everyone and not be linked to one specific genre or demographic, cable channels 

wanted to stand out and develop a clear brand for their programming. Lotz asserts that creating a 

“distinct identity…would help channels stand out among the growing abundance of competitors” 

(We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 19). 

 With the proliferation of television channels and competition, most cable channels strayed 

away from the network-era practice of offering big-tent and the least objectionable programming. 

As television channels continued to multiply throughout the multi-channel era, it meant the viewer 

would continue to have expanded viewing options, and consequently this meant that even the most 
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successful shows in the 1990s onward were still likely to attract a smaller audience than in the 

previous decades. Thus, in an increasingly fragmented marketplace, most cable channels sought to 

narrowcast their programming.  Narrowcasting refers to the notion of having a predetermined target 

audience based specifically on demographic markers and producing content to cater to their 

perceived interests. Poniewozik declares that many cable channels’ narrowcast approach “meant a 

move away from the ‘Least Objectionable Program’ and toward programming designed to stand 

out and attract a smaller but passionate following” (226). Cable programs were willing to air 

content that had the potential to offend or alienate a specific demographic, and this encouraged the 

development of programming that would have never made it to air during the network-era (Ponce 

De Leon 168-169). In this move from broadcasting to narrowcasting, advertisers were quick to see 

the benefits of targeting and selling their products and messages to a specific demographic (Lotz, 

The Television Will Be Revolutionized 199). While all cable channels started out as an underdog 

against the legacy networks of ABC, CBS, and NBC in terms of potential viewers and budgets, by 

the end of the multi-channel era, cable channels’ programming was starting to outpace the networks 

in some viewers and in critical acclaim. Lotz states that “viewers have found the more precisely 

targeted content offered by many cable channels more satisfying than broadcasters’ least 

objectionable fare,” and Poniewozik even asserts that “next to cable, network entertainment was 

simply…boring” (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 27 & 113). Breaking from big-tent 

programming and embracing narrowcast content allowed cable channels to be bolder in their 

programming choices and ultimately led to more creative forms of television, including the late 

night talk show. 

3.4 Cable Parody News Programs in the Multi-Channel Era: 1990s to 2000 

The multi-channel era helped to shape the two subgenres of late night talk shows, cable parody 

news and network late night. While network late night largely continued in the same tradition it 

had since the 1960s, the cable parody news programs of the 1990s started to play with form and 

forged a new subgenre of the late night talk show. In the 1990s, cable parody news programs started 

to expand in both numbers and in popularity; so much so that when Johnny Carson retired from 

The Tonight Show in 1992, the majority of talk television programming was coming from cable or 

syndication (Day 45 & Timberg 12). Cable and subscription channels like Comedy Central and 

HBO were quick to air late night talk show programs that offered satire, parody, and some 

journalistic reporting. As Jones states, “With increasingly intense competition arising in the 
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television marketplace in the 1990s, politics gained currency as a programming strategy for cable 

producers who were seeking distinctive original programming and who recognized that audiences 

just might be attracted to alternative forms of political discussion, information, and entertainment” 

(6-7). Furthermore, talk television programs, in comparison to most other genres of television, are 

easy to produce, cost effective, and generate lots of airtime (Timberg 149). Suddenly, the major 

networks were not the only place on television’s post-primetime schedule where viewers could 

watch a host tell jokes and conduct guest interviews. Additionally, the distinctive programming 

and focus on politics of the cable and subscription programs had the potential to draw in a specific 

type of viewer. Gray et al. assert that “the shift from network broadcasting to cable narrowcasting—

is the fundamentally enabling mechanism” that helped create cable parody news programs (19). 

The following section will highlight how the multi-channel era programs of Politically Incorrect 

(Comedy Central: 1993 to 1997 & ABC: 1997 to 2002), Dennis Miller Live (HBO: 1994 to 2002), 

and The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn (Comedy Central: 1996 to 1998) helped construct the 

subgenre of cable parody news by playing with the genre of late night talk shows. 

3.5 Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher and the Creation of Cable Parody News: 

1993 to 2002 

Bill Maher’s Politically Incorrect (Comedy Central: 1993 to 1997 & ABC: 1997 to 2002) aired on 

Comedy Central two years after the channel’s formation and was a part of some of its earliest 

original programming. Politically Incorrect’s version of a late night talk show differed greatly from 

the type of content that was seen on network television with its implementation of group panel 

discussions and with its political humor primarily focusing on social and political current events. 

In a 1994 Time magazine article, journalist and author Richard Zoglin referenced Bill Maher and 

Dennis Miller when he said the “two best stand-up comics on TV are the ones who have ventured 

most boldly into the political arena. Not the easy-to-take, non-partisan ‘topicality’ of Leno and 

Letterman, but informed, savvy, opinionated comedy about real issues.” Politically Incorrect 

offered its viewer narrowcast political discussions and humor, which helped to establish one of the 

markers that would become part of the late night talk show subgenre of cable parody news.  

Politically Incorrect started with modest viewership numbers on cable. However, it 

eventually made it to network television where it had the potential to reach more viewers, but it 

still lagged behind the traditional network late night programs. Politically Incorrect originally aired 
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only once a week, but by its third season it transitioned to airing five nights a week. The program 

quickly became Comedy Central’s flagship program with its President, Robert F. Kreek stating, “It 

[Politically Incorrect] is the best original show we have done because it's a show that has something 

to say. This channel [Comedy Central] has been looking for comedy formats that work, that can 

define us” (Carter, “TELEVISION; Lots of Political Humor, and No Morton Kondracke”). 

Politically Incorrect had the potential to reach about 40 million homes on Comedy Central, and at 

its peak, it would only have 184,000 households tuned in to watch (Mifflin). These viewership 

numbers are millions lower than their network counterparts, but for the beginning stages of Comedy 

Central's original programming, they would be deemed sufficient as talk shows produce many 

hours of airtime for a lower price than most other television genres. After three years on Comedy 

Central, the parent company of HBO Downtown Productions saw the opportunity to sell the 

program to the ABC network (Gay). The program would switch from 11:30 p.m. EST on Comedy 

Central to 12:05 a.m. EST on the network of ABC and would directly compete with the second half 

of Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show. With this shift Politically Incorrect now had 

a potential reach of 97 million homes (Mifflin). On ABC in 1997, Politically Incorrect averaged 

2.9 million viewers a night, in comparison to The Tonight Show’s 6.2 million and The Late Show’s 

3.9 million (Molla et al.). The program would essentially offer the same content it had already been 

doing on Comedy Central, so its development needed little adjustment and additional investment 

(Jones 67). ABC’s gamble with Politically Incorrect entered it into the late night talk show 

competition, and it averaged a respectable 2.5 to 3.1 million nightly viewers for its five-season run 

on ABC (Molla et al.). Politically Incorrect’s time on both a cable channel and a major network 

were significant to the establishment of cable parody news because the program greatly differed 

from previous late night talk shows. 

The one element of the program that largely matched what had been done on other late night 

talk shows was Politically Incorrect’s monologue, with Maher delivering non-satirical topical 

jokes. The program started with Bill Maher entering to audience applause with little of the glamor 

of a network late night program; Politically Incorrect had no band, no desk, and no sidekick. After 

the crowd quieted, Maher would deliver a monologue for three to five minutes in the very center 

of the studio to a live audience. Maher would end his monologue, by stating “All this content has 

been satirized for your protection!”, even though the program was “more humorous than satirical” 

according to Gray et al. (26). The monologue exhibited on Politically Incorrect was akin to the 

one-liner monologues of Carson and Leno, with Maher presenting rather harmless topical jokes 
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ranging from politics to sports to the weather. For instance, on May 2nd, 1997 Maher told this joke 

in comparing President Bill Clinton to the new Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, Tony Blair: 

He [Tony Blair] is a lot like Bill Clinton. He's young, he's politically savvy, he's got a lawyer 

for a wife. [audience laughs] It's true, no it's true. And also when the press called his room 

this morning The Spice Girls answered. So… [audience laughs]. (“Politically Incorrect May 

2 1997 Bill Maher”) 

This joke plays off of the comedic trope of Bill Clinton being a womanizer and is not working to 

confirm an underlying thesis as satire would. Politically Incorrect’s monologues were neither new 

nor narrowcast, and they fit in with the basic format of what had been done before by network 

hosts.  

While Maher's monologues did not transgress many genre norms, the second section of the 

program did. After the monologue, roughly the next fifteen minutes of the twenty-two-minute 

taping consisted of a panel discussion on the political and social topics of the day. Maher was seated 

in the middle of the studio set and flanked by two guests on each side of him with a centrally located 

coffee table uniting them all into a semi-circle facing the audience and at-home viewers. 

 

(“Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher (1993-07-25)”) 
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The panel changed nightly and included celebrities trying to promote their careers or a recent 

project like a book, television show, or film. The panel would often have at least one other 

comedian besides Maher, and then it would be filled out by a mix of public figures like actors and 

actresses, authors, pundits, politicians, journalists, singers, and so on. Maher would read from a 

newspaper or notecard to communicate a talking point or topical news event and then the group 

would carry out a barroom-style discussion on the topic, offering opinions and occasionally laughs. 

Bill Carter states that “Mr. Maher says he had long wanted to create a show that ‘made controversy 

funny.’ He [Maher] adds: ‘I thought, nobody else can do that. Leno and Letterman always 

discourage controversial topics on their talk shows’” (Carter, “TELEVISION; Lots of Political 

Humor, and No Morton Kondracke”). Politically Incorrect administered a platform for political 

experts and non-experts to comment on topical social and political current events, which was 

contrary to the historically authoritative television news media before the 1990s on television 

(Jones 68). These humorous and entertainment laden panel conversations provided content that 

deliberately engaged with controversial social and political current events, which is something 

network late night’s big-tent approach still avoided in the multi-channel era.  

Politically Incorrect, unlike network late night, was fine with offering opinion-driven 

conversations that had the potential to both energize some viewers and alienate others. Bill Maher’s 

humor and opinions were often narrowcast, and Timberg goes on to say that “Maher was quite 

blunt about his lack of respect for the American electorate” (185). Lawrie Mifflin, a New York 

Times columnist, mentions that “in format and conversation topics, it certainly is a clear departure 

from the clowning skits and celebrity chats of Mr. Letterman's and Mr. Leno’s shows” (Mifflin). 

McClennen and Maisel claim that Maher’s interviews were sharper and wittier than those displayed 

on other late night programs, and by doing so, the audience was both “educated and entertained” 

(63-64). Where other late night hosts before Maher tried to diffuse political partisanship due to its 

perceived alienating effects, Maher steered his program towards partisan conversations. Gray et al. 

remark that programs that use content “that might suppress mass audience appeal 

[like]…aggression and judgement…are the same features that can create popular appeal in post-

network economic models” (14). Thus, Politically Incorrect offered something new for a late night 

talk show, a comedy program rooted in political humor and political discussion that narrowcasted 

its content for an audience that appreciated topical political debates. Politically Incorrect’s 

interwoven mix of entertainment and politics would become a staple of the subgenre of cable 
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parody news and would be implemented by other programs on both Comedy Central and HBO 

during the 1990s and 2000s. 

3.6 Dennis Miller Live and the Creation of Cable Parody News: 1994 to 2002 

Dennis Miller Live (HBO: 1994 to 2002) came on the air less than a year after Politically Incorrect, 

and it also aired on a cable channel, the subscription or ‘premium’ cable channel of Home Box 

Office (HBO). Like Comedy Central, HBO would also enter into the late night talk show 

competition in the multi-channel era, and it too would help to build the new subgenre of cable 

parody news. However, HBO’s revenue stream differs from that of Comedy Central and other 

‘basic’ cable channels in that it does not rely on advertisements as a second revenue source, and 

thus it does not air commercial breaks. Instead, HBO relies on selling its viewers a subscription 

package and generates its revenue almost exclusively by these subscriptions for its ‘premium’ cable 

content. This break from the network-era reliance on advertisement revenue allows HBO to 

produce content not bound to meeting the demands of being the least objectionable. As Lotz states, 

“different business models led to different funding possibilities; different funding possibilities led 

to different programming; different programming redefined the medium’s relationship with 

viewers and the culture at large” (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 205). HBO’s Dennis Miller 

Live was a program that differed from previous late night talk shows, and it helped to create the 

newly emerging genre of cable parody news as it offered its viewers narrowcast content focusing 

on political and social issues.  

Dennis Miller Live aired weekly for a half-hour and consisted of five main parts: a cold 

open, a topical monologue, a second politically driven monologue called a “rant,” a guest 

discussion, and then finally a topical news segment. The set of Dennis Miller Live, like Politically 

Incorrect, had no desk, no band, no sidekick, and little of the network late night ambiance. Dennis 

Miller would deliver his opening monologue standing center stage with dim lighting with an 

overhead projector setting the backdrop behind him. An image projected behind Miller would 

directly relate to the theme of his upcoming rant segment (the second half of the monologue).  The 

first half of Miller’s monologue would consist of a five-minute topical monologue that was largely 

traditional and non-satirical. The topical monologue furnished Carson-style one-liners on headline 

stories and bizarre news stories (Jones 69). However, one element from the topical monologue did 

set Dennis Miller Live apart from both network programs like Letterman’s Late Show and basic 
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cable programs like Maher’s Politically Incorrect; Miller could use explicit language and 

profanities on the premium cable channel of HBO. 

The major contribution that Dennis Miller Live made to the subgenre of cable parody news 

was its rant section of the monologue. The rant focused on one specific topic for over five minutes, 

and it exhibited social and political satire. The camera would go from a body shot of Miller with a 

colorful backdrop for the topical monologue to a zoom in close-up of Miller as the backdrop would 

fade to black for the rant. Miller would introduce the rant topic by stating, “Now I don’t want to 

get off on a rant here…,” and then he would satirize topics like drugs, affirmative action, American 

anger, fame, homosexuality, skepticism about politics, corporate abuse and family life (Gray et al. 

26 & Jones 69). Where satire was still rare for network late night in multi-channel era, Dennis 

Miller Live used it for a scathing five-minute satirical rebuke on one specific topic. This extended 

focus on one topic would be duplicated by the parody news program of the 2000s, like The Daily 

Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report. Dennis Miller Live’s rant used satire and 

deliberately engaged with themes relating social and political current events. Jones states that 

Dennis Miller Live helped to “ignite a significant change in the relationship between politics and 

entertainment television, between popular culture and political culture” by its “new model of 

melding politics with humor” (65-66). By offering pointed political satire instead of the swift and 

superficial political humor offered by network hosts like Leno and Letterman, HBO’s Dennis 

Miller Live presented content that was clearly narrowcast. As Day mentions, with the expanding 

amount of channels the television industry “is more likely to develop potentially controversial 

material, as the program in question will inevitably be aimed specifically at an audience that will 

appreciate it and is unlikely to be viewed by those outside the taste culture who might find it 

offensive” (53). In a Dennis Miller Live rant themed on the failings of the Republican Party in the 

late-1990s, the program is willing to lampoon both political parties with sharp comments that would 

not attract a big-tent audience:  

The classic distilled philosophical difference between Republicans and Democrats has 

always been about the ideal size and scope of government. Republicans say that Democrats 

want a huge monolithic federal institution that will comprise personal liberty, freedom by 

controlling individuals' lives with intrusive policies and a dictatorial agenda. Republicans, 

of course, believe that that is the job of organized religion [audience laughter]. (“Dennis 

Miller Live with Adrianna Huffington” [Arianna incorrectly spelled in upload]) 
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This elaborate joke provides a breakdown of some of the perceived ideologies behind the two 

parties, offering a satirical interaction that mocks both political parties. Miller’s rant topic attacked 

not only the Republicans, but the Democrats too, and generally yielded a cynical view of American 

politics. Miller being a social liberal and holding conservative views concerning national defense 

and the economy, would lead him to being seen as a libertarian during his HBO years (“Dennis 

Miller: '9-11 Changed Me'”). Once the rant concluded, Miller would distance himself from any 

definitive criticism by saying, “Of course, that’s just my opinion, I could be wrong.” The rant’s 

focus on one single topic and its dedication to satirically attacking the topic were rarities for a 

television monologue on either cable or network before Dennis Miller Live.  

 Following the rant, Dennis Miller Live would showcase a guest interview in which Miller 

would continue to deliberately engage with social and political current events. The wide range of 

guests included celebrities, politicians, authors, pundits, and comedians, but the conversation 

would always be rooted or tied back to the theme of the rant. For example on August 14, 1998, 

Miller's rant focused on the expanding number of hypochondriacs in the U.S., and then he 

welcomed comedian Jon Stewart as his guest and the two discussed their hygiene habits in a 

humorous and occasionally candid tone (“Dennis Miller Live 5x26 Jon Stewart 14 Aug 1998”). 

Like the monologue, the concentration on one single topic was new for the guest interview segment 

on a late night talk show, as traditionally hosts would spring from one topic to the next. 

Furthermore, Dennis Miller Live differed from the other late night talk shows of the 1990s because 

his guest interviews lacked the celebrity product pitches and the mundane semi-scripted stories 

surrounding the celebrity’s personal life (Jones 68). When the rant topic was political, the 

conversation that followed would typically yield deliberate political conversations or debates about 

the topic. As for the aforementioned rant on the theme of the failings of the Republican Party, 

Miller hosted Arianna Huffington, then a conservative author and commentator. In the 

conversation, Miller expresses narrowcast satire and opinions with statements like: “You know, 

God has no place in politics. Quite frankly, if God saw the way some Republicans invoked his 

name, he would turn atheist” (“Dennis Miller Live with Adrianna Huffington”). Like Maher’s 

Politically Incorrect panel interviews, Dennis Miller Live’s guest interview mixed humor and 

deliberate political engagement. This narrowcast approach of blending an entertainment program 

with the informative sphere of politics was not seen regularly on U.S. television before Maher’s 

and Miller’s programs hit the air in the multi-channel era. Moreover, Dennis Miller Live proved 
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that a specific segment of the American public had an appetite for both a political monologue and 

guest interview rooted in a single political topic. 

3.7 The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn and the Creation of Cable Parody News: 

1996 to 1998 

The next program that was pivotal in the creation of the subgenre of cable parody news was The 

Daily Show with Craig Kilborn (Comedy Central: 1996 to 1998), which aired nightly at the 11:00 

p.m. EST for 30-minutes. By airing at 11:00 p.m. EST, The Daily Show would preempt and 

therefore not directly compete with network late night programs that would air at 11:35 p.m. EST 

(Smith, The Daily Show XVIII). After Maher’s Politically Incorrect moved to ABC, Kilborn’s 

Daily Show was quickly rebranded as Comedy Central’s “signature show” (before the arrival of 

South Park), and the show did start to generate a steady viewership on cable. The Daily Show would 

peak at an average of 357,000 nightly viewers under Kilborn’s tenure as host, which was 150,000 

more than Maher’s program had on Comedy Central (Carter, “TV Notes…” & Smith, “How Jon 

Stewart…” & Molla et al.). While Kilborn’s Daily Show rarely presented satire or deliberately 

engaged with factual reporting, it did help to advance the role of parody for the subgenre of cable 

parody news.  

The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn most matched Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend 

Update” in terms of its parody of an evening news broadcast, but it would go even further with its 

mimicry (James). Craig Kilborn would sit behind a news anchor desk while facing directly ahead 

to the camera, often reading the ‘news’ in a deadpan manner. The set further embodied the parody 

of a news broadcast by displaying the globe in the background and by having Kilborn stand in front 

of twenty-eight small television screens. 
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(Photofest) 

Additionally, The Daily Show mimicked the traditional news by using over-the-shoulder graphics 

and by Kilborn talking to ‘correspondents’ in the ‘field’. Typically, these ‘correspondents’ were 

actually in the studio in front of a green screen. The program’s visual stylings resembled a television 

news program closer than SNL’s “Weekend Update'' because The Daily Show extended the parody 

for an entire thirty-minute timeslot in comparison to “Weekend Update’s” four to six minutes of 

airtime. The shift from the network-era to the multi-channel era fostered in the opportunity to play 

with form by upending genre conventions and led to programs that were willing to blur genres. 

Timberg asserts that the “traditional distinctions between news and entertainment began to break 

down” from 1990 to 2000 as “hosts, programs, and formats continued to exploit the steady 

expansion of cable and syndicated talk outlets through the 1990s” (11). Kilborn’s Daily Show was 

such a cable program as its airtime was dedicated to parodying the traditional news, and it helped 

to deconstruct what Jones calls the former “artificial separation of politics from other forms of 

[television] programming” (6).  

In its imitation of the traditional news, The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn mirrored a low-

cost local-station news program, rather than a national network broadcast or cable channels such 

as CNN. The program did not start with a standing monologue like those offered on network late 

night or Politically Incorrect or Dennis Miller Live, but it began with Craig Kilborn sitting at his 
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anchormen’s desk ironically reading the “Headlines.”  The “Headlines” was typically followed by 

another short desk piece and then a pre-taped field piece from one of the show’s ‘correspondents’, 

like a young Stephen Colbert (Smith, The Daily Show XVII). The program would then finish with 

one celebrity interview, which was similar to the light, gentle Hollywood chatter offered on 

network late night. Kilborn’s Daily Show did not challenge the place of the news media in American 

culture, but it poked fun at the local news’s tackiness and shortcomings (Smith, The Daily Show 

104). The program highlighted the amateurish nature of local news programs by copying their 

mannerisms, vernacular, and by airing absurd stories that would occasionally make the local news, 

like Bigfoot hunters. The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn transformed the parody news model into 

one that lasted an entire thirty-minute timeslot, and like SNL’s “Weekend Update,” it would use 

the mimicry of the genre as a general platform to deliver comedy and to poke fun at the 

superficiality of local news and entertainment gossip.  

 While Kilborn’s Daily Show helped to advance the parody of cable parody news, its 

political humor generally remained traditionalist because its topical jokes regarding both major 

news headlines and bizarre news stories rarely used satire and lacked political edge (Day 56). Jones 

asserts that satire works to advance an underlying thesis and that satire seeks to “always attack 

power” (“With All…” 44 & 60). Kilborn’s Daily Show worked much like network late night 

programs as it did not seek to advance a thesis or present a substantive critique of the powerful. 

Like Leno or Letterman, Craig Kilborn was happy to joke about 1996 Republican Presidential 

Nominee Bob Dole’s old age or Robert Downey Jr.’s drug arrests (James). Furthermore, during the 

two years that Kilborn hosted the program, it never once interviewed a politician, political pundit, 

or journalist (Tally 156). The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn’s political humor was relatively tame 

and traditionalist, but it did present a 30-minute cable broadcast dedicated to parodying the news, 

and it was a multi-channel era example of the new emerging late night talk show subgenre of cable 

parody news. 

3.8 Cable, Subscription TV, and Early Internet Distribution of Television at the 

Beginning of the Post-Network Era: Mid-2000s to 2010 

Television scholar Amanda Lotz notes that the post-network era of U.S. television emerged in the 

early 2000s, marking the end of the multi-channel transition era of television that lasted from the 

mid-1980s to 2000s (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 8). The term post-network does not 
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denote the complete collapse of network television, but rather it describes the continual movement 

away from what television practices have historically been. Baym explains that the post-network 

era is “a landscape shaped by the drastic and ongoing multiplication of media channels and 

platforms, the democratization of the technologies of video production, and the convergence of all 

forms of media, old and new, top-down and bottom-up, professional and amateur” (172-173). 

Changes in technology, revenue models, viewership habits, and programming practices have fueled 

the rapid evolution and further splintering of U.S. television in the post-network era.  

 The multi-channel era provided some technological shifts for television like the 

videocassette recorder (VCR) and cable network distribution through coaxial cables, but these 

changes are dwarfed in comparison to the technological changes television has faced in the post-

network era. Early in the 2000s, digital television (DTV) alongside high-definition television 

(HDTV) replaced both over-the-air and analog television to give viewers clearer and more reliable 

television programming. Furthermore, the 2000s offered digital video recorders, video on demand, 

portable screens, and a huge increase in both the access and subscription of high-speed broadband 

internet (Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 3 & Baym 103). These technological shifts gave 

the viewers more control of what, when, where, and how they watched television.  

 In the post-network era, U.S. television remains largely dependent on advertiser-supported, 

subscriber-supported, or a combination of both advertiser and subscriber-supported models, yet it 

has continued to chase these revenue streams in new arenas (Lotz, The Television Will Be 

Revolutionized 173). Broadband internet allowed pre-established television channels and online 

newcomers to generate revenue from distributing television content via subscription or on demand 

services like Amazon Unbox in 2006, Netflix in 2007, and Hulu in 2008. Moreover, television 

started to appear on advertiser-supported internet websites where they presented their own content 

on their channel’s website like comedycentral.com or on larger video sharing platforms like 

YouTube in 2005. Once again, these changes favored choice for the viewers and additionally 

offered both network and cable channels the opportunity to chase supplementary revenue during a 

time of increased competition and declining ratings.  

 The post-network era has completely altered the habits of how viewers watch television. In 

both the network-era and multi-channel era, television production and dissemination was still 

controlled by a handful of media conglomerates like General Electric (GE). GE acquired NBC 

Universal in the mid-1980s, and thus possessed the major network of NBC and their other cable 
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brands such as CNBC, Bravo, MSNBC, and SYFY. Although media conglomerates still own the 

bulk of U.S. television channels, viewers can now circumvent their schedules and primary mode 

of dissemination (the original television broadcast). As Lotz describes, “television watching 

behaviors unimaginable twenty years ago are now common: you can watch a show when you want, 

rather than when a network schedules it; you can download episodes onto a tablet or watch them 

live on a mobile phone wherever you receive a signal” (We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 3). The 

post-network era has detached the importance of linear television watching, and as a result it upends 

Raymond Williams’s 1974 theory of ‘flow’. The importance of network television channels trying 

to maintain their viewership from segment to segment let alone from program to program, or ‘flow’, 

is hard to accomplish now in the new media climate when the power of the original broadcast and 

network schedule can easily be circumvented by the proliferation of new producers, distributors, 

and secondary disseminations.  

 In this crowded media environment, television has largely abandoned big-tent 

programming, and it has continued to become ever more fragmented and narrowcast (Baym 149). 

Lotz claims that television has even moved past the narrowcasting of the multi-channel era, and it 

is now transitioning to ‘person-casting’ in the post-network era where each viewer is in control of 

what, when, and how any type of visual media is consumed (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 

267-268). Television in the post-network era is no longer a cultural monolith. Instead, it is a 

medium that speaks to highly specialized and narrowcast audiences, and even these niche taste 

subsets of the American public continue to be divided smaller and smaller. Like much of television, 

the cable parody news of the 2000s has continued to produce highly narrowcast content (Day 43-

44). The post-network era allows the subgenre of cable parody news to produce riskier niche 

content that offers viewers programs specializing in political satire and parody as well as programs 

that deliberately engage with factual reporting (Lichter et al. 216). 

3.9 The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and the Institutionalization of Cable Parody 

News: 1999 to 2015 

The multi-channel era programs of Politically Incorrect, Dennis Miller Live, and The Daily Show 

with Craig Kilborn helped to forge the late night talk show subgenre of cable parody news, but it 

would be The Daily Show with Jon Stewart (Comedy Central: 1999 to 2015) that institutionalized 

the subgenre and its conventions. Baumgartner and Morris declare that Jon Stewart “is seen as a 
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social critic, political seer, pundit extraordinaire, and creator of new form of politically and socially 

significant news that brings a needed and refreshing change” (64). The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 

premiered on January 11, 1999, after Craig Kilborn departed Comedy Central to be the second host 

of The Late Late Show franchise on CBS. The general segments of the The Daily Show remained 

the same with the transition to Stewart. A long desk piece monologue typically started off the show, 

and it was often followed by a shorter second desk piece which would often lead into a conversation 

with a Daily Show ‘correspondent’ or a pre-taped field piece. Then there would be a single guest 

interview, and the show would finish with the “Moment of Zen” (a brief video segment of some 

silly and/or idiotic news clip). In the following section, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart will be 

analyzed for its contributions both in parody and satire that helped popularize and traditionalize the 

subgenre of cable parody news.  

Stewart’s Daily Show remained dedicated to the role of parody in the program with the 

studio set continuing to play a role in setting the parody. Initially, the studio set background 

remained the same from the Kilborn years with a dark blue and maroon backdrop accompanied by 

the same row of mini television screens. The Daily Show with Jon Stewart’s set for the first few 

years had his anchorman’s desk next to a couch for his guests, which resembled a mix of a news 

program and network late night set. 

 

(Al Levine/Comedy Central) 
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Eventually, by the mid-2000s the couch was replaced by an office chair placed on the side of the 

anchor’s desk, which shifted the guest interviews to visually looking more like a debate show, like 

early 2000s Crossfire (CNN: 1982 to 2005 and 2013 to 2014), than an episode of The Tonight Show 

with Jay Leno. 

 

(Comedy Central) 

The Daily Show set would have multiple renovations over its sixteen-year run, and all continued to 

only slightly exaggerate what the sets looked like on cable news stations such as CNN and Fox 

News Channel. Jon Stewart looked the part of being a news anchor when the show first aired; the 

three national network news anchors were also white males: Dan Rather at CBS, Tom Brokaw at 

NBC, and Peter Jennings at ABC (Smith, The Daily Show 17-18). Stewart’s Daily Show relied on 

the viewer’s knowledge of a ‘traditional’ news program set and content to help frame parody 

(Morreale 112-113). The program used over-the-shoulder graphics like the ‘traditional' news, and 

eventually the graphics started to be tactically fitted to act as a punchline line and/or supporting 
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joke (Smith, The Daily Show 59). The visual markers of Stewart’s Daily Show remained committed 

to the mimicry of the ‘traditional’ television news media and often used redacted clips of the news 

media to make its points. In this dissertation, redacted texts refer to the original videos or print 

materials that have been removed from their original release platform and have been edited or 

slightly adapted and then re-air on these late night talk shows as standalone excerpts or as a part of 

a larger montage. These redacted texts are often taken from the news media or social media, and 

are used by late night talk shows as a piece of evidence. Thus, the redacted texts are typically altered 

minimally for their repurposing, with potential alterations generally consisting of reduction in 

length or scale, reformatted to fit into an over-the-shoulder graphic or breakaway cuts, and the 

adding of background music and/or the studio audience’s laughter.  

Where Craig Kilborn’s Daily Show ridiculed the phonies and blunders of the U.S. local 

news stations, Stewart’s Daily Show would move the parody towards lampooning national news 

broadcasts. The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn acted as a slapstick or tongue-in-cheek comedy of 

a local newscast, much like Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend Update” with its overblown stories 

and kooky characters. The Daily Show with Jon Stewart would occasionally still tease the visual 

and vernacular elements of a local newscast. For instance, The Daily Show in the summer of 2012 

mocked the cable news’ coverage of Hurricane Isaac by calling their sensationalized coverage 

“Hurricane Porn” and by then showing numerous redacted clips of cable reporters standing in heavy 

downpours, waist-deep floodwater, and gale-force winds (“Hurricane Isaac Media Coverage | The 

Daily Show”). Even when Stewart’s Daily Show offered more blunder-focused critiques of the 

media, they often still offered a deeper criticism of the national media reliance on sensationalism 

in their reporting. 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart’s moved away from a silly parody program, and instead 

it pivoted the subgenre of cable parody news towards making substantial critiques targeted at the 

21st century state of journalism on U.S. television. Stewart’s Daily Show not only mocked the 

newscast, it also offered a lens to challenge their authority as arbitrators of the world’s events. On 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart “the parodied markers function less as a punchline in themselves 

and more as a vehicle for the performers,” and this vehicle was retooled to challenge the taken-for-

granted status of the ‘real/traditional’ television news programs as predominant mediators of the 

public conversation (Day 58 & Jones 115). The Daily Show depicted the biases and flaws of the 

‘traditional’ television news to unravel the fabrication that they too were social constructions (Day 
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20). For example, after the disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 in March 2014, The Daily 

Show attacked the speculative ‘reporting’ by CNN: 

Stewart: “But first, for weeks the big story has been the missing Malaysia Airlines flight. 

Today satellite data seems to have confirmed the worst. I think we all feared this story 

would end in tragedy, and so early on we turned to the news media for a sense of sober 

clarity.  

Redacted clip of CNN’s “Breaking News” as read by CNN journalist Anderson Cooper: 

“Air traffic controllers in southeast Asia have lost contact with a jumbo jet carrying 239 

people. We’re of course doing all we can to get as many details as possible from our sources 

around the regions and the world.” 

Stewart: “This accurate and humble assessment from CNN… until they realized… oh, s***, 

we have twenty-three hours and fifty-nine minutes left to fill. [audience laughter] [Stewart 

taps the desk and looks around ponderingly]. F*** it, let's go nuts.” (“The Daily Show - 

The Curious Case of Flight 370”) 

Then Stewart continues to show more redacted footage of how CNN used sensationalized 

‘reporting’ of the tragedy to boost its ratings past Fox News for most of that week (“The Daily 

Show - The Curious…”). This new critical voice of The Daily Show's parody in combination with 

its humor and entertainment qualities positioned the show as an outsider of the mainstream 

television news media. The Daily Show was ‘not the news’, but also ‘not not the news’ because of 

its criticism and engagement with the ‘real’ media and ‘real’ world events. For Kilborn’s Daily 

Show, the parody was often the setup and the punchline to a premise, contrarily on Stewart’s Daily 

Show, the parody acted as a platform for the program to deliver satirical deconstruction of the day's 

news and/or politics. 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart not only institutionalized how cable parody news 

programs created and presented their parody, it changed the way cable parody news engaged with 

satire and current events. The program shifted away from the non-satirical and non-critical political 

moments offered during the Craig Kilborn years and also deviated from what had been done 

previously on network television. Stewart’s Daily Show shifted to political moments interwoven 

with satire and deliberate political conversation. Furthermore, Stewart’s Daily Show implemented 

new techniques for a late night talk show to deliver these new political moments. Stewart is often 
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credited with having a lasting cultural impact on both cable parody news and network late night by 

mainstreaming elements of his political satire and techniques.  

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart challenged what type of political humor was displayed 

on late night talk shows starting in the early 2000s. For instance, the political humor offered on 

network late night by hosts like Letterman and Leno was only one part of a wide-ranging topical 

monologue that touched on numerous themes outside the political sphere, and as I have argued, the 

political humor was rarely satirical (Smith, The Daily Show 32). The network variety program of 

Saturday Night Live also offered scarce amounts of political satire, and instead it favored sketches 

with “safe and inoffensive humor about celebrities” (Jones “With All…” 46). Gray et al. mention 

that the lack of sincere engagement with politics on network television would allow for the 

opportunity for cable programs to fill this void (28). Also, according to James Poniewozik, a 

television critic of The New York Times, Jon Stewart shifted his program to work more closely with 

politics than other late night talk shows: 

At that time late-night political humor was pitched toward the middle. It was about foibles 

and politicians’ particular characteristics and tics and failures… It [the political humor 

offered on network late night] could be scathing and damaging and influence the public’s 

perception of a candidate or a politician, but it wasn’t really that much about engaging with 

ideas of politics, the politics of politics. Before Jon Stewart came along… (qtd. in Smith, 

The Daily Show 32) 

Stewart’s Daily Show already starting in the early 2000s was willing to make politically satirical 

jokes not only at politicians’ foibles but to also deal with politically acute content that was targeted 

for niche tastes and a deeply fragmented audience, one that needs to follow the news and politics 

for its content to land. Such highly specific narrowcasting was rare on U.S. television until the 

multi-channel and post-network eras. 

Stewart’s Daily Show retooled the targets of its political humor and satire, which meant that 

the program was now going to deal with Poniewozik’s “politics of politics.” The program shifted 

its content away from the network late night approach of non-biting political humor with popular 

cultural punchlines to political satire focused on the mainstream media, politicians, and political 

institutions (Lichter et al. 26). While Jon Stewart’s Daily Show was transitioning, he was quoted 

by staffer Kahane Corn Cooperman as stating, “[The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn] targets are 
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just wrong. They shouldn’t be people on the fringe. Our targets need to be the people who have a 

voice, and that’s politicians, and that’s the media” (Smith, The Daily Show 23). This purposeful 

transition of moving towards critiques of the people or institutions that hold power, and away from 

those who are relatively powerless on the fringes matches McClennen and Maisel’s assertion that 

satire is best suited to expose “lies, deception, logical fallacies, and abuses of power” (200). The 

Daily Show with Jon Stewart content also worked with a motive and underlining thesis as then 

‘correspondent’ Stephen Colbert states: 

I was always interested in politics. I was always interested in the news. I didn’t do political 

humor. Political humor to me meant “Hey Ted Kennedy’s drunk again!” Then Jon [Stewart] 

came in with a real desire to have a satirical point of view about the substance of the ideas, 

not just the actions of the people. What are they really talking about? What are they arguing 

about? What are the philosophical underpinnings of this argument going on in America 

right now? Part of the assignment when Jon came in was “You have to give this some 

thought—where do you stand here?” (qtd. in Smith, The Daily Show 21-22) 

This drive to gather a voice and angle on social and political current events, as described by Colbert, 

allowed The Daily Show to take the late night talk show somewhere new by not just forming jokes 

surrounding political topics but critically and deliberately engaging with them. Heertum expresses 

that The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, a comedy show on Comedy Central, assumed the position 

of holding politicians and the media accountable for their actions and/or inactions, a position she 

argues the mainstream media had “largely abandoned” (129). The Daily Show would still be 

entertainment orientated, but it was a program that continued to blur the line between entertainment 

and information coming out of the 1990s cable-news boom.  

The political moments in the monologue of Stewart’s Daily Show would deviate drastically 

from what had been done previously on late night talk shows. Like other parodies of the news, 

Stewart would deliver his monologue from sitting at his ‘pundit desk’, instead of standing center 

stage like a traditional late night host. After a brief introduction to start the show, the camera would 

start with a wide shot and then begin to spin and zoom Stewart into the frame while he madly 

scribbled on pieces of paper at his desk, mocking journalists who jot down important breaking 

news or make last-second edits. Stewart’s desk monologue, like that of network late night, would 

be the first element of the airing after the introduction. However, unlike a Letterman or Leno 

monologue that would pull from an assortment of topical news to deliver fifteen to twenty-five 
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one-liners, The Daily Show would produce fewer jokes and focus mainly on the media and politics. 

Stewart’s Daily Show would typically cover no more than three topics in its monologue, which 

allowed for more details onto the political topic and/or its coverage (Smith, The Daily Show 6). By 

the mid-2000s, many of Stewart's monologue desk pieces would cover only one topic for seven to 

ten minutes of airtime. Giving more allotted time and detail to one or a few topics helped The Daily 

Show to advance its satirically entrenched thesis for that evening's segment whether it was about 

LGBTQ rights, an election campaign, or the War on Terror. 

To contextualize and provide evidence for The Daily Show’s political satire, the program 

would regularly use redacted news from both the print and television media. Stewart’s Daily Show 

would use this redacted and non-fictionalized news as primary source material to expose its targets 

(Day 8). For instance in 2003, Stewart moderated a fictional redacted debate that took footage from 

Texas Governor George W. Bush in 2000 and from post 9/11 President George W. Bush. Here is 

one exchange that took place:  

Jon Stewart: “Mr. President, you won the coin toss. The first question will go to you. Why 

is the United States of America using its power to change governments in foreign 

countries?” 

Cuts to a redacted video of President Bush speaking at the United Nations: “We must stand 

up for our security and for the permanent rights and the hopes of mankind. [cuts to next 

clip] The United States of America will make that stand.” 

Back to Jon Stewart in the studio: “Well surely that represents a bold new doctrine and 

foreign policy Mr. President. Governor Bush do you agree with that?” 

Cuts to a redacted video of Governor Bush: “Yeah, I’m not so sure the role of the United 

States is to go around the world and say this is the way it’s gotta be.” 

Back to Jon Stewart in the studio: “[audience laughter] [Jon Stewart sits silently shaking 

his head up and down with his pencil in front of his face in clear confusion] All right, well 

that's interesting… Um, well that uh, that's a difference of opinion and certainly, that's what 

this country is about… differences of opinion.” (“Governer Bush vs President Bush” 

[Governor incorrectly spelled in upload]) 
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Day argues that when Stewart uses real redacted news footage of a politician to pass judgment on 

his/her misconduct “the piece becomes evidence in a real political argument on a level that a 

fictionalized skit does not” (8). The original news clip most likely was not originally read as 

comical, but when these clips are re-contextualized as evidence for a satirical thesis to point out the 

absurd, they can generate a laugh before Stewart even makes a joke. Stewart’s regular audience 

was trained to interpret these redacted political clips attentively and to look for what breach of 

norms The Daily Show was trying to expose. The Daily Show would then continue to hit the same 

topic for multiple satirical jabs. Historically on other late night talk shows, the engagement with 

the real news was limited to a brief political news anecdote for the set-up of the joke, and the host 

would typically state the minimum essential facts of the event, so the audience would understand 

the premise of the joke. Then the host would swiftly hit the punchline (often working off a comedic 

trope), which was often non-satirical and based in fiction. For instance, below are the first three 

monologue jokes from Jay Leno's Tonight Show on May 29, 1992: 

Well, it is starting to get exciting out there. Looks like it is really going to be a three-way 

race. And those of you who are unfamiliar with the third party candidate let me give you 

the correct pronunciation of his name. It is pronounced CLIN-TON, Clin-ton. [audience 

laughs] 

Actually, I’m being unfair, Bill Clinton won the primaries in Arkansas and Kentucky. In 

fact, Clinton is so certain that he’s getting the Democratic nomination that he has already 

started working on his November concession speech. Boy, I tell’ya that’s cocky. [audience 

laughs] 

You see the photo in the paper this morning of Ross Perot browsing around the 7/11. Now 

ya see that, hey I knew the guy was wealthy. But I had no idea he could afford to shop 

around at 7/11 [audience laughs]. (“Tonight Show with Jay Leno – May 29, 1992”) 

The set-ups for these three political humor jokes are based on real political figures and real topical 

events, but the punchlines are based in a fictional realm and lack the satirical drive that Stewart’s 

Daily Show humor used.  

The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn never once booked a politician, journalist, or pundit for 

the program’s interview section during his tenure, but Stewart’s Daily Show immediately started 

booking individuals from the political sphere (Tally 156). I would argue that in these guest 
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interviews the program would deliberately engage with social and political issues. By the 1990s, 

Letterman, Leno, and O'Brien on network late night had increased the number of political bookings 

in comparison to Carson, but as Gray states, these conversations “rarely challenge their guests with 

more than a playful joke here or there” (“Throwing Stones…” 153). Stewart’s Daily Show 

interviews with politicians and journalists revolved more around politically oriented conversations 

and less around the person’s personal life or family anecdotes as was the case on network late night. 

Stewart’s Daily Show, much like Maher’s Politically Incorrect, steered the guest-interview into 

political discussions and often welcomed an ideological debate. In a 2014 interview with the 

President of the Syrian National Coalition Hadi al-Bahra, Stewart keeps the conversation focused 

on the obstacles the “free peoples of Syria” face by both the Assad Regime and ISIS with prompts 

and questions like the following: 

The first question of the interview from Jon Stewart: “You are the President of the National 

Syrian Coalition. What is that? And is that, because we’re awfully confused, and, by the 

way, sorry for destabilizing the whole region, [audience laughs] but what is the Syrian 

National Coalition? What is it made up of?” 

The second question (prompt) from Jon Stewart: “Your goal is not just the defeat of this 

new terrorist group. This ISIL, this ISIS, whatever they call themselves. Your goal is also 

to gain justice from Assad.” (“The Daily Show – Hadi…”) 

The conversation between Jon Stewart and President Hadi al-Bahra continues to examine the 

specific circumstances of the conflicts and how the Syrian National Coalition hopes to attain more 

international support from the “free world” (“The Daily Show – Hadi…”). Stewart’s Daily Show 

was willing to host politicians, pundits, journalists, and scholars and engage them with deliberate 

political dialogue. McClennen and Maisel explained that “Stewart uses his sharp wit and stand-up 

savvy to engage in intense exchanges,” and these types of deliberate political conversations were 

not seen on other late night talk shows outside of Maher’s Politically Incorrect in the early 2000s 

(88). 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart helped to institutionalize and popularize the subgenre of 

cable parody news with its deployment of parody and political satire. When Jon Stewart took over 

as the host of The Daily Show he averaged around 350,000 viewers a night, and by his peak in the 

2008-2009, he would reach 1.6 million nightly viewers (Koblin). During Stewart’s tenure as host, 
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The Daily Show was nominated for sixty Emmy Awards and won a total of twenty-three (“The 

Daily Show With Jon Stewart: Comedy Central”). Filmmaker and comedian Judd Apatow claims 

that “Jon invented a form, just like Steve Allen did with The Tonight Show. People will take it and 

expand it and do different things with it, but Jon laid the groundwork. He’s had a massive influence 

on how everyone talks about the news” (Smith, The Daily Show 376). I would agree with Judd 

Apatow’s statement and further say that Stewart's Daily Show success and critical acclaim 

influenced not only other cable parody news programs, but also the network late night programs. 

By the late-2000s, David Letterman’s Late Show started to more deliberately engage with political 

moments, and Letterman was quoted in a 2017 Vulture interview as saying that Jon Stewart’s Daily 

Show “made it so that not doing political stuff got to be the elephant in the room” (qtd. in Marchese). 

In the post-network era, Stewart’s Daily Show was, as Zinoman states, able to show that “the old 

middle-of-the-road evenhandedness that had marked late-night television starting with The Tonight 

Show was no longer necessary” (269). 

3.10 The Colbert Report and the Standardization of Cable Parody News: 2005 to 

2014 

The main creative team under The Daily Show with Jon Stewart would later produce The Colbert 

Report, which helped to standardize the mixing of factual journalistic reporting with both satire 

and parody for the subgenre of cable parody news. Stephen Colbert was a ‘correspondent’ on the 

original Daily Show under Craig Kilborn, and he remained a ‘correspondent’ under Jon Stewart’s 

more satirically driven Daily Show from 1999 to 2005. On The Daily Show, Colbert often played a 

bombastic ultra-conservative character when engaging in conversation at the desk with Jon Stewart. 

Eventually, Jon Stewart, Ben Karlin (head-writer of The Daily Show under Stewart’s first seven 

seasons), and Stephen Colbert pitched their idea for Colbert to play his right-winged character for 

a thirty-minute program to air directly following The Daily Show to Comedy Central executives. 

Comedy Central signed them to a production deal and The Colbert Report premiered on October 

17, 2005. The Colbert Report (Comedy Central: 2005 to 2014), alongside The Daily Show, situated 

Comedy Central as the preeminent place for political satire on television on either network or cable 

during their unified run (Jones 9). The Colbert Report presented a cable parody news program that 

functioned much in the same fashion as Stewart’s Daily Show and ultimately helped to reaffirm 

the subgenre conventions.  
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The Colbert Report further accelerated the role of parody for a cable parody news program. 

The character Stephen Colbert, played by Stephen Colbert, not only took on the vernacular cues 

and mimicry of the news media, he also imitated their political ideology. Stephen Colbert attributes 

the persona for his character to be one-part Stone-Phillips for his “manliness,” one-part Geraldo 

Rivera for his “sense of mission,” and one-part Bill O'Reilly for his “admirable” talent (Levin). The 

Colbert Report's political ideology and parody are largely based on Bill O’Reilly’s program on Fox 

News Channel, The O’Reilly Factor (1996 to 2017), and Colbert’s character would always refer to 

O’Reilly on-air as “Papa Bear.” Colbert’s character on The Colbert Report is an egotistical 

imbecilic right-wing disciple, and the character sees himself as a conservative prophet. Colbert 

hardly broke character for the program's entire eleven season run, including when conducting his 

interviews with senators, Supreme Court Justices, or President Obama (Jones 79). Colbert would 

deliver the parody in a deadpan manner, and generally most of the content of his speech was double-

layered. Colbert’s commitment to his character was so convincing that he occasionally fooled 

conservative viewers into thinking that he was speaking in earnest (Linkins). 

McClennen and Maisel explain the different parodic approaches used by Stewart and 

Colbert by stating that “Stewart wants us to see what he sees. He [Stewart] wants to pull back the 

veil and expose the artifice posing as reality. Stewart would begin by unmasking those in power, 

then Colbert would put the mask back on, but this time it was bigger and more ridiculous” (88). 

Colbert putting back on the “mask” with his deadpan performance generated an underlying satirical 

critique of not only The O’Reilly Factor but of the opinion-driven television news media programs. 

The character Stephen Colbert showed loyalty to political ideology over truth and facts, which 

correlates to cable news channels’ ‘real’ political pundits that commonly conceal and distort stories 

to promote their ideological beliefs (Jones 197).   

The Colbert Report’s set positions the character of Stephen Colbert as one who should be 

celebrated and praised as a messiah for American democracy. The set mixes egotistical elements 

of the host’s persona with the iconography of “God and Country” (Jones 188). The program starts 

with character Colbert sitting at his desk and stating “This is the Colbert Report,” and then quickly 

cuts to the pre-taped twenty-second theme song video, which includes flying eagles, American 

flag-waving, a spinning capital letter ‘C’ (for Colbert), and Colbert playing to the camera (“Colbert 

Report Intro 2”). Directly following the clip, the studio audience was typically standing and 

chanting “Stephen, Stephen, Stephen…” until Colbert could quiet them down to start his desk 
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piece. Colbert’s desk is one giant capital letter ‘C’; stars and stripes are displayed on screen behind 

the desk, and a swirling projection of stars and stripes flood the stage. On the shelves of the set sits 

a Captain America shield, a folded and framed American flag, a nativity scene, a framed U.S. 

constitution, a NASA Rocket, and at one point a stolen microwave from The O’Reilly Factor’s 

greenroom. 

 

(The Verge) 

When Colbert does his guest interview, instead of a guest coming out from behind the set for the 

introduction and being applauded like on all other late night talk shows, Colbert jogs over to the 

other side of the set and is the one applauded by the audience. The interview side of the set includes 

a portrait of Colbert placed over a fake fireplace and a projection of church-like stained glass 

directly behind the interview desk, which includes the initials ‘C-R’, eagles, the U.S. Capitol 

Building, and the Washington Monument. These over-the-top celebrations of the news pundit offer 

a critique of the personality and spectacle-driven journalism that inundated cable news channels 

starting in the 1990s. 
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The Colbert Report’s parody of the opinion-driven news media was not the sole target of 

the program’s satire; the show was willing to deliberately engage with political current events. 

Colbert’s desk pieces, field pieces, and guest-interviews also displayed political satire that regularly 

exposed lapses and deceptions of government and politicians. Bill Carter reports that as of 2014, 

Stephen Colbert’s character had “never openly endorsed Democrats or liberal positions,” which he 

asserts his right-winged character would never do on-air, but he had on numerous occasions 

enraged conservatives (“Colbert…”). The Colbert Report would regularly ridicule liberal ideology, 

but this ridicule was often double-layered and actually served to support the liberal claim. 

Conversely, when The Colbert Report would openly support a conservative ideology, it was 

actually lampooning the ideology. Though occasionally The Colbert Report would seek to 

dismantle liberal or Democratic ideologies or its politicians, its most common target was that of 

right-wing thinking (Jones 203). The Colbert Report was willing to present narrowcast political 

satire that required some prerequisite knowledge of U.S. politics and current events.  

The Colbert Report, like The Daily Show, did not operate with a network late night styled 

monologue, but it used desk pieces looking more like that of the ‘traditional’ news media. The 

Colbert Report would satirically engage the topical political and pop-cultural happenings of the 

day, and it also created recurring segments to display more thesis-driven interactions with political 

topics. In one such segment, “The WØRD,” Colbert would introduce a word and then continue for 

four to seven minutes to either support it or attack it. “The WØRD” mimicked The O’Reilly 

Factor’s segment called “Talking Points”; both used a sidebar graphic on the screen with typed 

text that corresponds to their spoken arguments, but Colbert’s sidebar typically delivered jokes, 

instead of O’Reilly’s declarations.  
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(“The Colbert Report – Public Schools”) 

In the very first episode of The Colbert Report, character Colbert introduces the audience to “The 

WØRD” segment, and the first word he used and coined was “truthiness.” In this first segment, 

character Colbert stated what would be the working doctrine of the program, “The ‘truthiness’ is 

that anyone can read the news to you. I promise to feel the news at you” (qtd. in Jones 80). As 

Baym states, “From the start…Colbert constructs a dichotomy between head and heart, fact and 

opinion, reasoned knowledge and intuitive inclination.” These contrasts help to reveal the failings 

of politicians and journalists (“Stephen Colbert’s…” 135). In another “The WØRD” segment 

focused on “disintegration,” character Colbert introduces a Tea Party initiative to disintegrate Wake 

County, North Carolina public schools. Character Colbert uses redacted print-media footage to 

show that 94.5% of the parents in the county are satisfied with their children’s schools thirty-five 

years after integration. Character Colbert then questions, “So what can be done to turn around this 

out-of-control success story?” (“The Colbert Report – Public Schools”). And character Colbert 

continues with satirical jabs like the following: 
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A joke by Colbert: “Yes, it is social engineering’s fault. Sure integrating schools may sound 

benign, but what’s the use of living in a gated community if my kids go to school and get 

poor all over them?” Sidebar reads: “It Comes Out With Club Soda” 

A second joke by Colbert: “Luckily, Tedesco is part of a group of Tea Party-backed 

Republican school board members, [picture of Tedesco appears] who recently voted for 

Wake County Schools to go back to the old system of separate neighborhood schools to 

better teach the kids the three R's.” Sidebar reads: “Readin’, ‘Ritin’, and ‘Resegregation’.” 

(“The Colbert Report – Public Schools”) 

With character Colbert routinely siding with the Tea Party school board members, The Colbert 

Report’s staff is showing how unjust the Tea Party’s argument is. In the clip, character Colbert 

expresses his anger at the NAACP, government overreach, social engineers, and “misguided 

government do-gooders,” when in fact The Colbert Report is supporting their efforts for racial 

equality (“The Colbert Report – Public Schools”). “The WØRD” was just one of many popular 

Colbert Report desk piece segments that were laced with parody and political satire that engaged 

deliberately with current events.  

During its run, The Colbert Report displayed field pieces and guest interviews that created 

a platform for the interviewee to express deliberate political dialogue, all while character Colbert 

still played a buffoon. The Colbert Report had a recurring field piece titled “Better Know a District” 

where character Colbert would sit down with congresspersons from the House of Representatives 

to talk to them about their congressional district. The Colbert Report also engaged in political 

discussions in the guest interview section at the end of the program, which included journalists, 

politicians, authors, scientists, and Hollywood stars. Baym states that although The Colbert Report 

often hosts “liberals who rarely are granted exposure elsewhere on television, Colbert does provide 

an open forum for conservative authors, activists, and politicians” (“Stephen Colbert’s…” 132). 

These Colbert Report interview discussions surrounding political current events were not the easy 

to follow big-tent interviews conducted on network late night, but instead they were targeted at 

smaller more specialized audiences.  

Through its run The Colbert Report helped to standardize how cable parody news programs 

should formulate their broadcasts. Day mentions that early into the run of the program Colbert 

“quickly garnered widespread fame as a truth-teller and political provocateur” (80). Zinoman 
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claims that alongside The Daily Show, The Colbert Report “captured young audiences, received 

rave reviews, and regularly earned Emmys… They reinvented television comedy and proved that 

righteous conviction with an overt political slant could wear well over a long period. They also 

showed that comedy could move into the journalism lane” (Zinoman 269). Most of the cable parody 

news programs that have aired since the 2010s have a strong resemblance to what Stewart’s Daily 

Show and The Colbert Report presented on Comedy Central in the 2000s.  

3.11 Conclusion 

While network late night remained devoted to the same genre conventions during both the multi-

channel and post-network eras under hosts like David Letterman and Jay Leno, the subgenre of 

cable parody news evolved to be something distinctly different. Early cable programs like 

Politically Incorrect, Dennis Miller Live, and The Daily Show with Craig Kilborn implemented 

new elements for late night talk shows like guest interviews surrounding current events, monologue 

‘rants’ that were dedicated to a single issue, or a program that was entirely rooted in parody. These 

programs moved away from the network model of big-tent and least objectionable programming, 

and they started to present niche content to smaller, more narrowcast audiences. The Daily Show 

with Jon Stewart would incorporate many of the new late night talk show elements coming from 

the new cable programs and would institutionalize the subgenre conventions of cable parody news. 

This program popularized the usage of political satire and parody to critically comment on and 

lampoon serious issues circulating in the news. In the 2010s following the success of Comedy 

Central’s The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report, other cable parody news 

programs emerged, and almost all of them use the foundations from Stewart and Colbert’s 

programs. Lichter et al. mention in their 2015 publication that historically “satirical programs have 

been few and far between on American television,” but this is no longer the case in the 2010s post-

network era (211). While offering some slight adjustments, parody cable news programs like Last 

Week Tonight (HBO: 2014 to present), The Daily Show with Trevor Noah (Comedy Central: 2015 

to present), Full Frontal with Samantha Bee (TBS: 2016 to present), and the Patriot Act with Hasan 

Minhaj (Netflix: 2018 to 2020) built their programs with elements popularized by Stewart’s Daily 

Show. Lotz remarks that the post-network era has had “a confluence of industrial, technological, 

and cultural shifts conspired to alter institutional norms in a manner that fundamentally redefined 

the medium and the business of television” (The Television Will Be Revolutionized 10). In the post-
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network era, late night talk shows do not need to speak to mass audiences, but instead they can aim 

to be a personalized medium that is aimed at highly specialized audiences. 
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4. Tracking Political Moments on Network Late Night: 1954 to 

Present 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter serves as an introduction of how political moments were presented previously and 

how the new satirical network late night programs are upending these conventions. For the majority 

of their first sixty years on television, network late night programs have historically handled 

political moments on their broadcasts in the same safe and big-tent fashion. In the 1950s to the 

early 1960s, the genre of late night talk shows was still new and these programs did experiment 

with some deliberate engagement with political moments on their broadcasts, but by the Carson-

era Tonight Show commenting on politics outside a comedic one-liner was rare. From the 1960s to 

2015, hosts would primarily interact with U.S. politics as a mode of mass-entertainment, meaning 

their monologues, sketches, and guest interviews positioned politics at the perceived taste of the 

masses. In this recipe for politics as mass-entertainment, network late night programs operated with 

non-biting political humor and trivial conversations with political guests (the media, scholars, 

politicians, diplomats, military personnel). The presentation of non-biting political content was 

even implemented during the turbulent times of the 1960s and 1970s. Political satire and debate 

were seen as divisive, and therefore had no place for a medium interested in “the least 

objectionable” material to broadcast to the masses (Gray et al. 21). However, this type of niche and 

narrowcast content would find a home on cable parody news programs offered on channels like 

Comedy Central and HBO. Eventually, some riskier political content would appear on network late 

night in the 2000s, but it was not until Seth Meyers took over Late Night and Stephen Colbert took 

over The Late Show in the mid-2010s that political satire and deliberate political conversations 

would regularly appear on network late night. This chapter will trace the political moments of past 

network late night and cable parody news programs to reveal how the current network late night 

programs are now largely split into two camps, what I call conventional network late night and 

satirical network late night. Conventional network programs are continuing to largely abide by the 

subgenre conventions, while satirical network programs are disrupting subgenre conventions with 

their increasedly satirical and narrowcast content. 
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Diagram for Chapter Four “Tracking Political Moments on Network Late Night: 1954 to 

Present”: Concentration of Political Moments in Correspondence to Overall Topical Humor 

The closer to the bull’s eye the higher concentration of political moments in the late night talk show. The 

further away a program sits away from the bullseye then the more they used political moments as far ranging 

part of their topical humor. This diagram is to be used as a rough visual guide. 

  

The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson 

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

Steve Allen’s Tonight 

The Late Show with David Letterman 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

Jack Paar’s Tonight 

The Colbert Report 

Late Night with Seth Meyers 

The Late Late Show with James Corden 
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4.2 Political Moments in Monologue and Sketch Comedy Segments of Allen’s 

Tonight, Paar’s Tonight, and Carson’s Tonight Show: 1950s to 1990 

Since the 1950s, the main scripted components of a network late night program are the monologue 

and sketch comedy segments. After an introduction by an announcer and/or a cold open (when a 

program starts by jumping directly into a sketch or pre-taped segment), almost all network late 

night programs past and present dive into their monologue. The monologues often consist of the 

host standing center stage delivering a cluster of topical jokes and commentary that can last from 

a brief three minutes to a lengthy thirteen minutes depending on the show and host. After the 

monologue, network late night programs often transition into scripted comedy segment or might 

simply go right into guest interviews or side banter with the host’s sidekick or band. Sketch comedy 

segments can consist of a range of different options including but not limited to desk pieces, short 

skits, pre-taped segments, impersonation, and games. Since the type of sketch comedy segments 

can vary so dramatically from program to program this section will primarily focus on the more 

stable monologue.  

 The first two hosts of the program Tonight, Steve Allen and Jack Paar, hosted programs 

that were willing to display some political moments that addressed serious issues in American 

society. Due to a lack of archived materials, it is unclear how much political content was included 

in their monologues or sketches, but biographers like Ben Alba and Kilph Nesteroff do state that 

their programs did display some political content. For instance, biographer Ben Alba mentions that 

Steve Allen’s Tonight showcased themed episodes on organized crime, drug addiction, 

McCarthyism, race relations, and other serious topics (18). In these themed episodes, Alba claims 

that Allen opposed McCarthyism and the blacklisting of entertainment staff (actors, musicians, 

writers, executives) and also prompted civil rights for African Americans (Alba 18 & Nesteroff 

117). Jack Paar’s Tonight shift towards talk and away from variety, including an extended 

monologue, did afford the opportunity for the program to present some more deliberate political 

moments (Zinoman 118-120). Paar’s Tonight show did host interviews with politicians like Richard 

Nixon and John F. Kennedy, but again based on the relatively few monologues available to view it 

is hard to know whether the program presented politically rich material in its monologues or 

sketches (McClennen & Maisel 14). Judging on the basis of the few clips I have been able to view 

of Paar performing monologues from his time on Tonight or his primetime program The Jack Paar 

Program (NBC: 1962 to 1965), his content typically focuses on personal anecdotes from his own 
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life or observational comedy surrounding other mundane items (“The Jack Paar Program…”). 

Thus, it can be determined that the first two late night programs were willing to display some 

political content in their episodes, but it remains uncertain how exactly they presented their political 

moments or how regularly.  

Contrarily, many of Johnny Carson’s Tonight Shows are well cataloged and analyzed, and 

even though he was only the third host, he is accredited with institutionalizing many of the elements 

of the subgenre, and this would also be applied to his approach of political content in his monologue 

and sketches. As Timberg states, “Carson learned what not to talk about: how far to go with jokes, 

how to balance his barbs, how to turn controversial social and political issues into items of personal 

parody” (61). Carson’s Tonight Show used political content as a reference point within popular 

culture and tried to produce political humor that was topical, cautious, and neutral.  

 Carson’s Tonight Show monologue would use topical humor as the main part of his nightly 

monologue for his thirty years as host, which could feature highly circulated political stories as part 

of a broader monologue set. In a Carson monologue set, he would often tell between sixteen and 

twenty-two one-liners, some of which would contain jokes about Hollywood celebrities, health 

trends, weather, science, and other topics trending in the media (Timeberg 60-61 and Lichter et al. 

25). Hence, politics was not the primary focus of the monologue, but just one topic of a wide array 

that could be covered. The political one-liners The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson would 

employ revolved around current affairs that the program assumed their audience would be fairly 

familiar with and that would hopefully resonate with a large number of viewers. Thus the show 

disseminated political content that the audience might have already encountered on the front-page 

of their newspaper or in a national television broadcast. As Lichter et al. state, “relatively few 

Americans keep abreast of policy debates, so the potential audience for such jokes is smaller,” and 

Carson worked heavily off of political humor featuring comedic tropes around individual 

politicians or off of political scandals which a mass audience would be able to recognize (102).  

 Carson’s Tonight Show selected its political content for its monologue and sketches very 

cautiously. The political humor presented on The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson was rarely, 

if ever, political satire. The program might attack a political target, but his comedic jabs hardly cast 

any strong judgment and did not try to advance an underlying thesis. As Timberg asserts, part of 

Carson’s success “was his canny ability to shy away from hard-edged political and social 

controversy while remaining hip and ‘contemporary’” (75-76). The Tonight Show focused its 
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political humor on the personal flaws, blunders, mannerism, and political scandals of politicians, 

and not on more complex items like political policy or legislation. For instance, here is a big-tent 

Tonight Show political joke from 1988: “I read today that George Bush [President George H.W. 

Bush] is sending out 90,000 Christmas cards this year. Now the big question is… will Dan Quayle 

[Vice President] finish licking those envelops in time?” [audience laughter and applause] (“Johnny 

Carson's Monologue Has Rough Start…”). This safe and banal focus on politics was present not 

only in Carson’s monologue but also in his sketches, such as his impersonation of President Ronald 

Reagan. Even if the premise of a Tonight Show political joke would be based on a real political 

current event, the punchline would be farfetched and fictitious, so that the program would be able 

to distance itself from any substantial political criticism or opinion. 

 The perception of neutrality was also a critical aspect of the mass appeal of Johnny Carson’s 

Tonight Show. If Carson was perceived to favor a certain politician or party over another, then it 

would have the potential to ostracize some of his potential viewers. The program dodged this by 

trying to evenly disperse its jokes at both sides of the political spectrum and its politicians, as to 

seem impartial and unbiased. Carson lampooned all seven of the presidents that served while he 

was the host of The Tonight Show (Carter, The War for Late Night 6). And if the program thought 

a topic was too likely to offend a certain demographic or it was deemed too difficult to find a neutral 

path, the program ignored it, as The Tonight Show did with the Vietnam War and counter-cultural 

movements of the 1960s and 1970s (Zinoman 121).  

 These Carson-era topical, cautious, and neutral political moments in its monologues and 

sketches would become network late night conventions for the next sixty years. Carson’s Tonight 

Show actively decided not to reflect the political and social climate and divisions during its entire 

run. However, The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson did reflect an American society that 

perceived politics and entertainment to be on opposite sides of a binary and saw any meaningful 

mixing as taboo (Baym 12). A society that sought (or was simply given) political humor that was 

neither satirical nor did it critically engage with current events. A comedian could joke about 

politics as a mode of mass-entertainment, but dare not take sides, push agendas, or offer actual 

criticism. 
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4.3 Political Moments in Monologue and Sketch Comedy Segments on Leno’s 

Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show: 1990s to mid-2010s 

While the television landscape was drastically changing all-around network late night, Jay Leno’s 

Tonight Show and David Letterman’s Late Show upheld many of the genre conventions that Carson 

traditionalized, including the handling of their political moments in their monologues and sketches. 

Both Leno’s and Letterman’s 11:35 p.m. EST programs placed significant importance on their 

monologue and knew it was one of the cornerstones of network late night. During the 1980s, Late 

Night with David Letterman’s “Opening Remarks” (its monologue) would function with as few as 

two to four jokes, but now on The Late Show, Letterman increased his monologue jokes to around 

sixteen a night (Zinoman 240-241). Leno’s Tonight Show pushed the mark even further, by offering 

between twenty-five to thirty-five one-liners in a given monologue (Carter—The War for Late 

Night 152-153). In these two programs’ monologues, they also started to increase the number of 

politically originated one-liners. Letterman went from largely avoiding political content in his 

“Opening Remarks” to including political humor in his new Late Show. Furthermore, Leno 

intensified his political content in The Tonight Show monologue in comparison to the Carson-era 

Tonight (Lichter et al. 207-208). Leno and Letterman might have disseminated more political 

content in their monologues and sketches than previous network programs, but their content still 

used the same topical, cautious, and neutral conventions of Carson’s Tonight Show.  

From the 1990s until the 2000s, both the The Tonight Show and The Late Show were 

producing monologues and sketches that used political content aimed at mass audiences. Like 

Carson’s, Leno’s and Letterman’s programs were willing to place politics within their monologues 

and they would comment on politics if it was a major headline of the day. These programs would 

not probe around within a political topic, but just use it for their setup or punchline. Again, these 

political jokes were part of a wide-ranging monologue that consisted of not only political content 

but a wide array of topical material within American culture. Jay Leno stated, “I’m doing this broad 

thing of a smart joke, a silly joke, and then a joke unrelated to politics. That’s what the Tonight 

Show is—it’s big-tent comedy” (qtd. in Berg 29). According to Lichter et al., the most frequent 

targets of late night comedians, like Leno and Letterman, were sitting U.S. presidents, due largely 

to a president’s visibility and them being the focal point of modern U.S. politics (46). For big-tent 

political comedy to successfully land with its audience, it is inherent that a large portion of the 

audience knows who or what the target of the joke is. Leno and Letterman would seek to produce 
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jokes about high profile politicians or political current events within their monologue in the hopes 

that a mass audience would know who or what they were joking about.  

 Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show presented political content in their 

monologues and sketches cautiously by using political humor and not satire. Jones mentions that 

in evaluating political satire “the question is whether the performers are criticizing the president or 

are simply using the president” or other political figures as part of their humor as a ploy to a quick 

laugh (“With All…” 39). If a program adopts its political humor as simply a tool for attaining the 

end of a silly fictional punchline, then it cannot be seen as satirical. Baym states, that these hosts 

use “snappy one-liners that dig at the personal foibles and character flaws of the people who 

headline the news. Attacking people but rarely policy” (105). By focusing on a caricature or a 

recurring comedic trope of a politician the audience can laugh about politics without having to 

contemplate political issues. This gentle approach to political content was seen as non-alienating 

and therefore safe for mass audiences.  

Leno’s and Letterman’s programs tried to present their political content as neutral, by 

hitting both sides of the U.S. political spectrum. Television critic James Poniewozik claimed that 

“late-night political humor was pitched toward the middle” during the time Leno and Letterman 

were on network (qtd. in Smith, The Daily Show 32). Again, these hosts used the setup-punchline 

one-liners that did not offer the opportunity for a thorough examination of policies or governance 

but focused on the personal flaws and scandals of politicians of whichever party. Political content 

in network late night monologues pursued the easiest path towards the biggest payoff in laughs. 

These programs did not engage in heated political debate, but in scandals that a vast block of the 

American public knew and could laugh about. For instance, Lichter et al. state that comedians like 

Leno and Letterman were much more likely to present political humor based around “sex, money, 

and influence-pedding” than more complex political issues (13-14). Thus it would be more 

common to hear a late-1990s joke about President Clinton and the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal on 

network late night, than a joke about The North American Free Trade Agreement. This humor 

might be damaging to a politician’s reputation. However, the jokes were not crafted around party 

politics and focused instead on personal folly. 

The network late night programs during the multi-channel era and well into the post-

network era did increase the amount of political content in their programs but did so with the same 

guarded politics as mass-entertainment approach that Johnny Carson popularized. In these shows, 
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the boundaries of entertainment and politics continued to be blurred and with its increased political 

content, they matched a loosening of these binaries on television and in the broader public. With a 

more fragmented market place, these hosts were occasionally willing to address some more 

potentially audience alienating political and social issues, but generally still produced political 

moments targeted for the ‘most-mass.’ For example, both Leno and Letterman regularly 

commented and joked about the O.J. Simpson trial, a heated and divisive social topic of the 1990s. 

However, the few examples of Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show of engaging with 

dicey and potentially audience alienating political content are dwarfed in comparison to what was 

being produced by cable parody news programs. Nevertheless, network late night programs before 

2015 still largely chose to reflect their time’s politics with a timid mass-entertainment approach. 

4.4 Political Moments in Monologue and Sketch Comedy Segments of Cable 

Parody News and Highlighting The Daily Show with Jon Stewart: 2000s to mid-

2010s 

While this chapter is mainly focused on network late night, this section wants to expand on the 

different type of political content that was disseminated on cable parody news too. Cable parody 

news programs, and in particular The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, shifted their political content 

away from the Carson, Leno, and Letterman approach, and started to present political content that 

was the main focus, was satirical, commented on the ‘real’ political world and offered strong 

viewpoints. Here, as in many parts of this dissertation, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart will be 

inserted as the main primary text to study the subgenre of cable parody news. Jon Stewart and The 

Daily Show are respectively seen as the lead architect and the program that consolidated the 

subgenre. Hence, it is an apt comparison to say Jon Stewart’s Daily Show was to cable parody 

news, what Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show was to network late night, providing a clear benchmark 

for the subgenre and many of its genre conventions. The Daily Show with Jon Stewart during and 

after the program’s run from 1999 to 2015, has served to influence both late night talk show 

subgenres with how it utilized political content in its monologue and sketches. 

Besides the parodic discrepancies between cable parody news and network late night, 

programs like Stewart’s monologues had a newfound focus on the realm of politics and the media 

covering it. Where a network late night monologue before 2015 might place political content as a 

cog in the wheel, The Daily Show’s monologue made politics and its coverage the program’s focal 
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point. Stewart’s Daily Show would spend minutes and even entire six to eight-minute segments 

comedically attacking a single political topic (Day 89). Cable parody news programs of the 2000s 

started to not only cover the front-page political stories but started to dig around within them and 

covered less talked about political stories. The political content within the monologues of many 

cable parody news programs remained topical but was geared for a more specific and politically 

informed audience. Thus, these monologues did not abide by producing monologues for the masses.  

Cable parody news programs, like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, in the early 2000s, 

started to use not only political humor in their monologues and sketches but also political satire. 

Like network late night, these programs also displayed slapstick antics and mocked politicians’ 

foibles and scandals, like one of President Bush’s ‘Bushisms’ or Vice President Dick Cheney’s 

2006 hunting accident, would be mocked by both subgenres. However, frequently the political 

material of Stewart’s seated monologue would vary significantly from that of a network 

monologue. Instead of focusing on the safe and cautious political humor focused primarily on 

personal foibles, and scandals, The Daily Show regularly engaged with ‘hard-edge’ political topics, 

like deficiencies in political policies, institutions, the election process, and the news media (Lichter 

et al. 137 and Young & Esralew 102). Lichter et al. claim that The Daily Show and The Colbert 

Report not only entertained but also informed their audiences, an audience that these scholars assert 

is interested and engaged in politics (187). The political humor often displayed on The Daily Show 

was satirical, with these jabs attacking its target, passing judgment on its target, and advancing an 

underlying thesis. Cable parody news during and after Stewart’s Daily Show run would now wield 

both political humor and political satire. 

With its increased political content and satire in their monologues and sketches, cable 

parody news programs developed new modes to deliver this content. The monologues on The Daily 

Show and The Colbert Report operated not with one-liners consisting of rapid-fire set-ups and 

punchlines, but longer satirical rants of the topical political news. Amber Day states that instead of 

functioning with highly fictionalized content and punchlines, these programs rely heavily on the 

real news events. Day claims, “the programs [parody news] act as comedically critical filter through 

which to process the suspect real world of reportage and debate” (44). Cable parody news embeds 

the real directly into their segments, not by rushing through shallow commentary to get to the 

punchline, but by inserting redacted news video clips and printed articles as evidence and support 

(Williams & Carpini 182). As Jones states, this type of redaction not only uses other forms of news 
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but itself is “constructing news” and creates something “new” (116). The hosts and casts of cable 

parody news can “interrogate, critique, and transform the real,” while also offering a far more 

“complicated and slippier relationship with the real political world” (Day, “And Now…” 92 & 85). 

This is a clear abandonment of the safe and cautious approach of handling political content that 

largely dominated network late night from the 1960s to 2010s.  

One major similarity for both network late night’s and cable parody news’s political content 

was that both hoped to be viewed as offering politically neutral content. However, cable parody 

news’s political content regularly exhibited content with a strong point of view, thus it could be 

read as breaching the ideal of neutrality. On cable, Stewart’s Daily Show did not have to write for 

mass audiences and could disseminate humor that was more biting and assertive than what was on 

networks (Lichter et al. 27). Programs like Stewart’s Daily Show, Maher’s Real Time, and The 

Colbert Report were willing to take stances on current social and political events, such as LGBTQ 

rights, nationalized healthcare, and gun laws. Before the multi-channel era, taking such hardline 

viewpoints on controversial issues like executive branch overreach, LGBTQ rights, or military 

engagement would have likely meant alienating large swaths of potential viewership. Contrarily, 

the structures and distribution practices of cable and subscription channels largely depend on such 

narrowcast content.  

The subgenre of cable parody news was only formed in the 1990s, but already by the 2000s, 

thanks in large part to The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, was being consolidated in how the 

subgenre would handle political content in its monologues and sketches. These programs chose not 

to tip-toe past hazardous political content, but instead zealously tackled it. Already by the mid-

2000s, cable parody news’s new handling of political content was starting to rub off on network 

late night programs. In a 2017 interview with Vulture’s David Marchese, David Letterman has the 

following conversation: 

David Marchese, “For probably the first half or so of your TV career, you stayed away from 

politics.”  

David Letterman responds, “Because Carson was my model. I’ll tell you the other thing: 

All of that changed because of Jon Stewart.” 

David Marchese, “Because what he did on The Daily Show influenced you?” 
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Letterman, “I wouldn’t say that, but he made it so that not doing political stuff got to be the 

elephant in the room.” (Marchese, “In Conversation…”) 

Letterman’s Late Show started to become more politically outspoken after President Bush’s 

reelection in 2004 and to challenge some of the cautiousness and neutrality that had been typical 

of network late night, but it would not be until a changing of the old guard in the mid-2010s that 

these conventions would be completely toppled.  

4.5 U.S. Television’s Continued Transformation in Post-Network Era and the 

Changing of Political Moments on Network Late Night: mid-2010s to Present 

With the retirements of Jay Leno and David Letterman in the mid-2010s from network late night, 

the subgenre was set to have new hosts, and with that came the chance these new hosts might tweak 

and play with the subgenre conventions. Surprisingly, the new hosts and programs initially 

refrained from overhauling the subgenre conventions, which had largely been fixed since the 1960s, 

and instead, they tried to produce programs within them. However, this would only last about one 

full year for both Seth Meyers’s Late Night and Stephen Colbert’s Late Show, before their programs 

started to drastically move away from the Johnny Carson approach to political content in their 

monologues and segments. Slowly the political moments offered on some of these network late 

night programs started to resemble more of what had previously been done on cable parody news 

programs, like The Daily Show. By 2016 and into 2017, it was becoming clear which network 

programs had disregarded the conventions of dealing with political content in a topical, cautious, 

and neutral fashion for an approach that closely aligned to that of Jon Stewart’s. Alongside this 

rejection of conventions was also the abandonment of the longstanding notion that network late 

night needed to be broadcast and not narrowcast entertainment. This section will focus on the 

transformation of political moments on network late night from 2014 onward and how some 

programs are now willing to disrupt subgenre conventions with items like narrowcast political 

satire. 

 By the mid-2010s, network late night is finally starting to move away from entertainment 

that is the “most-mass” and resemble other television content in the post-network era. The New 

Yorker’s Michael Schulman describes that by 2015, “late-night television was fragmenting into 

cable and online platforms, all competing for smaller slices of the pie,” and Schulman quotes an 

anonymous network late night producer as stating, “The ratings have gone totally to shit. You’re 
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fighting over such tiny pieces of the audience that it’s pretty irrelevant.” In the post-network era 

television audiences remain highly specialized and narrowcast. Television since the 2010s, can no 

longer be described as a mass medium, and instead represents a shift towards television now being 

an individualized and personalized medium (Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized 267). 

Dagnes claims that we are in the era of “click-culture” dominated by “click-content,” which 

rewards highly specific content targeted at niche audiunces (93). Thus, where television was pushed 

onto viewers in the network era, now television is largely dominated by choice (Lotz, The 

Television Will Be Revolutionized 5). Viewers can select how they want to pay for programming, 

when they want to watch it, what device they want to watch it on, where they want to watch it, and 

select from seemingly endless options of programming. These are all choices that were largely 

missing during the network era. This is content that the viewer actively seeks out and clicks to 

watch on their television, laptop, or smart phone. No longer is television bound to a traditional set, 

but the new and fast changing rituals of television now extend to any screen with internet 

capabilities. With the continual emergence of new technologies, distrubtion windows, and 

consumer rituals, television has transformed from a medium geared at mass-audiences into one that 

is continuing to fragment into smaller and cater to even more narrowcast audiences (Poniewozik, 

Audience of One xv). By the mid-2010s, network late night programs were finally starting to shift 

their programs away from the old network model of big-tent content and the importance of the 

original airing, and are now more willing to start to target specific audiences and chase revenue on 

secondary disseminations. Rating pertaining to the original airing of late night talk shows is no 

longer the only measurement of success for these programs in the post-network era. Nonlinear 

viewing options and constant availability are now the norm for much of late night programming 

(Farnsworth & Lichter 52). These programs are expected to also do well online for their channel’s 

streaming platform like CBS’s Paramount Plus (or Paramount+), or on the program’s YouTube 

page and other social media platforms. Getting a video to go viral can be as important as the original 

airing’s ratings. While cable channels and cable parody news were quick to transition to the 

changing media landscape of the post-network era, network television and especially network late 

night, were some of the last to transition. It has taken a new round of hosts and showrunners for 

network late night to finally accept that the network era model’s norms of production, distribution, 

and content creation need to be overhauled in this new and fast changing media landscape.  

Jay Leno’s retirement from NBC’s The Tonight Show in 2014 and David Letterman’s 

retirement from CBS’s The Late Show in 2015 has lead to the biggest network late night shake-up 
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since Johnny Carson’s retirement in the early 1990s. Jimmy Fallon was the sole late night comedian 

to keep his employment during this period on either NBC or CBS, with CBS deciding to oust Craig 

Ferguson from The Late Late Show (2005 to 2014). The situation remained unchanged for ABC’s 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! (2003 to present), which would now be competing directly against NBC’s The 

Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon (2014 to present) and CBS’s The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert (2015 to present). The 12:30 a.m. timeslot would now have NBC’s Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (2014 to present) pitted against CBS’s The Late Late Show with James Corden (2015 to 

present).  

 

Network Timeslot  January 2014 September 2015 

NBC 11:35 p.m. 

EST 

The Tonight Show with Jay Leno 

(1992 to 2014) 

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy 

Fallon (2014 to present) 

CBS 11:35 p.m. 

EST 

The Late Show with David 

Letterman (1993 to 2015) 

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

(2015 to present) 

ABC 11:35 p.m. 

EST 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! (2003 to 

present) 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! (2003 to present) 

NBC 12:35 a.m. 

EST 

Late Night with Jimmy Fallon 

(2009 to 2014) 

Late Night with Seth Meyers (2014 to 

present) 

CBS 12:35 a.m. 

EST 

The Late Late Show with Craig 

Ferguson (2005 to 2014) 

The Late Late Show with James 

Corden (2015 to present) 

 

Four out of the five programs by September 2015 were completely new, the sole exception being 

Jimmy Kimmel Live!, and three of the five programs now had hosts with no network late night 

experience, the exceptions being Jimmy Kimmel and Jimmy Fallon. 

4.6 Network Late Night and Upholding Subgenre Conventions: 2014 to 2016 

While the network late night programs were transitioning in the mid-2010s, the new programs were 
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Late Show with David Letterman  (CBS)
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initially reluctant to disrupt the deeply rooted network subgenre conventions for how programs 

work with political moments. New York Times columnist, Dave Itzkoff asserts that network late 

night and The Tonight Show franchise had “always had a big-tent spirit since, at least, 1962 when 

Johnny Carson succeeded Jack Paar as its host” (“Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Contrarily, Amber Day 

asserts that cable parody news programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart’s content used 

widely divergent targets and techniques in comparison to a programs like Letterman’s Late Show 

or Leno’s Tonight Show (88). From the 1990s to the mid-2010s, The Daily Show and other parody 

news programs were starting to slightly influence how network late night dealt with their political 

content in their monologue and sketches, but these two subgenres still followed two distinctive 

paths in regards to how they dealt with political content and upheld their subgenre conventions. 

The two hosts that gained success and recognition from parody news, Seth Meyers and Stephen 

Colbert, were initially hesitant to use satire, redacted footage, and provided a prolonged focus on a 

single topic, even though these were hallmarks of parody news. Instead, their programs initially 

abided by the longstanding genre conventions in how a program should broadcast its political 

moments. 

Jimmy Kimmel gained notoriety for starring on The Man Show (Comedy Central: 1999 to 

2004), a raunchy comedy, and transitioned to network television with ABC’s Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

in 2003. The program aired at 12:05 a.m. EST, a half-hour later than The Tonight Show and The 

Late Show, until 2013. Kimmel’s program comedy remained edgier and raunchier than Leno’s or 

Letterman’s programs and unsurprisingly his smaller total audience numbers were one of the 

youngest and the most male out of late night talk shows (Carter, The War for Late Night 144). 

Kimmel being an avid devotee of Letterman, and openly disdaining Leno’s brand of comedy, 

performed more conceptual comedy pieces and avoided dull and uniform one-liners (Carter, The 

War for Late Night 188). However, like both Leno and Letterman, Kimmel’s political content 

remained largely big-tent for his first fourteen years on ABC. 

The next longest-serving host on network late night, Jimmy Fallon, started on Late Night 

in 2009 (NBC: 2009 to 2014) and moved up to The Tonight Show in 2014 (NBC: 2014 to present). 

Of all the late night programs on network since 2014, The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon 

has remained the most like its predecessors and upheld many of the network subgenre conventions 

in how it disseminates its political moments. In reference to Jimmy Fallon, Jay Leno stated, he is 

“probably closer to what Johnny [Carson] was like than anybody in a long time” (qtd. in Itzkoff, 
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“Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Like Carson’s and Leno’s before him, Fallon’s Tonight Show is rooted in 

popular culture and the celebration of celebrity chit-chat. David Sims of The Atlantic describes 

Fallon’s show as being “pop culture-focused comedy, which leans on jubilantly silly games and 

sketches,” while James Poniewozik of The New York Times says Fallon’s comedy is “goofy, light, 

full of pop culture references” (Sims, “Jimmy Fallon Tries…” & Poniewozik, “Colbert Rides…”). 

The Tonight Show’s focus on popular culture serves both as a big-tent enterprise and aims to be a 

safe refuge from more aggressive social and political content. 

Fallon’s Tonight Show exhibits little to no influence from cable parody news’s handling of 

political content. In the program’s monologue, it will depict a wide range of topical humor, with a 

few of the punchlines revolving around political targets, so that Fallon’s one-liners cannot be 

mistaken for political satire. Poniewozik expresses that when The Tonight Show hits a politician 

with a joke in its monologue that it is normally a “quick and glancing” quip (Poniewozik, “Colbert 

Rides…”). The Tonight Show sketches where Fallon plays Trump are also surface-level 

impersonations with a very limited satirical bite. Sims claims that The Tonight Show actively avoids 

political humor at times in its monologue (“Jimmy Fallon Tries…”). Instead, The Tonight Show 

often focuses on the more trivial side of the news for its punchlines. With its focus on popular 

culture and its usage of political content as only a small piece of the program, Fallon has maintained 

the conventions that The Tonight Show has had since the 1960s.  

The other host that has most consistently mirrored the conventions of network late night is 

James Corden, the host of The Late Late Show (CBS: 2015 to present). Like Fallon, Corden’s Late 

Late Show produces programs rooted in popular culture and dispenses more of a variety orientated 

program. Michael Schulman of The New Yorker states that Corden “sees his show as a delivery 

system for happiness.” Corden’s Late Late Show offers a short opening monologue, that can contain 

political humor, but often the jabs are non-satirical and non-lethal one-liners. In a 2019 interview, 

James Corden said of his The Late Late Show, “we have a sort of, a kind of unwritten rule on our 

show, which is that at our show we always want to be a place of joy, and perhaps if you will, a 

small piece of light and levity at the end of people’s day” (“Watch James Corden’s full interview 

with Al Roker”). Both Corden’s and Fallon’s network late night programs offer humor as a form 

of escapism or benign pleasure and often choose to bypass political content for lighter and safer 

material. 
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When Late Night with Seth Meyers first debuted in 2014, Meyers tried to distance himself 

from parody news and transition into the subgenre of network late night. Before Seth Meyers was 

offered the job to host Late Night by NBC and Lorne Michaels, his main claim to fame was being 

on Saturday Night Live, where Meyers was one of the longest-serving cast members with thirteen 

seasons. During his stretch at SNL, Meyers was the host (or co-host) of the parody news segment 

“Weekend Update” for eight seasons, where he delivered topical punchlines about current events 

and popular culture from behind his pundit’s desk. Initially, Dave Itzkoff states that Late Night and 

“Mr. Meyers tried to do a more all-around show, and avoided the qualities for which people already 

knew him” (“Seth Meyers…”). These qualities audiences and fans might have known Meyers for 

were delivering political humor and pop-cultural humor from behind his parody news desk. Initially 

on Late Night, Meyers delivered his monologue while standing center stage and used political 

humor as part of a broader topical monologue. The early Late Night’s sketches also focused 

primarily on popular culture with segments like “Ya Burnt,” where Meyers would run through a 

list of about ten topical items and make a brief joke or two about the topical item. For roughly the 

first eighteen months of Meyers’s Late Night, the program provided political content that bore little 

resemblance to what had been done on cable parody new programs, like The Daily Show or The 

Colbert Report, or even the tamer parody news of SNL’s “Weekend Update.” As Setoodeh of 

Variety affirms, Seth Meyers’s “pivot to politics wasn’t part of the plan when he started his show 

in 2014.” When Meyers’s Late Night started, it largely matched the conventions of network late 

night program both visually with the host’s standing monologue and with its broadbased political 

content. 

Stephen Colbert was a correspondent and writer for The Daily Show for nine years, and 

then he hosted his own cable parody news program, The Colbert Report, for ten years. However, 

in 2015 on CBS, a major network, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert sought to distance itself 

from Colbert’s old comedic persona and also temporarily shelved a program entrenched in political 

satire for one that adopted many of the network conventions like trying to produce a topical 

monologue targeted at big-tent audiences. In an interview with Oprah Winfrey, Colbert talked 

about the start of his Late Show by stating, “It couldn’t be what the other show was [The Colbert 

Report]. It couldn’t be what Dave’s show had been [Late Show with David Letterman]” (“Super 

Soul Conversations…”). Bill Carter explains that “CBS executives made it clear that they expected 

Mr. Colbert to broaden his appeal when he moved to the medium of late night on a network” 

(“Colbert Will…”). The Late Show did try to broaden Colbert’s appeal, by producing more 
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traditional network monologues. Colbert would stand center stage in the Ed Sullivan Theater and 

deliver topical monologues that consisted mainly of non-satirical one-liners. Furthermore, the early 

Colbert Late Show monologues seldom used redacted videos or news clipping for their set-ups. 

These monologues mostly shelved the hallmark political satire Colbert had disseminated for nearly 

twenty years on cable parody news programs.  

Early on, Colbert’s Late Show desk pieces did offer a glimpse of its desire to cover political 

content more substantively than was typical for a network late night program. Poniewozik prompts 

the questions, “How could he [Colbert] transition from the scathing political comedy of ‘The 

Colbert Report’ to broadcast TV, where Mr. Fallon had shown, like Jay Leno before him, that 

audiences just want to escape after a long day?” (“Colbert Rides…”). Initially, The Late Show did 

offer its viewers escapist comedy with a higher number of conceptual comedy bits and sketches, 

like “Midnight Confessionals” (where Colbert sits inside a fake Catholic confessional box and tells 

of his comical sins), “Big Questions With Even Bigger Stars” (where Colbert and an A-list celebrity 

lay on a blanket under a fake night sky and ponder comedically about philosophical questions), and 

“Big Furry Hat” (where Colbert wears an oversized Genghis Khan inspired hat to make comical 

decrees that should now be observed as the law). Yet, from its launch The Late Show did showcase 

desk pieces on political topics that could occasionally contain satirical jabs. In comparison to The 

Colbert Report, The Late Show desk pieces were shorter at around four minutes and typically 

provided tentative political humor attacks. Like cable parody news, these segments did rely heavily 

on redacted information like newspaper articles and news polls to draw content from. Segments 

that aired in the program’s first week, like “Donald Trump’s Hat Is Leading In The Polls” and 

“Hillary Is Planning To Be More Spontaneous,” show a willingness to experiment and test the lines 

of what type of political humor could be produced by a network late night program, but these 

segments are relatively tame for what Colbert’s Late Show would be producing one year from its 

debut.  

4.7 The Shift to New Modes of Political Content on Network Late Night: 

Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show: Summer of 2015 to November 

2016 
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In chapters two and three, it has been argued that the genre of late night talk show was divided into 

two subgenres during the multi-channel era of the mid-1980s and 1990s, into network late night 

and cable parody news.  

 

Genre: Late Night Talk Show 

Subgenre: Network Late Night  Subgenre: Cable Parody News 

Example: The Tonight Show with Jay Leno Example: The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 

Example: Late Show with David Letterman Example: The Colbert Report  

 

These two different subgenres differed greatly in many regards, for example, revenue models, 

potential audience reach, financial structure and legacy. Yet, the biggest differences between these 

two subgenres were their strategies to gather audiences, with network late night programs sticking 

to the most-mass approach and cable parody news opting for a narrowcast approach. These changes 

allowed cable parody news to play with genre conventions and helped them to form and present 

content that was entirely different from network late night. Now well into the post-network era, 

late night talk shows are changing drastically once again. Network late night programs are dividing 

further into subcategories, where some programs continue to produce modern versions of what 

Carson did in the 1960s and what Leno did in the 1990s, which I refer to as conventional network 

late night. Other network late night programs are offering something entirely new for the subgenre, 

and are mixing what has been done on network late night and cable parody news, and I refer to 

these programs as satirical network late night.  

Subgenre: Network Late Night  

Subcategory: Conventional Network Late Night Subcategory: Satirical Network Late Night  

Example: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon Example: Late Night with Seth Meyers 

Example: The Late Late Show with James Corden Example: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

 

This section will serve to introduce how satirical network late night has started to diverge from 

what has historically been done on network late night.  

U.S. federal government election cycles, and in particular presidential elections without an 

incumbent, provide an optimal time for topical comedy. Even politically uninterested residents can 
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find it difficult to hide from political commentary, yard-signs, robocalls, and commercials. This 

national awareness affords comedians an opportunity that is seldom had, giving them the chance 

to make jokes that can resonate and land with a huge swath of the American public. It is not new 

for late night talk show hosts to use presidents in their punchlines, as Carson joked about all 

presidents that served as he hosted The Tonight Show, from John F. Kennedy to George H.W. Bush. 

However, Meyers’s and Colbert’s programs would shift away from network’s benign political 

humor to something more closely aligned with what had been seen on cable parody news since the 

2000s. This change in political content was gradual and coincided with the 2016 primaries and 

election. By the time Donald J. Trump won the election on November, 8th, 2016, both Meyers’s 

Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show had already been experimenting with political content that 

broke subgenre conventions on their programs for roughly a year and each found an approach to 

political content that they would continue to utilize throughout the Trump Presidency. These two 

programs would challenge the pre-established subgenre conventions of network late night’s 

programming by placing politics at the center of their programs, disrupting the notion that network 

late night should operate as a form of mass entertainment. 

Initially, Late Night with Seth Meyers’s monologue still abides by network conventions. 

For instance, it is still comprised of popular culture and political humor, it is non-satirical, and it 

sticks to a clear setup-punchline model. However, Late Night’s monologue did start to employ 

some subgenre markers of parody news already by the summer of 2015. For the first eighteen 

months of Late Night, Meyers delivered his monologue from standing center stage and then 

transitioned to sitting behind a desk for the entirety of his show, including the monologue. Meyers’s 

program started to both visually and stylistically shift closer to a parody news model, and now 

mirrored the days when Meyers worked as an anchor on SNL’s “Weekend Update.” For instance, 

when Late Night first produced its monologue, Meyers was standing and told his jokes without any 

graphics, but once Late Night’s switched to more parody news styled seated monologue, it regularly 

employed over-the-shoulder graphics for its setups and punchlines. Meyers stated, “I think sitting 

down at the start of the show was the smallest change that also had the biggest impact” (qtd. in 

Setoodeh). This seemingly small adjustment was an overt rejection of a network norm and this 

embrace of parody news stylings would soon come to fruition in Late Night’s recurring segment, 

“A Closer Look.”  
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The first time Late Night aired the segment “A Closer Look” in June 2015, it was relatively 

light and goofy political humor, but by fall 2015 this segment was the nearest thing to a Jon Stewart 

Daily Show desk piece to ever air on network late night. In 2011, Seth Meyers hosted an SNL 

“Weekend Update” segment titled, “Weekend Update: A Closer Look at Europe,” which has clear 

similarities to his “A Closer Look” segment on Late Night.  

 

(“Weekend Update: A Closer Look at Europe”) 

Meyers jokingly ranted about European politics and the Greek debt crisis in the clip for a little over 

three minutes. When “A Closer Look” first aired on Late Night it too, was a silly and non-satirical 

take on politics, with its first segment titled “A Closer Look: The Patriot Act,” which joked about 

the expiration of some of the surveillance provisions of the Patriot Act. The sketch uses absurd 

mock scenarios that depict two National Security Agency agents that were listening to teenage 

drama and a fabricated citizen named “Isis” (pronounced the same as the militant Sunni Islamist 

group, ISIS) who was happy that her friends might call her again. By October 2015, “A Closer 

Look” was becoming a regular feature on Late Night and was using redacted news footage, satire, 

and even bending norms of political neutrality on network late night. These early segments lasted 

around five to seven minutes and included segments titled “Planned Parent Hood” (the proper 

spelling of the organization is Planned Parenthood), “Jeb Bush’s Campaign Trouble,” and “Paul 

Ryan for Speaker of the House.” For instance, in the sketch “Planned Parent Hood,” Meyers 
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satirizes Republican congressmen and presidential candidates for attacking the organization for just 

over seven minutes using redacted footage and graphics from the news and congressional meetings.  

 

(“Planned Parent Hood: A Closer Look”) 

Meyers told CNN’s Jake Tapper in an interview that, “the conventional wisdom was that people 

didn’t have patience for a longer-form piece on a network talk show, late night talk show. So we 

are very happy and we just sort of discovered from doing it that people would not only stick around 

for a ten-minute piece about what happened in the news that day, but they would also consume it 

online” (qtd. in “Seth Meyers on how Trump…”). Nowhere on network had there previously been 

a late night talk show that engaged with one single topic for such an extended duration. These were 

not the one-liners of Leno or Fallon, but scathing narrowcast political satire in the likes of Jon 

Stewart. 

By election day November 2016, Late Night with Seth Meyers was airing the segment “A 

Closer Look” about three times a week and the program had significantly increased its political 

focus and was continually disrupting the subgenre norms of network late night. Meyers was asked 

by the Washington Post in May 2018 if when he started the program he envisioned that he would 

be talking about politics this much, and Meyers replied, “No,” and later continued by saying, “once 

we started doing it [“A Closer Look”], it felt like we knew what the show was” (“Seth Meyers 

sits…”). Late Night was going to be a program that thrived off of political satire, something that 

had been done on cable parody news for the previous fifteen-years but was new to network. 
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When The Late Show with Stephen Colbert debuted in September 2015, its political content 

was conflicted between the two subgenres of late night talk shows. The Late Show showcased a 

classical network monologue but also had desk segments that were willing to discuss and joke 

about current political events for a four-minute segment, which relied on over-the-shoulder 

graphics and redacted content. Before his show aired, Colbert stated in a CBS Sunday Morning 

interview that, “The goal [of The Late Show] is to have fun with my friends and, you know 

sometimes that means talking about things you care about. We are going to be talking about what 

is going on in the world” (qtd. in “Stephen Colbert on getting…”). After nineteen years of being 

on cable parody news, with experience on both The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, Stephen 

Colbert wanted his Late Show to critically and satirically engage with world events, but the program 

was initially hesitant to do so on network television. The opening monologue could correlate to 

The Late Show’s desire to have fun with its friends with its complete lack of satire and focus on 

topical events, and the political desk pieces could correlate to the program's wish to address the 

current events that it cared about. However, in comparison to The Colbert Report, which worked 

off a clear thesis (or antithesis since it was a double-layered deadpan of right-winged news), The 

Late Show was haphazardly stringing together its political jokes. These jokes were only slightly 

edgier and more biting than the ones in the opening monologue. The Late Show was conflicted 

about trying to cover political news it cared about, but also trying to meet genre, audience, and 

network executives’ expectations. This resulted in an initial program that offered political content 

that was confused and conflicting with what Colbert’s aforementioned goals were for The Late 

Show.  

For roughly the first six months of Colbert’s Late Show, the program was turning a profit 

for CBS, but it was struggling to find its direction and it was failing to generate buzz for the network 

(Battagilo & Littleton). CBS and The Late Show decided to hire Chris Licht in April of 2016 to be 

an executive producer and showrunner; alongside him hosting Colbert was also the original 

showrunner. Previously, Chris Licht had only been a television producer within different news 

divisions. Licht had been an executive producer and helped launch both MSNBC’s Morning Joe in 

2007 (2007 to present) and CBS This Morning in 2012 (1987-99 and 2012 to present). Littleton 

describes that Licht helped spearhead CBS This Morning’s direction, by “giving the show a newsier 

focus than its rivals on NBC and ABC, with less lifestyle and celebrity-focused material and more 

emphasis on discussion of news.” The direction Chris Licht gave CBS This Morning is the same 
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direction The Late Show would start to follow after his arrival, even though The Late Show was not 

a news talk show, but an entertainment based talk show. 

With the addition of Chris Licht in the spring of 2016, The Late Show started to gradually 

reorient its political content as the focal point of the program by emphasizing it in the monologue 

and throughout the show. In a May 2019 interview with The New York Times Magazine, Colbert 

declares that “by the spring of 2016, we had figured out how I want to do a monologue: We never 

do setup, punch, setup, punch. Instead, it’s always, I’m going to tell back to you what happened 

today” (qtd. in Marchese, “Stephen Colbert…”). Initially, The Late Show’s monologue did rely on 

timid one-liners and was reluctant to air redacted news, as this matched network conventions of the 

previous fifty years. However, by Colbert stating he wants “to tell back to you what happened 

today,” the program was transitioning away from mass-entertainment and broad pop-cultural 

approach, like Hollywood gossip, for a more refined look at the news, focusing on items like federal 

governance. This change in humoristic style from one-liners to a rant deliberately engaging with 

current events, parallels what Colbert did on cable parody news programs previously. Already by 

May 2016, this transition was taking place in the program’s monologues, with clips like “Why 

Would God Let Trump Happen?” and “No News Is Trump News” with these segments displaying 

both more satiric barbs and redacted news in its monologues.  

 

(“No News is Trump News”) 
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For instance, in the clip “No News is Trump News,” The Late Show uses a redacted montage of 

Speaker of the House Paul Ryan stating seven times in a press conference that a meeting with the 

presumptive Republican Presidential Nominee Donald Trump was “encouraging.” This is then 

followed, by Colbert ranting and joking about Ryan’s purposeful vagueness and other political 

misdirection by high ranking GOP party members for an additional three minutes, in which Colbert 

calls this conduct “pure theater.” The Late Show’s deconstruction of the summit and Ryan’s press 

conference offers satire that is working off a thesis and is both attacking and passing judgment on 

Speaker Ryan and the GOP’s lack of transparency. Additionally, Colbert makes fun of a staged 

photograph of Trump with a stack of tax filings. Throughout the summer of 2016 and as election 

day neared in November 2016, The Late Show now had a clear model for how it would approach 

its political content in its monologue and sketches. Its monologue had transitioned away from 

benign one-off one-liners to ten-minute satirical rants on political current events that would target 

politicians, judges, bills, laws, elections, political institutions, etc… The few times Colbert would 

reference lighter pop cultural content in his monologue, it was typically used as an easy punchline 

to break up a longer satirical rant.  

By election day 2016, both Colbert’s Late Show and Meyers’s Late Night approach to 

political moments presented a sharp departure from the subgenre conventions that had largely 

dominated network late night since the early-1960s. The two programs now placed political content 

as the focal point of their shows and the programs started to embrace techniques previously only 

practiced by cable parody news programs. However, it is important to emphasize that these trends 

were already happening before the election of President Trump. Meyers’s Late Night was already 

regularly producing “A Closer Look” segments in the fall of 2015 and Colbert’s Late Show debuted 

with politically focused desk pieces and would transition into satirical monologues by the spring 

of 2016. Yes, this did coincide with a highly covered and chaotic election cycle and election, which 

political comedy can thrive on. Nevertheless, these programs were already offering new types of 

political moments before the programs knew President Trump would be dominating the media 

cycles for the following years. Both Late Night and The Late Show might have started out trying to 

abide by subgenre conventions, but by the summer of 2016, they had rejected these notions for 

their own political and narrowcast path, and are examples of what I call satirical network late night.  
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4.8 Abiding by Subgenre Conventions of Network Late Night in The Tonight 

Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show with James Corden: 2017 

to 2020 

When cultural texts are being created they are always bound to their present, and in times of 

perceived political turmoil and heightened polarization, how cultural texts handle this conjunction 

of their craft and the political moment can take on a greater impetus. Historically, network late 

night tried to provide comedic relief from turbulent political and cultural times. For instance, in the 

1960s and 1970s, The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson avoided the Vietnam War and social 

movements (Zinoman 121). However, by 2017, two different approaches emerged from network 

late night, the aforementioned new satirical network late night and the conventional network late 

night programs and their styles towards handling current political events differed significantly. 

Satirical network programs would be led early on by Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show. 

These programs have chosen to confront the current political moment by committing their shows 

to a high ratio of political content and started to incorporate techniques only previously seen on 

cable parody news. The second group of programs is what I refer to as conventional network late 

night, and they have been led by programs of Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show, 

which have largely tried to ignore the political moment by abiding to past subgenre conventions 

and largely perform escapist humor. These two shows still make political jokes and can 

occasionally hit the Trump Administration with a satirical jab, but they mainly disseminate shows 

focusing on youth trends and popular culture in a time of perceived political and cultural unrest.   

By 2017, The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon was approaching its political moments 

in the same general manner as it had done before the election of President Trump; it emphasized 

popular culture over political culture, variety stylings over parody news stylings, and political 

humor over political satire. James Poniewozik asserts in February 2017 that Fallon’s Tonight Show 

is a “retreat from the all-Trump mediasphere” (“Colbert Rides…”). When other 11:35 p.m. EST 

programs, like Colbert’s Late Show, had already placed their political content as the focus of the 

program since the late spring of 2016, Fallon’s Tonight Show continued to abide by the genre 

conventions. The Tonight Show was still producing shows aimed for the most-mass. Dave Izkoff 

asserts that, “As strongly as ever, Mr. Fallon believes it [The Tonight Show] should be a place for 

a wide swath of viewers to get their entertainment and laughs, and that this philosophy will steer it 

through a period of intense polarization” (“Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Fallon’s Tonight Show is 
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willing to joke about politics, including President Trump and his administration, but again the 

program functions much like the ones before it, with topical, cautious, and neutral political humor. 

For example, in a February 2019 monologue joke, Fallon quips, “Well, the results of Trump’s 

annual physical came out. And I saw that in the past year, he gained 4 pounds. Trump said, ‘That’s 

because when I stepped on the scale, I forgot to take off my hair.’” (“Trump’s Annual Physical…”).  

 

(“Trump’s Annual Physical…”) 

A Fallon monologue or political sketch will contain popular culture targets as well as political 

targets, it will contain non-biting political humor (and typically no satire), and will strive to be 

perceived as being seen as apolitical. The Tonight Show was not going to let one election dictate 

how it would handle its political content. 

While The Late Show with Stephen Colbert was finding its internal rhythm and with it its 

increased focus on political content during the Trump Presidency, The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon remained resolute in its formula. These two different paths of satirical network and 

conventional network have had a significant impact on the viewership of network late night. While 

the next few paragraphs will track linear viewership ratings (when the program originally airs on 

television), it is important to note that in the post-network era linear ratings are no longer the sole 

barometer of tracking a program’s ‘success.’ Besides ratings and revenues, ‘success’ can be 

measured in online ‘buzz’ generated by views, clicks, likes, and retweets, alongside many other 

metrics. However, since Jimmy Fallon’s transition from Late Night to The Tonight Show in 
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February 2014 to the start of 2017, his program was routinely finishing first in both the key 

demographic of 18-49-year-olds (which advertisers seek) and in overall linear viewership. For 

example, by the end of April 2016, Fallon’s The Tonight Show was averaging 1.04 million viewers 

in the 18-49 demo and 3.77 million for overall viewership season to date, while Colbert’s The Late 

Show averaged 0.66 million and 2.90 million, respectively (Welch, “Late-Night ratings, April 25-

26, 2016…”).  

April 2016 18-49 Demo Overall 

Fallon's Tonight Show 1.04 million 3.77 million 

Colbert's Late Show 0.66 million 2.90 million 

 

Already by the week of President Trump’s inauguration in January of 2017, The Tonight Show 

started to hemorrhage its lead in both ratings statistics. For example, in that January 2017 week 

Fallon’s Tonight Show averaged 0.73 million adults in the 18-49 demo and averaged 2.85 million 

overall viewership, while Colbert’s Late Show had a 0.52 million and 2.84 million, and Jimmy 

Kimmel Live! had a 0.50 million and 2.26 million (Welch, “Late-night ratings, Jan. 16-20, 

2017…”).  

January 2017 18-49 Demo Overall 

Fallon's Tonight Show 0.73 million 2.85 million 

Colbert's Late Show 0.52 million 2.84 million 

Kimmel Live 0.50 million 2.26 million 

 

By the spring of 2017, Colbert was now regularly the leader in overall viewership, while Fallon 

had a slight edge in the 18-49 demographic, and Kimmel remained a distant third in both categories 

(Welch, “Late-night ratings, May 1-5, 2017…”). As of December 2019 for the season to date, 

Fallon’s Tonight Show still trails in the overall viewership category to Colbert’s Late Show, 2.02 

million to Colbert’s 3.69 million, and Fallon’s Tonight Show has even lost its advantage in the 18-

49 demographic, 0.42 million to Colbert’s 0.46 million (Welch, “Late-night ratings, Dec. 30, 2019 

– Jan. 3, 2020…”).  
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December 2019 18-49 Demo Overall 

Fallon's Tonight Show 0.42 million 2.02 million 

Colbert's Late Show 0.46 million 3.69 million 

 

Fallon’s Tonight Show has been freefalling from its once-dominant position in the ratings in 

2016, and Colbert’s Late Show has seemed to have found its stride by rejecting subgenre 

conventions surrounding political moments. As of 2021, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert has 

won the linear ratings at the 11:35 p.m. EST for the fifth consecutive year, including both the 18-

49 year old demographic and the overall ratings (White). Colbert’s Late Show has proven that a 

program disseminating narrowcast content can be successful in the post-network era. 

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon has felt pressure to embrace the political moment 

with his program’s content, but the program still mainly resists and remains the most traditional 

network late night show on the air today. In a 2017 interview Jimmy Fallon explained why he had 

not shifted to a more politically entrenched program, “I don’t want to be bullied into not being me, 

and not doing what I think is funny,” and continued later adding, “It’s not ‘The Jimmy Fallon 

Show.’ It’s ‘The Tonight Show’” (qtd. in Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Fallon sees his show as 

part of the late night legacy, one that has embodied big-tent entertainment for its entirety. 

Television critics like David Sims and James Poniewozik claim that in the intervening years The 

Tonight Show has tried to make its political material “tougher on Donald Trump” and “feistier,” 

but to little success for its ratings or its humor (Sims, “Jimmy Fallon Tries…” & Poniewozik, 

“Colbert Rides…”). The Tonight Show is still gathering its fair share of the 18-49-year-old 

demographic that advertisers seek for commercial spots, so the program is still having success, but 

just not by the margins it had previously. Hence, there is still an appetite for the broad-based and 

popular culture originated show that The Tonight Show is producing, but it has been in a prolonged 

slump that seems to correlate to the current political moment and the humor implemented by the 

program’s main competition, CBS’s The Late Show with Stephen Colbert. 

Like Fallon’s Tonight Show, The Late Late Show with James Corden also continues with a 

more traditional variety and popular culture approach to network late night aimed at big-tent 

audiences during a time of perceived political tremor and continued audience fragmentation. The 

New Yorker’s Michael Schulman stresses, “rather than lean into political satire, Corden has stuck 

to his strengths: musical numbers, silly games, and high-concept stunts” (n.pg). CBS’s The Late 
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Late Show has consistently trailed in the ratings since 2015 behind its 12:35 a.m. EST competition, 

both in the 18-49-year-old demographic and in overall viewership. For example, in January 2017 

the season to date averages for The Late Late Show were 0.31 million for the 18-49 demo and 1.34 

million for overall viewership, and the satirical network program of Late Night with Seth Meyers 

had 0.45 million and 1.60 respectively (Welch, “Late-night ratings, Jan. 16-20, 2017…”).  

January 2017 18-49 Demo Overall 

Meyers's Late Night 0.45 million 1.60 million 

Corden's Late Late Show 0.31 million 1.34 million 

 

Like the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot, the satirical network program that has placed political content at 

its core has also been leading at the 12:35 a.m. EST timeslot. When James Corden was interviewed 

by British GQ Magazine in 2019 he stated, “I don’t think anybody who watched our show would 

question where we stand politically” (Lamont). Corden is impling his program’s stance would be 

anti-President Trump and possibily even pro-liberal. The few times The Late Late Show has 

employed assertive and satirical political content it has done so in the role of a variety program and 

not in the likes of a cable parody news program. For example, in a musical sketch uploaded as “‘L-

G-B-T’ – James Corden Sings for Transgender Troops,” The Late Late Show lampoons the Trump 

Administration’s ban of transgender troops from being able to fight for the United States Armed 

Forces.  

 

(“‘L-G-B-T’ – James Corden Sings for Transgender Troops”) 
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The tune is a parody of Nat King Cole’s “L-O-V-E” and might look like a show tune out of Guys 

and Dolls with Corden’s top hat and accompanying showgirls, but the lyrics are satirically rich 

with lines like, “Transgender troops are not a huge expense. This ban only saves that budget point 

‘O’ four percent [.04%]. How is their disruption, worse than Trump’s corruption?” (“L-G-B-T…”). 

However, satirical material on The Late Late Show is seldom in comparison to Meyer’s Late Night 

or Colbert’s Late Show, with Corden’s program still opting to transmit a mass pop culture approach 

over politics.  

The programs that function with more traditional network late night political content, like 

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show with James Corden, have 

struggled since the election of President Trump, while both Colbert’s Late Show and Meyers’s Late 

Night have continued to soar in part to embracing political content. However, the link between 

political content and ‘success’ should be viewed cautiously. It is important to be cognizant of the 

many other factors, both internally (responsibilities within the control of the executive producers 

and down) and externally that can affect how a program does in the ratings. For instance, a 

program’s ratings can be affected by external factors like its strength of network affiliates, lead-ins 

(what programs air before it broadcasts), a network’s synergy partners (these can help attract high 

profile guests from publishing houses and studios), and marketing budget to name a few. And again, 

other forms of digital viewing options, away from the original linear broadcast, have reshaped the 

ways these programs can disseminate their content and tap into additional revenue streams.  

However, two important observations can be made about the developments of political 

content in connection to Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show. Firstly, the satirical 

network programs of Colbert’s and Meyers’s that engage in cable news parody techniques and what 

is perceived to be niche and narrowcast humor can not only compete with big-tent conventional 

network programs of Fallon’s and Corden’s but can consistently beat them in one of the major 

rubrics for determining a program’s success, the ratings of the original broadcast. Secondly, 

although programs that continued to perform more in the style of traditional network late night 

shows are being outpaced, there is still demand for programs to be orientated by variety 

components, popular culture, and big-tent appeal. Yet, since 2017 even these big-tent programs are 

feeling pressure to adapt to new modes of political content. 
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4.9 Newer Defections from Subgenre Conventions of Network Late Night in 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! and Conan: 2017 to 2020 

While Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show have kept the focus on popular culture 

and big-tent appeal, two longtime network late night hosts have defected to producing programs 

that now closer align with satirical network late night with their bolstered political material 

including satire and sustained attacks on the Trump administration. The programs are hosted by the 

network late night veterans, Conan O’Brien and Jimmy Kimmel, who previously abided by the 

network late night genre conventions surrounding political content in their monologues and 

segments for the entirety of their careers as late night talk show hosts. However, recently they have 

switched some of their political humor away from the genre conventions traditionalized by 

Carson’s Tonight Show to content that echoes cable parody news. While Meyer’s Late Night and 

Colbert’s Late Show transitioned away from network late night genre conventions surrounding 

political content in their monologues and segments as early as 2015, Jimmy Kimmel Live! (ABC: 

2003 to present) and Conan (TBS: 2010 to present) started to reject the notion of big-tent and 

cautious political humor in 2017. 

 For roughly its first fourteen years, Jimmy Kimmel Live! stuck to genre conventions by 

presenting topical, cautious, and neutral political content, but this approach to politics was quickly 

abandoned in 2017. In the first episode following Donald Trump’s inauguration, Kimmel’s 

monologue positions him in front of an LED screen American flag and he claims to take an ‘Oath’ 

to mock President Trump, as he had done with other U.S. presidents that served while he was a late 

night talk show host. Kimmel then mentions how he was there to mock President George W. Bush 

for not being able to open a door after a press conference in China and how he mocked President 

Obama for wearing ‘mom-jeans’ to throw out the first pitch at an MLB game (“Jimmy Kimmel 

Also Takes…”). However, it only took about three months for Jimmy Kimmel Live! to move away 

from this cautious political humor focused on personal blunders and bloopers for edgier political 

satire. In a monologue titled, “Jimmy Kimmel Reveals Details of His Son’s Birth & Heart Disease,” 

Kimmel makes the political personal by talking about how his son’s pre-existing medical condition 

would not be covered if the GOP-held federal legislative and executive branches repealed and 

replaced the Affordable Care Act (Obamacare).  
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(“Jimmy Kimmel Reveals Details…”) 

Kimmel explains while crying that if he was not wealthy and in a position of privilege, and the 

Affordable Care Act was repealed, then other less privileged families would not be able to offer 

their baby insured medical treatment. The monologue attacked and passed judgment on 

congressmen, congresswomen, and the president for pushing forward repeal and replace legislation 

without guaranteeing protections for persons with pre-existing medical conditions. The whole 

thirteen-minute monologue is a thesis-driven plea for the continuation or even expansion of the 

Affordable Care Act (“Jimmy Kimmel Reveals…”). After this episode of Jimmy Kimmel Live!, the 

program started to regularly satirize the day’s political news by using redacted footage and 

supporting commentary, in a similar fashion that Colbert and Meyers had already been doing on 

network late night for about the previous year. Colbert’s and Meyers’s politically focused pieces 

present a more nuanced deconstruction of current political events and their repercussions, while 

Kimmel’s satirical jabs are typically more rudimentary, working off more general theses holding 

that President Trump is unintelligent or President Trump is unfit for office.  

Megan Garber of The Atlantic stated in a September 2017 article that Kimmel was now 

“another late-night host who is embracing the idea that politics and entertainment are, at this 

moment in America, tightly tangled together.” In a 2018 interview with ABC News, Jimmy 

Kimmel confirms Garber’s statement above by stating, “I’m a comedian and the reason I get 

political is because I talk about the news of the day and we have a president who now dominates 
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the news every day so I don’t feel like I have any choice but to talk about him” (“Jimmy Kimmel 

on his career…”). While Trump and his administration do circulate heavily in the news cycle and 

constantly provide topical material, Kimmel could have continued to perform the same political 

humor he had since 2003, but chose to veer away from benign quips for sharper satire. It is uncertain 

whether Jimmy Kimmel Live! felt bound to subgenre conventions for tradition and legacy purposes 

or whether it thought big-tent humor was the only way to succeed on network, but by 2017 the 

program no longer felt bound to these norms. When two politically focused and satirical programs 

started to regularly win in both the 11:35 p.m. EST timeslot (Kimmel’s timeslot) and the 12:35 

a.m. EST timeslot, both the traditional and big-tent motifs were already being eroded, and Jimmy 

Kimmel Live! was the third network late night program to abandon subgenre conventions 

surrounding political content in its monologues and segments. Jimmy Kimmel Live! is now firmly 

situated alongside Meyer’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show as being a satirical network late 

night program.  

Although Conan O’Brien has been on cable since 2010 with Conan (TBS: 2010 to 2021), 

previously he was a network late night host on NBC, with Late Night with Conan O’Brien (1993 

to 2009) and The Tonight Show with Conan O’Brien (2009 to 2010) and all three programs’ 

political content largely followed network subgenre conventions from 1993 to 2016. Conan 

O’Brien’s political moments in his monologues and segments for the past twenty-five years have 

been full of topical, cautious, and neutral one-liners, with his humor often being more eccentric and 

kooky than his competitors. TBS’s Conan still largely relies on O’Brien’s quirky sense of humor, 

but after the 2016 U.S. election, his show has produced numerous international shows that satirize 

President Trump and his administration. These “Conan Without Borders” episodes display 

segments of O’Brien engaging with locals and satirically address something President Trump has 

recently done or said. For instance, four such episodes are: a March 2017 episode where Conan 

went to Mexico to respond to President Trump wanting to build a wall, a September 2017 episode 

where Conan went to Israel to see how Jared Kushner’s peace plan was evolving, a January 2018 

episode where Conan went to Haiti to see how the nation would reply to being called a “shithole” 

nation by President Trump, and a September 2019 episode where Conan went to Greenland to see 

if the U.S. could purchase the territory (“Conan Without Borders”). Even though the majority of 

Conan’s regular episodes still deal with the current political moment much as it had since O’Brien 

first entered late night in the 1990s, he too has been moving to political satire since the election of 

President Trump.   
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With over fifteen years’ experience each of hosting network late night programs and 

embodying the genre conventions surrounding political moments, both Jimmy Kimmel and Conan 

O’Brien have suspended this approach for a satirical and narrowcast content. While Conan might 

only occasionally satirize President Trump or his administration, Jimmy Kimmel Live! does it on a 

nightly basis. Jimmy Kimmel Live! has joined Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show on the 

list of network late night talk shows that have rebelled against the established place of political 

moments on network late night television. Practices that once stood for over fifty years are now the 

minority on network late night programs that air at the 11:35 p.m EST timeslot. 

4.10 New Satirical Network Late Night and Disrupting the Subgenre 

Conventions of Topical, Cautious, and Neutral Political Content: 2015 to 

Present 

Since 2015, network late night has been invaded by new forms of political content in their 

monologues and sketches. Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live have 

transitioned away from the topical, cautious, and neutral political content that had dominated the 

subgenre of network late night for over sixty years. With a rejection of these three norms, the 

programs have also rejected the notion that network late night should or must be a mass 

entertainment endeavor. The following section will briefly address how these three programs are 

disrupting these genre conventions and filling them instead with content that closer resembles what 

had previously been done on cable parody news. 

 Hosts from Johnny Carson to Jimmy Fallon have used political moments as a topical 

intersect in their monologues and segments, like Carson’s one-liners on President Lyndon B. 

Johnson to his impressions of President Ronald Reagan and Fallon’s one-liners on President Obama 

to his impressions of President Trump. However, this traditional approach to topical political 

content was marked by its diversification of content, with politics only being one chunk of a broader 

themed monologue or show. Now network late night programs like Jimmy Kimmel Live! and 

Colbert’s Late Show dedicate entire topical monologues to political content, while The Tonight 

Show’s Jimmy Fallon still claims, “I’m happy that only 50 percent of my monologue is about 

Trump” (Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was…”). For today’s network late night programs, the past genre 

convention of producing a program that contains a diversified topical monologue and segments that 

only diffuses some politics is no longer necessary or the standard. Past ‘traditionalists’ see this as 
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an attack on the subgenre, with Jay Leno stating, “It should be called, ‘What Did Trump Do Now?’ 

That’s basically what everybody’s monologue is. You almost wish for a normal day, just to have a 

joke” (qtd. in Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Three of the current network late night hosts’ 

programs, Meyers’s, Kimmel’s, and Colbert’s, have rejected the subgenre convention of a topical 

popular cultural monologue in favor of a topical political monologue (or segment in the case of 

Late Night’s “A Closer Look”). 

 Meyers’s Late Night, Jimmy Kimmel Live!, and Colbert’s Late Show topical monologues 

and segments closely parallel the political content that was previously only seen on cable parody 

news programs. Like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart before them, which would focus ongoing 

political stories for an entire seated monologue for roughly five to seven minutes, now these three 

network programs also focus on ongoing political stories (Smith, The Daily Show 110). The 

centerpiece of Jimmy Kimmel Live!, its monologue, contains the most varied content of the three 

programs, but still since mid-2017 the majority of its eight to ten-minute monologue is filled with 

political content. The Late Show and Late Night go even further, with Colbert’s monologue 

stringently sticking to politics for almost the entirety of its eight to twelve-minute monologue and 

Meyers’s “A Closer Look” typically executing political content for all of its eight to thirteen-minute 

desk segment. Again, this in-depth focus on a political topic is far longer than the few seconds 

offered by a Jay Leno monologue one-liner on a given political topic (Day 89). Frank Bruni, of The 

New York Times Style Magazine, comments that “late-night television comedy used to be exactly 

that: comedy. Sure, it was topical. Obviously, it dabbled in politics. But it wasn’t a running 

commentary — a gaping, keening, raging one — on the nation’s political life.” Politics and their 

topicality have existed since the creation of the genre of late night talk shows, but this type of 

intensified focus on political current events and using satire to discuss them has only been present 

on network late night since 2015.  

 The way the current hosts employ political and popular culture content is vastly different 

from the way past network late night hosts have used it. Traditionally hosts typically used the 

political content as a simple means to an end, to generate a laugh from the audience. It would often 

consist of a topical political current event serving as either the entry or punchline of a quick one-

liner.  For example, here is a 2003 monologue joke from Leno’s Tonight Show: “You know where 

President Bush [G.W.] was today? Disneyland. He was in Orlando, Florida. And he was in 

Disneyland and he spoke about his plan for healthcare for all Americans. I believe he delivered the 
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address in Fantasyland” (“Jay Leno Monologue – 2003”). Here the political content is merely used 

as an ‘in’ (a shared reference point) to allow the comedian to get to the punchline. A large portion 

of the U.S. audience can follow this premise as the president is both a highly recognizable political 

figure and what the president is doing is regularly covered by the U.S. media, even if it is something 

as mundane as going to an entertainment complex, like Disney. Again, past network programs used 

political content that was heavily circulating and/or front page news, and these jokes often revolved 

around high profile politicians.  

Today’s Late Night, Late Show and Kimmel’s Live engage with politics not only for this 

topical ‘in,’ but also use content that might only fully resonate with those who are the politically 

interested and regularly consume political news. Yes, Meyers, Colbert, and Kimmel will use topical 

political content for an easy laugh. For instance, when President Trump served hundreds of fast-

food hamburgers to the Clemson University football team, these hosts might present a rudimentary 

joke about President Trump’s love of fast-food or his bodyweight. However, this type of Leno-like 

political moments and other popular culture intersects are typically used in these three shows as a 

comedic interlude to lighten the mode or reengage the viewers with laughter. This type of non-

biting topical humor is then paired with political moments that uses redacted news footage, 

deconstructions, commentary, and satire to construct politically focused monologues and desk 

segments. All three hosts repeatedly state in interviews that they engage with political content 

because of its circulation in the news and perceived topicality. For instances, in an August 2019 

interview Colbert states, “we want to talk about what people are talking about;” in an October 2019 

interview Meyers says, “when you are doing comedy, you reflect on what is happening in the 

news;” and in an October 2018 interview Kimmel reports “I’m a comedian and the reason I get 

political is because I talk about the news of the day” (qtd. in “The Stephen Colbert interview…” & 

qtd. in “Seth Meyers on how Trump…” & qtd. in “Jimmy Kimmel on his career…”). This political 

content used by these hosts might serve as an ‘in’ for some, but it should not be mistaken as big-

tent. The simple and topical political premises used in more traditional monologue contains 

political information that is accessible to a large broadcast audience, whereas the political content 

used in Meyers’s, Colbert’s, and Kimmel’s monologue is often narrowcast to a politically interested 

audience. When these program dedicate ten minutes to a political topic on a nightly basis, their 

comedic narratives introduce a plethora of political ideologies, institutions, newscasters, and 

politicians. These items reach far beyond a surface level understanding of the day’s news and 

generally require an underlying knowledge of the current political landscape and its players for the 
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humor and underpinning theses to land with the audience. For instance, almost all past and present 

Trump administration cabinet members have been jeered in all three programs, from Vice President 

Mike Pence to the lesser known Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao. These current hosts no 

longer display topical political content only as an ‘in’ for big-tent audiences, and instead exhibit 

political content that often has a limited popular culture circulation which is intended for a highly 

specific and politically interested audience.  

 A second major subgenre convention of network late night that has been disrupted is the 

usage of cautious political content in the monologues and segments sections of these programs. 

Since Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show all of NBC’s Tonight Show hosts including Jay Leno, Conan 

O’Brien, and Jimmy Fallon have all chosen to perform political humor over more biting political 

satire. Network late night programs employed one-liners and sketches that avoided heated political 

topics and often took aim at high profile politicians’ flaws, blunders, and scandals. These jokes 

typically only grazed a target before moving on to another topic, whether political or located 

somewhere else in popular culture. However, by the 2000s cable parody news programs like The 

Colbert Report and The Daily Show started to execute lengthy political satire pieces on the current 

political events of the day (Lichter et al. 9). In 2016, both Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late 

Show had already started to introduce these cable parody news traits and thus upset the long 

standing genre conventions of network late night. In a February 2017 New York Times article, 

James Poniewozik describes the difference of monologue jokes aimed at President Trump by two 

network hosts by stating, “Mr. Colbert brought a carving knife, and Mr. Fallon brought a butter 

knife” (“Colbert Rides…”). Fallon’s Tonight Show was still embodying the cautious political 

content that network late night had been known, but Colbert’s Late Show, Meyers’s Late Night, 

and by spring 2017 Kimmel’s Live, were all producing episodes that opted against this cautious 

approach to political moments.  

 Today on network television Colbert’s, Meyers’s, and Kimmel’s programs all exhibit 

political satire on a nightly basis in their monologues and/or segments. Where Lichter et al., state 

in a 2015 publication that political humor was abundant on U.S. television, political satire was a 

“much rarer commodity on television” and often when it did exist it was most likely to be seen on 

cable channels (26). However, by 2017 political satire was thriving across the entire genre of late 

night talk shows. Colbert’s, Meyers’s, and Kimmel’s programs all reduced the amount of tame 

political one-liners and instead inserted longer strings of biting political satire which attacked, 
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passed judgment, and work to confirm an underlying thesis. For instance, if we look at The Late 

Show monologue that originally aired on October 26, 2017 on CBS, Colbert only covers four topics 

in just over twelve minutes, all of which are topical and political; being a Trump interview with 

Fox News, the Trump administration’s response to Puerto Rico’s power outages after Hurricane 

Maria, alleged groping accusations against former President George H.W. Bush, and Ivanka 

Trump’s misusage of common words. The monologue’s first satirical thesis is that President Trump 

dislikes his media coverage and interviews on outlets other than Fox News and other right-leaning 

media outlets. Colbert starts by explaining that the previous day’s Trump Fox News interview was 

his nineteenth seated interview with the news organization and then the monologue follows with a 

five clip redacted montage from the interview where anchor Lou Dobbs praises President Trump 

repeatedly. Colbert follows with, “I’d say that Dobbs was lofting softball, but if that interview is 

any indication… he doesn’t have balls. [audience laughs]” (“Trump Has Now Been 

Interviewed…”). Colbert continues to push forward this thesis for another two minutes, before he 

switches to satirizing the next topic. While the comedic stylings and approach of Meyers’s Late 

Night and Kimmel Live vary from Colbert’s Late Show, all three contain similar satirical 

deconstructions of the news.  

Contrastingly, Fallon’s Tonight Show still conducts very cautious political content. For 

example, here is a 2019 monologue joke around political targets, “It was cold today, it was so cold 

today that President Trump stayed warm by burning copies of Don Jr.’s new book. [audience 

laughter] It was cold, it was so cold that Mitch McConnell’s chins were chattering all day long 

[audience laughter]” (“Disney Launches Streaming Service”). These two examples of Fallon jokes 

do briefly attack a political target, but fall flat of passing judgment on the target and do not work 

to push forward an underlying thesis. Thus, hosts like Fallon and Corden function with political 

humor, but rarely satire.  

 The three network hosts that use satire are breaking from notions of cautiousness in their 

monologues and/or segments, due in large part to their satire functioning with both deliberate 

political engagement and their lack of concern of offending viewers. Again, political satire works 

to advance a thesis and by doing so it often takes an ideological stance on an issue. For example, 

Seth Meyers discloses that his “A Closer Look” segment does work off a thesis and that the program 

tries to make the point to its viewers that, “Hey this matters, what is happening right now… What’s 
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happening right now is serious” (“Seth Meyers On Late Night…”). Similarly, in an October 2018 

interview Jimmy Kimmel has the following exchange with ABC’s Juju Chang: 

Juju Chang: “There was a time though like in the Carson years, maybe, when late night 

comedians thought of political opinions as very taboo.” 

Jimmy Kimmel: “Yes.” 

Chang: “What do you think has changed?” 

Kimmel: “Well I think the world has changed and I think that when Johnny Carson was 

hosting The Tonight Show people weren’t taking AK-47s into a hotel and firing on a bunch 

of people at a concert. And I think there is more opportunity for a variety of opinion rather 

than just this kind of broad approach trying to bring in fifteen million viewers a night by 

not offending anybody.” (“Jimmy Kimmel on his career…”) 

While these satirical programs do produce laughs, often their political content is working to 

advance a strong ideological political position. Again, this has the potential to alienate certain 

demographics of viewership and breaks from the big-tent approach.  

The third major subgenre convention that these new satirical network programs disrupt is 

of politically neutral content in their monologues and segments. Historically, network late night 

programs like Carson’s and Leno’s Tonight Show functioned by taking equal jabs at opposing 

political factions and furthermore their political content was aimed at the middle of the political 

spectrum (Smith, The Daily Show 32). Today’s satirical network programs like Late Night, Late 

Show, and Kimmel Live feel no need to balance their satire or present their content down the middle. 

When CNN’s Jake Tapper asked Seth Meyers if he felt the need to be evenhanded on Late Night, 

he replied, “No. We think we need to be fair. And we don’t believe fair means a joke about this 

and a joke about that. Fair is what you said, you just state things truly” (“Seth Meyers on how 

Trump…”). Where previous hosts saw political content as needed to be tit-for-tat, Late Night no 

longer feels bound to that subgenre convention. This also holds true for Colbert’s Late Show and 

Kimmel Live who regularly disparage the Trump administration, GOP legislators, and Republican 

ideology, while rarely satirizing Democratic politicians and ideology. A further discussion of how 

the new network late night programs are breaking from notions of neutrality for partisan politics 

will be covered thoroughly in the following chapter. 
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4.11 Political Moments in Guest Appearances on Network Late Night 

Since the very first late night talk shows, the genre has relied heavily on guest appearances to help 

fill the vast amount of airtime these programs are required to generate annually. The majority of 

the guest interviews are mutually beneficial for both the program and the guest, as the program 

benefits from having someone fill airtime and the guest gets to promote something, whether a film, 

book, TV show, an act, a tour, or themselves. Typically, the guest appearances happen towards the 

middle to end of the broadcast, so the program normally has two segments and two commercial 

breaks before the first guest comes out. A network broadcast often contains two to three guests in 

a given episode, but it can be as few as one guest if it is a ‘big draw’ guest (like Tom Hanks or 

Oprah Winfrey). Normally, the first guest is the one with the most cultural prestige, such as a high-

profile actress or pop star, and the later guest, while possibly renowned in their profession are 

typically less prominent in the minds of many Americans, a playwright or novelist. This allocation 

of placing a monologue first followed by a comedy piece, then the most prestigious guest to the 

less prestigious guest, places the attention of the broadcast at the beginning and subsequently 

expects that viewership will diminish as the broadcast continues. The conversation that the host 

and guest/s have can be focused on countless topics, but some themes do regularly reappear: 

Hollywood chatter, personal drama, comical life stories, and product promotion. As Timberg 

asserts, “the line between scripted and unscripted is a thin one in television talk,” with these 

programs largely constructing these conversations off of pre-interviews conducted between the 

program and the guest (or his/her publicist) (119). Hence, the conversations are generally guided 

by the host’s questions which are prepared by his staff in this pre-interview process, and the guest 

generally knows what questions to expect and can deliver semi-prepared responses (“What Is It 

Like to Be…”). Normal interactions can range from about six to ten minutes, with the guest sitting 

on a comfy couch or chair adjacent to the host’s desk. Furthermore, guest appearances on late night 

talk shows can be comprised of performances, linking the genre back to its vaudeville and variety 

roots. These guest performances can revolve around items like music, stand-up comedy, animal 

acts, cooking pieces, or even makeovers.  

While the conversations on network late night guest appearances can vary drastically from 

guest to guest and from program to program, the way these programs negotiated their political 

content remained fairly stable from the Carson-era up until the retirements of Leno and Letterman. 

Carson would avoid booking political guests, and the few that appeared on The Tonight Show would 
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be discouraged from discussing hot-button social or political issues, and instead, Carson and his 

guest would focus on lighter and safer topics. For this dissertation, political guests can be described 

as someone whose profession or activism heavily links them to a set of political and/or social 

ideologies, like a politician, military personnel, public officials, journalists, or even a vocal 

celebrity like Jane Fonda. In the 1990s, Leno and Letterman accepted the need to book political 

guests to help bolster their ratings, but they were still hesitant to address hot-button political issues 

and again opted for more mundane conversations on the guest’s life. However, starting in the 1990s, 

parody cable news programs were taking a different approach. Programs like Maher’s Politically 

Incorrect and Stewart’s Daily Show actively sought political guests and then utilized politically 

rich conversations to fill their interview segments. By the time Leno and Letterman retired in the 

mid-2010s, again two contrasting styles emerged from how the new network late night programs 

would proceed with their political guests and political moments in their guest interviews. The 

conventional network camp consisting of Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show 

would follow the genre conventions of hesitant political content like Carson, Letterman, and Leno. 

The satirical network camp comprised of Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel’s 

Live, whose programs actively seek and utilize political guests and content for their interviews, in 

the likes of cable parody news.   

4.12 Political Moments in Guest Appearances on Allen’s Tonight, Paar’s 

Tonight, and Carson’s Tonight Show: 1950s to 1990 

Allen’s Tonight and Paar’s Tonight did showcase both political guests and politically themed 

conversations in their Tonight shows, but biographical research suggests their shows were still 

largely committed to celebrities and easy-going chitchat. Steve Allen’s Tonight show would 

showcase political guests like Eleanor Roosevelt and General Omar Bradley, and it is known that 

Allen’s Tonight veered directly into some heated topics of the 1950s like blacklisting and 

McCarthyism, race relations, organized crime, and drug abuse (Alba 146 & 18). Furthermore, 

biographer Ben Alba mentions that NBC’s President Pat Weaver even sent a memo to Allen’s 

Tonight encouraging it to keep airing thought-provoking material (Alba 86) Additionally, Paar’s 

Tonight also did not shy away from political guests or content during its run. Paar’s Tonight hosted 

both the major political parties’ presidential candidates for the 1960 election, John F. Kennedy and 

Richard Nixon. In such conversations, Paar deliberately engaged his guests with politically theme 

dialogue (“John F Kennedy on Jack Paar…”). Yet again, it remains unclear how regularly either 
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Allen’s or Paar’s Tonight programs showcased political guests or politically themed conversations 

due to the lack of primary footage or accessible materials. 

However, it can be assumed that celebrity banter was still the main focus of both Allen’s 

and Paar’s Tonight shows. For instance, Timberg claims that “many of the traditions of late-night 

entertainment talk, so familiar to television viewers of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, were 

established by two important talk-show hosts, Steve Allen and Jack Paar, during the eight years 

from 1954 to 1962 on Tonight!” (45). One such factor is guest appearances by high profile 

celebrities accompanied by entertaining and politically aimless dialogues. Carter suggests Allen’s 

Tonight popularized “show business chatter” with “familiar celebrity faces” and Alba also claims 

that Allen’s Tonight quickly became a stopping point for “big names” and “rising stars” to have 

lighthearted celebrity chats (The Late Shift 14 & Alba 71). While these early examples of network 

late night might have toyed with political guests and political conversations, they also were more 

than happy to provide jovial chitchat as well, but again it would be the third host of the Tonight 

Show franchise, Johnny Carson, whose program would largely set the genre convetions.  

The Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson was generally reluctant to book political guests 

and showcase politically themed conversations. The program sought to book reliable and 

inoffensive guests like Hollywood actors over high-profile politicians. Carson’s Tonight Show was 

hesitant and guarded towards conversations that it felt had the potential to alienate viewership, 

including exchanges with political guests or if exchanges with celebrities touched on contentious 

social and/or political issues. Hence, even if a politician was to be booked on a network late night 

show it was routine for the interview to focus on personal matters rather than political matters. This 

big-tent hesitance of engaging in potentially audience alienating conversations surrounding hot-

button political issues would become a subgenre convention for network late night during and after 

Carson’s time as The Tonight Show host.  

Throughout Carson’s Tonight Show run from 1962 to 1992, the program did occasionally 

have rival networks trying to produce late night talk shows, but Carson always remained on top in 

the ratings and prestige. According to Zinoman, Carson is accredited with turning his network late 

night program into a “formidable institution that could make careers and promote movies and 

television shows better than anything else on the air” (121). Airing in the network-era, Carson’s 

Tonight Show only competed against three channels for the majority of its run and consistently 

dominated the ratings. Carson’s Tonight Show only had sustained competition from two programs 
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during his thirty-year run, The Dick Cavett Show (ABC: December 1969 to January 1975) and The 

Arsenio Hall Show (syndicated: January 1989 to May 1994). With a relatively dominant hold on 

the late night market, The Tonight Show essentially had a monopoly on late night talk shows, which 

contributed to the program having a commanding choice of who would be booked for guest 

appearances. People wanted to be a guest on The Tonight Show to help generate sells and notoriety 

for what they were promoting (Charles River Editors). Due to The Tonight Show’s supremacy in 

late night, it was in a position where it could actively choose who it wanted on the program. 

Carson’s Tonight Show would use its standing to pursue entertainment figures and was in a 

position that it felt it could deliberately avoid booking political guests. While it is disputed among 

scholars and late night biographers exactly how many guest appearances out of Carson’s twenty-

two thousand interactions were political guests, it is clear the number is remarkably low (McMahon 

189). Biographer Dave Berg claims Carson only had four political guests (John F. Kennedy, Robert 

F. Kennedy, Hubert Humphrey, and Ronald Reagan) and in the Lichter et al. publication it is 

claimed that Carson’s first political interview was not until 1988 with then Governor Bill Clinton 

(Berg 149 and Lichter et al. 183). While their definition of what makes a guest a political guest 

might vary from mine, I find these numbers to be extremely low. Using accessible archived 

materials on IMDb, I was able to roughly track that Carson’s Tonight Show would host a few 

political guest appearances each year. Even in just one year like 1967, IMDb claims that Carson’s 

Tonight Show hosted political guests, like Governor Norbert Tiemann, Robert F. Kennedy, 

Governor Nelson Rockefeller, Mayor John Lindsay, Vice President Hubert Humphrey, General 

Omar Bradley, and former Vice President Richard Nixon (“Episode List: 1967: The Tonight 

Show”). Hence, the number of political guests might be larger than some claim, yet it would still 

be a very small proportion of the overall guests the program hosted. For instance, if we take 1967 

as benchmark, political guest appearances would account for less than one percent of Carson’s total 

appearances segments that year. Again, just like in its monologue, Carson’s Tonight Show guest 

appearances would focus on entertainment and popular culture, opting for guests like Jerry Lewis, 

Joan Rivers, Robin Williams, Carol Burnett, Jerry Seinfeld, and Ellen DeGeneres, instead of 

political ones. These entertainers’ and comedians’ appearances promised light and often comical 

interactions with the host, where political guests might be bland and also could potentially try to 

address a heated political or social issue, and in themselves might be polarizing figures. Hence, 

Carson-era The Tonight Show generally avoided such political guests. 
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With the limited amount of political guests or political moments that did make it to air in 

Carson’s Tonight Show guest segments, they were handled similarly to how the program handled 

its monologues’ political moments by presenting superficial and hesitant interactions. Timberg 

states, “Carson’s success as reigning monarch was his canny ability to shy away from hard-edged 

political and social controversy while remaining hip and ‘contemporary’” (75-76). Carson applied 

this cautious and big-tent approach towards politics throughout each episode. When looking at a 

1988 interview of Johnny Carson with then Governor of Arkansas Bill Clinton, one can see 

Carson’s willingness to engage in light personal banter and his hesitance to take the conversation 

down a political path. The interview took place a week after Governor Clinton gave a long-winded 

and widely jeered speech at the 1988 Democratic National Convention. For the majority of the 

discussion, Carson jokes about the speech and Clinton joins in making self-deprecating remarks. 

The most substantial question Carson proposes is whether both major political parties should 

shorten their national conventions. Finally, the interview ended with Clinton playing the saxophone 

with The Tonight Show Band (four years before Clinton would famously play saxophone on The 

Arsenio Hall Show). The appearance gives Clinton the space to re-establish his reputation and to 

show off his personality, without presenting even a glance of either the guest’s or host’s political 

stances (“Bill Clinton on The Johnny…”). Again, it is important to note that this conversation 

would have been carefully constructed in the pre-interview that The Tonight Show would have 

conducted with Clinton and his team, with Carson’s staff giving him a script containing both notes 

and questions to work off of (Sweeney 78). This hesitant engagement with the political sphere in 

the guest appearances kept The Tonight Show’s emphasis on lighter and safer content by 

sidestepping contentious issues. It presented a blueprint in how a network late night program could 

interview political guests and also maintain its big-tent aspirations.  

4.13 Political Moments in Guest Appearances on Leno’s Tonight Show and 

Letterman’s Late Show: 1992 to mid-2010s 

In the 1990s, network late night programs started to deal with something Johnny Carson’s Tonight 

Show did not, and that is sustained competition from other late night talk shows on both network 

and cable. Alongside this newfound competition came a continual battle for ‘big-draw’ guest 

appearances that would help bring buzz and/or a high share of ratings for the broadcast. As Steve 

Barkin notes, “Every host of a late-night talk show, from Steve Allen to Johnny Carson to David 

Letterman, employed staffers to line up guest appearances. The point, however, is that those were 
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at least originally, entertainment programs. Guests were referred to as ‘talent’” (100). By the 1990s, 

these network late night programs transitioned away from Carson’s general avoidance towards 

political guests to a stance of acceptance. Network late night programs would accept high-profile 

‘talent’ regardless if they were a music star, a movie star, or ever-increasingly a prominent 

politician. Yet, hosts like Jay Leno and David Letterman still largely abided by the network late 

night convention of hesitating to deal with substantial political or social issues with their guests, 

even if they came from the political sphere. 

The most frequent guests on Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show continued to 

be from outside the political landscape, but with increased competition, heightened attention was 

now being paid to the rating in the guest interview section. Under Leno, The Tonight Show’s the 

most frequent guest was the football player turned NFL commentator, Terry Bradshaw, and second, 

a comedian and fellow talk show host, Bill Maher (Berg 184-185). Letterman’s Late Show’s most 

frequent guests were television personality Regis Philbin, zookeeper and conservationist Jack 

Hanna, and actor Tony Randall (Nordyke). While these names do not have huge star power, they 

would help provide a safe and consistent appearance, and some like Philbin were standby guests if 

another guest backed out on short notice, with Philbin appearing on The Late Show over one 

hundred and thirty times (Variety Staff). Carson also had his go-to celebrity guest like comedians 

and actors Bob Hope at 131 appearances, Joan Rivers at 105, and David Steinberg at 105 (“Johnny 

Carson’s 30—Year Reign…”). In the 1990s, with the increased competition from cable and other 

network programs, network late night was seeking to add ‘sure-fire’ guest appearances, ones that 

would generate big ratings and/or buzz for their programs (Sweeney 199). The Arsenio Hall Show, 

The Tonight Show, and The Late Show were all competing for the same high-profile celebrities, but 

only so many Hollywood films and music albums were produced each month, and thus only so 

many celebrities were willing to appear each month to promote their new projects. A producer of 

Leno’s Tonight Show, Dave Berg, states that the first thing Leno and the other producers did when 

returning to the office the following day was to look at the Nielsen overnight ratings to see the 

quarterly number breakdowns to check which guest spots had performed well the night before (38-

39). Letterman also felt the need to adjust the type of guest he had on his programs. He shifted 

away from the unconventional comics that regularly appeared on Late Night and started to book 

more mainstream guests on The Late Show (Carter, The Late Shift 172-173).  
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The increased pressure for ratings in the multi-channel era led the network late night 

programs from a state of avoiding political guests, to accepting them as a necessity to compete with 

one another. Tonight Show’s Dave Berg who helped book guests asserts that “in the beginning, we 

[The Tonight Show with Jay Leno]—like Johnny [Carson]—didn’t feature politicians. But that 

would change—out of necessity” and the program also started to feature more journalists and 

political commentators than Carson’s Tonight Show (Berg 149 & Leno qtd. in Berg 9). 

Furthermore, Leno stated that “Dave [Berg] was passionate about politics, an interest that goes 

back to his days as a news producer. As time went on, he [Berg] encouraged us to get more and 

more politicians, both Democrats and Republicans” (Leno qtd. in Berg 9-10). Leno’s Tonight Show 

was not alone in its acceptance towards hosting more political guests, as Letterman also shifted 

towards offering more political guest interviews. Previously on Late Night, Letterman and his staff 

had rarely welcomed politicians, political figures, or activists, but they were more receptive to 

inviting political guests on The Late Show (Zinoman 241-242). In the Carson-era, guest 

appearances by politicians were sporadic. However, by the 1990s and into the 2000s it became 

normalized and routine for high-profile politicians to appear on network late night programs. Like 

in the case of the Hollywood stars, the relationship between late night talk shows and politicians 

became a symbiotic one, with the politician getting good public relations while the program got a 

recognizable name to help sustain higher viewership. 

Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show largely abided by the genre convention 

of presenting safe and hesitant conversations around politics with their political guests. This is not 

to say these programs did not engage with political content in their guest appearance segments, but 

they were generally sluggish to address complex or divisive political issues, and instead often 

focused on the trivial aspects of the personal lives of the guests. The Tonight Show and The Late 

Show were still trying to produce late night talk shows that were the ‘most-mass’ and thus some 

political content that was deemed too provocative for a mass audience. Carter claims that Jay Leno 

“consciously set out to have the career that Bill Cosby or a Johnny Carson or—even more aptly—

a Bob Hope had had. He wanted to be a comic for every audience” (The War for Late Night 104). 

If interviews offered candid political stances and criticism, that would diverge from this neutral 

and politically hesitant approach of big-tent comedy. Letterman’s Late Show also deployed safe 

and hesitant political guest appearances in the 1990s and early 2000s (Zinoman 244). Big-tent guest 

appearances were desired by The Late Show and The Tonight Show, as they did not want to alienate 

audience members with polarizing content, so these programs still thought to present comedy and 
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conversations targeted from a political middle. In the late-2000s up until his retirement in 2015, the 

Late Show with David Letterman started to occasionally produce content that deliberately engaged 

with political moments in conversations with its guests. Yet, again these sharper political 

conversations were typically the exception on both the Late Show and on network late night before 

2015. 

4.14 Political Moments in Guest Appearances on Cable Parody News and 

Highlighting The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report: 2000s to 

mid-2010s 

Early on, cable parody news stood little to no chance of consistently booking big-name guests, as 

their programs had smaller potential audiences and were less prestigious, so they generally relied 

on booking lesser-known entertainers and comedians to help fill the appearance slots. However, by 

1999, Stewart’s Daily Show realized there was value not only in big names or laughs but also in 

engaging conversations focused on topical political and social issues. This is where his program’s 

guest appearances veered away from those on network late night. The Daily Show saw that political 

guests, be that lesser-known politicians, scholars, or military generals, were in less demand and 

thus were available for booking, and could still resonate with a smaller audience. Instead of booking 

c-list and d-list entertainers, they chose to book these highly esteemed and available lesser-known 

guests outside of the world of entertainment. This new type of guests for a late night talk show 

would cater to a small niche audience, but had the potential to provide a stimulating conversation 

focusing on their area of expertise. Lichter et al. state that Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert 

Report “have never avoided political jokes, political guests, or policy issues” (211). Thus, these 

two cable parody news programs not only booked political guests, but were actually willing to 

discuss hot-button social and political issues with them.  

The Daily Show and The Colbert Report started to switch their featured guests away from 

the late night talk show conventions of booking primarily celebrity entertainers to booking a higher 

number of political guests. Baym mentions that both The Daily Show and The Colbert Report 

featured a wide array of politicians, international leaders, non-fiction authors, journalists, 

intellectuals, and political pundits (115 & 126). While network late night had only started to 

increase its acceptance of prominent political guests in the 1990s, cable parody news by the 2000s 

was already making political guests and political conversations part of its hallmark. The Daily Show 
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and The Colbert Report became places where obscure authority figures in fields from neuroscience 

to economics to sociology, would all appear on the same program that would also host guests like 

Paul McCartney or Sandra Bullock on other nights. The Daily Show with Jon Stewart’s most 

frequent guests were political scientist/pundit Fareed Zakaria with nineteen appearances, followed 

by actor Denis Leary with seventeen, and journalist/anchorman Brian Williams with sixteen 

(Hickey, “Every Guest…”). The Colbert Report’s most frequent guests during its run were 

conservative author/commentator Andrew Sullivan with nine appearances, astrophysicist Neil 

deGrasse Tyson with eight, and politician Mike Huckabee with seven (Hickey, “The Most…”). 

Baym asserts that only about a third of The Daily Show’s guests are exclusively entertainers and 

that other types of guests like authors, activists, and pundits outpaced the pop stars and movie stars 

(115). With the ever-increasing competition for celebrities by both network late night programs 

and cable parody news, the latter pursued overlooked political guests to help fill their airtime and 

in the end, helped shape their subgenre conventions of who can appear on a cable parody news 

guest segment.  

It was not only cable parody news’ pursuit of political guests, but the utilization of guest 

conversations that fixated on social and political issues that were new for late night talk shows. The 

typical network late night approach to a political guest was to be hesitant to engage with political 

content but instead focus on lighter items. Maher’s Politically Incorrect in the 1990s already proved 

a program could be successful by deliberately engaging with political conversations in its guest 

appearance segments, but again it was The Daily Show and The Colbert Report that popularized 

these political interactions. For example, when a scholar, journalist, or less prominent politician 

would appear on these cable parody news programs, they would have little interest in their personal 

life and instead jump right into a conversation on their work or expertise on an issue. For instance, 

when a little-known animal rights activist and author, Gene Baur, was a guest on The Daily Show, 

the entire seven minute dialogue focused on sustainable agriculture and the missteps of mass animal 

husbandry (“The Daily Show – Gene Baur”). In cable parody news interviews with political guests, 

the hosts will interject with comical antics, but the focus typically remains on a serious discussion 

around a perceived substantial issue in American society. Baym recognizes that these interactions 

with guests differ greatly from the segments previously displayed on late night talk shows because 

these programs are willing to engage in talks about topics like war, the economy, politics, policy, 

history, and science (115-116). Cable parody news used substantive conversations surrounding 

political and social issues that could maintain its narrowcast and politically interested audience.  
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4.15 Conventional Network Late Night Programs and Political Moments in 

Guest Appearances on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late 

Late Show with James Corden: 2015 to Present 

The current network late night programs’ political moments in the guest appearances has continued 

to follow a similar trajectory as in their monologues and sketches, as once again two different 

camps have emerged, the conventional network late night programs of Fallon’s Tonight Show and 

Corden’s Late Late Show, and the second being the satirical network late night programs of 

Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Jimmy Kimmel Live!. The conventional network 

programs have continued to be hesitant with the political moments offered in their guest 

appearances. Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show will still host some political 

guests, but often refrain from asking them questions about polarizing or complex political issues, 

and instead focus on mundane personal stories or other non-confrontational topics. The Tonight 

Show and The Late Late Show seem to prefer lighter and sillier conversations with entertainers over 

nuanced dialogue on political events and policy with politicians or pundits.  

Like the network late night programs of the 1990s, The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy 

Fallon has accepted the need to occasionally book big-draw political guests to help fill their hours 

of airtime. And similarily the program typically tries to feature guest appearances from entertainers 

that remain focused on popular culture and playful conversations or games. When asked by Willie 

Geist of NBC’s Today why Fallon has not “[stepped] into the anti-Trump lane” like other hosts, 

Fallon replied, “It’s just not what I do. I think it would be weird for me to start doing it now. I don’t 

really even, you know care that much about politics. I’ve got to be honest. I love pop culture more 

than I love politics” (“Jimmy Fallon On The ‘Anti-Trump Lane’…”). Indeed, Fallon’s Tonight 

Show emphasizes popular culture over political culture throughout its broadcast, from the opening 

monologue to the final guest appearance. According to Itzkoff, The Tonight Show features 

“celebrity-friendly cavalcade of games and gags” and Sims states that “the celebrities sitting on his 

couch can expect jovial questions about their lives and whatever new project they’re working on” 

(“Jimmy Fallon Was…” & “Jimmy Fallon Can’t…”). Fallon’s Tonight Show appearances resemble 

those of Carson’s Tonight Show even more than Leno’s or Letterman’s programs did, with its 

worshiping of celebrity and its gleeful conversations. From its debut week, The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon focused on high-profile entertainer interviews featuring Will Smith, Jerry 

Seinfeld, Kristen Wiig, Bradley Cooper, Will Ferrell, and Justin Timberlake, and musical 
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appearances by U2, Lady Gaga, Tim McGraw, Arcade Fire, and Justin Timberlake. The only 

political guest the program featured in its first week was First Lady Michelle Obama (McMillan). 

While the first week might be an exaggerated example of star-power, it does provide insight into 

the perceived identity that these programs wanted to construct through their guest appearances, and 

again Fallon’s was one based on celebrity chit-chat with entertainers and generally avoided political 

guests.  

When Fallon’s Tonight Show does feature political guests it abides by the subgenre 

convention of keeping the dialogue light and remaining hesitant to engage with substantive social 

or political issues. As Sims explains, The Tonight Show was striving to be “aimed at the broadest 

audience possible” and that it “avoids contention” with its guests (“Jimmy Fallon Can’t…”). 

Furthermore, Sims claims that “Fallon’s vision of a relaxing program that just helps viewers 

unwind is perfectly inoffensive, but it’s one that’s ill-suited for guest appearances by political 

candidates (whom he’d never want to ask uncomfortable questions of)” (“Jimmy Fallon Can’t…”). 

Fallon’s Tonight Show might be ill-suited for a candid political conversation, but it is well-suited 

for the conventional interviews that had historically been conducted with political guests on 

network late night. For instance, when looking at the interview with the only political guest of 

Fallon’s first week, First Lady Michelle Obama, the approach of how the program wants to deal 

with its high-profile political guests becomes clear. For the first part of the interview, Fallon and 

Mrs. Obama talk about the Obama daughters, Malia and Sasha, being normal teenagers and then 

transition to discussing the ongoing Winter Olympic Games (“First Lady Michelle Obama Has 

Two Normal Teenagers”). In the second half of the interview, Jimmy Fallon asks the First Lady 

about some of her ‘firsts,’ like the first meal she ever cooked, the first job she ever had, and about 

her first school dance (“First Lady Michelle Obama Talks Her Firsts”). With the focus on the family 

and the mundane, this Fallon Tonight Show interview segment follows past network late night 

programs’ hesitance to engage with political content even when they are hosting a political guest. 

Again, I would argue this hesitance to engage with political content, corresponds to a network fear 

of alienating a broadcast audience.  

Like Fallon’s Tonight Show, Corden’s Late Late Show guest appearance segments remain 

fixed to the genre conventions of the past, with the program often preferring entertainers over 

political guests. Corden’s guests typically come out together and sit on a couch for a group 
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conversation, whereas most late night talk shows interview their guests individually and each guest 

leaves the set after their interview.  

 

(Monty Brinton/CBS Entertainment/PA) 

Schulman describes these group interview segments as creating a “dinner-party feeling,” but 

Corden’s dinner parties seldom host political guests. In its first week on air, Corden’s Late Late 

Show hosted entertainers Mila Kunis, Tom Hanks, Patricia Arquette, Chris Pine, Will Ferrell, and 

Kevin Hart (“Episode List: The Late Late Show…”). Again, like any new late night talk show, the 

first week is full of star-power, and Corden’s did not use this week to showcase one political guest. 

This first week exemplifies the relative absence of political guests that appear on The Late Late 

Show. 

For the few political guests that do come on Corden’s Late Late Show, they can expect to 

be offered a platform to tell personal anecdotes and sell their newest book or product, but they are 

generally barred from divulging their political and social beliefs. For instance, in a group 

conversation with both Hillary Clinton and Chelsea Clinton in November 2019, Corden asks 

Hillary Clinton about her debates with Donald Trump that took place a full three years earlier, and 

thus the conversation generally lacks any political gravity. The interview might not be flattering to 
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President Trump, as all three of them mock Trump “lurking” behind Clinton at one of the 2016 

debates, yet the conversation remains hesitant to engage with policy or governance and instead 

focuses on the personalities of the political players (“Hillary Clinton's Advice…”). Next, the two 

Clintons play a silly game that Corden referees. Like the couch conversation, the game also talks 

about personal items rather than political items, with Corden asking the mother and daughter to 

write down petty grievances they have with each other on a small whiteboard and they try to earn 

points for guessing what the other said (“Face Your Mother…”). Corden stated in a 2019 interview 

that he would not consider his Late Late Show an “overly political show” and this remains true for 

its interactions with political guests (“Watch James Corden’s…”). Corden’s Late Late Show 

embodies the past genre conventions of network late night by displaying guest appearance 

segments aimed at a big-tent audience, with the scarcity of political guests and the program’s 

reluctance to engage with in conversations surrounding political and social issues. 

4.16 New Satirical Network Late Night Programs and Political Moments in 

Guest Appearances on Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live!: 2015 to Present 

The new satirical network late night programs of Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with 

Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! routinely break from past subgenre conventions by 

featuring political guests and then deliberately taking the conversations down a path that covers 

political current events and utilizes the guest’s political expertise or specialization. Much like cable 

parody news, these programs still pursue high profile celebrities from the entertainment industry 

and these segments could remain light and uninterested in political or social issues. However, 

programs like Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show regularly host political guests on their 

programs. Kimmel Live features less political guest appearances, but the few that the programs airs 

annually also present politically interested and narrowcast conversations. The rest of this section 

will introduce and briefly analyze how these satirical network programs are disrupting subgenre 

conventions of big-tent and hesitant engagement with political moments in the guest appearance 

segments.  

Meyers’s Late Night debuted with the intent of altering who would be booked on a network 

late night program, and from its beginning, it increased the number of political guests that would 

appear on Late Night. In a 2019 interview, Frank Bruni asked Seth Meyers if when he first took 
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over Late Night if he wished to include more authors on his guest list, and Meyers responded, “We 

thought that would be fun early on. I remember saying, ‘We’re going to have politicians and 

authors’” (qtd. in Bruni). Early on the program would typically place these lower profile guests as 

their second or third interviewed guests, where ratings expectations were not as demanding. 

However, one of Late Night’s producers, Mike Shoemaker, told Variety that “No one leaves during 

any of our interviews… It’s so gratifying. I really thought at some point they’d [NBC], say, get 

bigger names” (Setoodeh). This focus on lesser-known politicians, authors, directors, and 

playwrights is a similar path that cable parody news programs used, like Stewart’s Daily Show 

some fifteen years earlier had done. The Daily Show would still seek A-list celebrities, but also 

welcomed more esoteric guests that might not have the same name recognition, yet both could still 

produce lively conversations and fair ratings numbers.  

In its first week on-air, Late Night booked the typical big-names celebrities like Kanye West 

and Amy Poehler, while also booking the lesser-known investigative reporter Robyn Doolittle. 

Furthermore, on Meyers’s first episode he featured a guest interview with then Vice President Joe 

Biden (“Episode List: Late Night…”). This conversation focused on trivial items such as Biden 

disparaging New York’s LaGuardia Airport and his facial expressions behind President Obama 

during the most recent State of the Union address, but subsequently Meyers’s Late Night would 

move away from these light conventional network conversations with political guests by the 2016 

Primaries and into the general election (Weber). In the next month of its broadcast, Late Night 

would host news personalities and pundits like Brian Williams, Rachel Maddow, Anderson Cooper, 

and Arianna Huffington. Furthermore, Late Night would host more obscure guests like Pulitzer 

winning journalist David Remnick, author and curator Sarah Lewis, astrophysicist Neil deGrasse 

Tyson, and sportswriter Kostya Kennedy (“Episode List: Late Night…”). Late Night with Seth 

Meyers was willing to book guests that it deemed noteworthy, even if the field in which they had 

notoriety was not explored by a mass-audience. 

As the aforementioned first episode interview with Joe Biden illustrates, Late Night with 

Seth Meyers was initially not willing to utilize political content in its political guest appearances. 

However, about a year and a half into its run, as by the summer of 2015, this would change and 

Late Night would start to actively engage in conversations on political policy and governance. This 

transition toward deliberately engaging with political moments in guest interviews became a theme 

for the summer of 2015 for Late Night, as in this summer the program also introduced its notable 
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segment “A Closer Look,” and Seth Meyers started sitting behind his desk for the entire tapings. 

Dave Itzkoff states, “When Mr. Meyers took over ‘Late Night’ in February 2014, it wasn’t clear 

his show would turn out this way,” in reference to how it was initially not orientated towards 

addressing politics (“Seth Meyers…”). One of the earliest interviews from Meyers’s Late Night 

with a political guest that utilizes political content is a June 2015 conversation with Senator Bernie 

Sanders, shortly after he announced his 2016 bid for the Democratic Presidential Primary. Meyers 

asks Senator Sanders about his opposition to the USA Patriot Act some ten years earlier and 

Sanders’s continued criticism of similar security provisions in the newer USA Freedom Act. The 

two continue to talk about U.S. surveillance and what the proper role of the National Security 

Agency (N.S.A.) should be. This type of concentration on one specific political issue was not 

typical for a network late night program, but the interview does end with some jokes about Senator 

Sanders’ actual efforts at writing fictional stories and that he once appeared in a folk song (“Senator 

Bernie Sanders Plans...”). Meyers’s Late Night since 2015 has continued to utilize political content 

in its guest interviews, with Meyers being quoted in 2020 as saying, “We [Late Night] certainly 

haven’t had any talks about making it less political” (Ioffe). Late Night has regularly made political 

conversations with pundits, politicians, or authors a major part of the program’s identity, much like 

the niche approach used by cable parody news programs in the 2000s and 2010s.  

From its debut in September 2015, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert has continued to 

book a high amount of political guests for its guest appearances. In the very first episode, the 

program booked Florida Governor and then Republican Presidential Primary candidate Jeb Bush. 

The conversation ranged from joking about making Jeb Bush’s debate responses more ‘Trumpian’ 

to serious conversations about hyper-partisan politics at the end of President Obama’s tenure (“Jeb 

Gets His Trump On” & “Jeb Bush Has Something Nice…”). Also, in the first week, Colbert’s Late 

Show hosted Vice President Joe Biden. Furthermore, in its second week the program hosted 

Supreme Court Justice Stephen Breyer, Secretary General of the United Nations Ban Ki-moon, and 

Senator Bernie Sanders (“Episode List: The Late Show…”). It was evident after only the first few 

weeks of The Late Show that it was changing to a higher number of political guests than past 

network late night programs. While network late night has largely embraced political guests as a 

necessity since the early 1990s, Colbert’s program has further expanded the political guest list for 

network programs from the beginning. Colbert’s comfort with political guests is not suprising since 

he hosted The Colbert Report for almost a decade and there he also regularly hosted political guests. 

Colbert transferred this cable parody news approach of booking guests to his new network program 
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when he arrived at CBS in 2015. A FiveThirtyEight (operated by ABC News) statistical analysis 

of Colbert’s first one-hundred episodes as host of The Late Show, in comparison to the other two 

network programs at the same timeslot, Fallon’s Tonight Show and Kimmel’s Live, found that 

Colbert booked the least amount of actors by a significant margin, with Kimmel hosting actors 68.7 

percent of the time, Fallon 65.1 percent, and Colbert 42.8 percent (Lindbergh). Colbert’s Late Show 

was more likely to book political figures, writers, business figures, scientists, activists, and military 

figures than his competitors (Lindbergh). Early on The Late Show was struggling to figure out its 

identity for the monologue, but from the beginning, Colbert was receiving praise for his political 

guest interviews, with Variety’s Littleton stating that “Colbert has excelled at interviews with 

intriguing newsmakers and guests that depart from the traditional late-night.” This guest list on 

Colbert’s Late Show now closely resembled that of cable parody news programs. 

Since its launch, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert has utilized political content in its 

political guest interviews, as the program uses guests to comment on contempory political current 

events. The motto that Colbert has repeated numerous times when he has been interviewed—“we 

[The Late Show] talk about what the people are talking about”—seems to have spread beyond his 

monologue and sketches and into the guest appearances (Marchese, “Stephen Colbert…”). This 

motto refers to The Late Show’s interests in broadcasting a program that reflects on and engages 

with current events. When Colbert hosts political guests, be that politicians, pundits, or business 

figures he uses them as another tool to help discuss the day’s news headlines. For instance, in a 

December 2015 interview with the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations, Samantha Power, 

Colbert and Power discuss human trafficking, ISIS, refugees from the Middle East, the status of 

Crimea, and the signing of the Paris Climate Accord (“Samantha Power Explains…”). The U.S. 

Ambassador to the United Nations is not a guest many network late night hosts past or present 

would invite for one of their guest appearance segments, but The Late Show uses Power’s expertise 

to shed light on current political events that are shaping the world. This interview is not the 

exception but the norm for Colbert’s Late Show, as the program routinely books both well-known 

and lesser-known political guests to discuss dense and serious political and social issues.  

Since the spring of 2017, Jimmy Kimmel Live! has retooled itself from working within the 

confines of the subgenre conventions, to a satirical network late night program that is more willing 

to disrupt these conventions. However, the main increase in political content and transfer away 

from the traditional model of network late night can be seen in Kimmel Live’s monologues. The 

program is willing to utilize political content in its guest appearances, but the yearly appearances 
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of political guests are extremely low in comparison to the other programs. For example, for the one 

hundred and seventy-five episodes that Jimmy Kimmel Live! produced in 2018, in most episodes 

Kimmel hosts between two to three guests, while only eleven appearances were from guests that 

this paper would deem political (and this number even includes two appearances by Stormy 

Daniels, the adult film star who alleges she had an affair with Donald Trump) (“Episode List: 

Jimmy Kimmel Live!”). This is quite small in comparison to Colbert’s Late Show which can feature 

ten plus political guests in a given month. Furthermore, Kimmel’s interviews also display a lower 

level of political acumen as compared to Meyers or Colbert. For example, when hosting CNN 

pundit Jake Tapper in 2018, Kimmel focuses on the trivial and gossipy aspects of politics and 

reporting, rather than using Tapper as a tool to discuss current events like the others from camp 

two. Kimmel asks Jake Tapper about rumors surrounding the 2018 White House Correspondents 

Dinner and superficial questions about how Tapper uses secret sources (“Jake Tapper on 

Sources…”). While Jimmy Kimmel Live! might not display many political guests, it can exhibit 

guest segments that do starkly shift away from camp one.  

 Where Jimmy Kimmel Live! disrupts network late night subgenre conventions in the guest 

appearance portion of his broadcast is when the program hosts Republican or Democrat politicians. 

In these conversations Kimmel does not veer away from political content but steers the interviews 

deliberately toward political conversations. For instance, in a 2018 interview with Senator 

Elizabeth Warren, the first three minutes of the conversation focus on banal family stories, but the 

final seven minutes of the interview are retooled to concentrate on political and social issues within 

the U.S. In the conversation, Senator Warren fights for increases in the federal minimum wage and 

for the continuation and expansion of the Affordable Care Act and Medicaid (“Senator Elizabeth 

Warren…”). Politically opinionated and engaged interviews like this one with Senator Warren, 

were scarce both on network late night in before 2015, and this includes on Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

before it has its political awakening in 2017. While the regularity of Kimmel Live!’s political guest 

appearances are more scarce in comparison to Meyers’s or Colbert’s programs, Kimmel Live can 

also break from subgenre conventions and utilize political content in its more narrowcast guest 

interviews.  

4.17 Conclusion 

This chapter sought to introduce how political moments have shifted on network late night 

programs from the past to present. It also served to introduce how divisions in the contemporary 

network programs has led to two diverging styles of network performances, the conventional 
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approach used by The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show with James 

Corden, and the second approach of satirical network late night with the programs of Late Night 

with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live!. While this 

chapter tracked the early changes and briefly highlighted the political landscape in the current 

network late night programs, the future chapters will build on descriptions offered here and address 

how these programs work with partisan politics, how they set agendas and amplify current events, 

and how they function as a source of infotainment. 
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5. (Non)Partisan Political Moments and Network Late Night 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter will focus on how network late night programs and cable parody news have negotiated 

the framing of their political content from the Carson-era to the present. It will be argued that the 

old network model tried to present its political content as neutral and nonpartisan. From Carson’s 

Tonight Show in the 1960s to Leno’s Tonight Show in the 2010s, network late night wanted to be 

seen as a nonpartisan stop for all Americans. It did not want to alienate any major demographic, 

including any major segment of the American electorate and especially neither of the two major 

political parties. These programs disseminated political moments in their monologues, sketches, 

and guest appearances, but they paid great attention to who they joked at and who they invited on 

their stages to ensure the content was balanced. Again, in the 1990s and into the early-2000s, when 

the television market place and its audience was splintering, network late night hosts like Letterman 

and Leno abided by on this neutral and nonpartisan approach to politics.  

However, cable parody news programs would break from network late night’s political 

neutrality for a new brand model for how it would present its political moments. Cable parody news 

started to present biting thesis driven political satire and welcomed deliberately engaged political 

conversations with its guests (Gray et al. 12). These narrowcast programs were willing to take non-

neutral stances on certain issues, critique the news media, and offered politically opinionated 

content that often pushed forward the political ideologies (Lichter et al. 137). While these programs 

were quick to present their political beliefs, they did remain hesitant to engage in partisan politics 

and largely refrained from endorsing specific political parties, politicians, and policies. Thus, 

programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report were willing to present 

non-neutral political moments, but wanted to maintain deniability that their programs were not 

partisan. This was oftentimes a fallacy, as their programs often reflected the values and beliefs of 

one side of the political sphere (a liberal-leaning worldview). Nevertheless, these programs tried to 

present political moments that were able to maintain some plausible deniability from being viewed 

as partisan by what Amber Day states as “projecting an everyman quality” to their social and 

political commentary (9-10). Or as Santo asserts these cable parody news programs render 

“complex ideas and processes as commonsense,” which helps them to be seen not as partisan 

arguments and stances, but rather as rational ones (260).  
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While partisan political moments remained largely absent on network late night and denied 

on cable parody news prior to 2015, by 2016 partisan political moments had started to regularly 

appear on the new satirical network late night programs. In the concluding paragraphs of their 2015 

publication, Lichter et. al already started to see this transition stating that “there is also a small but 

growing tendency for late night hosts to become involved in partisan politics” (216). Once the new 

hosts took over The Tonight Show, The Late Show, Late Night, and The Late Late Show in 2014 

and 2015, network late night has divided into two different camps based on their political moments. 

First, the conventional network late night programs of Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late 

Late Show have routinely continued to dispense neutral and nonpartisan political moments, much 

in the tradition of Carson or Leno. Secondly, the satirical network late night programs of Meyers’s 

Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live have welcomed highly opinionated satirical 

rants and deliberate political conversation with their guests. Furthermore, these three network 

programs have relinquished cable parody news’s plausible deniability to be linked to a political 

party, politician, or policy and have instead largely embraced their newfound partisan roles.  Late 

Night, The Late Show, and Kimmel Live now function much like cultural agents for the Democratic 

Party and when frictions in viewpoints do arise, it is often because the Democratic Party is deemed 

as not being progressive enough. The new satirical network programs no longer abide by network 

subgenre conventions of offering up big-tent political moments and instead promote political 

tribalism and partisan politics for narrowcast audiences. 

 Neutrality is defined by the Oxford U.S. Dictionary as “the state of not supporting or helping 

either side in a conflict, disagreement, etc.; impartiality” or as the “absence of decided views, 

expressions, or strong feelings” (“Neutrality”). Historically, network late night programs sought to 

present their political moments as being neutral to meet the demands of big-tent and least 

objectionable programming. Network programs like Carson’s Tonight Show and Leno’s Tonight 

Show created distance from creating substantial political criticism by airing political moments that 

largely topical, cautious, and balanced in regards to their booking practices and in the fact they 

would hit both major U.S. political fairly evenly with their political humor. On the other hand, 

cable parody news programs of the multi-channel and post-network eras were willing to present 

non-neutral political moments like satire and deliberate conversations with their guests. Cable 

parody news programs did not feel the pressure to fit every demographic under its tent, and were 

willing to present more narrowcast and potentially audience alienating political moments. 

However, cable parody news programs like Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report still 
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wished to be seen as being independent from the spheres of politics and journalism by highlighting 

that they were comedians presenting jokes on entertainment programs. Here, these programs 

distance themselves from their political views by employing humor as critique rather than an 

affirmation of any of their views. 

Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary defines partisanship as a strong adherence to a party, cause, 

faction, or person (“Partisanship”). Network late night generally avoided taking political stances 

on items, and instead generally presented political humor about scandals and blunders by high 

profile politicians. Network late night before 2015 hardly ever endorsed policies, parties, and 

politicians, and I would claim their programs were largely nonpartisan. Cable parody news would 

occasionally support causes: Stewart’s Daily Show, for instance, regularly advocated for LGBTQ 

rights long before it was even an accepted position in the Democratic party. However, largely 

before 2015 cable parody news programs remained hesitant to back political parties or politicians, 

and they tried to maintain plausible deniability of their partisan allegiances. It is here where the 

current satirical network programs break from all past late night talk shows, both the non-partisan 

network late night programs and the veiled partisanship of cable parody news, as I will argue that 

the new satirical network programs can no longer deny their explicit partisanship. 
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Diagram for Chapter Five “(Non)Partisan Political Moments and Network Late Night: 

Concentration of Partisan Political Moments 

The closer to the bull’s eye the higher concentration of partisan political moments in the late night talk show. 

The further away a program sits away from the bullseye then their political moments were largely non-

partisan in nature. This diagram is to be used as a rough visual guide.  
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5.2 Network Late Night and Representations of Neutrality and Nonpartisan 

Political Moments in Monologues and Sketches: From Carson to Leno and 

Letterman (1962 to 2015)  

On network late night, entertainment and politics were not to be mixed in any impactful way. In 

the previous chapter, I showed that Carson’s Tonight Show’s political moments in its monologues 

and sketches operated for all thirty years on air by being topical, cautious, and neutral. Zinoman 

states that Carson’s Tonight Show is “a show that aimed to be for everyone and offend no one” 

(121) and Charles River Editors assert that “for all that he [Carson] enjoyed pushing the boundaries 

of good taste, Carson never forgot that those boundaries existed.” The political humor in Carson’s 

monologues was carefully constructed not to alienate any one side of the political spectrum. As 

Schulman claims, even during the fractious times in American society when Carson was the host 

of The Tonight Show, like the 1960s and 1970s, the program remained dominant and provided 

consistent big-tent laughs for its entire run. Presenting political humor that would polarize an 

audience, was not the strategy for a genre that according to Lichter et al. sought “to produce the 

biggest laughs from the biggest audience” (137-138). Thus, a Carson Tonight Show joke could 

string its political target, but the program strived for neutrality and did not take partisan stances.  

 Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show also commented on politics in their 

monologues and sketches, and due to their commitment to remain the ‘most-mass’ the two 

programs continued to present themselves as politically neutral and nonpartisan. In a 1994 Time 

article, Richard Zogin a cultural critic for the magazine, stated that Leno’s Tonight Show and 

Letterman’s Late Show displayed political humor that was “easy-to-take, non-partisan.” Roughly 

twenty years later Lichter et al. make a similar observation stating that many scholars see Leno’s 

and Letterman’s network programs as “fundamentally apolitical” (3). Lichter et al. continue that 

network late night monologues could contain jokes that were “biting and even cruel” but they could 

not be seen as “expressions of personal pique or partisanship, which could become ratings poison” 

(206). Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show in the 1990s and into the 2000s still wished 

to gather big-tent audiences by delivering jokes that did not breach the network late night 

conventions surrounding neutrality and partisanship. 

 Around the end of the 2000s, The Late Show with David Letterman began to more openly 

express its political views with the occasional monologues’ joke or statement that would break 
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from the political neutral content the program typically presented. Whereas Letterman for his first 

twenty years on air was largely uninterested in making his political views known on his program 

or interviews, by the 2008 Presidential Election he became more outspoken on both. New York 

Times columnist Bill Carter in 2009 was reluctant to state that Letterman’s Late Show was 

becoming more liberal but did mention its newfound interest in politics (“Letterman Takes 

Turn…”). Fellow television critic Jason Zinoman in 2017 was more willing to state that Letterman 

had “increased [his] outspokenness in the 2008 election, with sharp attacks on Sarah Palin and John 

McCain. In 2008, Letterman abandoned his political caution and came out as a partisan” (282). 

Letterman’s Late Show’s biggest shift in political content came in his guest interviews with political 

guests, but his monologue and sketches did occasionally increase their political bite and provide 

more pointed political arguments. For example, in 2013 The Late Show started a recurring segment 

titled “Stooge of the Night,” in which the screen would shift to the image of a senator who opposed 

some gun reform legislation in the senate, and then Letterman would lampoon them with jokes for 

roughly two minutes straight. In this segment, Letterman would often tell the viewers the senator’s 

party, the state he/she represents, their NRA grade, and would cite a poll that showed the 

overwhelming majority of voters from their state supported the legislation. With this recurring desk 

segment the Late Show makes clear that it wishes to see some gun rights in the U.S. to be restricted, 

but still uses senators from both major political parties to make its point, like Georgia Republican 

Saxby Chambliss and Montana Democrat Max Baucus (“Letterman’s Stooge of the Night…” & 

“Stooge of The Night, Senator Max Baucus”). Thus, these non-neutral political moments presented 

by the Late Show cannot be viewed as being partisan as the program still hits both political parties 

and downplays gun-rights as a partisan issue. Furthermore, with the juxtaposition of the senators’ 

stances on gun-rights against the overwhelming support of their constituents, it shows a breach in 

their duty to representation their states. While Letterman’s Late Show was breaking from network 

late night conventions by being more politically outspoken, it is hard to claim that he was overtly 

partisan in his monologues and sketches.  

5.3 Cable Parody News and Representations of Non-Neutrality and Denied 

Partisanship in Political Moments in Monologues and Sketches: 2000 to 2015 

Starting in the 2000s, some cable parody news programs, such as The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, 

started to shift away from presenting the bland political one-liners that were typical for late night 

talk shows and instead opted for satirical rebukes. But remarkably these programs still wished to 
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be viewed as nonpartisan. Hosts like Stewart and Colbert took the self-appointed role of being 

muckraking journalists. Jones describes Stewart’s Daily Show as attempting “to hold the powerful 

accountable by exposing their lies, demonstrating their propaganda techniques, and challenging 

their rhetoric. This interrogation of the ‘powerful’ includes not just politicians, but the news media 

itself” (114). Where previously network late night programs were hesitant to engage deliberately 

with politics, these cable hosts were willing to challenge politicians, policies, and the reporting 

itself. By getting more involved in the political landscape, it also opened their programs up for 

more scrutiny for what type of political content, left, middle, or right-leaning, these cable parody 

news programs were presenting to their audiences. Many scholars state these cable parody news 

programs were left-leaning: Jones claims that Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert, Bill Maher, and 

Michael Moore are “seen as leaning to the left” (237); Day states that television satirists “certainly 

skew left of center, though not widely so” (97); and finally Williams and Carpini voice that The 

Daily Show’s “liberalism is undeniable” (188). These citations above further confirm two important 

markers of the cable parody news programming that aired up until the mid-2010s: one of the 

programs did seek to leave some plausible deniability in their partisan views or at least did not 

present partisanship straightforwardly, and two despite this denial could be read as being liberal 

leaning and possibly even partisan. 

While their ideological stances might skew left of center, scholars and critics both agree 

that their programs were largely nonpartisan and were able to come from the political middle: Jones 

asserts that these television satirists were “seeking moderation from the extremes” (239); Smith 

states that The Daily Show was the voice for the “rational middle of the political spectrum” (187); 

Amarasingam claims that The Daily Show and The Colbert Report were still presenting their 

content with “a dedication to fairness” (3), and Morreale states that “Stewart is not a propagandist” 

(117). Jon Stewart is quoted as stating about The Daily Show that “the point of view of the show is 

we’re passionately opposed to bullshit. Is that liberal or conservative?” (Stewart qtd. in Tally 160-

161). By claiming The Daily Show is merely following the road of least resistance to finding the 

political humor, it distances itself from being labeled as partisan. To maintain their nonpartisan 

standing, programs like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report would rarely embrace any social 

movements, political movement, or either major political party (Heertum 131). Cable parody news 

programs starting in the 2000s were willing to display ideological stances and disrupt notions of 

neutrality in late night talk shows, but parody news programs were still unwilling to be seen as 

politically partisan.  
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5.4 Contemporary Network Late Night and Representations of (Non)Neutrality 

and (Non)Partisan Political Moments in Monologues and Sketches: 2015 to 

Present 

Gray et al. state that the “‘humor’ in political humor can rely quite heavily on one’s political 

worldview” (4). Historically, the political humor that was offered on network late night in programs 

like Carson’s or Leno’s Tonight Show was typically not bound to one’s political worldview, due to 

the safeguards these programs put into their humor to make it have mass appeal. The current 

conventional network late night, The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show 

with James Corden, typically follow this neutral and non-alienating path towards their political 

humor. As just mentioned, in the 2000s cable parody news programs were willing to break from 

political neutrality to present some of their ideological driven satirical segments but were still 

unwilling to embrace many policies, politicians, or parties, and ultimately refuted any links to 

political partisanship. The current satirical network late night programs, Late Night with Seth 

Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! also break from political 

neutrality in their monologues and sketches much like cable parody news. The satirical network 

programs present political humor that has a heavy ideological slant and the effect of this humor is 

highly reliant on the viewer’s political worldview. Furthermore, I would argue that the satirical 

network programs have broken from any illusion that they are not politically partisan for liberal 

and/or Democratic causes. Previously, I mentioned that Morreale claimed that cable parody news 

programs like Stewart’s Daily Show did not operate as propagandist, but now I would argue that 

these satirical network late night programs are further narrowcasting their content, as Meyers’s 

Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel’s Live are partisan and can even be seen as 

propagandists for progressive causes (117). These satirical network late night programs are no 

longer broadcasting their political content to mass audiences in the likes of Carson, but are 

narrowcasting their political content to an audience divided by their political worldview.  

5.4.1 Conventional Network Late Night: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The 

Late Late Show with James Corden 

Jimmy Fallon has retained The Tonight Show’s sixty-plus year dedication to political humor in its 

monologue and sketches that are nonpartisan. Most late night critics have branded Fallon’s Tonight 

Show as being nonpartisan with both Sims and Itzkoff calling the program “apolitical” (Itzkoff, 
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“Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Furthermore, critics have also commented that The Tonight Show displays 

big-tent political humor with Itzkoff citing it has “down-the-middle tastes” and Poniewozik stating 

it “lives in an American neutral zone” (Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was…” & Poniewozik, “Colbert 

Rides…”). When fellow NBC colleague Seth Meyers was asked by The Atlantic’s Julia Ioffe, 

“What do you think happened to Jimmy Fallon? Why is he serving up such apolitical mush?” 

Meyers responded, “I don’t think it’s fair to judge all shows through the prism of what a certain 

audience wants. There are people who still want to watch late-night shows, but don’t want cutting 

political opinion pieces.” Meyers’s statement has validity in that there is still clearly an audience 

for Fallon’s more politically neutral and nonpartisan program. While it trailed in the overall rating 

for the past five seasons, it still regularly generates a few million views for its linear broadcast each 

night (White). While liberal audiences might seek out the biting political satire of Meyers’s Late 

Night or Colbert’s Late Show, Fallon’s Tonight Show can still generate laughs with its tamer one-

liners while not alienating many of its fans politically. Here are two jokes from a Tonight Show 

monologue on July 29th, 2019:  

Ah get this, every year there are about 80 unprovoked shark attacks. Yeah, 80 unprovoked 

attacks or as President Trump calls that, a weekend [audience laughs]. 

Some more political news this week, there are two more Democratic debates and 

tomorrow’s airs at the same time as “The Bachelorette” finale. [audience oh’s] So no matter 

which one you watch, you’ll see a bunch of sad guys going home in a limo [audience 

laughs]. (“Trump Loves Shark Week…”) 

The first example joke about President Trump’s proclivity to lash out or use hyperbole, but refrains 

from passing judgment on any political issues. The second joke focuses on the Democratic 

Presidential Primary contenders’ gender (and age) and not their ideological stances. While this 

political humor might be unfavorable to President Trump or the male Democratic Presidential 

Primary contenders, it is still exhibiting neutral and nonpartisan political jokes. Cable parody news 

might have influenced other programs and hosts on network television, yet Fallon’s Tonight Show 

remains tied to the politically safe big-tent humor the subgenre was known for since the 1960s. 

 Like Fallon’s Tonight Show, Corden’s Late Late Show has remained largely neutral and 

nonpartisan during its entire run. Chicago Tribune columnist Lauren Chval describes Corden’s 

program’s monologue jokes as being not “particularly original or political” and adding that “that’s 
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not why you watch his show.” Furthermore, Variety’s Debra Birnbaum states that James Corden, 

a British born entertainer, told her in an interview that he is cautious when wading into American 

politics, but acknowledges “that to ignore the thundering storm of politics altogether would be tone-

deaf in this climate.” Corden is then quoted stating, “We [The Late Late Show] talk about whatever 

is in the news, but we don’t want to only talk about what’s in the news” (qtd. in Birnbaum). The 

political content in The Late Late Show’s monologue and sketches typically offers bland political 

humor shots at high profile politicians. For example, when President Trump served over $3,000 

worth of fast food to the Clemson Tigers college football team Corden offered this joke: “Trump 

bought food from McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Burger King, and Domino’s—or as he calls them, his 

four most trusted advisors” (“Donald Trump Fed…”). This joke offers an easy laugh at President 

Trump’s reported love of fast food and presents political humor that could be laughed at by both 

his avid supporters and his detractors. Furthermore, here is a Late Late Show joke presented on the 

long-standing comedic trope of President Trump’s unaffectionate marriage to the First Lady 

Melania Trump:  

According to White House sources, President Trump plans to sign the newly agreed upon 

congressional spending bill despite the fact that he’s ‘not happy’ [redacted image from a 

New York Times article] with the amount of money it will give him for his wall. He’s saying 

yes and going along with it, even though it doesn’t make him happy. Or as Melania calls 

it… marriage. (“Trump Is Still Looking…”).  

Like past network late night programs’ jokes, this Late Late Show joke does not rely on 

understanding political policy or taking a strong political position, as it merely superficially jabs at 

President Trump and Melania Trump’s love life and marriage. Corden’s Late Late Show’s political 

humor, like the jokes above, is often devoid of any partisan stances and usually applies neutral and 

big-tent jokes. 

5.4.2 Satirical Network Late Night: Late Night with Seth Meyers 

Meyers’s Late Night not only disrupts the traditional models of neutrality on network late night but 

even takes it one step further by showing brazen partisanship, something not even cable parody 

news was willing to do previously. Baym describes the U.S. television media landscape as “no 

longer striving to tell it ‘the way it is,’ [a phrase popularized by CBS’s Walter Cronkite] a 

postmodern newscast instead tries to tell it the way the audience most wants to hear it. For critics, 
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the clear danger of such a paradigm is that in the absence of a commitment to truth, news too easily 

becomes a mouthpiece for feel-good propaganda…” (15). Like much of the cable news of the 

twenty-first century, I would argue, Meyers’s Late Night has also become a type of ‘feel-good 

propaganda,’ aiming its content at a highly specific political audience, in which it seeks to confirm 

their shared worldviews. Late Night has rejected safe neutral political content and has further 

rejected any illusion that it is not liberal and supportive of the Democratic Party (or even the 

progressive wing of the Democratic Party).  

 Meyers’s Late Night regularly presents its partisanship by offering a wholesale rejection of 

the Republican Party and by using derogatory language and sweeping statements against the G.O.P. 

Frequently in Late Night’s “A Closer Look” segment, the program attacks the Republican Party, 

for example in a 2017 segment on the G.O.P.’s healthcare plan:  

And then there is the Republican Party [over-the-shoulder graphic of Speaker Paul Ryan 

and the Republican Elephant]. They campaigned on this for seven years, ran on it in four 

consecutive national elections, and voted on it more than sixty times in congress and now 

it turns out that it was all just one big con. Calling into question whether the Republican 

Party is even a serious governing party capable of getting things done. And even 

Republicans are starting to admit that it might not be. (“Trump and the GOP’s Health 

Care…”) 

 

(“Trump and the GOP’s Health Care…”) 
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Or in a rant against a Republican tax bill in 2017:  

Oh my god, cutting taxes was the one thing the Republicans are supposed to be good at. 

What is even the point of voting for a Republican if they are going to raise your taxes? That 

is like tuning into the Kardashians only to see Kourtney giving a TED Talk on quantum 

computing [audience laughs]. (“Trump and Republicans Rush to Pass…”) 

Or finally on a Democrat led effort to impeach President Trump in 2019:  

What all of this comes down to is pretty simple. Republicans believe that if you challenge 

their power, you are illegitimate. That’s why they gerrymander, stack the courts, suppress 

votes, and cheat in elections. And that’s why impeachment was necessary. (“House 

Impeaches President Trump…”) 

These three examples serve only as a snapshot of how Late Night with Seth Meyers casts the 

Republican Party. Beginning in 2015 Late Night has presented sweeping statements that rip into 

the Republican Party and serve to further its ideological slant. Furthermore, by placing this 

emphasis on the Republican Party as a whole, it constructs a clear dichotomy of what ideological 

and partisan causes Late Night itself stands for, which are liberal and often linked to the Democratic 

Party. Seth Meyers acknowledges that his program serves only a specific political demographic 

when he was asked by CNN’s Van Jones if he understands why “red state folks” might not watch 

his program, “Look, I can understand they don’t like it, and I can respect their opinion to choose 

not to watch” (Meyers qtd. in “Seth Meyers explains why…”). It is obvious that Late Night’s 

attacks against the Republican Party, its members, and its policies break from the past subgenre 

conventions of neutrality and nonpartisanship on network late night.  

 Late Night with Seth Meyers further uses its monologues and desk segments to push forward 

a liberal, progressive, and/or Democratic Party agenda. Where cable parody news programs like 

Stewart’s Daily Show were reluctant up until the mid-2010s to openly promote a policy or show 

strong favoritism towards specific candidates, Meyers’s Late Night goes further with its niche 

content by not concealing its support. For example, in an eight minute “A Closer Look” segment 

titled “The Real National Emergency Is Climate Change” Meyers openly supports the progressive 

Green New Deal, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, and Senator Bernie Sanders, and then continues to 

attack the Republican Party.  
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You can put more money into raking little trees, or you can radically overhaul the economy 

in a way that would help stave off disaster. And that’s the path some Democrats, led by 

Congresswoman Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez… [over-the-shoulder graphic of A.O.C. 

appears] [Meyers is then interrupted by audience cheering] … chose when they unveiled a 

plan called the Green New Deal, [redacted Chicago Tribune article] which envision a 10-

year economic mobilization that would phase out fossil fuel use and overhaul the nation’s 

infrastructure. The plan has been endorsed by several Democratic candidates for president 

but slammed by Republicans and former Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz. (“The Real 

National…”) 

Meyers’s Late Night regularly comes out as a partisan supporter for both progressive Democrats 

and progressive policies, even when it is a bill or politician that might be politically polarizing. 

Whereas Late Night itself states the Green New Deal would “radically overhaul the economy,” 

such overt support for controversial legislation had historically been absent on network late night 

and had been rare on cable parody news. Even during the 2020 Democratic Primary, Late Night 

with Seth Meyers made it clear which candidates it was backing to win the nomination. Weekly in 

2019, the program would support progressive Democratic candidates like Senator Bernie Sanders 

and Elizabeth Warren, while slamming more moderate Democratic candidates like former Vice 

President Joe Biden and former New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg on their stances on 

healthcare, tax reform, and climate change (“Democrats Debate Dictators…” & “CNN’s 

Democratic Debate, Night Two…”). When asked by CNN’s Van Jones whether Late Night is 

adding to the U.S. polarization, Meyers responded by stating: “I can’t answer that. Some people 

might think I am making it worse, some don’t” (“Seth Meyers explains why…”). While this 

question might be unanswerable, it is now clear that Meyers knows that his program cannot deny 

its partisan slant that can both politically alienate some viewers and attract others of a similar 

political worldview. Late Night with Seth Meyers is not a program geared for a big-tent audience 

but instead is aimed as a specific political demographic, a liberal and progressive one. 

5.4.3 Satirical Network Late Night: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

Ten years before Stephen Colbert would take over as host on The Late Show he stated in a 2005 

NPR interview that he was hesitant early in his comedy career to do political humor because he 

found much of it false and that it was “stuff that just told the audience what they thought already 

about a political situation” (Colbert qtd. in “A Fake Newsman’s…”). Colbert’s early fear in 
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performing political humor reflected his aspiration to avoid becoming an echo chamber. Much of 

cable news programming since the 1990s and into the 2000s has largely become echo-chambers, 

with political scientist and media scholar Alison Danges claiming that many news channels present 

a specific left or right-leaning ideological slant and that this partisan content is geared for niche 

audiences (89). By the 2016 presidential primaries, The Late Show, a network late night franchise 

which had largely aimed to be a most-mass franchise for Americans of any political affiliation 

would now too function as a partisan echo chamber for a specific audience. Colbert’s Late Show 

broadcast content in its monologue and sketch segments that bombarded conservative ideology and 

routinely supported liberal platforms, policies, and politicians. 

 Colbert’s Late Show presents little political neutrality toward the Republican Party, its 

policies, and its politicians, and instead routinely satirizes and condemns them. Nightly since 2016, 

The Late Show’s monologue and desk pieces have lampooned conservatives from all three branches 

of government, be that Susan Collins in the Senate, Bill Barr at the Department of Justice, or Brett 

Kavanaugh in the Supreme Court. Colbert’s Late Show has steered its content towards political 

deconstructions of the daily news, with New York Times critic Poniewozik stating that “Mr. 

Colbert’s and Mr. Fallon’s approach to Mr. Trump’s presidency is, broadly: ‘This is crazy.’ But 

where Mr. Colbert means it in the sense of, ‘This is terrifying,’ for Mr. Fallon it’s more like, ‘This 

is silly’” (“Colbert Rides…”). The Late Show has transitioned to both satirical condemnations of 

the Republican Party and its members, which are undeniably partisan. For example, in the clip titled 

“Repeal Now, Replace Later, Reelect Never,” Colbert makes clear his dislike of the G.O.P. and its 

healthcare bill by celebrating its death: 

Folks, I know this is a comedy show, but I have some sad news tonight. As of 10:48 P.M. 

Eastern, last night, the G.O.P. healthcare bill was pronounced dead of terminal sucking. 

[audience cheers and applause] I clap when I’m heartbroken, too. You cover the pain. It 

was always a long shot because the Republicans control only all three branches of 

government. [audience laughter] Can’t be expected to do everything. (“Repeal Now…”) 

And then Colbert continues to lampoon the fact that “Republicans said one thing for the last four 

years,” and then cuts to nine redacted videos of G.O.P. members, including Senator Mitch 

McConnell, Representative Paul Ryan, and then candidate Trump stating versions of ‘repeal and 

replace’ in speeches or interviews (“Repeal Now…”).  
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Furthermore, Colbert has presented recurring segments in his monologues where he attacks 

conservatives, like “Profiles in Discourage” where in each installment he satirically disparages a 

G.O.P. politician running for a 2018 seat in the Senate or House of Representatives, or The Late 

Show’s recurring 2019 to 2020 impeachment coverage of President Trump titled “Don and the 

Giant Impeach.” Colbert is even willing to target citizens that are President Trump loyalists, by 

presenting satirical jabs like this one where Colbert cited a CNN poll and stated: “‘…64% of 

respondents thought Trump had committed crimes before he became President,’ including ‘…33% 

of Republicans…’ And yet, his approval rating with Republicans is ‘82%’. Police, police! He just 

stole my wallet! Stop that man… I want to vote for him!” (“Trump Has Been Living…”). Since The 

Late Show with Stephen Colbert found its political voice in its monologue in the spring of 2016, 

the program has presented unrelenting and outspoken partisanship against U.S. conservative 

politics.  

 Colbert’s Late Show also functions as an echo chamber for liberals by not only lampooning 

the G.O.P., but by being an outspoken cheerleader for Democratic candidates and policies. The 

Late Show rarely uses satirical attacks against Democratic candidates unless they breach a current 

liberal or/and progressive stance. After the 2018 Midterm Elections, in a monologue, Colbert 

highlights election results that were “especially gratifying” to him, with Democrats winning the 

Wisconsin governor race and a Democrat winning South Carolina’s First District (Colbert’s 

hometown district). Furthermore, in the same clip, The Late Show highlights the Democratic 

victories and congressional firsts like the first Muslim women, the first Native American women, 

and the first openly LGBT woman of color. For all the Republican defeats and Democratic 

victories, the audience cheers and celebrates with Colbert (“The Midterm News…”). The praise for 

Democrats and Democratic backed policies continues nightly on The Late Show, with Colbert in 

one episode even whispering to the camera “Oh, by the way, President Obama… I miss you!” and 

Colbert regularly champions items like combating climate change (“Stephen Reach Out To…” & 

“Colbert Gives Mike Lee…”). Additionally, I would argue that The Late Show is taking it easier 

on Democrats by presenting more political humor and less biting satire. When asked by New York 

Times’ columnist David Marchese if The Late Show worries about the balance of jokes, Colbert 

replies “Sure. That’s going to be helped out now because there are Democrats to talk about 

[referencing the 2020 Democratic Presidential Primary races which would be covered heavily by 

all major U.S. media outlets]” (Colbert qtd. in Marchese, “Stephen Colbert…”). However, where 

Colbert will satirically attack Republicans and their policies for minutes on end, he normally offers 
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lighter quick jabs at Democrats. For example, here are a few jokes from a June 2019 monologue: 

“Not one, not twelve, but nineteen candidates at one event. Little known fact: a group of Democrats 

that large is called a Whole Foods” [audience laughs] (“One Event, Nineteen Democratic 

Candidates”). Or when referencing that Joe Biden was one of the few candidates not to attend the 

event Colbert states:  

But the former Vice President had a good excuse. Biden did not attend the event because 

he was celebrating his granddaughter’s high school graduation. [redacted Los Angeles 

Times article] Don’t worry, nothing ever bad happens when the Democratic front runner 

decides not to go to a swing state [audience laughs]. (“One Event, Nineteen Democratic 

Candidates”) 

 

(“One Event, Nineteen Democratic Candidates”) 

The few times Colbert’s Late Show will satirically attack a liberal is when they are or were out of 

touch with the current Democratic Party. For instance, in a January 2019 monologue, Colbert blasts 

Hawaiian Congresswoman and then presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard for her previous 

statements and stances on LGBT rights, with Colbert quoting a 2004 statement in which Gabbard 

called LGBT persons “homosexual extremists.” Colbert finishes the short satirical criticism by 

saying, “Well we just said ‘Aloha’ to Tulsi Gabbard, and now it’s time to say ‘Aloha’ [waving his 

hand goodbye] to Tulsi Gabbard [audience laughter]” (“Doin’ It Donkey Style…”). The Late Show 

is willing to use satire against Democrats when they are perceived to be out of step with the  
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Democratic Party or are not presenting a progressive enough agenda. The Late Show is resolute in 

its partisan stances and has functioned as a liberal echo chamber for much of Colbert’s tenure at 

CBS.  

5.4.4 Satirical Network Late Night: Jimmy Kimmel Live!  

From 2003 to 2016, Jimmy Kimmel Live! largely abided by network late night subgenre 

conventions surrounding political moments, and functioned much like Fallon’s Tonight Show and 

Corden’s Late Late Show. However, since the spring of 2017, Jimmy Kimmel Live has shifted away 

from the safe and non-satirical political content in his monologues and sketches to now displaying 

political content that breaches subgenre conventions of network late night by showing little regard 

for neutrality and by becoming more overtly partisan. Like Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late 

Show, Kimmel Live can be seen as a type of feel-good propaganda and/or echo chamber for a 

liberal-leaning audience. In October 2017, Dave Itzkoff of The New York Times asked Kimmel,  

“For viewers who perhaps once thought of you as a more all-around host — a political 

centrist, or a refuge from politics altogether — does it concern you if some of these viewers 

drift away from the show?”  

Jimmy Kimmel responds, “It concerns me, but not enough to change what I’m doing. Of 

course, you want as many people to watch your show as possible. But some things are more 

important than bringing in a big audience…” (Itzkoff, “Jimmy Kimmel…”) 

After roughly fifteen years of maintaining neutrality and avoiding partisanship stances, Jimmy 

Kimmel Live! now is largely anti-Trump and anti-Republican. 

Well over a year after both Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show already started 

performing monologues and sketches that broke from network late night’s genre conventions 

surrounding political content’s neutrality and partisanship, Jimmy Kimmel Live! jumped ship in the 

spring of 2017 by presenting content that typically revolves around anti-Republican sentiments. 

Kimmel Live routinely satirically blasts both Republicans and President Trump, for example in a 

clip titled, “Trump Lies About Healthcare Again,” Kimmel states,  

But Republicans running in the election for whatever reason are putting all their eggs in 

Daddy Donald’s basket. Their strategy, this is true, according to a Republican campaign 
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operative is to ‘Trump people to death.’ [light audience laughter] That is their strategy for 

the midterms. It is also their healthcare policy [audience laughs]. (“Trump Lies…”) 

Kimmel Live is willing not only to present partisan anti-Trump and anti-Republican Party attitudes 

but is also willing to attack Republican voters. In a December 2019 monologue, Kimmel states,  

Trump is still very popular in his party. According to a new Economist/YouGOV poll, 53% 

of Republicans believe Donald Trump is a better president than Abraham Lincoln. 

[uncomfortable laughter from Kimmel and audience] Come on… they can’t be serious. No 

one believes that Donald Trump is a better president than Abraham Lincoln. That is like 

saying measles is better than ice cream [audience laughs]. (“Trump ‘Has Done Nothing 

Wrong’…”) 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! political moments consistently offer blatant condemnation of conservativism 

and of anyone who supports Republican elected officials. Furthermore, Jimmy Kimmel even 

acknowledged in an October 2017 interview with CBS This Morning that his newly expressed 

political sentiment is divisive for his audience referencing a 2017 poll he saw, “…three years ago 

I was equally liked by Republicans and Democrats… and the Republican number went way down. 

Like 30% or whatever. And you know as a talk show host, that’s not ideal, but I, I would do it again 

in a heartbeat” (Kimmel qtd. in “Jimmy Kimmel’s serious side”). Now firmly in the post-network 

era and after seeing the success of Colbert’s Late Shows new satirical political moments, Jimmy 

Kimmel Live has also transitioned to presenting content for a specific narrowcast and partisan 

audience, an audience that is likely to be liberal and/or support the Democratic Party. Danges states 

that “the viewing, listening, reading, and surfing public are able to tune into only what reinforces 

their political beliefs and to ignore those who oppose them. As an electorate, we can have our 

current events spun the way we like them without challenging our own conceptions of a situation” 

(XXVIII). Whether a viewer is turning into a program on the Fox News Channel or to Jimmy 

Kimmel Live!, each often presents current events with an ideological spin that can ultimately either 

alienate viewership or reinforce their political beliefs and serve as an echo chamber.  

5.5 (Non)Partisan Political Moments in Politician Guest Appearances on 

Network Late Night and Cable Parody News: 1962 to 2015 

The rest of this chapter will focus solely on how politician guest appearances have evolved on late 

night talk shows. The following sections only look at conversations held between the hosts of these 
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programs with those who are running for a political office, were holding political office when the 

segment aired, and/or once held a political office. Additionally, this will also include those 

appointed to a position within the executive branch. This section will briefly reiterate how network 

late night and cable parody news previously conducted their guest interviews with politicians, but 

the primary focus will be on how the new satirical network programs of Meyers’s Late Night, 

Colbert’s Late Show, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! have further doubled down on partisanship in with 

their politician guest interviews.  

As discussed in chapter four, few politicians ever appeared on network late night during the 

era when Carson hosted The Tonight Show, as it was deemed risky to host politicians (Berg 150). 

However, starting in the 1990s Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show started hosting 

politicians more regularly. By the 2000s, it was commonplace for major political candidates of 

either major political party to appear on network late night (Jones 11). Or as Lichter et al. claim, 

“increasingly, late night television has become another ‘primary’ test for each candidate to pass” 

(210). Traditionally, network late night offered a safe and friendly opportunity for a candidate to 

sell their personality to millions of American viewers, without the worry of getting asked tricky 

questions in an interview conducted by a journalist (Danges 85-86 & Lichter et al. 211). It was not 

until Letterman’s final years as host, towards the end of President Bush’s second term, that he and 

his Late Show started to ask more questions surrounding politics and he became tougher with his 

rebuttals. For instance, in a 2008 interview with former White House Press Secretary for President 

George W. Bush, Scott McClellan, Letterman asked: “Is Cheney [Vice President Dick Cheney] a 

goon? I don’t mean that to be like a smartass, but is… he seems he might be a goon?” and “My 

feeling about Cheney and also Bush, but especially Cheney, that he just couldn’t care less about 

Americans” (“Scott McClellan on David Letterman”). Letterman’s open disdain for the sitting Vice 

President and President is both potentially alienating to Republican viewers and clearly disrupts 

subgenre conventions surrounding neutrality. In another conversation in 2011, Letterman hosted 

Republican and member of the Tea Party, Senator Rand Paul, and Letterman challenges Paul on 

his ideological stances of not taxing the wealthy and large corporations and finishes the 

conversation by speaking directly to the audience, “Ya know, I think he’s [Senator Paul] wrong 

about some of these things. But I just can’t tell you why. Sorry” (“02/24/11: Sen. Rand Paul…”). 

Here, Letterman is willing to dispute Senator Paul’s statements but is still hesitant to express his 

opinion too forcefully and authoritatively. Letterman’s Late Show did occasionally breach network 
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late night subgenre conventions of handling neutral and nonpartisan guest interviews with 

politicians, but these were sporadic and generally non-existent on network from the 1960s to 2010s. 

 Like the network late night programs of the 2000s, the cable parody news programs like 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Real Time with Bill Maher, and The Colbert Report were also 

highly sought-after interview stops for politicians to promote themselves on a national stage (Day, 

“And Now…” 90). Cable parody news programs were able to secure high profile Cabinet officials, 

congressional representatives, foreign leaders, and presidential candidates (Baumgartner & Morris 

65). These political figures that appeared on The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, according to 

Gray et. al’s edited book came from all points on the political spectrum, including both 

conservatives and liberals and Republicans and Democrats (91, 118, & 132).  Instead of presenting 

shallow conversations based on the personal lives of the politicians, cable parody news programs 

asked probing questions around political policy and current events, which could often lead to heated 

debates (Day 97). Day again states that when a politician would use political “party talking points” 

or offered “broad statements without offering proof,” programs like The Daily Show would interject 

and rebut them (“And Now…” 90). In political interviews, cable parody news programs before the 

mid-2010s, were often bouncing back and forth from combative to congenial moments with their 

guests, regardless of which political party they had an affiliation to. These interviews were often 

not neutral but tried to, as Jones states, remain “devoid of the constructed antinomies of predictable 

partisanship” (114).  

5.6 Nonpartisan Political Moments on Conventional Network Late Night’s 

Politician Guest Appearances: A Cautionary Tale from Fallon’s Tonight Show  

Jimmy Fallon’s Tonight Show and James Corden’s Late Late Show have largely abided by the 

established network late night genre conventions that a program should keep conversations with 

politicians lighter and remain hesitant to discuss social and political issues. However, in a time that 

is perceived to be highly polarized, this old-fashioned safe approach to big-tent and escapist 

conversations and humor can now also provoke outrage and alienate viewers. When Fallon’s 

Tonight Show hosted Republican Presidential nominee Donald Trump for an interview just six 

weeks away from the 2016 Presidential Election, the program conducted a conversation in the same 

manner that his predecessors Carson and Leno had done for the past fifty years, by lobbing softball 

questions on items like his childhood home, his inclination to dine on fast food, if he has ever 
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played the board game Sorry! (referencing Trump’s unwillingness to apologize), and asking him 

why a child would want to be the U.S. President (“Donald Trump on Board Games…” & “Donald 

Trump Talks Media…” & “Donald Trump Returns…” & “Donald Trump Clarifies…”). 

Furthermore, in the same September 15, 2016 interview host Jimmy Fallon asks nominee Trump 

if he can mess up his hair and Trump agrees (“Donald Trump lets Jimmy Fallon…”).  

 

(“Donald Trump lets Jimmy Fallon…”) 

However, this viral moment has actively been removed from The Tonight Show’s YouTube 

channel. In the days following the interview, Fallon and The Tonight Show were largely chastised 

by the media and by cultural critics. While The Tonight Show’s interview followed the long-

established subgenre conventions of presenting safe and politically uninterested conversations with 

politicians, the program quickly received “a barrage of negative social media posts” that then “gave 

way to damning appraisals” in major publications (Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was…”). The Tonight 

Show conducted a conversation targeted for a big-tent audience by focusing on the mundane items 

of Trump’s life and his run for president, but in a 2016 partisan driven media landscape, this was 

itself seen as a divisive approach by some critics and viewers. New York Times critic Dave Itzkoff 

voiced concern in a 2017 piece and wondered if an “apolitical Mr. Fallon can ride out the current 

era of politicized, choose-your-side entertainment” (Itzkoff, “Jimmy Fallon Was…”). Fallon’s 

Tonight Show interview with nominee Trump in September 2016 demonstrates the difficulty of 

trying to remain politically neutral and nonpartisan in times which are perceived to be highly 
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politically polarized and in a television media landscape in which it is commonplace to display 

narrowcast entertainment, even on the major networks. After the interview with Trump, The 

Tonight Show has remained hesitant to book politicians as guests, and typically only showcases a 

handful of per season (“Episode List: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon”). 

5.7 Partisan Political Moments on Satirical Network Late Night’s Politician 

Guest Appearances: 2015 to Present  

When comparing the current satirical network late night programs with past programs, it is clear 

that Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live are all more willing to engage in 

conversations with politicians surrounding contentious political and social issues. Lichter et al. 

state that past late night programs provided a platform for candidates “to highlight their 

personalities rather than discuss potentially controversial matters associated with their politics and 

policies” (187). In contrast, the current politically concerned network programs want to stir the 

conversations towards politics instead of banal stories about their personal lives. The three new 

satirical network programs have embraced politically geared conversations with politicians, much 

like cable parody news had started doing in the early 2000s. However, Meyers’s, Colbert’s, and 

Kimmel’s programs’ conversations with politicians do function in two distinctly different manners 

than cable parody news had. Firstly, the new programs allow their guest interview segments to act 

as mouthpieces for liberal political guests. For example, Late Night and The Late Show provide 

platforms for liberal and/or Democratic guests to deliver political stump speeches and to sell 

policies to the American public. As discussed previously, cable parody news programs like 

Stewart’s Daily Show were generally combative towards any politicians spewing party talking 

points or delivering calculated and tiresome stump speeches. Secondly, the satirical network 

programs now act as cheerleaders for their liberal and/or Democratic political guests. Kimmel Live 

and the other two programs will ask softball political questions in front of liberal-friendly audiences 

that cheer when their ideological stances are championed and confirmed. Furthermore, since 2017 

few Republican politicians (holding office or not) are willing to go on these pro-liberal and partisan 

programs. The following sections will highlight examples from the newfound partisanship 

displayed in guest interviews with politicians in Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and 

Kimmel Live.  

5.7.1 Satirical Network Late Night: Late Night with Seth Meyers 
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When Meyers’s Late Night hosts Democratic politicians Meyers is often reluctant to interrupt them 

from giving lengthy political rants or stump speeches. These conversations with politicians usually 

engage with politics and allow the guest to offer an unchallenged partisan worldview. To make this 

point clear here is just one part of one question exchange of a ten-minute-long interview with 

Senator Bernie Sanders on October 30, 2017:  

Seth Meyers: “…Make the argument for why you can do both at the same time—protect 

Obamacare and push for something else.” 

Senator Bernie Sanders: “There was not many people in the United States Congress who 

worked harder than I did. I went all over this country, held rallies all over his country to 

make certain that the Republicans would not get away with throwing up to 30 million people 

off the health insurance they have. Can you imagine that? People with cancer, with heart 

disease, with diabetes, with life-threatening illnesses, and these guys wanted to throw up to 

30 million people off the health insurance they had, and no doubt many thousands of people 

a year would have died as a result. Fortunately, thank God, we were able to beat that back. 

So I did everything that I can, could, to protect the Affordable Care Act. But what we also, 

all of us, understand is the Affordable Care Act is not good enough. We have got to do 

more. You have 28 million people in this country today who have no health insurance. You 

have even more who are underinsured with high deductibles, high co-payments. We pay 

the highest prices in the world for prescription drugs. One out of five people can’t even 

afford the medicine their doctors prescribe. We have got to do more. We have got to do 

what every other country does, and that is get private insurance companies out of health 

insurance, guarantee healthcare to all people. [light audience cheers and applause] And the 

best way that we can do it—we have a successful healthcare program. You know what the 

most popular health-insurance program in America is now? Take a guess.” (“Senator Bernie 

Sanders Explains…”) 
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(“Senator Bernie Sanders Explains…”) 

Again, this longwinded response is being given on a subgenre that has historically seen itself as 

entertainment television, and one that has largely presented nonpartisan and politically uninterested 

conversations with its political guests. In a 2019 interview, Seth Meyers talks about the difficulties 

to rein in a politician’s political tangents, stating “…what I’ve found with politicians — and this is 

bipartisan — they’re just gonna answer the question they wish you’d asked and they’re going to 

say it the way they practiced it, and oftentimes it’s something they’ve said a bunch. So there’s the 

lack of the crackle you want during an interview” (Meyers qtd. in Bruni). However, when Meyers’s 

Late Night hosts politicians it still often leads to these long regurgitated speeches, that support 

liberal, democratic, and/or progressive agendas.  

 Late Night with Seth Meyers also projects its partisanship by deciding who it selects to host 

or by which guests are willing to appear for an interview segment. For example, in 2018, a Midterm 

Election year, Late Night hosted eleven Democratic guests, including serving politicians, new 

candidates running for office, and former Democratic officials, in comparison to only one 

Republican, Ohio Governor John Kasich, who remained an outspoken Donald Trump critic both 

before and after Trump’s election (“Episode List: Late Night with Seth Meyers”). In a 2018 Atlantic 

piece, Meyers states, “It’s hard to find conservatives to come on who support Trump” (Meyers qtd. 

in Ioffe). It is not surprising that Republicans and specifically Republicans who back President 

Trump and his administration do not want to appear on Late Night’s pro-liberal partisan program. 
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Political scientist Dagnes notes that “the allure of a friendly audience, combined with the ability to 

control much of the message, is what drives politicians to pick and choose their media venues…” 

and thus Late Night would be an uninviting platform for staunch conservatives to appear on and is 

exactly the reason why liberals appear on the program more regularly (85). Furthermore, Danges 

claims that when politicians become more selective of which platforms they appear on and which 

messages they sell, that it “then leads to an increasingly divided media in accordance with a 

polarized nation” (85). Where network late night once served as a place for audiences to get to 

know the personalities of those running for office, now Late Night serves to reinforce political 

partisanship in an increasingly fragmented media environment.  

5.7.2 Satirical Network Late Night: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert  

Like Meyers’s Late Night, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert also provides its politician guests 

a platform to deliver politically focused content for protracted periods, and will also let his guests 

spew stump speeches. Danges claims that television interviews are such an enticing stop for 

campaigning politicians since 98.9 percent of American households have a TV set, and since 

modern television is largely fragmented into particular demographic blocks and politicians can 

ultimately select what appearances will help them best court a selected demographic (69). These 

appearances are also selected according to which is most likely to offer a friendly atmosphere and 

one where the politicians can know exactly what will happen as the interview unfolds (Danges 70). 

On September 16, 2019, Democratic Presidential Primary hopeful Elizabeth Warren appeared in 

New York City’s Washington Square Park and delivered a forty-minute speech. The following 

night Senator Warren appeared on Colbert’s Late Show for a fifteen-minute interview and Warren 

regularly hit upon similar topics and phrases from her stump speech the night before. For example, 

here is a brief excerpt from each appearance:  

Senator Warren on September 16, 2019, in Washington Square Park— “Donald Trump is 

corruption in the flesh… [a few more sentences] ...Now, as bad as things are, we have to 

recognize our problems didn’t start with Donald Trump. He made them worse, but we need 

to take a deep breath and recognize that a country that elects Donald Trump is already in 

serious trouble [audience applause].” (“Elizabeth Warren: ‘Donald Trump is…’”) 

Senator Warren on September 17, 2019, on The Late Show— “And that's our problem. It’s 

not just Donald Trump. Yeah, I get it, he is corruption in the flesh. But the truth is, a country 
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that elects a Donald Trump, is already in serious trouble. [audience applause] Really bad 

trouble.” (“Elizabeth Warren: A Country…”)   

Colbert’s Late Show provides liberal candidates a friendly television appearance where they can 

convey their political ideology to millions of American viewers. The Late Show actively stirs its 

political guests toward deliberate political dialogue with Colbert’s questions, but unlike past cable 

parody news programs, Colbert now largely allows his guests to deliver their political stump 

speeches uninterrupted and unchallenged.  

 The Late Show with Stephen Colbert has more than any other late night talk show (network 

or cable) become a coveted place for high-level Democratic leaders to sell items, be that legislation, 

investigations, or as just mentioned before, themselves as candidates, to the American public. 

Political communication scholar Jeffrey Jones states that “politicians are also learning that 

entertainment television can also serve the purposes of governance—that is, as an alternative means 

for ‘selling’ policies or positions to the mass public” (12). For example, on October 31, 2019, 

directly after The House of Representatives voted earlier in the day to formalize the rules for 

moving forward with the House’s impeachment investigation of President Trump, Speaker of the 

House Nancy Pelosi flew to New York City to appear on Colbert’s Late Show. The appearance was 

a clear effort to ‘sell’ the impeachment investigation to the American public and rather than appear 

on camera in Washington D.C. she traveled to New York specifically to appear on Colbert’s 

program. In total the interview lasts almost twenty minutes and here are just two excerpts from the 

beginning of the conversation:  

Colbert introduces Speaker Pelosi: “I am proud to say that my first guest tonight is a 

congresswoman from California and the first woman elected as Speaker of the House. Her 

latest project is impeaching the President of the United States. [audience cheers and 

screams] Please welcome Speaker Nancy Pelosi.” 

Speaker Pelosi to Colbert: “Well it is a busy day, but I wanted to thank you for your 

patriotism…” (“Speaker Nancy Pelosi: Trump Undermined…”) 
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(“Speaker Nancy Pelosi: Trump Undermined…”) 

In the conversation, Speaker Pelosi and Colbert seem to be mutually selling the impeachment of 

President Trump to the American public, while using an entertainment talk show that Lichter et al. 

state can “address millions of viewers without the constraints of the news media” and that is a 

“huge opportunity” for politicians (211). Furthermore, in regards to the impeachment of President 

Trump, Chair of the Intelligence Committee Adam Schiff appeared on Colbert’s Late Show on 

December 12th, 2019 the day that the House of Representatives released the two articles of 

impeachment charges that were to be debated in the House (“Rep. Adam Schiff: Trump Risked…”). 

Congressman Schiff also appeared on Meyers’s Late Night a week later to sell the two articles of 

impeachment to the American public (“Rep. Adam Schiff Discusses…”). The entertainment and 

information offered in these conversations are targeted at a highly specialized audience, an 

audience that consumes political news regularly and that is anti-Trump and/or pro-liberal. Network 

late night programs, like Colbert’s and Meyers’s, are actively giving a platform to high ranking 

Democrats to sell items to the American public, and these items are almost exclusively divided into 

partisan lines.  

 Colbert’s Late Show also has a disproportionate number of Democrats that appear on the 

program in comparison to Republicans. The Late Show hosted thirty total segments by currently 

serving or past politicians, candidates, and/or public officials in 2018, a midterm year. Out of those 

segments, twenty-five appearances were by liberal guests and only five were by conservative guests 
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(“Episode List: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert”). Four out of the five conservatives have 

been largely outspoken against the Trump Administration, including former White House Director 

of Communications Anthony Scaramucci, then Senator Jeff Flake, Senator Ben Sasse, and 

Omarosa Manigault (not a conservative but worked in the Trump Administration). The lone staunch 

President Trump supporter who appeared in 2018 was Senator Rand Paul. The Late Show’s 

politician guest appearances are typically unbalanced with regards to party politics, with few 

Republicans appearing on the program annually, and those that do have normally dissented from 

the acting Trump Administration.  

5.7.3 Satirical Network Late Night: Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! in comparison to the other satirical network programs does not host as many 

politicians each year, but since his program became more politically engaged in the spring of 2017, 

the program has shifted from avoiding deliberate political dialogue to embracing conversations that 

promote liberal or progressive views. In 2018, Kimmel Live only hosted five politicians or officials, 

those being four liberals; Representative Joe Kennedy III, Senator Elizabeth Warren, Alexandria 

Ocasio-Cortez, and former First Lady Michelle Obama, and only one conservative; former Press 

Secretary Sean Spicer (“Episode List: Jimmy Kimmel Live!”). In October 2018, before 

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez was even elected to the House of Representatives she 

appeared on Kimmel Live when the program shot for one week in Brooklyn. Ocasio-Cortez 

promoted affordable housing, strong public education, and socialized healthcare, with statements 

like, “Advocating for healthcare as a right, fighting so people don’t have to go bankrupt to go to a 

doctor… should be an American right [audience cheers and applause]” (“Congressional Candidate 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez…”).  
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(“Congressional Candidate Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez…”) 

Kimmel Live welcomes political talk drawn on partisan lines and Kimmel himself often makes his 

dislike of President Trump and his administration clear in conversations with guests. For example, 

in February 2020, Kimmel told former Senator Al Franken that “I certainly didn’t support or vote 

for him [Trump]” (“Al Franken on Trump…”). Kimmel Live’s willingness to embrace partisan 

politics is something the program did not do for its roughly fifteen years on air.   

5.8 Conclusion  

Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live have uprooted fifty-years of network 

late night’s subgenre conventions surrounding neutral and nonpartisan political moments. Where 

past programs, like Carson’s or Leno’s Tonight Show, largely tried to refrain from dividing 

audiences on any major demographic, including along political party lines, the current satirical 

network programs have now embraced partisan content in the post-network era. It is no surprise 

that President Trump, who often weighs in on popular culture debates, has also made his 

denunciation of late night talk show hosts quite clear. President Trump has heckled late night hosts 

in Tweets, in interviews, and at his rallies for being unfunny and for acting as partisans on behalf 

of the Democrats. For example, in a May 2020 Tweet, President Trump called the three network 

hosts “no talent Stephen Colbert, nice guy Jimmy Fallon, and wacko ‘last placer’ Jimmy Kimmel” 

(@realDonaldTrump—“Wow!...”). Previously, in October 2017 President Trump tweeted, “Late 

Night host are dealing with the Democrats for their very ‘unfunny’ & repetitive material, always 
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anti-Trump! Should we get Equal Time?” (@realDonaldTrump—“Late Night...”). This President 

Trump tweet does hold some merit, as these programs are anti-Trump, anti-conservative, and often 

are pro-liberal. This chapter has illustrated that, indeed these satirical network programs do hold 

political allegiances and they are no longer denying their political views and their partisan stances. 

Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live present narrowcast partisan political 

content within the confines of a subgenre that thrived to be broadcast television for the masses. 

Instead of seeking to be big-tent, these programs now play to partisan tribalism and often function 

as liberal echo-chambers.  
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6. Amplification and Agenda Setting in Political Moments on Network 

Late Night 

6.1 Introduction  

Historically, from the 1960s to the mid-2010s network late night programs would comment on 

major on-going political headlines, so they did amplify some current events. However, these 

programs generally refrained from deliberately engaging with political content on their broadcasts 

and merely used the story as an in for their topical humor. The term ‘amplification’ is defined by 

Oxford Dictionary’s Lexico as, “the action of enlarging upon or adding detail to a story or 

statement” (“Amplification”). Harcup further asserts that within journalism, amplification can 

impact how a “particular phenomenon or point of view may acquire disproportionate importance 

or prevalence as a result of being selected for media coverage.” The political headlines these 

network programs amplified generally revolved around political humor targeted at high-profile 

politicians and often relied on preexisting comedic tropes surrounding those politicians. Thus, 

programs like Carson’s Tonight Show’s or Letterman’s Late Show’s lack of outspoken political 

engagement made it clear that their programs did not want to amplify contentious political stories 

or contribute to setting new political agenda, as this content had the potential to alienate parts of 

their big-tent broadcast audiences. Past network late night programs functioned firmly within pre-

constructed U.S. political narratives that were already circulating heavily in newscasts and 

newspapers, and typically sought only to playfully joke at their expense. Today, the conventional 

network late night programs of The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show 

with James Corden function in a similar fashion.  

Contrarily, cable parody news programs from the 2000s onward were willing to disseminate 

political moments that deliberately comment on contentious political current events to smaller 

narrowcast audiences. These programs would not only amplify highly circulating stories by just 

reinforcing the same account with their satirical takes, but instead they actively sought to 

deconstruct the news story and the players involved (be that the politicians or the complicity of the 

media itself). Hence, programs like Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report were also willing 

to produce content that would contribute to agenda setting. Ponce De Leon notes that agenda setting 

can legitimize “certain issues and concerns, helping to construct the boundaries of public debate” 

(68). Or, as Baym states more generally, the media is “never simply a window to the world, 
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television news disseminates information about politics, but more importantly it helps constitute 

the very parameters of political culture” (8). Programs such as, The Daily Show and The Colbert 

Report would set agendas by reporting on news stories that had low circulation and oftentimes 

when they commented on highly circulated stories they would present a new perspective on a pre-

existing narrative. Nightly these programs select and amplify certain topical political narratives 

over other stories, and as Tally notes this would help to shape national and international debates 

surrounding political current events (151). Additionally, it will be argued that the agenda setting 

on a program like Stewart’s Daily Show would routinely function as a ‘watchdog’. As Lichter et 

al. remark, “Stewart and his writers clearly see their mission as exposing hypocrisy and deflating 

pomposity to create successful comedy” (212). Thus, the cable parody news programs of the 2000s 

would set agendas by standing guard and calling attention to the government’s and media’s 

misconducts, misdirections, and/or failures. 

In this chapter, it will be argued that the new satirical network late night programs, Meyers’s 

Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live have deviated from network late night’s 

subgenre convention of airing big-tent and least objectionable content, and instead now amplify 

content based on substantive political issues, much like past cable parody news programs. 

However, the way these new satirical network programs deliberately engage with these current 

events differs greatly from the ‘watchdog’ function of past cable parody news programs. These 

network programs now largely amplify political narratives that are fixed in the mainstream media 

(traditional and established broadcasting media outlets, such as CNN, Huffingtonpost, Fox News, 

NBC), and typically do not offer new perspectives on the highly circulating political stories. These 

satirical network programs do add their comedic take on the event, but their satirical reporting often 

just reinforces the more centrist or leftist mainstream media account of political current events. 

Whereas past cable parody news programs would use their ‘watchdog’ function to lampoon ‘pack 

journalism,’ now network late night programs largely act as pack journalists. Pack journalism (also 

referred to as herd journalism) being defined by Merriam-Webster as “journalism that is practiced 

by reporters in a group and that is marked by uniformity of news coverage and lack of original 

thought or initiative” or as political communication scholar Kristin Froemling simply describes it 

as “the practice of journalists covering the same stories from the same perspective.” It will be 

argued that Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live, while looking rather 

subversive with their satirical humor, largely reinforce the mainstream media’s perspective of 
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political current events. Unsurprisingly, the perspectives that these satirical network programs 

typically bolster are typically liberal-leaning and partisan in orientation.  
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Diagram for Chapter Six “Amplification and Agenda Setting in Political Moments on 

Network Late Night”: Tracking Deliberate Political Engagement and Style of Reporting 

This quadrant graph has horizontal axis which represents the willingness of these programs to 

deliberately engage in political current events. The vertical axis depicts whether political 

amplification and/or agenda setting style of reporting functions more like a watchdog or like pack-

journalists. This diagram is to be used as a rough visual guide.  
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6.2 Political Amplification on Network Late Night’s Monologues and Sketches: 

1962 to 2015 

The generally topical and tame political humor that network late night hosts lobbed at their political 

targets from the Carson-era to the Leno-Letterman-era did amplify highly circulated current events 

but did not set agendas. James Poniewozik states that these network late night programs functioned 

under “the old network model” which was to “give people as few reasons as possible to change the 

channel” (qtd. in Smith, The Daily Show 67). Network late night programs would amplify stories 

plucked from the current day’s headlines and use them as an easy to follow reference to their topical 

one-liners (Lichter et al. 25 & 137). Then programs like Carson’s Tonight Show or Letterman’s 

Late Show usually applied a tame comedic trope to the political topic it was mocking. Amber Day 

states that these programs would often “focus on personalities rather than on more substantive 

policy or structural issues,” which often safely distanced these network programs from pushing any 

agenda (88). Even when past network late night programs would present political humor on more 

substantive topics like political institutions, political parties, or policy, Lichter et al. state that they 

often focused on “preexisting negative images, beliefs, perceptions, truths, and half-truths about 

the political realm” (4). For example, these programs might make some broad jokes about the 

dysfunctionality of the U.S. Congress. The late night talk shows that functioned with the old big-

tent network model conventions would amplify political stories but did so in a topical and tame 

manner to both avoid alienating audiences and to distance themselves from setting or confirming 

agendas. 

6.3 Political Amplification and Agenda Setting on Cable Parody News’ 

Monologues and Sketches: 2000 to 2015 

 The cable parody news programs of the 2000s, like Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report, 

deliberately commented on political and social issues by using thesis driven political satire that 

would amplify news stories. However, they sought to add new perspectives and nuance to such 

stories. In general, satire asks more of its audience than a traditional political one-liner. McClennen 

and Maisel state that “satire is an active form of comedy; it requires active consumption and 

encourages discussion, debate, and critique” (193). Gray et al. further expand that “satire is rarely 

a form of discourse with clear-cut or easily digestible meanings. Satire can be ‘work,’ and therefore 

it tends to require a level of sophistication that network television infrequently demands of 
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audiences” (15). Cable parody news programs were willing to make their audience ‘work’ to 

understand the jokes, as these programs moved away from jokes based primarily on personal foible, 

and instead moved to more nuanced jokes about governance (Lichter et al. 180). Thus, cable parody 

news displayed content that was more politically complex than in network late night, as Wisniewski 

asserts its audience “must understand the set-up of the joke, that is, the context of what is happening 

around the world or at least what is being broadcast on the news” (166). The content these cable 

programs would ridicule could range from foreign affairs to federal governance to electoral politics 

(Baym 105). Instead of simply regurgitating the same perceptive on amplified stories, cable parody 

news programs would offer their audiences a chance to critically engage with and deconstruct the 

day’s political headlines. 

When applying Ponce De Leon’s description of agenda setting, when an outlet is 

“legitimatizing certain issues and concerns, helping to construct the boundaries of public debate,” 

I would argue that it is clear that cable parody news programs functioned as agenda setters (68). 

Scholars and television critics agree that cable parody news, and in specific the two programs on 

Comedy Central, The Daily Show and The Colbert Report, were willing to construct new 

boundaries of public debate which centered on two main targets that they ridiculed: politicians and 

the media. For example, Heertum notes that The Daily Show and The Colbert Report held 

“politicians and the media accountable” (129), while Smith states The Daily Show held “politicians 

and the press accountable” (The Daily Show 148), and finally Jones remarks The Daily Show had 

made “holding the media and politicians accountable both fun and satisfying” (142). Furthermore, 

Comedy Central’s parody news programs were celebrated by scholars for functioning as watchdogs 

and fact-checkers of American politics. For instance, McClennen and Maisel assert that “one major 

feature of today’s satire is that it works as a fact-checker” (64), Lichter et al. remarks that “Stewart, 

Colbert, Bill Maher, and the like can serve as watchdogs on government and politicians” (3), and 

Wisniewski declares that Stewart’s Daily Show became “a sort of watchdog of American politics” 

(169). Hence, a large part of cable parody news programs’ content of the 2000s and into the mid-

2010s led them to be seen as functioning as watchdogs guarding over American politics. For 

example, following 9/11 and the subsequent wars in the Middle East, Jones claims that The Daily 

Show with Jon Stewart “became the perfect format for questioning the faux ‘reality’ that was 

increasingly being created through the manipulations, distortions, and outright lying of the Bush 

administration and a compliant, sloppy, and sensationalistic news media” (74). Here again, cable 

parody news helped to contributed to reshaping existing narratives surrounding the amplified news 
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coverage coming out from both Washington, D.C. and the major news outlets, and sought to hold 

them accountable and to set new boundaries for the public debate.  

 As mentioned above, the second main factor cable parody news programs set agendas was 

their willingness to satirize and hold other media accountable. By mimicking television news, 

programs like Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report critiqued the conventions, codes, and 

coverage of the ‘real’ television news media (Jones 20). The desk pieces offered by these Comedy 

Central programs provided even more unyielding criticism of the mainstream media, and in specific 

the failures of contemporary television journalism. Scholars once again praise cable parody news 

programs, like Stewart’s Daily Show, for deconstructing and attacking the failures of the news 

media. For example, Baym states The Daily Show “turns its critical lens onto [the] postmodern 

media, the ‘real’ news that too often fails its democratic function” (112), Jones explains that The 

Daily Show offered a nightly “attack on the complicity of news media in constructing” harmful 

discourses (249), and McClennen and Maisel claim that “again and again Stewart emphasizes that 

the current news media is not doing its job of offering valuable information to the public” (82). 

Cable parody news programs, and in specific Stewart’s Daily Show, ridiculed the role of 21st-

century television journalism in the U.S. Lichter et al. state these programs shined a light on the 

media’s role in “sensationalism, pack journalism, focus on trivialities, factual errors, rush to print, 

and so on” (117).  It is clear that cable parody news programs from the 2000s to mid-2010s 

functioned as ‘watchdogs’ and set agendas, and their body of work has been highly praised by both 

scholars and television critics for offering an alternative to the ‘traditional’ or ‘real’ news media 

outlets that were struggling to fulfill their own role as watchdogs.  

6.4 Political Amplification and Agenda Setting on Conventional Network Late 

Night’s Monologues and Sketches: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and 

The Late Late Show with James Corden 

The conventional network programs of Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show, still 

embody the type of political amplification that has been typical throughout network late night’s 

history. These programs often rely on broadcasting tame political humor one-liners, which use easy 

to follow tropes tied to the personality or foible of a high-profile politician. Much like past network 

late night programs, it would be difficult to argue that Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late 
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Late Show actively set agendas. For example, in a January 2020 monologue, Fallon amplifies the 

topical political news stories surrounding the ongoing impeachment of President Trump:  

That’s right. The Senate impeachment trial began today, and Mitch McConnell announced 

that each side would get eight hours a day for three days to make their arguments. Eight 

hours a day over three days—which is the same way everyone watched The Irishman. 

[audience laugh] Seriously, three days for eight hours a day. That’s like ‘Shark Week’ for 

news channels [audience laughs]. (“President Trump’s Impeachment…”) 

Fallon’s monologue continues with some superficial jabs at former Secretary of State Hillary 

Clinton, Senator Bernie Sanders, former Vice President Joe Biden, former MLB player Derek Jeter, 

and Delta Airlines (“President Trump’s Impeachment…”). The Tonight Show amplifies a mundane 

topical political fact surrounding a heated political topic, yet it does not offer any specific agenda 

setting as it merely uses it for a few quick one-liners. In January 2020, Corden’s Late Late Show 

also used the ongoing impeachment of President Trump for the setup of a topical monologue joke: 

Let’s take a look at the headlines. It’s been four weeks since the House of Representatives 

voted to impeach President Trump. And Speaker Nancy Pelosi [redacted CNN article 

picturing Pelosi] still has not taken the next step of delivering the Articles of Impeachment 

to the Senate. I mean, I thought we took a long holiday break. This is ridiculous. [audience 

laughs]. It has taken four weeks to get the Articles of Impeachment delivered. But if the 

Senate had paid extra for ‘Impeachment Prime,’ they could have gotten it, free two-day 

shipping, you know [audience laughs]. (“Study: Sunday Scaries Impact All of Us”) 

Corden’s monologues typically start with him stating some variation of, “Let’s take a look at the 

headlines,” and then he normally amplifies a continuing political story. However, just like Fallon’s 

Tonight Show, Corden’s Late Late Show does not present political content that sets agendas. The 

conventional network programs simply use the political story as an easy reference point to get to 

the tame big-tent political humor that fits past subgenre conventions.  
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6.5 Political Amplification and Agenda Setting on Satirical Network Late 

Night’s Monologues and Sketches: Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show 

with Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

The satirical network programs have made drastic deviations from the network late night 

conversations that previously ruled the subgenre. Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and 

Kimmel’s Live no longer abide by the safe big-tent political humor that was typical for network 

television, but now are willing to engage with substantive political issues that are geared for a 

narrowcast audience. These are not the safe political humor one-liners of a Carson, Leno, or Fallon 

monologue, but more akin to the scathing satire previously only offered on cable. At the same time, 

the agenda setting function of the satirical network programs operate in a strikingly different 

fashion than cable parody news had before 2015, as today’s satirical network late night programs 

agendas are explicitly bound to partisan politics and regularly participate in pack journalism. 

6.5.1 Satirical Network Late Night: Late Night with Seth Meyers 

Meyers’s Late Night displays political content that would previously not have made it to air on 

network late night’s big-tent orientated programs, and uses this content to shape agendas. 

Furthermore, Late Night approaches its amplification of politics in a different manner: it selects a 

story not on the basis of its relevance to a broadcast audience but in part on the basis of its perceived 

political importance. In a 2019 interview, Seth Meyers stated that “it would be silly right now too, 

at least we feel it internally [at Late Night], to ignore what is happening in Washington every day 

to focus on things that are less important” (“Seth Meyers on how Trump…”). Late Night’s recurring 

segment “A Closer Look” regularly amplifies political stories that would only resonate with a 

narrowcast politically informed audience. For instance, in “A Closer Look” from May 2019, 

Meyers aimed attention at then-new abortion restricting legislation in Alabama, or in a March 2018 

segment Late Night took the time to scrutinize an interview with Education Secretary Betsy DeVos 

(“Alabama’s Abortion…” & “Trump’s Unhinged Rally, Betsy DeVos’…”). On May 17th, 2019 

The New York Times did feature an article on the Alabama abortion legislation titled “In Alabama, 

Opposition to Abortion Runs Deep,” but it did not appear until page A17 (“Today’s Paper: The 

Time in Print For: May 17, 2019”). And The New York Times did not cover Education Secretary 

DeVos’s interview with CBS’s 60 Minutes either of the following two days after the interview aired 

(“Today’s Paper: The Time in Print For: March, 12 2018” & “Today’s Paper: The Time in Print 
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For: March, 13, 2018”). Both of these examples focus on highly specific political stories, and thus 

they would most likely not resonate with a big-tent audience. Furthermore, when Late Night 

presents its “A Closer Look” segment, it introduces political players that might be lost to viewers 

that do not actively stay abreast of U.S. politics. For example, in an October 2019 “A Closer Look” 

segment titled “Trump and GOP Melt Down Amid Ukraine Scandal, Impeachment,” Meyers uses 

redacted footage and/or uses the names of Representative Adam Schiff, White House Senior Policy 

Advisor Steven Miller, Representative Jim Jordan, Senator Lindsay Graham, private attorney to 

the President Rudi Giuliani, Representative Kevin McCarthy, Senator Mitt Romney, former Vice 

President Al Gore, Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, and former FBI Director James Comey. When 

Late Night present political stories, it is not concerned with meeting the big-tent demands of past 

network programs, but instead focuses on highly specific political current events that can help set 

agendas and are geared for a politically knowledgeable narrowcast audience.   

 While there are some similarities between the political content that Meyers’s Late Night 

presents and what past cable parody news programs presented, there are also some major 

differences in terms of what agenda is being set by the content. One such difference is linked back 

to the previous chapter and how the current satirical network programs present overt partisanship 

in their monologues and sketches. Danges asserts that “partisan slants in the media” can determine 

“which messages are carried, reinforced, and absorbed by the public” (10). Thus, when it was 

argued earlier that cable parody news programs, such as Jon Stewart’s Daily Show or The Colbert 

Report, held politicians accountable and also functioned as a watchdog over the government 

(including satire targeted at the Democrats hypocrisies), the same cannot be said about Meyers’s 

Late Night. Late Night’s partisan slant often drives its content to champion liberal politicians and 

causes and to attack conservative ones. For instance, in an April 2019 “A Closer Look” titled 

“Democrats Take on Corporate Profits and CEO Pay,” Meyers champions liberals like 

Representative Katie Porter, Senator Elizabeth Warren, and Senator Bernie Sanders for attacking 

corporate tax breaks and the pay gap between CEO and entry-level staff at their companies. Or in 

“A Closer Look” from April 2019 titled “Trump Dodges Questions on Mueller, Tax Returns, 

WikiLeaks” when Meyers ridicules Republicans like President Trump, U.S. Attorney General Bill 

Barr, Sen. John Neely Kennedy, and Rep. Thomas Massie. Almost all of Late Night with Seth 

Meyers’s political satire and agenda setting is driven by a similarly partisan orientation. 
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Another major difference between past parody cable news programs and Meyers’s Late 

Night, is in how it amplifies content crafted by the mainstream media and/or social media. Where 

cable parody news, according to McClennen and Maisel would catch “the mainstream news making 

mistakes, misrepresenting facts, and distracting the public,” now I would argue that Late Night is 

reluctant to attack the media’s mode of operation, unless it is conservative-leaning (64). In the 

previously mentioned segment, “Democrats Take on Corporate Profits and CEO Pay,” Late Night 

uses three redacted video clips from MSNBC pundits and one from an ABC local newscast as 

support for its claim that large corporations and CEOs pay too little in taxes.  

 

(“Democrats Take on…”) 

Still, the program is just further amplifying another channel’s agenda (“Democrats Take on…”), 

and not critiquing its mode of operation. Here, as is often the case with Late Night with Seth Meyers, 

the program uses central and liberal-leaning media outlets as evidence to further promote their 

ideological worldview. Stewart’s Daily Show, as noted by Day, would become “incensed when 

journalists appear to line up behind one another, all repeating the same assertions without 

investigation or relying on ‘talking points’ developed by politicians” (61-62). Thus, where past 

cable parody news programs such as Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report used to lampoon 

the media for pack journalism, now Late Night with Seth Meyers is willing to operate as pack 

journalists itself. In two different interviews, Meyers mentions how he and his staff select which 

stories to amplify: “But it is not like we have to go searching through the corners of the internet to 
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find something crazy he [President Trump] said. We just put on CNN and wait” (“Seth Meyers 

explains why he’s tough on Trump”). And,  

So I follow a lot of places and to be honest you know… One of the things that’s helpful 

about Twitter is you get the sense of like, “Oh this is a bigger story than I thought it was,” 

because now everyone’s talking about it as opposed to you know when only one news 

source mentions it you realize that it won’t have any traction with our audience. (“Seth 

Meyers sits down with The Washington Post”) 

Late Night is not watching cable news or following trending topics on Twitter to try to hold the 

media accountable, but instead uses the mainstream media alongside social media outlets as a 

barometer to see what stories it can then further amplify for its audience. For instance, in a January 

2017 “A Closer Look” titled “Trump, ‘Alternative Facts’ and the Women’s March,” Late Night 

adopts the role of pack journalists by further promoting an already circulating media narrative that 

the Women’s March was both massive in size and ultimately that President Trump was more 

despised than admired. Here is a small portion of the over ten-minute clip:  

Meyers from his desk: “The start of the Trump-era was greeted on Saturday with a massive 

nationwide show of resistance, between three and four million people marched, for what 

analysts believe might well be the largest protest in U.S. history.” 

First redacted CNN clip of Michael Smerconish: “600 massive Anti-Trump protests across 

America and the world.” 

A second redacted CNN clip of Jake Tapper: “Including Boston, Chicago, Denver, Los 

Angles, and overseas in London, Berlin, and even down in Sydney, Australia.” 

A third redacted clip from Eyewitness News This Morning [unknown local newscast]: 

“Hundreds of women’s marches sweep the nation, including here in Wichita…” 

A forth redacted clip from an NBC local newscast: “In Anchorage, thousands turned up 

yesterday…” 

A fifth redacted clip from an ABC local newscast: “More than five-thousand people at this 

sister march in downtown Birmingham…” 
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A sixth redacted clip from a CNN reporter: “Demonstrators also standing in solidarity as 

far as Antarctica…” 

Meyers later in the segment: “Now in some ways, a show of organized resistance shouldn’t 

be all that surprising. Trump lost the popular vote by almost 3 million and enters office with 

the lowest approval ratings in modern history. His approval ratings, true story, are almost 

as low as his tie [audience laughs].” (“Trump, “Alternative Facts” and the Women’s 

March…”) 

These clips in themselves would reflect how the current media landscape can embody pack 

journalism, and it is not hard to surmise that past cable parody news programs would often satirize 

the news coverage itself. However, Late Night with Seth Meyers uses the media content not as its 

target, but rather for further support to propagate an already circulating media narrative. Late Night 

is one more program willing to function as pack journalists and amplify the already circulating 

story line from a similar prospective. When Late Night’s enlarges these already highly amplified 

media narratives, it produces a purposefully unrepresentative and nonrealistic portrayal that a huge 

portion of Americans were out in the streets opposing the election of President Trump and/or 

supporting the Women’s March, when it was in reality still a small fraction of the U.S. populace. 

This type of partisan agenda setting and pack journalism once again contributes to an echo-chamber 

that can reinforce one’s worldview.  

 When Late Night with Seth Meyers does satirize the mainstream media, the targets are often 

from conservative-leaning media outlets or other outlets that are temporarily reporting items that 

oppose a liberal or progressive political agenda. For example, after the 2018 Mid-Term Elections, 

Late Night showed a montage of redacted clips of cable pundits stating that it was not a “blue wave” 

[a dominating Democratic Party victory night] but just a moderate success for the Democratic 

Party, Late Night further amplified this narrative by jokingly stating it was at least a “blue ripple” 

(“Democrats Take Control…”). However, a week later in a Late Night segment titled, “Trump Is 

Depressed After the Midterms,” the program uses many of the same redacted clips to lampoon the 

media (including two CNN clips, two NBC News clips, and one Fox Business clip) for getting it 

wrong and stating it was not a “blue wave,” even though Late Night propagated the same narrative 

on election night. For example, here are two statements from Meyers attacking the mainstream 

media coverage (and unwittingly his own program’s coverage):  
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Of course, early on, it seemed like Trump might have good reason to be in high spirits 

because the narrative about what was happening got set very early by the media, which 

declared unequivocally that the election was definitely not a blue wave. 

The media rushed to set a narrative before most of the results were actually in, but now in 

the week since the elections, it’s become clear that this was, in fact, a blue wave. In fact, 

just to give you an idea of how wrong the media narrative turned out to be… (“Trump Is 

Depressed After the Midterms…”) 

With this new segment, Late Night self-contradicts itself and shows a lack of consistency in its own 

reporting. These hypocrisies are the very items past programs such as Stewart’s Daily Show would 

satire and act as a watchdog on the media for. Even though his own program is also complicit, 

Meyers’s Late Night is trying to hold the media accountable for what it perceives as unfair coverage 

of the election results and the media reluctance to claim a big victory night for the Democratic 

Party. This is one of the rare cases where Late Night is willing to bash centrist or liberal-leaning 

news outlets like CNN, MSNBC, or NBC, as the program much more often blasts conservative-

leaning media outlets, such as Fox News Channel. For instance, in a June 2018 “A Closer Look” 

segment, Meyers calls Fox News’s Fox & Friends a “state TV outlet” and further claims in regards 

to the reported family separation of immigrants: “Just look at Fox News, which has spent the past 

week lying about the policy and trying to make you believe that what you’re seeing with your own 

eyes isn’t actually real” (“The Trump Team’s Lies…”). Late Night with Seth Meyers has no 

problem pointing out the hypocrisies and biases of conservative media outlets but is much less 

willing to hold liberal or centrist media outlets, including itself, accountable for theirs.  

6.5.2 Satirical Network Late Night: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

The Late Show, now hosted by Stephen Colbert, has shifted away from amplifying big-tent political 

humor to amplifying politically dense and niche satirical segments. Like past cable parody news 

programs, The Late Show mines broadcast news, cable news, print media, and social media for 

political current events to fill its monologues and desk segments. Whereas a traditional network 

monologue presented by Carson or Letterman might showcase a few minutes of political humor, a 

Late Show’s monologue almost exclusively amplifies political content for its roughly nine to twelve 

minutes of airtime, and on occasions these politically rich monologues last close to twenty minutes. 

For instance, in a September 2018 monologue following the testimonies of both Dr. Christine 
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Blasey Ford and Brett Kavanaugh in a Supreme Court nomination hearing, Colbert delivered an 

eighteen-minute monologue (“Dr. Ford’s Heartbeaking…” & “Brett Kavanaugh Screams…”). And 

in a March 2019 monologue Colbert talks for twenty full minutes about a report that claimed 

President Trump was not a Russia asset and the criminal accusations against Michael Avenatti 

(“Avenatti Might…”). Fox claims viewers who watch cable parody news programs like Stewart’s 

Daily Show or The Colbert Report “have the requisite knowledge of civics and current events to 

truly appreciate the underlying folly of the political situation that they skewer” (142). When an 

audience watches a monologue or desk piece by Colbert’s Late Show they would also need to have 

knowledge of political current events.  

Furthermore, when looking at the topics and jokes amplified by The Late Show, it is clear 

that they too are crafted for a niche and politically informed audience. For example, The Late Show 

will use past political events that can date back decades to craft their jokes. Following the murder 

of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, Colbert delivered the following joke: “But the evidence is 

overwhelming that Saudi Arabia committed a horrific violent act. Which can mean only one thing, 

[Colbert swings his fist] we are invading Iraq!” [muffled audience laughter] (“Trump’s Conspiracy 

Theory…”). This joke references the potential connections of the Saudi Regime and/or Saudi 

citizens that were part of the 9/11 terror attacks, and the eventual invasion of Iraq in the early 2000s 

War on Terror. Another example of a complex and historically layered joke from Colbert’s Late 

Show would be from a July 2017 monologue, after Donald Trump Jr. tweeted out possibly self-

incriminating photos of emails of him arranging a meeting to get dirt on Hillary Rodham-Clinton 

from a foreign adversary: “And just a reminder, these emails were leaked by Donald Trump Jr., 

himself. He’s his own ‘Deep Throat’. [audience laughs] Okay. He is deep throating himself 

[audience laughs]” (“Donald Trump Jr. Is…”). This joke is referencing an almost fifty-year-old 

pseudonym given to an informant who leaked information to the press about links between 

President Nixon and the Watergate scandal. Here, by offering highly specific political reference 

points for its humor, The Late Show does slightly differ from Meyers’s Late Night which typically 

only uses contemporary references from popular culture for its humor. With both of Colbert’s Late 

Show jokes, the audience must be aware of both current and past political events for the joke to 

land. Lichter et al. state that past parody news programs’ audiences had “a more politically 

knowledgeable audience” and that complex political jokes contain “a level of political 

understanding that the hosts of the broadcast network programs cannot assume is true of their 
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audiences” (125). Thus, like parody cable news, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert also amplifies 

political content geared for a narrowcast politically literate audience. 

While The Late Show amplifies political content much like cable parody news, its agenda 

setting differs greatly from past parody programs. Colbert’s Late Show can act as a governmental 

watchdog and does try to hold the government accountable, but typically this level of scrutiny is 

only given to conservative politicians and policies. Baym asserts that Colbert, when on The Colbert 

Report, “placed the critical focus on that problematic trend away from objective reporting and 

toward partisan bluster,” an item, partisan bluster, that I would argue his Late Show now embodies 

(126). In a 2019 interview, Colbert stated: “I just want to make jokes. I care about what happens in 

the news. I have an audience that seems to care, too. We mesh on the jokes. It’s not complicated” 

(Marchese, “Stephen Colbert…”). However, the items Colbert, his writing staff, and his viewers 

“mesh on” are oftentimes tied to partisan politics. As mentioned in the previous chapter, Colbert’s 

Late Show satirically attacks conservatives and their causes, which ultimately gears its agenda 

setting and watchdog function only towards one side of the political spectrum. For example, in a 

December 2019 monologue, Colbert lampoons hypocrisies and cronyism by Republicans Senator 

Lindsay Graham, Representative Jim Jordan, Representative Mark Meadows, and Representative 

Rob Bishop (“Trump’s Allies In Congress…”). In this segment, The Late Show presents a redacted 

clip of Sen. Graham at a Senate hearing reading F.B.I. agents text messages bashing then 

presidential nominee Trump, and then The Late Show pairs with a redacted montage of cable news 

clips of Sen. Graham also disparaging then Donald Trump, with Colbert then remarking, “Will the 

last vertebrae to leave Lindsay Graham’s spine please remember to turn off the lights [audience 

laughs]” (“Trump’s Allies In Congress…”).  
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(“Trump’s Allies In Congress…”) 

Nightly, The Late Show’s sets agendas by ridiculing and denouncing conservatives and their 

ideology with its monologues and desk piece, while usually sparing liberals and their ideology with 

more subdued political humor. For instance, in a February 2019 monologue The Late Show 

comments on Sen. Bernie Sanders 2020 presidential candidacy announcement for about six 

minutes. In this segment, Colbert regularly jokes at Sen. Sanders’ expense by mocking his 

rhetorical idiosyncrasies, roasts him for his old age several times, and then jokes that “Bernie made 

his campaign announcement this morning in the most Bernie way possible: on Vermont Public 

Radio” (“The Most ‘Bernie’ Way…”). This tame political humor is often directed at Democrats, 

while the cutting political satire is typically only directed at Republicans or their ideology.  

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert’s agenda setting usually does not critique and 

interrogate the mainstream media, as Heertum, McClennen and Miasel, and Day claim past cable 

parody news programs did (129, 88, & 90). Instead, I would argue like Meyers’s Late Night, The 

Late Show also acts as another program eager to practice in pack journalism. Danges states that 

most of today’s media coverage “tends to examine the same thing, opting to attract audiences with 

the same ‘hot’ story as their competitors” (124). Past cable parody news programs like The Daily 

Show and The Colbert Report were also willing to cover the same stories. However, according to 

Day they would function as a “comedically critical filter through which to process the suspect real 

world of reportage and debate” (“And Now…” 85). Thus, where the mainstream media turned their 
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cameras on the politicians just to report, cable parody news took one step further back to address 

both what the politicians were saying and how the media was covering it. This latter function has 

clearly disappeared in Colbert’s Late Show. As Colbert has conveyed in multiple interviews, his 

program wants to amplify the agendas that have already been set: 

Colbert quoted in a 2019 The New York Times Magazine: “Trump consumes the news cycle, 

and our mandate, as we’ve established for ourselves, is that I want to inform the audience 

of my opinion about what they’ve been thinking about all day.” (Marchese, “Stephen 

Colbert…”) 

And Colbert quoted in a 2018 interview with Oprah Winfrey: “We want to keep aware of 

what the national conversation is today and then give our opinion about it. Because jokes 

are opinions.” (“Super Soul Conversations…”) 

The Late Show routinely displays content on highly circulating political news stories and largely 

amplifies stories already present on cable news and on social media platform. For example, when 

news stories surrounding the Trump-Russia Scandal, Supreme Court Justice hearings, 

firings/resignations of individuals with the Trump Administration, or just focusing on President 

Trump, The Late Show actively amplifies these narratives to a similar tune. Following President 

Trump’s Helsinki summit and press conference with Russian President Vladimir Putin, Colbert’s 

monologue featured the subsequent remarks:  

Colbert: “Just before we get into the nitty-crazy, of what they said in their post-meeting 

press conference, let’s see how people reacted to Trump's performance because the reviews 

are in.” 

A redacted clip from CNN: “You have been watching perhaps one of the most disgraceful 

performances by an American President. At a summit in front of a Russian leader, uh, 

certainly that I have ever seen.”  

A second redacted clip from MSNBC: “We heard the worst, that we could possibly hear 

from a U.S. President while standing alongside Vladimir Putin.” 

A third redacted clip from CNN: “You should call this the surrender summit.” 

A fourth redacted clip from CNN: “This was the worst-case scenario going into this.” 
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A fifth redacted clip from Fox Business: “Disgusting. That is what made his performance 

disgusting. I am sorry, that is the only way I feel. It is not a right or left thing to me. It is 

just wrong.” 

Colbert: “Wow… those are the worst reviews since I saw Titanic. [audience laughs] And I 

don’t mean the movie [audience laughs].” (“Trump On Russia’s Election…”) 

Largely without jokes, The Late Show is further amplifying the narrative that the mainstream media 

has already created. Danges claims that the news media “are no longer the watchdog of American 

democracy as they contort themselves to appeal to an uninterested public by reporting only the 

most attention-grabbing compelling stories” (XXV). Like the mainstream media, Colbert’s Late 

Show is also acting like pack journalists and often does not aspire to act as a watchdog.  

 When The Late Show does try to hold the media accountable, it typically only highlights 

the lapses of conservative-leaning media outlets such as Fox News Channel. Colbert routinely 

bashes Fox News pundits such as Tucker Carlson, Sean Hannity, Jeanine Pirro, and the cast of Fox 

& Friends. For instance, in a December 2018 desk piece Colbert attacks Tucker Carlson’s 

avoidance of substantive negative storylines circulating around the Trump Administration:  

Colbert at his desk: “But despite the critics, Tucker is staying focused. Yesterday, while 

every news outlet was covering some trivial story about the President’s former National 

Security Advisor getting a federal prison sentence, Tucker was hitting the hard news.” 

Redacted video clip of Tucker Carlson: “The war on Christmas is a global struggle. In the 

Parliament of Scotland, they have a national parliament, the coffee shop has stopped selling 

gingerbread men. Why? Gender specific. They are now called gingerbread people.” 

(“Tucker Carlson’s New Target…”) 
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(“Tucker Carlson’s New Target…”) 

The Late Show does on scarce occasions present a residual watchdog function by satirizing more 

central and liberal-leaning media outlets if it also sees the coverage as inadequate. For example, 

after Robert Mueller testified on Capitol Hill, The Late Show presents two redacted news articles 

and another six redacted video clips, including CNN, MSNBC, Fox News, The New York Times, 

and the Associated Press, that all paint the narrative that the testimony was damning. However, 

these media redactions also primarily highlight that Mueller’s performance was as not thrilling 

enough for the American electorate to care, and Colbert challenges this narrative (“Media Declares 

Mueller’s Testimony A Ratings Dud”). While The Late Show generally holds conservative media 

outlets accountable, the program generally practices in pack journalism with other liberal-leaning 

media outlets.  

6.5.3 Satirical Network Late Night: Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

Jimmy Kimmel Live since 2017 has largely abandoned the conventional network approach to 

political humor and has instead shifted to almost exclusively amplifying and satirically ridiculing 

political current events in the program’s nightly monologue. Lichter et al. claim that “relatively 

few Americans keep abreast of policy debates, so the potential audience for such jokes is smaller” 

and that “for a joke to be funny, however, the audience has to have some basic knowledge or 

understanding of the subject matter” (102 & 63). Unlike, Meyers’s Late Night or Colbert’s Late 

Show, Kimmel Live’s political satire, while also thesis driven and potentially damaging to its 
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targets, often revolves not around ideological stances or policy but focuses on more trivial and 

accessible issues. For example, after President Trump was booed when entering an arena for a UFC 

match, he and his sons, Eric and Donald Jr., tried to deny that reality. Kimmel then shows the 

audience a redacted video, which clearly shows booing (and a little cheering), and then reads the 

inconsistent tweets by the Trumps (“Trump Definitely Booed…”). Additionally, in another 

monologue from 2018, Kimmel buys multiple items off of a Trump merchandise website run by 

the President’s children and finds that all items were not “Made in the U.S.A.” and that almost all 

items were “Made in China” and announces, “This has got to be embarrassing. Are they capable of 

shame? [audience laughs] I mean Trump’s whole platform is about supporting American 

companies. His company is not even supporting American companies!” (“Jimmy Kimmel’s 

Shocking Discovery…”). In both of these examples, Kimmel Live amplifies more trivialities 

surrounding the Trump Presidency and avoids the complexity of political policies and ongoing 

debates. This amplification of political content might not directly alienate viewers, as viewers with 

varying knowledge of U.S. current affairs can grasp these satirical rebukes, but the program’s 

exclusive focus on politics and its partisanship after President Trump took office do break from a 

big-tent network approach. Kimmel Live’s amplified political content differs from the other two 

satirical network programs, as it usually presents satire concentrated on more general deceptions 

from politicians and does not present a go into ideological and policy debates.  

 Since 2017, Jimmy Kimmel Live does often set new agendas by continually pointing out 

hypocrisies. Lichter et al. convey that cable parody news programs like Stewart’s Daily Show saw 

“their mission as exposing hypocrisy and deflating pomposity to create successful comedy” (212). 

Nightly, Kimmel’s Live also presents a similar mission of holding politicians accountable for lies 

and hypocrisies, but this is typically limited to just President Trump, his administration, and other 

vocal Trump or G.O.P. supporters. Again, the scope of Kimmel Live’s targets is typically smaller 

than that of Late Night or The Late Show, as these programs are more willing to take on more minor 

figures in the G.O.P. Generally, every night Kimmel Live’s monologue presents a President Trump 

tweet and/or a redacted video and then continues to set the agenda that Trump is a liar. In a 

December 2018 monologue, he delivers:  

“Not even two years into his presidency, he is already looking for a third Chief of Staff. 

And, which means it’s time to play ‘Hypocritical Trump Tweet from the Past’ [audience 

laughs].” 
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The bottom half of the screen shows a redacted 2012 tweet from Donald Trump and Kimmel 

reads: “3 Chief of Staffs [Kimmel inserts a “wrong” for Trump’s usage of the ‘s’ in “staffs”] 

in less than 3 years of being President: Part of the reason why @BarackObama can’t manage 

to pass his agenda.” [audience laughs] 

Kimmel: “There really is a tweet for every situation.” (“Hypocritical Trump Tweet from 

the Past!”) 

 

(“Hypocritical Trump Tweet from the Past!”) 

Night after night, Kimmel uses his monologue to expose the hypocrisies of President Trump, be 

that with his response to California Wildfires in 2018 in a clip titled “Donald Trump’s Awful 

Response to California Wildfires” or even about Trump’s lies targeting himself in a July 2018 clip 

titled “Donald Trump Lied About Jimmy Kimmel.” Thus, Jimmy Kimmel Live can act sets agendas, 

but almost exclusively at President Trump’s expense. The program will occasionally launch attacks 

at other high-profile Republicans like Senator Mitch McConnell, Representative Devin Nunes, or 

Senator Bill Cassidy, but scarcely satirizes Democrats. Jimmy Kimmel Live’s function for holding 

politicians accountable and agenda setting is ultimately one-sided.  

 Like Meyer’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show, Jimmy Kimmel Live also practices a 

form of pack journalism. Whereas past satirists like Stewart or Colbert (on The Colbert Report) 
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would, according to Amber Day, attempt “to challenge the taken-for-granted attribution of 

rationality to the straight news” and that the satirists “demonstrate[d] the flaws and biases of 

straight news coverage” (20). Kimmel Live rarely satirizes the media, and instead opts to further 

amplify their reporting and then uses the reporting to validate the program’s satirical observations 

and political stances. For example, in a January 2018 monologue, Kimmel amplifies the following:  

“The President by the way has reached a major milestone yesterday. And I don’t feel like 

this has gotten enough attention. According to the Washington Post, which has been 

keeping track, I guess, yesterday Trump told his 2,000th lie since taking office. [audience 

laughs] So happy Lie-2K everybody [audience laughs]. (“Trump’s 2,000 Lies – A 

Documentary”) 

The program amplifies a story that it feels is not getting the media coverage it deserves. And shortly 

after this statement in monologue, Kimmel Live shows thirty-four rapid-fire redacted clips of Trump 

stating “Believe Me” to further highlight Trump’s deceit and artifice (“Trump’s 2,000…”). 

Furthermore, in a May 2019 monologue Jimmy Kimmel Live reports that “according to tax 

information reviewed by The New York Times, between 1985 and 1994 Trump’s businesses lost 

1.2 billion dollars [audience cheers and Kimmel laughs]” (“Trump Has Lost…”). Then Kimmel 

Live shows a redacted clip of one of The New York Times’ reporters on CNN further explaining the 

article she contributed to (“Trump Has Lost…”). Hence, The New York Time broke the story, CNN 

then amplified it, and then Jimmy Kimmel Live amplified the amplification. When Jimmy Kimmel 

Live approaches political content, it regularly functions as a pack journalist by amplifying similar 

perspectives surrounding current events already circulating in the media.  

 Again, like the other two satirical network programs, Jimmy Kimmel Live will also attack 

conservative-leaning media outlets such as Fox News Channel or Fox Business. For instance, 

following the second day of the President Trump Impeachment Trial in January 2020, Kimmel says 

the following: 

House Democrats, led by Adam Schiff, went through a mountain of evidence today, very 

compelling, very damning evidence today. I challenge anyone who actually watched it to 

argue they shouldn’t hear from witnesses. It’s nuts. They have everything. It is open and 

shut. Which is a problem for Fox News because it is impossible for them to defend. So 
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instead of even trying, instead, they are going with the old, ‘it’s boring’ defense. (“Trump’s 

Impeachment Trial Might Be Boring”) 

Next, Kimmel Live presents twelve redacted video clips from Fox News and Fox Business programs 

all stating similarly that the impeachment trial was “boring,” “dull,” “super boring,” and “mind-

numbingly dull” (“Trump’s Impeachment Trial…”). Here are a few other times Kimmel Live has 

attacked Fox News or Fox News personalities: “What a hungry, hungry hypocrite we have right 

there”; “I warn you in advance, you are about to see someone spin so hard, it could very well make 

you throw up”; and “Trump went on to praise the One America News Network. Which I don’t 

know if you have ever seen, this channel makes Fox News look like… PBS. It is wall-to-wall 

mesothelioma commercials” (“Imagine Fox News Coverage…” & “Trump Has Lost Over…” & 

“Trump Sours on Fox News…”). Finally, after a Fox News personality live on-air calls Jimmy 

Kimmel an “ass clown,” Kimmel responded with:  

Why is Sean Hannity openly fantasizing about clowns in the ass? [audience laughs] Is this 

what you…is that your thing at night, when you have your pants down… [audience 

applause] when… you’re at 2 a.m. and you have your laptop open to Breitbart, you sneak 

into the den to hump a pillow from the Ivanka Trump collection? [audience laughs]. 

(“Jimmy Kimmel Responds to Sean Hannity’s…”) 

Jimmy Kimmel Live is willing to satirize the conservative-leaning partisan driven content, but like 

the other two satirical network programs it scarcely holds other cable media news outlets 

accountable for their sensationalism and failures in reporting. The three satirical network programs 

profiled above have implemented a similar play book for what type of political content they are 

willing to amplify and what types of agendas they are willing to set. Their monologues and 

segments typically reinforce the same perspectives on a given story that has already been set by the 

media, and it can be read that they operate much more in the likes of pack journalists than 

watchdogs. 

6.6 Political Amplification and Agenda Setting on Network Late Night’s and 

Cable Parody News’s Political Commentators Guest Appearances: 1962 to 2015 

The rest of this chapter will focus exclusively on how guest appearances by political commentators 

have changed on late night talk shows, political commentators being news personalities, pundits, 

journalists, scholars, and authors whose work centers around politics and/or current events. This 
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section will briefly highlight how conversations with political commentators were conducted 

previously both on network late night and on cable parody news. However, the main focus of this 

section will be on the current network late night programs that are once again divided into the 

conventional network and satirical network camps. In the few interviews that conventional network 

programs host political commentator the conversations are largely disinterested in politics and do 

not amplify any political information. Contrarily, satirical network programs like Meyers’s Late 

Night and Colbert’s Late Show regularly host political commentators and these programs 

deliberately engage in conversations surrounding current political events that work to amplify 

certain stories and/or set new agendas.  

 Historically, network late night was willing to host some political commentators, but these 

conversations conducted between the host and their guests would still largely refrain from setting 

agendas, as the entertainment programs still wanted to remain big-tent. In television talk shows, 

the personalities, conversations, and interactions of the host and their guests are predominantly the 

driving forces behind what narrative is ultimately shaped for that segment (Rose 341). In past 

network late night programs, like Carson’s Tonight Show (1962-1992) or Letterman’s Late Night 

(1982-1993), conversations with political commentators would usually remain playful and 

accessible to a large broadcast audience by not diving too deep into current events or politics. In 

the 1990s, with the expansion of more late night talk shows on both network and cable, the 

opportunities to book high-profile entertainers became more scarce and programs became more 

willing to book both politicians and political commentators to help fill their guest interviews. 

Reflecting back on his early days as host of The Tonight Show, Jay Leno states: “We wanted to 

bring a little more variety to The Tonight Show’s lineup of guests. The show’s known for its popular 

entertainer, but we were hoping to add more journalists, commentators, politicos, and others to the 

mix” (qtd. in Berg 9). While the number of guest appearances by political commentators increased 

on network late night programs from the 1990s to mid-2010s, on programs like Leno’s Tonight 

Show and Letterman’s Late Show, their cautious engagement with politics endured, and thus these 

segments generally did not amplify news coverage of political current events and/or set agendas.  

 The cable parody news programs of the 2000s, like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and 

The Colbert Report, were as likely to host a politician, journalist, or pundit, as a Hollywood 

entertainer on any given night. As Day mentions, these programs conducted their interviews “in a 

style somewhere between a straight news interview and a celebrity chat” (66). These conversations 
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with political commentators relied on the audience knowing not only what was going on in U.S. 

domestic politics, but also in foreign affairs. For example, Religious Studies and Middle East 

scholar Reza Aslan appeared on both The Daily Show and The Colbert Report to discuss topics 

ranging from geopolitics, U.S. foreign affairs, Islam, and Christianity (“The Daily Show – Reza 

Aslan” & “Episode List: The Colbert Report”). These types of interviews with political 

commentators are often politically and historically dense and are not targeted towards a big-tent 

audience. These cable parody news conversations with political commentators were typically non-

partisan (or provided some room for deniability of being partisan) and could also be very 

informative.  

 Programs like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report sought to introduce and explain on 

the complexities of social and political current events, instead of reinforcing and amplifying the 

same perspective of the day’s current events. Largely, these conversations with political 

commentators sought to present something new to the public conversation. McClennen and Maisel 

claim that Stewart’s Daily Show’s interview segments became “a prime source of information for 

the public,” while Day claims that many conversations presented “a more in-depth and transparent 

discussion of topical issues than can be found on a number of the straight news programs” (“And 

Now…” 101 & 91). These programs were willing and able to host political commentators with 

varying ideological and political party affiliations. Amber Day states, “the parodic news hosts 

frequently use their interview segments, in particular, as a form of inquiry into what alternatives 

might look like, actively searching for solutions to problems while modeling some of the qualities 

they would like to see in journalism” (189). Here, instead of amplifying and speculating on the 

same hot political news, the host and guest would actively engage with dense social and political 

issues, and try to seek understanding and even find compromises with the individuals on the other 

side of the political spectrum. For instance, in a 2014 interview with then Fox News Channel pundit 

Bill O’Reilly, Jon Stewart tries to unpack the contentious issue of whether white privilege still 

exists in today’s U.S. society. Jon Stewart starts the serious line of debate and questions with the 

following statement, while Bill O’Reilly cordially nods his head: “Here is all I want from you 

today. This is it. This is all we gotta do in this conversation. I have one simple goal. I want you to 

admit that there is such a thing as white privilege” (“The Daily Show – Bill O’Reilly…”). Stewart 

and O’Reilly continue to discuss this one topic for over ten minutes (including a few minutes which 

were not part of the original linear television airing and only uploaded online as part of the extended 

interview). Both host and guest continue to debate the existence of white privilege, while pushing 
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forward their own perspectives, but they are also willing to concede some arguments. Eventually, 

Jon Stewart and Bill O’Reilly compromise that while it is not the only item that can advance or not 

advance a person’s standing in the U.S., white privilege can be “a factor” (“The Daily Show – Bill 

O’Reilly…”). In this example, Stewart express his viewpoints and allows O’Reilly to express his, 

and ultimately the conversation seeks to uncover something new and not just amplify partisan 

stances and/or the day’s trending political current events. Thus, Comedy Central hosts, like Stewart 

and Colbert, would regularly challenge their guests’ statements and stances, and not simply let 

them amplify their prospective uncontested.  

Like in the monologue and other desk pieces, cable parody news programs would also use 

their interview segments to hold the media accountable. Both Stewart’s Daily Show and The 

Colbert Report would on occasion use their guest interviews with political commentators (typically 

with journalists and pundits), as a place to try to hold them accountable for their work. These 

contested and often serious interviews could be with pundits from Fox News Channel, like the 

conversation mentioned above with Bill O’Reilly, or with newspaper reporters, like former New 

York Times journalist Judith Miller. When Judith Miller appeared on The Daily Show, Stewart did 

not hold back in attacking the journalist for what he perceived as her failings in falsely reporting 

on weapons of mass destruction, and the subsequent U.S. invasion of Iraq. Stewart opened by 

directing this comment at Miller: “I believe that, that you [Judith Miller], uh, helped the 

administration [President George W. Bush’s] take us to like the most devastating mistake in foreign 

policy that we’ve made in like a hundred years, but you seem lovely [audience laughs]” (“Jon 

Stewart grills Miller on Iraq War reporting”). And in another attack, Stewart claims she failed as a 

journalist by acting as a mouthpiece for the Bush Administration.  

Stewart: “The information came from the Bush Administration, yes?”  

Miller: “Broadly speaking, yes. Jon, were we not supposed to report what it was that had 

the community, the intelligence community so nervous about Saddam?” 

[Stewart and Miller talking over each other] 

Stewart: “You should have reported it in the context that this administration was very 

clearly pushing a narrative, and by losing sight of that context, by not reporting…” 

Miller: “I think we did. The story said we did.” 
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Stewart: “I whole-heartedly disagree with you.” 

Miller: “That is what makes journalism. I mean…” 

Stewart: “It is actually not what makes journalism!” (“Jon Stewart grills Miller…”) 

 

(“Jon Stewart grills Miller…”) 

Conversations in both Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report served to hold the media 

accountable for their reporting. These programs would use political commentators to gather insight 

into politics, current events, or into a specific ideological argument, but they were more than willing 

to be combative with their guests when they thought those political commentators were failing in 

their responsibilities or misconstruing the truth to the American public. 

6.7 Political Amplification and Agenda Setting on Conventional Network Late 

Night’s Political Commentators Guest Appearances: 2015 to Present 

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show with James Corden display very 

few guest interview segments with political commentators, and the few segments that are held 

typically do not amplify current events or political news. In the whole of 2018, Fallon’s Tonight 

Show hosted only eleven interviews with political commentators, including three interviews with 

Savannah Clark Guthrie and then one with Lester Holt, Willie Geist, Steve Kornacki, Rachel 

Maddow, and Chuck Todd (“Episode List: The Tonight Show…”). All eight of these 

aforementioned pundits and news personalities are also employed by Fallon’s employer NBC and 
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work at either NBC or MSNBC. The other three interviews were conducted with Katie Couric, and 

then two reporters who focus on apolitical and popular culture pieces, Mo Rocca and Guy Raz 

(“Episode List: The Tonight Show…”). In almost all of Fallon’s conversations with political 

commentators, the focus remains on mundane personal stories or lighter topics in the news. For 

example, in a January 2018 Tonight Show interview with Savannah Clark Guthrie and Hoda Kotb, 

the trio discuss the success of Guthrie and Kotb taking over as co-hosts of the NBC’s Today 

franchise, the co-hosts’ friendship, and the upcoming NBC coverage of the 2018 Winter Olympic 

Games (“Savannah Guthrie and Hoda Kotb…”). These appearances do not serve to amplify or 

discuss current events, but more as network self-endorsement and synergy. In 2018, The Late Late 

Show with James Corden did not even host a single guest interview with a political commentator 

(“Episode List: The Late Late Show…”). The conventional network programs do not use their 

guest appearance segments to amplify politics or set agendas with political commentators, but 

instead, seem to prefer conversations with entertainers and present big-tent content.  

6.8 Political Amplification and Agenda Setting on Satirical Network Late 

Night’s Political Commentators Guest Appearances: 2015 to Present 

The satirical network programs of Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live!, are all willing to host political commentators, and conduct 

conversations that deliberately engage with social and political issues. In these conversations with 

political commentators, the interviews often amplify items very specific to the political events of 

the day, and therefore the targeted demographic would be a narrowcast audience that is regularly 

following U.S. current events. The bulk of the political commentators that appear on the satirical 

network programs are journalists or pundits from centrist or liberal-leaning media outlets like, 

CNN, MSNBC, NBC, CBS, and The New York Times, and feature few, if any, appearances from 

those who work at more conservative-leaning media outlets like Fox News Channel, OAN, or the 

New York Post. Finally, the satirical network programs often do not deconstruct or challenge 

narratives presented by the political commentators they host, but instead, they are typically used to 

further amplify existing perspectives that are already circulating in the media. Like in their 

monologues and segments, the satirical network programs do not act as watchdogs of the media, 

more as mouthpieces for the media. Once again, the amplification of political content and agenda 

setting function of these satirical network programs are often constructed on partisan party lines 

and can operate as pack journalists.  
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6.8.1 Satirical Network Late Night: Late Night with Seth Meyers 

Since Seth Meyers took over as host of Late Night in 2014, the program has regularly hosted 

political commentators, and these conversations often amplify narrowcast political content. In 

2018, Late Night hosted twenty-two different political commentators for a total of twenty-five 

different interviews, with CNN’s Jake Tapper appearing three times and MSNBC’s Chris Hayes 

appearing twice (“Episode List: Late Night…”). In these conversations, Meyers’s Late Night 

welcomes candid political conversations with his guests, with the topics of conversation typically 

stemming from U.S. political current events. For example, Late Night with Seth Meyers’s YouTube 

channel typically titles their uploaded clips with the main topics discussed in the interview. Here 

are the titles of the clips uploaded from the three appearances by Jake Tapper in 2018: uploaded 

January 12th, 2018: “Jake Tapper Talks About His Stephen Miller Interview” and “Jake Tapper 

Shares His Thoughts on Michael Wolff's Book”; uploaded June 12th, 2018: “Jake Tapper Talks 

About Trump’s Meeting with Kim Jong-un” and “Jake Tapper on Bill Clinton Fumbling Questions 

About the #MeToo Movement”; and uploaded December 5th, 2018: “Jake Tapper Speculates on 

the Outcome of the Russia Probe.” All five of these clips from the three interviews all rely on 

deliberate political conversations surrounding topical U.S. current events. For a viewer to truly 

grasp these politically dense dialogues, they would need to be informed on the U.S. political news 

of the day and/or week. Again, this shows a shift away from the more inclusive conversations that 

network late night typically preferred, which often showcased entertainers and commented upon 

personal antidotes.  

  When Late Night with Seth Meyers hosts political commentators, the host and his guests 

typically discuss items in which of their political viewpoints align. Thus, these conversations 

frequently function to amplify already circulating perspectives on current events. Whereas Jones 

states that past cable parody news programs were willing to challenge “the taken-for-granted logic 

of Washington insiders presented in news and traditional political talk shows,” now I would argue 

that on Meyers’s Late Night the program further amplifies these pundits’ and journalists’ reporting 

and speculation (19). Looking again at the twenty-two different political commentators that 

appeared on Late Night in 2018, almost all of them work for centrist or liberal-leaning media 

outlets, and ultimately the dialogues and stances that are taken in the interview section consistently 

amplify centrist or liberal-minded ideologies. For instance, Late Night political commentator guests 
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were comprised of six workers for CNN, four that worked strictly for MSNBC, four for both NBC 

and MSNBC, two that worked strictly for NBC, one for The New York Times, and the other six 

guests were contributors to multiple media outlets, such as journalists Ronan Farrow and Maggie 

Haberman (“Episode List: Late Night…”). In some of these interviews, Seth Meyers does not ask 

questions, but simply states his political outlook or stance, which is then reinforced by his guests. 

For example, here is a May 2017 exchange between Seth Meyers and MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow 

titled on YouTube as “Rachel Maddow on the Helpfulness of President Trump’s Ignorance”: 

Meyers: “It is interesting. I find it very strange that because there are obviously all these 

things that he [Trump] wants to do that I do not want him to do and be successful in. Uh, 

and he is not. He has had a lot of failures.” 

Maddow: “Yeah.” 

Meyers: “But you can’t relax because he is obviously going to keep trying. Uh, for example, 

healthcare, it seems like he does not understand the interworking of what he is even trying 

to propose with healthcare.” 

Maddow: “He does not understand the very, the most basic things about what he is trying 

to pass in terms of healthcare. So that’s weird. [audience laughs] It’s weird like the overall 

question is… are you comforted by his incompetence? Or would you rather have a very 

competent…. a competent person trying to do bad things or rather have an incompetent 

person trying to do bad things?” 

The host and Maddow seem to be in mutual consensus that President Trump is incompetent and 

that Republicans’ stances on items like healthcare are undesirable and destructive. Meyers and 

Maddow are functioning within a liberal echo-chamber, while simultaneously advancing and 

reinforcing these political narratives to the viewers. Again, whereas Stewart’s Daily Show 

presented, as Smith claims, a “precipitous disillusionment… with the political media, particularly 

cable news,” now Meyers acts to uphold political commentators’ stances and not challenge them 

(The Daily Show 122). After MSNBC’s Chris Hayes received criticism for his two-year-long 

relentless and speculative coverage of the Mueller Report, Hayes appeared on Meyers’s Late Night 

in April 2019. Maybe in part due to them sharing the same employer, Meyers did not try to hold 

Hayes accountable for this reporting and Hayes did not receive combative questions, but instead 

was granted a platform and ample time to defend his reporting (“Chris Hayes Defends His 
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Coverage…”). Late Night with Seth Meyers champions and occasionally even defends the 

viewpoints of like-minded liberal-leaning political commentators in his guest interviews, like in his 

interview with Chris Hayes. Late Night practices in pack journalists by routinely amplifying and 

reinforcing pro-liberal and anti-conservative narratives in its interviews with political 

commentators. 

6.8.2 Satirical Network Late Night: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

Since Stephen Colbert took over as host of The Late Show in 2015, the program has frequently 

hosted narrowcast deliberately engaged political conversations with political commentators. In 

2018, The Late Show hosted thirty-six different political commentators for a total of forty-three 

interviews, with the most frequent guests being CBS’s John Dickerson, podcasters Jon Favreau, 

Jon Lovett, and Tommy Vietor, Showtime’s John Heilemann and Alex Wagner, CNN’s Jake 

Tapper who all appeared three times in 2018 (“Episode List: The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert”). Rose asserts that “talk shows may be based on the principle of the casual and the 

spontaneous, but a great deal of effort is spent to assure a predictable organization and a steady 

narrative flow” (329). The fact that The Late Shows conversations veer towards deliberately 

engaging with political issues is intentional. The Late Show purposefully books political 

commentators and subsequently knows the interviews will focus on political and social issues. 

Whereas the conventional network programs present a steady narrative flow of entertainment and 

humor in their monologues, sketches, and then interviews, the satirical network Late Show creates 

a narrative flow of politically engaged infotainment and humor. When Colbert interviewed Fox 

News’s Chris Wallace in November 2018, Wallace stated on-air that, “[y]ou [Colbert] have a team 

of producers. I have been pre-interviewed. If I got all the preparation for my interviews that you 

get for yours …” (“Chris Wallace: There Were…”). Chris Wallace implies that Colbert has been 

prepped by pre-interviews conducted by The Late Show staff, and that Colbert can lead the 

conversation towards certain political topics and question that will lead to Wallace’s semi-

rehearsed responses. With the types of conversations and questions that The Late Show asks its 

guests, it remains clear that the program seeks to conduct interviews with a focus on current events 

and politics. In a March 2020 interview with Susan Glasser, the first editor of Politico Magazine 

and a political columnist, Colbert mentions on-air: “I personally requested to have you on because 

I have read just about every column you have written in the last three years for The New Yorker” 

(“Susan Glasser: Trump Has…”).  
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Furthermore, The Late Show’s focus on narrowcast political content with political 

commentator guests can be seen by the amount of airtime that is given to these guests and by the 

type of political intelligence that is needed by the audience to follow these conversations. The day 

after journalist Bob Woodward did his first interview on his book, Fear: Trump in the White House, 

for instance, he appeared on Colbert’s Late Show as the first and only guest of the night and they 

discussed politics for roughly eighteen minutes (“Bob Woodward: Let The Silence…”). 

Furthermore, when The Late Show hosts political commentators, it welcomes politically dense and 

focused conversations. When author and CNN contributor John Avlon appeared in November 

2017, Colbert and Avlon had the following politically involved exchange: 

Avlon: “Well we are not immune from the larger cycles of history. We sometimes forget 

that, and I think we run into trouble when we take our democracy for granted.” 

Colbert: “That’s one of the tenets of American exceptionalism. That we are exempt from 

some of the cycle of history.” 

Avlon: “Yeah, and [George] Washington, the first founding father, didn’t believe that. He 

believed we need to learn the lessons of history. Remember, democracy was seen as a 

sucker’s bet. No democracy had survived. So it was our job, he said, to learn from history, 

and learn from experience. The reason he was so concerned with hyper-partisanship is, one, 

he was not a member of a political party as a matter of principle. The constitution, by the 

way, doesn’t mention political parties. It does mention freedom of speech and it mentions 

free press and journalists, but not political parties. But he foresaw that they would become 

so self-interested that these factions would fight all the time, create a deadlocked and 

dysfunctional democracy, and that could open the door to a demagogue with authoritarian 

ambitions [Avlon continues uninterrupted for another forty-five seconds].” (“John Avlon’s 

‘Daily Beast’…”) 

This type of politically engaged and complex dialogue is not rare on Colbert’s Late Show and shows 

a clear deviation from big-tent orientated interview segments.  

 The Late Show with Stephen Colbert is willing to practice pack journalism by reinforcing 

and amplifying political narratives when it hosts political commentators. Like its guest appearances 

with politicians, its guest appearances with political commentators also lean heavily to those on 

more centrists or liberal-leaning media outlets. Out of the forty-three guest interviews on The Late 
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Show in 2018, nine worked at CNN, eight came from CBS, and six worked at MSNBC (“Episode 

List: The Late Show…”). The other political commentators came from a wide range of other media 

outlets, like The New York Times, freelance journalism, university scholars, ABC, and so on. 

However, it is important to note that only one of the political commentators (PBS’s Margaret 

Hoover) was a Republican, and only one (Fox News’s Chris Wallace) worked for a media outlet 

that produces conservative-leaning content (“Episode List: The Late Show…”). Whereas past cable 

parody news programs previously hosted by Stewart and Colbert regularly engaged in debates with 

their political guests, now I would argue that Colbert on The Late Show scarcely engages in debates 

unless it is with conservative-leaning reporters or those on conservative-leaning outlets (Day 66). 

For instance, whenever Chris Wallace appears on The Late Show, Colbert and Wallace typically 

battle over politics, media coverage, and political policies. In a November 2018 interview titled 

“Chris Wallace Spars With Colbert Over Immigration Facts,” Colbert even fact-checks Wallace’s 

immigration statistics in real-time with his producers disproving Wallace’s claims on-air.  

Nevertheless, it is more common for Colbert’s Late Show to host centrists or liberal-leaning 

media personalities in conversations that typically deliver anti-conservative and/or at least anti-

Trump sentiments (since start of Biden’s Presidency, they have remained largely anti-conservative 

and pro-progressive). In conversations with MSNBC political commentators the guests often 

lampoon President Trump. For example, Lawarence O’Donnell calls Trump “a serious insomniac,” 

and states that they are “covering the most extremely strange presidency in history,” and even 

compares Trump to former segregationist Alabama Governor George Wallace (“Lawrence 

O’Donnell Sees…”). In another interview Chris Matthews makes these three statements: “The 

weird thing is, he was elected leader of the Free World, and now he’s disbanding it”; “He wants to 

make friend with countries where leaders kill people”; and “I’m worried about Trump being fooled 

over there… [referencing a summit meeting with the North Koreans]” (“Chris Matthews: Trump 

Only…”). Again, where Williams and Carpini state that past cable parody news programs attacked 

“pack journalism, over-reliance on unchallenged elite sources…a focus on superficial and 

sensational issues,” now the satirical network programs, such as The Late Show embody these 

characteristics that were attacked by cable parody news in their interviews with political 

commentators (187). Even in interviews with more centrist journalists, like CNN’s Jake Tapper, 

the conversations often turn anti-Trump and anti-Republican, for example, in this long October 

2017 statement by Tapper: 
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I have been reading a lot about the 50s lately, and there was a period—you know, Joe 

McCarthy started in the late-40s. His crusade of indecency and smears and lies. And you 

know, President Trump and Joe McCarthy are very different historical figures, but there is 

something similar. They say history does not repeat itself, but it rhymes. And when you 

read about that era, Joe McCarthy was doing indecent things and lying for years and years. 

With Republican Senators and Democrats not saying anything. And there were people like 

Senator Margaret Chase Smith of Maine and others who stood, you know, stood on the 

Senate floor and condemned it, but mostly people were quiet. And history looks back at 

that time and says, “Boy, what a bunch of wusses. They were wrong.” And I think when 

Senator Jeff Flake today said that, you know, there’s going to be a reckoning. People are 

going to look back at this era and say, “What were you doing?” With all… it’s not 

McCarthyism, but it’s something else—all this indecency and all these lies? What did you 

do during that time? It’s something I think about all the time as an interviewer and as a 

broadcaster. It’s important, you know, there aren’t two sides when it comes to the truth. 

There is one side, the truth [audience applause]. (“Jake Tapper Destroyed Bill O’Reilly…”) 

Here, Tapper makes explicit his claim of President Trump’s wrongdoings and amplifies the 

narrative that Republicans in federal offices are complicit if they do not speak out and take a stance 

against such wrongdoings. Besides the message’s partisan slant, Tapper’s reference to 1950s 

McCarthyism also shows a deviation by addressing a niche demographic that is aware of the U.S.’s 

political past.  

Additionally, The Late Show regularly offers its political commentator guests the 

opportunities to answer ‘softball’ questions to help frame their stances and worldview and often 

lets them show their support for liberal politicians and/or policies. In the conversation with Susan 

Glasser, Colbert asked the journalist the following highly guided questions,  

...and we’ve become inured to some of the more shocking things that happen with the 

President [Trump]. How do you maintain your fresh shock? Cause every so often, I have to 

metaphorically pull the car over, vomit into a ditch and slap myself in the face and get back 

in. So I can stay awake at the wheel. How do you stay freshly shocked by it? (“Susan 

Glasser: Trump Has…”) 
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While comically exaggerated, the question does provide a guided and accessible frame for Susan 

Glasser to attack the Trump Administration and promote alternative paths for how the executive 

branch should be ran. Both the host and the political commentator are typically in general 

agreement that President Trump is bad for America, and that almost any Democratic alternative 

would be an improvement. Similarly, in a June 2019 interview with Chris Matthews, where 

Matthews shows general support for all twenty-three Democratic candidates that had announced 

and then specifically champions three: Mayor Pete Buttigieg, former Vice President Joe Biden, and 

Senator Elizabeth Warren (“Chris Matthews Previews…”). As Tally points out, Jon Stewart’s Daily 

Show openly showed its “disdain for the very ‘real’ television journalists covering the stories for 

the cable and broadcast news networks,” now I would argue that Colbert’s Late Show champions 

the coverage the television journalists that align with his political worldview (151). The Late Show 

uses its political commentator interviews to further amplify a moderate and/or liberal worldview. 

6.8.3 Satirical Network Late Night: Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

Jimmy Kimmel Live! might not host many political commentators annually, but in the few 

occurrences that the program does, it breaks from past network genre conventions by depicting 

politically engaged and niche conversations that typically disparage President Trump or other high 

ranking G.O.P politicians. In 2018, Kimmel Live only hosted five political commentators as guests, 

including CNN’s Jake Tapper, now columnist and producer Katie Couric, CNN’s Jim Acosta, Fox 

News’s Brett Baier, and CNN’s Wolf Blitzer (“Episode List: Jimmy Kimmel Live!”). In the August 

2018 interview with Wolf Blitzer, the segment starts with two minutes of light friendly banter, 

before switching to a rebuke of President Trump’s attitude and statements towards the mainstream 

media (“Wolf Blitzer on Being…”). In the clip, “Wolf Blitzer on Trump Attacking the Media,” the 

CNN pundit says the following: 

Blitzer: “Our job as journalists, as reporters is to report the news as fairly as possible, as 

responsibly, as accurately as possible that we can. We know we’re the first draft of history. 

We know that occasionally that we will make a mistake, and if we do, we correct it as soon 

as possible. But that is our responsibility. I have been doing it for a long time. I hope to be 

doing it for, uh, many years to come. It’s really an important part of our democracy to have 

an excellent, world-class news organization like CNN, and like other news organizations 

are. And it’s very concerning, very worrisome that the President of the United States goes 

after us the way he does.” 
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Kimmel: “Does it ever make you mad?” 

Blitzer: “Yes. It makes me very mad.” [audience claps and applause]  

Blitzer a few sentences later: “We, not just me, but all the serious news organizations, we 

are not the ‘enemy of the American people.’ Uh, we report the news, it is part of our 

democracy.” 

Blitzer defends his coverage, CNN’s coverage, and other mainstream media organizations’ 

coverage of the Trump Administration, and takes a stance against President Trump’s actions. 

Unlike the past cable news programs, such as Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report, 

which also presented deliberately engaged political conversations with political commentators, the 

satirical network programs do not challenge their guests, but amplify and confirm their 

perspectives. According to Heertum, past cable parody news programs were “adept at critiquing 

the mainstream media,” and as Day states Stewart “built his reputation on his ability to critique the 

straight news media” (129 & 19). Like Colbert and Meyers, Kimmel’s political commentator 

interviews are typically used to tag-team and amplify an issue they mutually agree upon. In an 

April 2018 interview, Jimmy Kimmel and Jake Tapper have no trouble pointing out the hypocrisies 

of the White House taking offense to comedian Michelle Wolf’s routine at the 2018 White House 

Correspondents Dinner, with Tapper stating the White House should first address the following 

indecencies spoken by President Trump:  

Whether or not it is appropriate to say that John McCain isn’t a war hero because he was 

captured. And whether or not it’s OK to make fun of people with disabilities, or to make 

light of people who have drug and alcohol dependency issues, minorities, talking about 

women’s appearances in inappropriate ways. There’s a backup of material if the Trump 

people want to talk about it. [Kimmel laughing] Then we can get to the comedians. (“Jake 

Tapper on Sources…”) 

Even in a cordial interview with Fox News’s Brett Baier, Kimmel shows a redacted Fox News clip 

of Baier disapproving of the Trump Administration taking away CNN’s Jim Acosta’s press 

credentials. And then cuts to Baier stating on Kimmel Live, “As a member of the Whitehouse press 

pool, Fox stands firmly with CNN on this issue of access” [audience cheers and applause] (“Bret 

Baier on CNN…”). Furthermore, throughout this interview, Kimmel defends Baier’s and two other 

Fox News hosts’ reporting, Chris Wallace and Shepard Smith, while routinely disparaging the rest 
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of Fox News and President Trump (Bret Baier on CNN…”). In the few conversations that Jimmy 

Kimmel Live! does host with political commentators, the host is willing to address deliberately 

engage with political issues and amplify anti-conservative content. 

6.9 Conclusion 

Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live have 

all radically deviated from network late night genre conventions surrounding how programs 

historically amplified political content and abstain from setting agendas. These programs are brazen 

in their willingness to amplify the current events and political discussions of the day. The result of 

such highly specific political content presents a break from broadcasting big-tent monologues, 

sketches, and guest interviews, and instead shows a shift to a more narrowcast approach on network 

late night. Additionally, this newfound narrowcast content on network late night breaks from many 

of the patterns that were previously seen on cable parody news programs from the early 2000s to 

mid-2010s. For example, these programs rarely satirize the media, but instead, simply use them as 

a prop to support their own ideological stances and further reinforce pre-circulating media 

narratives. In short, where Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report attacked the perceived 

failings of 21st century U.S. journalism, now Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and 

Kimmel’s Live further exacerbate such deficiency by practicing in pack journalism and partisan 

politics. 
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7. Infotainment on Network Late Night  

7.1 Introduction 

From its outset until the mid-2010s, it was typical for network late night programs to sensationalize 

current events. Network late night programs would perform silly one-liners at the expense of 

political targets, which strived to entertain and make their audiences laugh. Hosts used the topical 

political humor on current events not as a vehicle to inform, but as a means for a quick entry to a 

joke. Since network late night was an entertainment genre it refrained from engaging in deliberate 

political dialogue that had the potential to alienate their desired big-tent audiences. Historically, 

network late night programs were hesitant to deliberately engage and inform their audiences on 

political current event, as was seen to be the business of the traditional television news media (that 

is, programs linked to television’s established media news divisions and/or outlets). However, 

beginning in the multi-channel era of the 1980s, the traditional television news media started to 

abandon their long-established role of airing informative-based models of news reporting, and 

instead shifted increasingly to entertainment-based and/or infotainment-based models of news 

coverage (Ponce De Leon xi-xiii). Thus, in the multi-channel era and initially in post-network era, 

network late night programs remained reluctant to offer their viewers informative reporting on 

current events, while the traditional news media became increasingly prone to adding entertainment 

tactics into their news content. 

Cable parody news programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report 

represent what media and communications scholar Geoffrey Baym calls the “flip side of 

infotainment” where politics has been injected into previously nonpolitical spaces (173). Here, 

Baym implies that the common understanding of infotainment would then reference when 

traditional news media have incorporated nonpolitical content and/or entertainment content into 

spaces that were once more centered on politics and informative reporting. Contrarily, the 

entertainment focused subgenre of cable parody news programs, starting in the 2000s, would insert 

informative political satire and deliberately engage with political current events in their 

monologues, sketches, and guest interviews to help construct the ‘flip side of infotainment.’ These 

cable parody news programs served content that would both entertain and inform to their audiences. 

They would still offer their audiences plenty of jokes, but the humor would be interwoven into 

longer and more focused informative segments surrounding contemporary social and political 
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issues. Additionally, Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report would even use their own 

programs’ infotainment to expose and parody the traditional news media’s increased dependence 

on entertainment-laden modes of reporting over factual and substantive reporting. The ‘flip side of 

infotainment’ thrived almost exclusively on narrowcast cable channels like Comedy Central and 

HBO before the mid-2010s shake-ups to network late night lineups.  

When Jimmy Fallon took over The Tonight Show in 2014 and James Corden took over The 

Late Late Show in 2015, these programs continued with the network late night genre convention of 

safely sensationalizing political content and they rarely presented content that deliberately engaged 

in politics. Thus, the programs I refer to as conventional network late night, Fallon’s Tonight Show 

and Corden’s Late Late Show, rely on comedy and are firmly rooted in entertainment, not 

infotainment. On the other side, the programs I refer to as satirical network late night, including 

Meyer’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live, have rejected the network conventions 

and now overtly mix political satire with deliberate political engagement and have brought the ‘flip 

side of infotainment’ to network late night. However, the infotainment presented by the new 

satirical network programs departs drastically from what the past cable parody news programs 

displayed. Whereas Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report lampooned and parodied the 

traditional television media for their overreliance on infotainment tactics and sensationalism in the 

twenty-first century, I would argue that the new satirical network programs embody many of the 

markers and perceived pitfalls of infotainment that cable parody news programs used to satirize. 

Thus, it will be argued that satirical network’s infotainment lacks the subversive qualities that cable 

parody news once offered, and instead their segments, while still more humorous than the 

traditional television news media, typically end up disseminating the news in a similar fashion and 

with the same perceived shortcomings. 

 Infotainment is not new to television. Ponce De Leon claims it has been a major feature of 

television since its inception (xii). Of course, all televised news programming can be entertaining 

to the right audiences, but the notion of infotainment points to a more specific operation of making 

the news entertaining as well as informative. Merriam-Webster defines infotainment as “television 

programs that present information (such as news) in a manner intended to be entertaining” 

(“Infotainment”). Thus, an un-narrated live feed of the United States Senate Chamber airing on C-

SPAN2 might be entertaining to some, but it does little to emphasize the entertainment dimension, 
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and would not be defined as infotainment. Infotainment can also be referred to as ‘soft news’, which 

Dagnes similarly states “emphasizes entertainment over intelligence and style over substance” (9).  

In Geoffrey Baym’s 2010 book From Cronkite to Colbert: The Evolution of Broadcast 

News, he describes the shifting relationship between entertainment and information in the U.S. 

television news media landscape as a continual battle between expressing the ‘political-normative’ 

and the ‘aesthetic-expressive.’ Simply put, the political-normative strives to inform, and the 

aesthetic-expressive strives to entertain. Infotainment television would then contain both the 

political-normative and aesthetic-expressive in their telecasts. Baym states that news in the 

network-era of U.S. television (as he roughly ranges it from post-WWII to the end of the 20th 

century) “was assumed to belong within the political-normative arena, its proper subject matter the 

exploration of governance and the public good” (28). However, by the end of the twentieth century, 

the aesthetic-expressive, which according to Baym was once only seen as “the proper domain of 

arts and affect, pleasure and play,” became commonplace on most U.S. television news (Baym 12). 

Television news, since then, is often trying to do two things: inform and entertain. Infotainment is 

then comprised of the constant struggle to simultaneously present both the political-normative and 

aesthetic-expressive, as these two modes typically work in opposition rather than unison. As Barkin 

asserts, “in the United States, news is a commodity, the end-product of a complicated industrial 

process in which large organizations produce and distribute information for purchase” (164). 

Furthermore, Baym stresses, “along with this aestheticization of the political-normative 

sphere … we also now are seeing the flip side of infotainment, the politicization of the aesthetic-

expressive sphere” (17). Whereas infotainment could include programs ranging from network news 

broadcasts like CBS This Morning (1987 to 1999 and 2012 to present) and NBC Nightly News (1970 

to present) to cable pundit programs like The Rachel Maddow Show (MSNBC: 2008 to present) 

and Hannity (Fox News Channel: 2009 to present), Baym’s reference to the ‘flip side of 

infotainment’ highlights the entrance of politics into entertainment-focused genres like late night 

talk shows. Cable parody news programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert 

Report, I have shown, infused politics into their comedic programs already starting in the 1990s 

and 2000s. This chapter will seek to explore how infotainment and the negotiation of the political-

normative and the aesthetic-expressive have been expressed on network late night and cable parody 

news. Cable parody news injected the political-normative into their programs’ subgenre which is 

rooted in the aesthetic-expressive, and these parody programs challenged the traditional television 
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news media’s deepening dependence on the aesthetic-expressive, in a genre that they thought 

should remain devoted to the political-normative. Like cable parody news, the current satirical 

network late night programs have also inserted the political-normative and deliberate political 

engagement into their comedic aesthetic-expressive subgenre. However, like the much of the 

current traditional television news programming, satirical network programs have also allowed the 

aesthetic-expressive to dominate their airings, often times at the expense of the political-normative.  
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Diagram for Chapter Seven “Infotainment on Network Late Night”: Tracking Infotainment 

and Critique/Reinforce Infotainment Practices 

This quadrant graph has a horizontal axis which represents these programs’ willingness to engage 

with information on their entertainment based programs. The vertical axis depicts whether these 

programs critique or reinforce infotainment practices in their media landscape. This diagram is to 

be used as a rough visual guide.  
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7.2 Brief Expansion on U.S. Television Media’s Changing Landscape and 

Markers of Entertainment on U.S. Infotainment News Television 

When U.S. network channels dominated the television era, roughly from the 1950s to the 1980s, 

the news media generally tried to distance themselves from entertainment practices and viewed 

themselves as being outside the aesthetic-expressive sphere (Baym 169). Several items starting in 

the 1980s lead to the eventual transition of most channels and programs to purposefully 

interweaving entertainment with their informative news broadcasts. Firstly, during the network era, 

it was not only the journalists and networks that sought to provide balanced reporting and use 

television news as a tool to inform citizens; broadcasting was also more regulated by the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) (Ponce De Leon 129).  However, President Reagan’s 

administration relaxed much of this legislation. For example, in 1987 the federal government 

eliminated the ‘Fairness Doctrine,’ which had been in place since 1949 and required broadcasters 

to present fair coverage of issues and further required them to devote equal time to opposing 

viewpoints (Cushion 25). Secondly, in the 1980s corporate mergers started to engulf all sectors of 

the U.S. media landscape, and by the 1990s all three major networks were owned by conglomerates, 

as was much of cable news (Huntzicker 293). The new corporate and financial structures of 

television news departments forced their content to be what Barkin calls “dangerously market-

driven” (12). Ponce De Leon summarizes that “network executives demanded new economies from 

their news divisions. And they insisted their programs do something that had been unfathomable 

in earlier years—make money” (129). This in turn lead to the necessity for higher ratings and more 

viewers, which can lead to newscasts utilizing entertainment at the expense of information. Finally, 

in the 1980s cable took root on U.S. television, and several cable channels devoted themselves 

solely to reporting like CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, and Fox News. These channels would face added 

competition to attract ever smaller audience shares. Dagnes notes that “the abundance of choice 

afforded by so many cable channels has forced immense competition between the companies that 

own them, which in turn has helped usher in a new emphasis on entertaining content” (XXVII). 

These three factors are not solely responsible for the injection of entertainment practices into the 

informative television news, but they have significantly reshaped the U.S. media landscape into 

one largely dominated by infotainment—what Baym simply describes as an environment in which 

“soft news has replaced hard news” (5). As the multi-channel turned into the post-network era, the 
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news media only continued to expand its reliance on entertainment practices to draw in its viewers. 

Today’s newscasts are typically dominated by entertainment and infotainment programming. 

To better track the aestheticization of the political-normative sphere, these next few 

paragraphs will track five markers that indicate the way entertainment has merged with U.S. news 

television: televisual effects, narrative, emotion and sensationalism, opinion and speculation, and 

dynamic personalities. By clarifying how entertainment tactics have permeated the twenty-first 

century media landscape, I will throw light on the formats that cable parody news programs like 

The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report once mimicked and critiqued with their 

parodic depictions of the traditional news media. Furthermore, by establishing the markers of 

infotainment, this chapter will later stress how these same markers displayed in the traditional 

news’s infotainment are now also largely present in today’s satirical network late night programs. 

The markers below are not inclusive to all the tactics now used by traditional news programs and 

channels to inject entertainment into their programs, but the following paragraphs will seek to track 

some of the major developments in the traditional television news media landscape since the end 

of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first century. 

 Firstly, television news programs since the 1980s have continued played with televisual 

effects to further entertain their audiences. In the network era of U.S. television news, the aesthetic 

capabilities of television were not greatly explored, because news divisions prioritized information 

over entertainment. However, Ponce De Leon claims that these network news divisions “were 

seeking to inform through a medium that was poorly suited for rational discourse and the sober, 

objective analysis of complex issues and events” (83-84). Barkin states that television news 

programs soon started to explore new televisual techniques like “subjective forms of editing and 

cinematography, background music, and occasionally reenactments” in 1980s tabloid news 

programs (67). Thus, audiences soon became used to today’s news programs being highly 

expressive with visually stimulating content, fast paced tempos, dramatic sound effects, and flashy 

graphics (Baym 34 & Ponce De Leon 228). 

 Secondly, there is the use of narrative. Contemporary television news programs, according 

to Baym, are “largely in the business of constructing dramatic narrative—televisual spectacles 

crafted for public consumption” (58). Ponce De Leon also declares that the ability for news 

programs to create “compelling narratives” as a strategy for attracting a larger viewership (193). 

Barkin further claims that journalism “has its roots in the art of narrative: television news is a form 
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of visual storytelling that adheres to the requisites of plot and character development and the 

attainment of dramatic unity” (7). Thus, news on television, especially since the 1990s and into the 

2000s, has generally embraced using compelling narratives and other narrative devices to try to 

hook and maintain their audiences. Jones asserts that today’s political television is “awash” with 

narratives such as “normal/abnormal, the expected/unexpected, [and] the acceptable/unacceptable” 

(35). Television news does not just read through the current events of the day, but instead uses 

narratives and plot to better grab the audience’s attention.  

 Thirdly, there is the role of sensationalism and emotion. Infotainment news has often leaned 

on sensationalist reporting when producing their newscasts. Cambridge Dictionary defines 

sensationalist as “presenting information in a way that is shocking or exciting rather than serious” 

(“Sensationalist”). Thus, this type of reporting prioritizes generating emotion rather than rationally 

engaging with current events. In many news programs, instead of stating the facts directly, they use 

language, sounds, and images that excite and emotionally draw the viewers in. For example, the 

CBS Evening News with Norah O’Donnell often uses attention-grabbing warnings, like “And 

tonight, hundreds of Americans [are] poisoned by hand sanitizer. What you need to know,” to try 

to energize their audiences and keep them tuned in for the entire broadcast (“CBS Evening News, 

January 27, 2021”). Furthermore, sensationalist reporting might also cover soft news stories and 

emphasize minor stories that deal with items like crime, human-interest stories, health news, 

consumer news, sports, celebrities, and natural disasters (Ponce De Leon 179 & 205-206).  

 Fourthly, much of television news has transitioned from presenting factual reporting to a 

mode that is deeply interwoven with punditry and saturated with opinion and speculation. Dagnes 

argues that most news channel programming “is occupied by punditry rather than actual news, 

which can be confusing to an audience that tunes in for information and instead gets opinion” (120). 

Ponce De Leon states that this transition to a more punditry-driven model of news reporting can be 

tied to three causes: that news channels have a never-ending amount of hours to fill with ‘news’; 

that punditry is cost-effective since it occupies hours and does not require more expensive original 

investigative reporting; and that it is highly entertaining for its audiences (237-238 & 229). Instead 

of presenting only the known facts surrounding the news, pundits can use opinion and speculation 

to create their own takes and potential outcomes, that are oftentimes extreme and exaggerated. This 

move to punditry on U.S. television often favors entertainment at the expense of information.  
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 Finally, much of the current television news programming in the U.S. uses the dynamic 

personalities of their hosts and guests as a tool for entertaining and attracting viewers. Infotainment 

programs use dynamic persons that are lively, forceful, and outspoken that can be either adored or 

loathed by viewers. As Dagnes states, “pundits do not have to be journalists, but they do have to 

be entertaining” (81). Barkin adds that cable channels like Fox News Channel have followed a 

“more personality-driven path to its success” (115). Journalists are no longer the only persons that 

contribute to televised news coverage and punditry. Since the arrival of cable news, programs have 

continued to allow non-journalists to also contribute to their news coverage, which has muddied 

the once clear new division lines between news and opinion commentary (Jones 61-62). For 

example, show business celebrities regularly appear on cable news programs. Hosts’ ratings can be 

rewarded by making bombastic and combative comments that can again be based on opinion and 

speculation over factual reporting. Hosts like Fox News’s Tucker Carlson, CNN’s Don Lemon, and 

MSNBC’s Rachel Maddow have evolved as dynamic personalities on their programs that entertain 

their audiences (and/or political bases), while information and factual reporting are not always 

center stage.   

7.3 Infotainment on Network Late Night’s and Cable Parody News’s 

Monologues and Sketches: 1962 to 2015 

Network late night’s political moments in its monologues and sketches performed almost 

exclusively within the aesthetic-expressive sphere from the Carson-era up until the retirements of 

Leno and Letterman. Baym describes how the television newsrooms once saw “obvious” lines and 

divisions “between news and entertainment, journalism and show business, media and marketing,” 

and I would argue that those working with the television entertainment sectors also saw these 

distinct boundaries (170-171). Network programs such as Carson’s and Leno’s Tonight Shows did 

not want their broadcast to step into the political-normative sphere and engage in deliberate political 

content as this could ultimately be risky to their big-tent audiences. Instead, network late night’s 

political moments would focus on sensationalizing already soft news stories. Network monologue 

jokes would focus on, as Lichter et al. note, “foibles and failings of individual politicians… and 

even in the few jokes about political institutions and policies, the primary targets are individual 

inadequacies rather than the issues and policies themselves” (136). Furthermore, network late night 

programs would oftentimes use politicians or a political current event for an ‘in’ for a topical joke 
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that has little to do with anything in the political sphere. For instance, here is a 1994 monologue 

joke from Letterman’s Late Show,  

So huh, last night President Bill Clinton was addressing this great land of ours on television 

and I think all Americans while they were sitting there in their homes, in their living rooms, 

in their family rooms, in their rec rooms, in their basements, in their dens…as they were 

watching President Clinton I think all Americans were saying the same thing: ‘Where the 

hell is Seinfeld?’ [audience laughter and cheers]. (“David Letterman Opening…”) 

When network late night did focus on the individual rather than political institutions this matches 

what Butler describes as soft news topics by “news stories that examine the personal, such as 

gossip, scandal, murder, mayhem, and ‘human interest stories’” (381). For example, in a 1999 

monologue from Leno’s Tonight Show he uses one high profile political scandal, the Clinton-

Lewinsky scandal, and another infamous murder trial, the O.J. Simpson murder trial, for a political 

joke: “Oh some fireworks out there on the campaign trail. Last week, Dan Qualye compared Bill 

Clinton to O.J. Simpson. [light audience laughter] Which I think is very unfair, I mean, you can 

still find a few people who believe O.J. [audience laughter]” (“The Tonight Show with Jay Leno 

Monologue…”). Thus, when network late night prioritizes entertainment by sensationalizing the 

already trivial, these programs did not deliberately engage with politics and/or inform their 

audiences. Being an entertainment genre and functioning firmly within the aesthetic-expressive 

mode, network late night presented safe political moments that brought laughs and not information 

to their big-tent audiences.  

 As mentioned previously, Baym has asserted that the subgenre of cable parody news is the 

“flipside of infotainment,” where programs stemming from the aesthetic-expressive have launched 

themselves into the political-normative (173). Thus, unlike network late night, cable parody news 

did deliberately engage with political content on their comedic-driven programs, which resulted in 

a clear blending of entertainment and information.  Scholars recognize that the comedy displayed 

on past cable parody news programs like The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report 

fuses satire and deliberate political engagement, which can seek to inform. For instance, Heertum 

stresses that “sure they make us laugh, but our laughter is of a satirical sort brought on by the 

recognition that what they mock often is of a very serious nature” (127). Jones claims that programs 

like Stewart’s Daily Show are “all punctuated by satirical yet earnest ribbing” (141). Day insists 

that the cable parody news adheres to a “striking seriousness of purpose” (4-5). Cable parody news 
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programs were willing to narrowcast this deliberate political engagement to their viewers, while on 

network during the same period, hosts like Letterman and Leno explicitly refrained from engaging 

in this flipside of infotainment. 

 As I have expressed in chapter six, scholars largely praised past cable parody news 

programs like Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report for their watchdog reporting on the 

political sphere and the media. However, this time I will highlight how scholars have praised them 

for being positive examples of infotainment and for their willingness to critique the traditional news 

media. Here are a few examples from scholars that have contributed major publications on the U.S. 

television’s changing media landscape in the twenty-first century: McChesney claims, “It is 

brilliant humor, to be sure, but it is based to a certain extent on how atrocious the official journalism 

of our times has become” (1); Baym states, “Stewart and Colbert have emerged as important 

sources of information, discussion, and, as we will see, critical inquiry,” and Stewart’s “The Daily 

Show more thoroughly effaces the boundaries between information and entertainment…. a comedy 

show that has become one of the best sources of news and the most critical voice on contemporary 

television” (6 & 104); Dagnes declares, “These shows are terrific: They are funny and smart and 

often inform much more than straight news does” (122-123); and finally Smith asserts, “The Daily 

Show’s main mission remained comedy. But Stewart became more determined to fill the media-

credibility void” (The Daily Show 148). These citations draw on the fact that these programs used 

the politicization of the aesthetic-expressive sphere as a way to inform their audiences—and often 

times they informed better than the ‘real’ news.    

 Cable parody news programs used their comedic infotainment programs to parody and 

satirically lampoon the traditional news media for their adaptation to more entertainment-laden 

models of infotainment. First, these programs wielded their parody to ridicule the U.S. television 

news media for their usage of highly stylized televisual effects, reliance on dynamic personalities 

of their hosts and guests, and their continuous sensationalism trying to energize their audiences. 

Jon Stewart stated he and The Daily Show “were parasitic on the political-media economy” (qtd. in 

Smith, The Daily Show 152). The Daily Show and The Colbert Report would mock the traditional 

news by using similar televisual effects like graphics, sound effects, news tickers, and other ploys 

that might try to stimulate their audiences. Furthermore, these cable parody news hosts and their 

‘correspondents’ would mock the dynamic personalities present on the ‘traditional’ news by 

claiming expertise and engaging in dramatic exchanges on-air. Baym claims these parody 
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programs, which are themselves pieces of infotainment, “pierce the bubble of spectacle and spin 

and challenge the mutual embrace of press and politics” (173). Thus, in doing so they exposed 

infotainment strategies.  

Secondly, cable parody news programs of the 2000s up until the mid-2010s administered 

satirical rebukes that used deliberate political engagement to attack the traditional news media. 

These satirical segments would lampoon the traditional news media for constructing dramatic 

narratives, presenting punditry and opinion over factual reporting, and their coverage of 

sensationalist soft news stories. Lichter et al. proclaim that Stewart’s Daily Show “regularly 

lambasts news organizations for their sensationalism, pack journalism, focus on trivialities, factual 

errors, rush to print, and so on” (117). For example, following the 2011 Norwegian terrorist attack 

by Anders Behring Breivik, The Colbert Report offers a double-layered satirical rebuke for the 

traditional news media’s rush to judgement that a Muslim terrorist must have been behind the attack 

by stating: “But sometimes in a crisis, true heroes emerge, like the brave men and women of 

America’s newsrooms, who identified the culprit long before the Norwegian authorities did” 

(“Colbert Report: Norwegian…”). Colbert then uses redacted television media footage and 

redacted clippings from print articles to blast MSNBC, Fox News Channel, The Washington Post, 

and The Wall Street Journal (including two right-leaning media companies and two left-leaning 

ones) that claimed it had connections to “Al Qaeda,” “Middle-Eastern in origin,” “Muslim 

extremist,” or “jihad.” Colbert continues to lampoon the traditional news media with the following 

statements,  

Now some say that these false reports of Muslim involvement were a widespread failure of 

the media but I say by going with their guts these journalists were able to get the story they 

wanted and scoop reality. [audience laughs] And even if there was a rush to judgment we 

must not repeat that mistake by rushing to accuracy… [audience laughs] just because, just 

because the confessed murderer is a blond blue-eyed Norwegian born anti-Muslim 

crusader… does not mean he’s not a swarthy yuya-lating Middle-Eastern madman 

[audience laughs]. (“Colbert Report: Norwegian…”) 

For five minutes The Colbert Report attacked the failures of American media’s rush to judgment 

and speculation-driven reporting.  
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(“Colbert Report: Norwegian…”) 

Additionally, Williams and Carpini add that programs like The Daily Show and The Colbert Report 

also satirized “professional journalism” for “over-reliance on unchallenged elite sources, failures 

to investigate the factual basis of claims made by politicians and other sources, and a focus on 

superficial and sensational issues at the expense of coverage of serious and complex issues” (187). 

While being infotainment programs that stem from the aesthetic-expressive sphere, cable parody 

news programs spotlighted and ridiculed the entertainment tactics used by the twenty-first century 

U.S. television news media.  

7.4 Infotainment on Conventional Network Late Night’s Monologues and 

Sketches: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show with 

James Corden 

Both Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show are firmly rooted in the aesthetic-

expressive and typically do not venture into the political-normative sphere. Thus, they cannot be 

confused as infotainment. These programs produce political moments that largely match what had 

been done on network late night monologues and sketches since the beginning of the Carson-era in 

the 1960s. Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show present political moments that do 

little to inform their audiences on political current events, and instead their political humor focuses 

on the foibles of individual politicians or more sensational and amusing aspects of a political story. 

For example, here is the beginning of one of The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon monologues 

which focuses on political humor:  
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Guys, the big story is that today President Trump met with Russian President Vladimir 

Putin in Finland. Trump was pretty nervous, which makes sense because most people are 

nervous when meeting their boss. [audience laughter and applause] They meet one-on-one, 

and the meeting lasted for two hours—or about one hour and fifty-eight minutes longer than 

his meeting with Stormy Daniels [audience laughter]. (“Trump Meets with Putin”) 

Here, Fallon uses the topical current event as a way to enter into some silly jokes that do little to 

inform and/or deliberately engage with the political content. The first joke relies on the 

longstanding trope of accusations against President Trump of his potential entanglements with 

Russia and Vladimir Putin, while the second hints at the sensational indictment that Trump slept 

with porn star Stormy Daniels. Furthermore, the monologue continues to show four redacted videos 

of President Trump from his European trip, with three focusing on absurd moments like Trump 

telling Putin that football is called soccer in the U.S., Trump throwing a soccer ball to Melania 

Trump, and Trump walking in front of Queen Elizabeth II earlier in the trip. Dagnes states that “by 

emphasizing the amusing at the expense of depth, little real knowledge about issue, event, or 

conflict can be discerned,” and The Tonight Show clip shows the prioritizing of entertainment over 

information (76). However, The Tonight Show’s other redacted clip relies more on information, 

which is when President Trump sided with Vladimir Putin over his own U.S. intelligence in regards 

to Russian interference in past U.S. elections. However, again Fallon uses this as a quick entry into 

two political humor-based jokes.  

[Fallon shaking his head] “Well, sure, if Putin told you, it must be true. It’s like… [Fallon 

as Trump] ‘Good enough for me. My people…’ [audience laughter] What?” 

“But after the press conference, CNN, MSNBC, and even Fox News slammed Trump for 

his performance. Trump said we shouldn’t jump to any conclusions until we hear from what 

Cartoon Network has to say. [audience laughter] Then we know it’s bad.” (“Trump Meets 

with Putin”) 

The redacted clip might be damaging and provides a limited amount of information, but this goofy 

political humor does not deliberately engage with the story and dilutes any substantive political 

criticism.  

The Late Late Show with James Corden also often broadcasts political moments that 

spotlight the sensational side of stories and the program typically does not contribute to informing 
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their audience on political current events. For example, when Corden’s Late Late Show airs a 

redacted clip of an ABC News interview with former F.B.I. Director James Comey, the clip shows 

Comey talking about the alleged ‘Russian pee tape,’ an unverified video recording claiming to have 

footage of Donald Trump watching Russian prostitutes urinating in a Moscow hotel room. 

Following a redacted interview clip of Comey quoting a conversation he had with President Trump, 

Corden is quick to make some easy comedic jabs, 

Redacted clip of Comey quoting Trump: “Do I look like a guy who needs hookers?” 

Cuts back to Corden in the studio: “Yes! Yes! Yes, Mr. President you look exactly like the 

kind of guy who needs hookers. [audience laughs] The reason hookers get into business, is 

rich guys who look like you. [audience laughs] The ‘J’ in Donald J. Trump actually stands 

for John! [audience laugher and applause]” (“James Comey Claims…”). 

Whereas Baym claimed that past cable parody news programs like The Daily Show with Jon 

Stewart and The Colbert Report functioned both as entertainment and news, Fallon’s Tonight Show 

and Corden’s Late Late Show have generally refrained from stepping into the political-normative 

sphere and engaging in infotainment (104).  

7.5 Infotainment on Satirical Network Late Night’s Monologues and Sketches: 

Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy 

Kimmel Live! 

The satirical network programs hosted by Meyers, Colbert, and Kimmel deliberately engage with 

political moments but have resorted to many of the infotainment tactics that cable parody news 

programs once mocked the traditional news media for using. These network late night programs 

exhibit many of the markers of entertainment used by television infotainment news by relying on: 

televisual effects, narrative, emotion and sensationalism, opinion and speculation, and dynamic 

personalities. By embracing infotainment content on their network late night programs, these three 

programs have shifted away from the big-tent entertainment and aesthetic-expressive sphere that 

the subgenre has used with its political moments since the 1960s. Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s 

Late Show, and Kimmel’s Live firmly present content within the political-normative sphere but 

omit the underlying caricature and critique of television news that was once presented on programs 

like Stewart’s Daily Show or The Colbert Report, programs where comedians played television 

pundits. With this omission of parody, the satirical network programs lose their deniability that 
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they are not part of the political media landscape. Thus, the satirical network programs have 

transitioned away from playing political pundits to becoming political pundits. It is important to 

note that I am not stating that these comedians turned comedic pundits should be judged harsher 

than the traditional news media, but rather that late night talk shows and the U.S. television news 

media both rely heavily on both the aesthetic-expressive and political-normative to produce their 

programs. 

7.5.1 Satirical Network Late Night: Late Night with Seth Meyers 

Late Night with Seth Meyers routinely constructs compelling narratives when it deliberately 

engages with political moments. In particular, the “A Closer Look” segment story telling function 

mirrors that of the traditional television news media’s programming that Barkin refers to as “news-

magazine journalism” (117). News-magazine journalism on television consists of a mini-

documentary that typically lasts for twelve to fifteen minutes and can cover topics ranging hard-

hitting investigative journalism stories that follow topics like corporate misconduct or atrocities of 

war to lighthearted features like celebrity profiles or technological innovation. Furthermore, Barkin 

explains how the news-magazine program of CBS’s 60 Minutes introduced four innovative 

techniques that help contribute to the program’s and news subgenre’s entertainment and success:  

1. Structure the program around three approximately fourteen-minute narratives, each with 

a discernible beginning, middle, and end—and a coherent, engaging story line. 

2. Enhance the role of the reporter, so that he or she becomes a part of the story, either its 

investigative protagonist, guide to the unusual (but not often the bizarre), or companion to 

an engaging celebrity. 

3. Provide most stories with clear good-versus-evil orientation, so that the viewer is caught 

up in the cupidity, duplicity, and sheer gall of the wrongdoers. 

4. Make profiles of famous people a key ingredient of the mix. (Barkin 9) 

All four of these points are also operative in almost all of Late Night’s “A Closer Look” segments. 

For example, Meyers has stated in multiple interviews that the program’s “A Closer Look” also 

seeks to follow a coherent storyline to engage its audience. In a 2019 interview with CNN’s Jake 

Tapper, Seth Meyers explained that “it is always let’s make a point. Let’s have a beginning, middle, 

and end. Let’s try to lay out a thesis” (“Seth Meyers on how Trump…”). Barkin’s second point, 
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that the reporter becomes a part of the story by either acting as its protagonist or its guide, is clearly 

visible in Late Night as Meyers functions as a comedic pundit guiding the viewer through its own 

ten to fifteen-minute narratives. As mentioned in chapter five which focused on partisanship, it is 

clear how the “A Closer Look” segments frame their narratives. Late Night regularly uses the 

partisan divide of political parties and/or ideological stances to help frame its narratives around 

binaries like good/evil, normal/abnormal, and just/unjust. Finally, “A Closer Look” segments often 

follow high-profile famous politicians by vilifying the likes of President Trump, Rep. Paul Ryan, 

and Sen. Mitch McConnell, and by championing President Biden, Rep. Ocasio-Cortez, and Sen. 

Bernie Sanders. These infotainment tactics presented on Late Night contribute to creating a 

compelling and entertaining narrative to attract its politically attuned audience.  

 Late Night’s deliberately politically engaged moments are often immersed with 

sensationalist and punditry-driven reporting. In a February 2019 interview, The New York Times 

Style Magazine’s Frank Bruni states,  

“On a recent episode, you [Meyers] said, ‘The president [Trump] is incompetent and 

unhinged. He’s virtually incapable of uttering a truthful or coherent thought about almost 

anything.’ Nuanced! Do you believe every word of that?” 

Part of Meyers response: “…I’ve got to be honest: I don’t think that was a crazy thing to 

say.” (Bruni) 

Late Night’s political moments, much like the cable news programs on Fox News, MSNBC, and 

CNN, rely on sensationalized statements that can emotionally excite their audiences. Meyers sees 

his program as being able to push the boundary even further. For instance, in a May 2018 interview 

with The Washington Post, Meyers asserts 

Well, I don’t wanna be too hard on journalists. I do feel like journalists have a code of ethics 

and I think that it is nice that it exists. But when you have a President [Trump] who doesn’t 

have any ethical code, it is good to have somebody like comedians, who don’t have any 

standards either. (“Seth Meyers sits down…”) 

This serious statement by Meyers shows his awareness that his program is similar to that of other 

infotainment presented on television, but he feels his program does not have to be concerned with 

its journalistic professionalism and thus is not responsible if its coverage of current events is 

sensational. And this sensationalism and speculation-based punditry is displayed nightly on Late 
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Night’s “A Closer Look” segment. In a fifteen-minute narrative surrounding the first impeachment 

of President Trump, Meyers starts the program by presenting a long list of highly melodramatic 

and at times unsubstantiated claims against the forty-fifth president. 

Today, Donald Trump became the third President in history to be impeached. For more on 

this, it’s time for ‘A Closer Look.’ [audience cheers and applause] Well, here we are. 

President Trump has been impeached. You know. The serial racist criminal who’s already 

cheated in one election, obstructed justice in the investigation of that election, used his 

office to enrich himself, solicited bribes, inflicted human rights abuses on migrant families, 

been accused of sexual assault, has six close associates indicted or jailed, you remember 

that guy? [audience laughter] [over-the-shoulder picture of President Trump] No, you 

know, the guy who almost definitely committed tax fraud, admitted he broke the law by 

misusing his personal charity to help his campaign, began his presidency by settling a fraud 

lawsuit over his scam university, orchestrated an extortion scheme to cheat in the 2020 

election, tried to cover it up, got caught, obstructed Congress, directed an illegal scheme to 

pay hush money to cover up an affair, and drove his golf cart onto the green. [over-the-

shoulder photo of Trump driving his golf cart on the green] [audience laughter] Yeah, that 

guy! (“House Impeaches President Trump…”) 

While part of the comedic ploy here is to have Meyers appear out of breath with the long list of 

what he views to be confirmed violations of misconduct committed by President Trump, Late Night 

presents many of these unsubstantiated or simplified claims as fact. The list prioritizes 

sensationalism and speculative punditry over nuanced reporting.  

The political moments of deliberate political engagement that are presented on Late Night 

are representative of the perceived shortcomings that much of contemporary infotainment 

programming is accused of presenting to its viewing audiences, prioritizing the entertainment at 

the expense of information. In contrast, the underlying parody and sustained satirical rebukes of all 

major cable news networks by cable parody news programs, like Stewart’s Daily Show and The 

Colbert Report, seek to highlight the problematic relationship of news programming with 

entertainment practices. As Jones declares, “Stewart spends so much of his time attacking … the 

ways in which cable news has been transformed into tasty junk, albeit packaged as healthy treats 

for the informed citizen” (142). Late Night is largely devoid of any mimicry of the traditional news 

media and scarcely satirizes any of the perceived inadequacies of cable news unless it comes from 
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Fox News. In a June 2018 interview with CNN’s Van Jones, Meyers stated, “Audiences are willing 

to engage in comedy shows in a way that they haven’t in the past, in so far they are willing to get 

a degree of the news from a comedy show. I would stress that you should get it from the news first. 

We are a supplement to the news” (qtd. in “Seth Meyers explains…”). Meyers acknowledges his 

program does serve to inform and can act as a source of primary information on current events, and 

it is clear that his network late night program has stepped firmly into political-normative reporting. 

However, Meyers disingenuously tries to provide some deniability that his program is not news 

and only supplement to the traditional news media. Thus, much like other U.S. television 

infotainment programming, Meyers’s Late Night also presents content that relies on pushing 

narratives and on opinion and speculation. 

7.5.2 Satirical Network Late Night: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

Under Colbert’s tenure, The Late Show has also transitioned to presenting infotainment content that 

is firmly located in both the aesthetic-expressive and political-normative. On a nightly basis, The 

Late Show offers sensationalizing infotainment. Historically, it was within the subgenre 

conventions for a network late night program to superficially engage with political current events 

and sensationalize the content for laughter, and it was outside the conventions to dramatize and 

deliberately engage with political moments. As mentioned earlier, the Cambridge Dictionary states 

that sensationalist reporting is defined as “presenting information in a way that is shocking or 

exciting rather than serious,” and Erika J. Pribanic-Smith proclaims that sensationalist news is 

largely meant to “draw an emotional response” from its audience (“Sensationalist” & Pribanic-

Smith 267). Colbert is quoted in multiple interviews stating that his program seeks just that. In a 

2019 interview with CNN’s Anderson Cooper, for instance, he asserts that The Late Show wants to 

explore current events and present their “opinion from an emotional point of view,” and in a 2018 

interview with Oprah, he states, “I’m there to influence how they [The Late Show audience] feel” 

(qtd. in “The Stephen Colbert interview…” & qtd. in “Super Soul Conversations…”).  

Since Colbert has taken over as host of The Late Show, I would argue that the program has 

predominately tried to capitalize on ‘liberal anxieties’ by sensationalizing and dramatizing its 

political moments to provoke a strong emotional response from its audience. Routinely, Colbert 

seeks to draw on emotions other than laughter from his audience in monologues and desk pieces. 

For instance, after the 2020 Senate acquittal of President Trump on both counts of impeachment in 

relationship to his phone call with Ukraine President Zelensky, Colbert angrily blasts Sen. Susan 
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Collins for voting to acquit, and then soberly praises Sen. Mitt Romney with the following 

statement:  

But I do want to say that was an inspiring speech because hearing Mitt Romney take his 

oath to God seriously was like finding water in the desert because we know Republicans 

are lying when they say that Trump didn’t do anything wrong or that maybe he did but he 

shouldn’t be removed. Every person who leaves the White House and writes a book about 

it, every journalist that gets to peek behind the curtain, like the two we had last night, they 

all tell us that Republicans privately are horrified by Donald Trump and want something… 

someone… to do something to stop him, but they don’t have the balls to say that out loud 

when it matters….So please join me in thanking Mitt Romney for being honest, for not 

lying to us or himself, for serving the constitution rather than that monstrous child in the 

White House. Why can’t he be President? …Thanks, Obama. (“GOP-Controlled Senate 

Finds…”) 

In the Late Show excerpt from that night’s almost fifteen-minute monologue segment, Colbert 

excites and incites his audience by presenting a broad range of emotional feelings from furiously 

ridiculing the G.O.P. to respectfully admiring Sen. Romney’s vote and speech on the Senate 

chamber floor. Thus, The Late Show’s monologues do not only feature humor and satire, but often 

evoke other emotions such as anger, fear, and helplessness. Following the September 2018 

testimony of both Dr. Christine Blasey Ford and Supreme Court Nominee Brett Kavanaugh, 

Colbert affectionately and empathically talks about Dr. Blasey Ford’s testimony by stating items 

like,  

Because today the Senate Judiciary heard from Supreme Court Nominee Judge Brett 

Kavanaugh and one of the women. And one of the women who have accused him of sexual 

assault, Dr. Christine Blasey Ford. She went first, and her testimony was deeply moving. 

Don’t take my word for it, ask the liberal snowflakes over at Fox News. [six redacted Fox 

News clips stating the testimony was powerful and credible]. (“Dr. Ford’s Heartbreaking 

Testimony…”) 

And Colbert bitterly shouts about and directly at Brett Kavanaugh with his commentary:  

[camera zooms closer to Colbert] [Colbert starts to sternly address and points repeatedly at 

the camera] Let me tell you, brother, this is the whirlwind. And the wind was sown when 
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Donald Trump had 19 credible allegations of sexual assault against him, bragged about 

sexual assault on tape, and your Republican buddies up on that committee said, ‘Yeah, but 

we want our guy on the Supreme Court.’ [Colbert louder and almost yelling at the camera] 

And that’s you, Brett. That doesn’t mean you’re guilty, but please, save your indignation. 

That finally someone is taking one woman’s accusation of sexual assault seriously 

[audience cheers and applause]. (“Brett Kavanaugh Screams…”) 

 

(“Brett Kavanaugh Screams…”) 

Colbert’s Late Show is here whipping its audience into a frenzy of applause. The program seeks to 

address some aspects of the judicial appointment in an empathic and heartfelt manner, and then 

transitions into a fiery tirade, while the humor largely remains subdued. The Late Show routinely 

sensationalizes its political moments by eliciting emotions outside the genre convention of 

happiness and laugher. Generally, this sensationalized content often targets emotions tied to 

potential liberal anxieties in the political-normative sphere.  

 Importantly, Colbert’s Late Show’s infotainment and sensationalized political content 

differs from past cable parody news programs like The Daily Show or The Colbert Report because 

the underlying parody of the news has been eliminated. Earlier at The Report, Colbert would 

sensationalize political content and exaggerate his emotions by mimicking pundits like Bill 

O’Reilly and Sean Hannity. In a 2005 interview with NPR, Colbert claimed that his role as a 

comedic parody news correspondent protected him from statements made during its airings. 
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I [Stephen Colbert] can retreat from any statement that I have ever made on The Daily Show 

without anyone impugning my credibility because I have never claimed any. But a pundit 

has to back up what he says with statistics and some study… So I can say anything because 

I am not asking you to believe that I mean it. I’m just hoping you will laugh at what I say. 

(qtd. in “A Fake Newsman’s Fake Newsman…”) 

This denial of credibility and the parody of cable parody news did help to create distance between 

these programs’ deliberate engagement with political moments and any subsequent criticism for 

their lapse in reporting and/or their complicity in the perceived failures of contemporary U.S. 

television media landscape. For instance, if Stephen Colbert or Jon Stewart presented 

sensationalized or speculative punditry reporting, they could always claim it was critique of the 

traditional news media, which has increasingly relied on similar reporting techniques starting in 

the multi-channel era. Colbert, now a non-parodic host on CBS’s Late Show, still underplays his 

complicity in the media cycle when he asserts in a 2019 interview: “I do not mistake myself for a 

political figure. I’m a comedian…” (qtd. in Marchese, “Stephen Colbert…”). However, Colbert no 

longer denies that he might be contributing to the ‘punditsphere’ that his old character at The 

Colbert Report and The Daily Show used to mimic and mock. In the same 2019 interview between 

Stephen Colbert and David Marchese from The New York Times Magazine, they have the following 

conversation: 

Marchese asks, “As far as the larger conversation we’re all having, do you think there’s a 

way in which, intentionally or not, your show functions as part of the political punditsphere 

we seem to be mired in, where it feels as if we’re all mad at one another all the time?” 

Colbert clarifies the question and then responds, “It might. The behavior I’m exhibiting fits 

my genre, which is not supposed to have respectability… [a few sentences later] …So am 

I part of the problem? That is not for me to say. I just think I’m doing my job.” (Marchese, 

“Stephen Colbert…”) 

Colbert’s response exposes that even he can no longer deny that his program might be feeding the 

political punditsphere. Colbert’s Late Show is a part of the television news media cycle and is a 

form of infotainment that relies heavily on sensationalized comedic punditry to help fill its airtime 

and bolster its ratings. It is important to note that I am not stating that these comedians turned 

comedic pundits should be judged harsher than the traditional news media, but rather that late night 
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talk shows and the U.S. television news media both rely heavily on both the aesthetic-expressive 

and political-normative to produce their programs.  

7.5.3 Satirical Network Late Night: Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

ABC’s Jimmy Kimmel Live transitioned away from depthless coverage of political current events 

to deliberately engaging with them in 2017, and now much like Late Night and The Late Show, 

Kimmel Live also functions as a form of infotainment. Jimmy Kimmel Live’s political moments in 

its monologues and sketches routinely blur the aesthetic-expressive and political-normative by 

continually playing with its televisual style. Baym asserted in 2010, that the U.S. television news 

media had embraced the techniques and topics of entertainment programming for their content 

(171). Ponce De Leon further claims that television news program with its visuals, storytelling, 

commentary, and expressiveness has blended “perfectly with the entertainment programs that had 

dominated the medium since its inception” (238). Kimmel Live routinely presents its political 

moments in televisual styles that highlight the injection of the aesthetic-expressive into the 

political-normative. For example, in May 2019 following a deadly school shooting in Santa Fe, 

Texas, Kimmel Live presented a minute and a half video comprised of redacted video clips of news 

interviews with student survivors, then coupled it with redacted clips of politicians celebrating the 

Second Amendment and gun rights, and the video clip is then underscored by an instrumental 

version of “America (My Country, ‘Tis of Thee)”. 

First interviewed student: [while crying] “My friend got shot in the art hall. And as soon as 

the alarms went off, everyone just started running outside. Next thing you know, everybody 

looks, and you hear, ‘boom, boom, boom.’” 
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President Trump: [the rest of the clips play to a soft instrumental of “America (My Country, 

‘Tis of Thee)”] “We’re interpreting the constitution as written, defending the Second 

Amendment, you will keep your guns!” 

 

Second student: “After I heard the shots, I knew it was real. And I was just scared for all 

my friends that I couldn’t find.” 
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Sen. Ted Cruz: “We will filibuster any legislation that undermines the Second 

Amendment!” 

Third student: “No one even really knew what was going on, until we’d seen our fellow 

students coming out with blood on them. Shots through their legs.” 

Rep. Paul Ryan: “Of course we want to listen to these kids.” 

Interviewed mother of a student: “She [referencing her daughter] called me and said there 

is shots at the school. I told her to stay quiet, to stay calm, to breathe… [sighs while holding 

back from crying]” 

Vice President Mike Pence: “In this administration, the right of the people to keep and bear 

arms will not be infringed.” (“Jimmy Kimmel on Santa Fe School Shooting”).  

The montage continues with another two pairs of redacted interviews taken from the students and 

then is followed by another Sen. Ted Cruz and President Trump clip supporting gun rights. This 

video contains many of the same ploys that are now standard televisual effects on U.S. television 

news programs, for example, what Baym decribes as “tightly structured, highly visual, and fast-

paced” narrative and what Barkin classifies as “subjective forms of editing and cinematography… 

[and] background music” (34 & 67). All of the politicians’ statements are taken completely out of 

their original context and cut for the segment. Kimmel Live’s highly provocative deconstruction of 

gun rights ends with the addition of a website URL appearing on the screen, Everytown.org, a 

website devoted to preventing gun violence through activism, legislation, and promoting voter 

turnout (“About Everytown”). This dramatic televisual clip clearly tries to tap into the viewers’ 

feelings of helplessness and anger surrounding decades of failed attempts to pass meaningful 

nationwide gun control measures.  

 Jimmy Kimmel Live does present political satire that deliberately engages with current 

events, but its selection of topics regularly relies on sensational soft news stories. Kimmel Live, 

similar to other U.S. television news infotainment, often mixes its segments with both substantive 

political issues, like congressional bills and political appointments, with more sensational soft news 

coverage, or what Pribanic-Smith describes as stories that “typically consist of crime, sex, or some 

sort of gossip—the more bizarre, the better” (267). During Donald Trump’s Presidency, the news 

media and Kimmel Live fed off the bizarre daily events that surrounded his administration. For 

example, in a December 2019 monologue, Kimmel covers President Trump’s tweets targeting 
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newly named Time Magazine’s 2019 Person of the Year, Greta Thunberg, by reading the original 

tweet, “So ridiculous. Greta must work on her Anger Management problem, then go to a good old-

fashioned movie with a friend! Chill Greta, Chill!” Then to illustrate what Kimmel calls “un-

presidential” behavior the program shows eleven redacted clips of President Trump angrily yelling 

at reporters (“Trump’s Insane Outburst…”). Another example is a December 2019 monologue 

titled, “PROOF: The World is Laughing at Donald Trump,” and it presents the story of French, 

U.K., and Canadian leaders caught on a hot mic joking about President Trump. The segment then 

goes on to show seven redacted clips of Trump stating in various ways that the world will not be 

laughing at the U.S.A. when he is President (“PROOF: The World…”). These examples highlight 

Jimmy Kimmel Live’s reliance on sensational news stories to help fill their monologue and 

segments, but they also highlight how the program does satirically roast and undermine President 

Trump’s claims. Dagnes states that “soft-news emphasis on entertainment and human interest 

stories is appealing to Americans who have little interest in actual policymaking or political 

debate,” and that it is ultimately “beneficial for the financial imperatives of a rating-obsessed news 

media” (12). Kimmel Live does deliberately engage with political current events, but it typically 

prefers the sensationalized soft news topics of the day. The other two satirical network programs 

of Meyers’s Late Night and Colbert’s Late Show also comment on the silly and sensational political 

items coming from the news, but are again typically more willing to tackle more complex political 

and social issues than Kimmel Live.  

7.6 Infotainment on Network Late Night’s and Cable Parody News’s Show 

Business Celebrity Guest Appearances: 1962 to 2015 

The rest of this chapter will concentrate on how guest appearances with show business celebrities 

have transformed on late night talk shows. Since the inception of the genre, almost all late night 

talk shows have relied heavily on filling airtime with show business celebrities. Previous sections 

have focused on the guest appearances of politicians and political commentators on late night talk 

shows, and while these individuals might be celebrities too, this section seeks to spotlight how the 

contemporary programs are engaging with show business celebrities more generally. For example, 

this could be actors like Tom Hanks, musical performers like Lady Gaga, directors like Martin 

Scorsese, theater performers like Patti LuPone, and writers like Stephen King—all names primarily 

linked with the world of entertainment.  
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Historically, network late night hosts like Carson, Leno, and Letterman were generally 

reluctant to talk in-depth on political current events with both politicians and political 

commentators, so unsurprisingly their guest interviews with show business celebrities typically 

avoided political topics. Instead, these conversations usually included light banter, comical 

personal anecdotes, and the promotion of the guest’s newest work. These mutually beneficial 

conversations sought to attract big-tent audiences for both the network late night program, and then 

hopefully some of those viewers would eventually consume or buy what the show business 

celebrity was promoting. This adherence to the network notions of least objectionable and big-tent 

content in the interviews with guest celebrities is still seen on the conventional network programs 

of The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late with James Corden.  

On cable parody news programs, the programs and their show business celebrity guests 

were more willing than on network late night to engage in conversations surrounding political 

current events. For instance, Baym states that on The Colbert Report, “celebrity entertainers” like 

politicians, journalists, and authors would also want to occasionally discuss politics (133). Gray 

claims in 2009, that celebrities are more likely to politicize their images than in previous eras (150). 

While a conversation between a parodic news host and a show business celebrity could focus 

politics and serve to both inform and sensational current events, it is important to once again note 

the praise these programs have received for their advancement of rational dialogue. For example, 

Baym states that The Daily Show with Jon Stewart “regularly offers a model of and resources for 

political dialogue and reasoned conversations” (119). While The Colbert Report’s conversations 

were not ‘reasoned’ due to Colbert’s bombastic right-winged character, the concluding dialogue 

did often result in the guest presenting coherent ideas. Thus, it is demonstrated that cable parody 

news programs did occasionally offer some infotainment in their guest interviews with show 

business celebrities. However, these conversations typically did not seek just to appeal to and 

entertain their audiences, but also to inform them.  

7.7 Infotainment on Satirical Network Late Night’s Show Business Celebrity 

Guest Appearances: Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

The satirical network programs of Late Night with Seth Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen 

Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live! are willing to engage in infotainment in their conversations with 
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show business celebrities. The three programs’ hosts regularly ask their celebrity guests questions 

surrounding political events and politicians. However, these political conversations typically 

emphasize entertainment over information, since these interviews showcase both the host’s and 

guest’s dynamic personalities and aim to excite and sensationalize current events. For instance, 

when Stephen Colbert asks a show business celebrity a question referring to President Trump, he 

is not looking for a nuanced analysis, but instead is looking for an assertive opinion that will 

emotionally stimulate their audience. Whereas network late night was once reluctant to book 

politicians or political commentators for fear of going into a political conversation and alienating 

their broadcast audiences, now the satirical network hosts are willing to enter the political-

normative sphere and sensationalize politics with their high-profile show business celebrities.  

7.7.1 Satirical Network Late Night: Late Night with Seth Meyers  

Meyers’s Late Night regularly presents interview segments with show business celebrities that 

consist of conversations within the political-normative sphere, while both the host and guest come 

from the aesthetic-expressive sphere. This confirms Dagnes’ statement that “the lines 

distinguishing pundits, bloggers, reporters, and anchors have been blurred to the point that the word 

journalist today is virtually meaningless” (122). Like current Fox News host Sean Hannity or past 

Fox News host Glenn Beck, the satirical network hosts are not trained journalists, but instead 

entertainers whose programs often focus on political current events. Jones mentions that previously 

television producers assumed that the airing of political talk should be conducted by experts in the 

field of reference, be that politicians, strategists, journalists, or those with direct insider knowledge 

(43). However, in twenty-first century infotainment, who is or is not a journalist and/or expert 

matters little as the executive producers and the hosts can come from both news and entertainment 

divisions. Late Night routinely airs political interviews between its comedic host and show business 

celebrities that reinforce this contemporary trend and the more fluid relationship between 

journalists and entertainers and experts and non-experts.  

Meyers’s Late Night regularly hosts other political satirists in its guest interview segments, 

which presents a discussion between two non-journalists and non-experts commenting on the 

political-normative sphere. Late Night has hosted political discussions with satirists like Michael 

Moore, John Oliver, Samantha Bee, Trevor Noah, and Hasan Minhaj. In these interviews, the host 

and comedic guest frequently sensationalize political current events. For example, in September 

2017 Late Night hosted The Daily Show’s Trevor Noah, and Noah describes President Trump’s 
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pairing of unconventional comedy and the significance of his office as, “I like to think of it, like, 

Donald Trump is basically—he’s an asteroid headed towards the Earth, and… [light audience 

laughter] It’s an asteroid, but it’s shaped like a penis [audience laughter]” (“Trevor Noah Was…”). 

This conversation between Meyers and Noah focuses on current events but uses the political 

information to evoke laughter and entertain its audience rather than inform. In a September 2018 

interview with Full Frontal’s Samantha Bee, Meyers and Bee discuss the Senate Judiciary 

Committee’s public hearing of Supreme Court nominee Brett Kavanaugh, then mock Trump, and 

finally encourage people to vote in the 2018 midterm elections (“Samantha Bee’s Work…”). While 

at times comical and sensational, this interview highlights Late Night’s willingness to discuss 

politics with whoever might be in the guest’s chair, be that a politician, a political commentator, or 

a satirist and fellow show business celebrity.  

7.7.2 Satirical Network Late Night: The Late Show with Stephen Colbert 

More than any other network late night program, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert frequently 

presents infotainment in its guest appearance segments with show business celebrities. Like 

Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show also breaks the model of who is given a platform to 

discuss their political opinions on broadcast entertainment television. On a July 2017 episode of 

The Late Show, fellow satirist Michael Moore even called for an “army of satire” against President 

Trump and his administration (“Michael Moore Calls…”). In addition to satirists, Colbert’s 

program has had numerous high-profile show business celebrities on his program not only to 

promote their newest film or album but also to promote activism for a specific political cause or 

just to publicly bash President Trump.  

 The Late Show provides its guests with a friendly host and audience for the show business 

celebrities to promote their political activism and serves to both inform and sensationalize politics. 

Ponce De Leon states: “Many viewers liked edgy entertainment shows, and they were receptive to 

news and information programs that diverged from stolid traditions of the past. They also liked 

television personalities who seemed ‘real’ and openly expressed their emotions” (229). The Late 

Show’s audience is now regularly served ‘real’ and ‘open’ conversations concerning politics 

between its hosts and guest celebrities. Here is a list of some of the show business celebrities that 

have appeared on The Late Show and what political activism they have promoted: Julie Moore 

advocating for gun reform legislation; America Ferrera championing the Me Too movement, 

Time’s Up movement, and the 2017 Women’s March; Charlamagne (Lenard Larry McKelvey) 

supporting a new African American museum in Charleston, South Carolina; John Goodman 
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opposing anti-union legislation in Missouri; Patricia Arquette backing pay equity and the Equal 

Rights Amendment; Casey Wilson supporting activism for climate justice; and Ellen Page fighting 

for equality for the LBGTQ community (“Julianne Moore: It’s…” & “America Ferrera’s Busy…” 

& “Charlamagne: Trump…” & “John Goodman Had…” & “Patricia Arquette Has…” & “Casey 

Wilson Was…” & “Ellen Page Calls…”). Expectedly, all these causes have strong partisan ties and 

reflect similar stances taken by the Democratic Party. On The Late Show celebrities are provided 

with not only a place to sell their newest creative project, but they are also given a platform with a 

receptive host and audience to pitch their political activism. 

Besides presenting their activism on The Late Show, Colbert regularly explicitly asks show 

business celebrities for their viewpoints about current events and President Trump’s administration. 

These conversations offer little in terms of factual reporting and instead rely on sensationalized 

opinion. Pribanic-Smith asserts it is now common for political commentators to offer sensational 

accounts of information, which “exaggerated and expanded on the truth to make their stories more 

interesting and keep the attention of the listener” (267). Dagnes similarly states that “pundits are 

rewarded for loud behavior, and entertainment wins over substance” (83). Similar to that of 

contemporary news, Colbert’s Late Show conversations with show business celebrities often 

engage with politics entertainingly and exaggeratedly. Here are only a few excerpts taken from The 

Late Show:  

Robert De Niro: “This guy [President Trump] has proven himself to be a total loser.” “You 

have a wannabe gangster in the White House now.” “He’s a dumbbell.” “Even gangsters 

have morals. They have ethics. They have a code.” (“Robert De Niro On Trump…”) 

Jim Carrey: “It gives us a break from the obstreperous bloviating bag of flatulence 

[referencing President Trump] [audience laughter] that is trying to take the shiny city on 

the hill and turn it into a dutch oven. [audience laughter] We don’t have to pull the covers 

over our head and breathe deeply the ambrosia of evil, you know?” (“Jim Carrey Makes…”) 

John Leguizamo: “No, now it’s frightening. It’s terrifying, man, being a Latin man [during] 

this administration, it’s terrifying. Luckily to me, Trump has a positive side to him. He’s 

like—he’s like the enema of this country who is going to release all the misogyny and 

homophobia and racism out of the anus of America. [audience cheers and applause]” (“John 

Leguizamo Teaches…”) 
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While Colbert’s interviews with politicians and political commentators often provide some more 

nuanced information on current events, these conversations with show business celebrities typically 

serve to only sensationalize the political news and entertain its audience.   

7.7.3 Satirical Network Late Night: Jimmy Kimmel Live! 

While it might not be doing so as frequently as The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, Jimmy Kimmel 

Live still occasionally provides interviews with show business celebrities that present infotainment 

surrounding current events and politics. Dagnes insists that “the abundance of media tilts toward 

the amusing and away from the substantive” (121). Much like the television news media at large, 

when show business celebrities do discuss politics on Kimmel Live, the conversations are filled 

with melodramatic and sensational moments that seek to amuse. McClennen and Maisel state that 

it can be difficult for a satirist to perform their comedy when much of what passes for ‘real’ news 

today, is itself very sensational and silly (59). However, when watching Jimmy Kimmel Live, it is 

clear that the program outpaces most other television news media with its sensationalized news 

coverage in both its monologues and in its guest appearances segments with show business 

celebrities. For example, in a pre-taped clip titled “George Clooney Against DUMBF**KERY,” 

Clooney speaks for two minutes in a public service announcement parody that attacks conservatives 

like Sen. James Inhofe, President Trump, and Environmental Protection Agency administrator 

Andrew Wheeler for denying facts surrounding climate change. After toting some of humankind’s 

most significant scientific achievements, Clooney then says, “Tragically, though, the volumes of 

invaluable knowledge gathered over centuries is now threatened by an epidemic of dumb f**cking 

[bleeped] idiots saying dumb f**cking [bleeped] sh*t [bleeped]” (n. pag.). In this clip, Kimmel Live 

and George Clooney share their stances on climate change and on climate change deniers, which 

comes from the political-normative sphere. However, the entire clip is still firmly rooted in the 

aesthetic-expressive.  

In October 2018, Kimmel interviewed adult film star Stormy Daniels, who divulges details 

about her alleged sexual affair with Donald Trump, such as the fact that Trump wore silky pajamas 

and did not wear a condom during intercourse. Then Kimmel reads the following passage from 

Daniels’s new book: “‘He [Trump] knows he has an unusual penis, it has a huge mushroom head 

like a toadstool,’ but you also say it’s smaller than average” (“EXCLUSIVE – Stormy Daniels…”). 

Next, Kimmel gets out a grass-covered board with nine differently sized and shaped orange 

mushrooms, and then Kimmel has Stormy Daniels select the mushroom that most resembles 
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President Trump’s genitalia (“EXCLUSIVE – Stormy Daniels…”). Kimmel Live’s political 

conversations with show business celebrities do engage with politics and current events, but they 

are undoubtedly sensationalized for their comedic effect.  

 Jimmy Kimmel Live has also hosted a handful of guest appearances with show business 

celebrities that are conservatives and these conversations also include political sensationalism. For 

instance, in a March 2018 interview with John Goodman and Roseanne Barr, Kimmel and Barr 

debate their political loyalties and Barr expresses her continued support for President Trump 

(“Roseanne Barr on…”). In another Jimmy Kimmel Live interview with Dennis Miller, a comedian 

and a conservative, he tells Kimmel, 

When I watch Trump, he doesn’t rankle me like he rankles people on your side. There are 

days where I think he’s a buffoon. There are days I can’t believe the stuff he says. Today 

when I watched that thing [referencing a redacted clip of Trump from Kimmel’s earlier 

monologue], I kind of laughed. I watch Pelosi and she drives me batty. And I know on your 

side, I, I think, she is kind of accepted, but when she says stuff like that, she drives me more 

crazy. (“Dennis Miller on…”) 

Both comedians are willing to discuss their political opinions throughout the seven-minute 

interview, and the conversation unsurprising yields more laughs than refined political analysis. For 

example, later Miller states the following,  

[I am] socially liberal and that’s when I don’t dig what the conservatives do. They always 

come off looking like the town elders from Footloose. [audience laughter] And that’s a drag 

to me. But I look at liberals sometimes and liberalism is like a nude beach. It sounds good 

until you get there… [audience laughter] Then there’s a lot of cankles [referencing when a 

person’s calf that does not taper down in size by the time it reaches their ankle, but instead 

remains the same size] and misspelled tattoos [audience laughter]. (“Dennis Miller on…”) 

While Jimmy Kimmel often does not agree with the conservative guests that talk politics on his 

program, he is willing to give them time to articulate their political opinions and jokes. When 

Kimmel Live discusses politics and current events with other show business celebrities, these 

conversations typically prioritize entertainment over information. 
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7.8 Conclusion 

The satirical network late night programs are now working within both the aesthetic-expressive 

and political-normative spheres. Their deliberate political engagement in their monologues, 

sketches, and guest appearance segments positions them as a form of infotainment. This transition 

away from past genre conventions of network late night is another marker that Late Night with Seth 

Meyers, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel Live are abandoning the big-tent 

network model for a more narrowcast approach. Dagnes asserts that “as the number of choices 

increases on TV, so too does the ability for viewers to change channels on a whim, constantly self-

selecting their ideal form of entertainment” (78). Additionally, Poniewozik comments that 

television has continued to “move away from the Least Objectionable Program and toward 

programming designed to stand out and attract a smaller but passionate following” (226). Satirical 

network’s infotainment is geared for a specific audience that likely shares a common ideological 

viewpoint and one that is not averse to getting some information and news from a comedic host. 

While Late Night, The Late Show, and Kimmel Live exhibit many of the perceived lapses of twenty-

first century U.S. television journalism that past cable parody news programs used to ridicule and 

parody, like televisual effects, narrative, emotion and sensationalism, opinion and speculation, and 

dynamic personalities, the new satirical network programs still represent the flip side of 

infotainment with the continued escalation and immersion of the political-normative into the 

aesthetic-expressive sphere on U.S. entertainment programming. 
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8. Conclusion: Satirical Network Late Night’s Community of Satire 

Network late night talk shows have been a staple on television for seventy years, and in light of 

radical changes to the late night landscape in the 2010s with new hosts and new types of political 

moments, many network late night talk shows have adapted and modernized their programs to 

remain popular. The once stable genres, distribution practices, and reliable audiences of the 

network era have been transformed with the introduction of cable in the multi-channel era, and now 

it is continually more difficult to reach the splintered audiences of the post-network era. In their 

2018 edited book, Political Humor in a Changing Media Landscape: A New Generation of 

Research, Baumgartner and Becker mention that 

It is no secret that we live in an increasingly fragmented, high choice media environment. 

We also exist within a truly divided and polarized political climate, both here in the United 

States and increasingly in many places around the globe. Understanding how and why 

certain segments of the population flock to political comedy content, while others try their 

hardest to avoid it, will be an increasingly important area for future research. (Baumgartner 

& Becker 314) 

As I showed, some network programs have chosen to accept both the changing reality of the media 

environment and the political climate, while other programs have chosen to try to evade it. The 

conventional network late night programs such as Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late 

Show have tried to sidestep the current polarized political climate by continuing to display political 

moments that match the safe, cautious, and big-tent formula that Carson’s Tonight Show 

institutionalized already in the 1960s. Fallon’s and Corden’s programs continue to offer political 

moments and monologues centered on the ambition to be the “most-mass.” While their programs 

do not project much in terms of political information or loyalty, they can be seen to target a younger 

demographic than the network era late night talk shows. Conversely, the satirical network late night 

programs of Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live have fully embraced the 

fragmenting media landscape and the charged political climate. These programs have adjusted and 

committed to presenting narrowcast political moments that energizes some viewers and alienates 

others. These satirical network programs exhibit many of the markers of the twenty-first century 

U.S. television news media’s infotainment programming; they present political moments that offer 
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partisanship, and they function as pack journalists by also amplifying the same hot political current 

events.  

This conclusion will focus on the recent political events in the U.S. and update on how both 

Trump’s Presidency and now Biden’s Presidency have affected network late night. For example, it 

expands on how the satirical network programs have stayed the course with their political moments 

during the first year of the Biden Presidency. It will then argue that Donald Trump’s candidacy for 

the Republican party presidential nomination in 2016, his tenure as president, and his post-

presidency have been contributing factors in the evolution of political moments on late night talk 

shows, even if he is certainly not the sole reason for this transition. Additionally, this conclusion 

will finish by theorizing what type of cultural influence and function past late night talk shows had 

in their respective eras; and finally, I will argue that the current satirical network late night programs 

can create a community of satire.  

8.1 Satirical Network Late Night During the Biden Presidency  

In Baumgartner and Becker’s recent publication, the editors pose two key questions: “What 

happens after the Trump era?” and “Does network late-night political comedy return to normalcy 

and focus more on entertaining us rather than bombarding us with satirical political critique?” 

(315). A year into President Biden’s 2021 to 2025 term in office, the answer is now clear: the 

satirical network late night programs of Meyer’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live 

are continuing to present narrowcast political moments in a style similar to what they did during 

the Trump Presidency. Due to Covid-19, all major late night talk shows temporarily went off the 

air in Spring 2020, and they began recording their programs in the host’s family home (at the 

beginning the hosts often relied on their children and spouses to help record the shows) and various 

other studio options. The examples below will only include segments of episodes from when they 

returned to their studios and started taping in front of live studio audiences, most of which date 

from June 2021 to March 2022. During the Biden presidency, these satirical network programs 

continue to air highly partisan political moments, amplify the same trending current events that are 

featured on central or liberal media cable news channels like CNN or MSNBC, and function as 

infotainment programs that expose many of the perceived shortcomings of the twenty-first century 

U.S. television news media.  
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 As outlined in chapter five, “(Non)Partisan Political Moments and Network Late 

Night,” the satirical network programs regularly present highly partisan political moments 

throughout their shows, and this has continued into the Biden Presidency. Late Night with Seth 

Meyers continues to lampoon Republicans and generally supports the Democratic party and its 

policies. For example, in a November 2021“A Closer Look,” Meyers starts the segment by stating: 

[over-the-shoulder-graphic of Capital Building and Democratic donkey] There is a 

fundamental asymmetry between the left and the right, which one side is, for all its many 

flaws, at least interested in attempting to govern competently. [over-the-shoulder-graphic 

changes to Trump and Republican elephant] The other side, meanwhile, has been captured 

by a cult-like movement filled with authoritarian weirdos and cartoon gangsters… (“GOP 

and Fox News Lie…”) 

Meyers then continues to crack jokes about conservatives such as Fox News Channel’s Jeanine 

Pirro and former New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani. The partisanship in Meyers’s Late Night often 

uses overstatements in its political moments, ones that even outpace his other network 

contemporaries. Meyers’s “A Closer Look” segments are regularly constructed around the idea that 

conservatives are the villains and liberals are the heroes in their efforts to positively affect U.S. 

politics. Meyers’s Late Night still routinely champions Democratic stances, including some from 

the progressive wing of the party. For instance, in a September 2021 “A Closer Look” titled “Sen. 

Bernie Sanders Takes on Fossil Fuel Lobby in Fight Over Climate Change” he opens as follows:   

Progressives in Congress, including Senate Budget Chairman Bernie Sanders, are pushing 

forward with the transformative $3.5 trillion spending plan that would invest heavily in 

climate infrastructure and historic wildfires, drought, and flooding, and, now, centrists with 

ties to the fossil fuel industry are trying to water it down. 

In this clip and many others, Meyers goes on to lampoon Democratic centrists like Sen. Joe 

Manchin and Sen. Kyrsten Sinema for holding back a more progressive political agenda.  

 Meyers’s Late Night is not alone in his devotion to partisan politics, as both Colbert’s Late 

Show and Jimmy Kimmel Live are still routinely punching conservatives and supporting liberals 

with their political satire. In a June 2021 monologue from Colbert’s Late Show, the program already 

started to ridicule potential 2024 G.O.P. presidential candidates like Gov. Kristi Noem, Sen. Tom 

Cotton, Sen. Tim Scott, Sen. Rick Scott, and former Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. In the clip, 
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Colbert jokes that Sen. Cotton is spineless, quips that anyone who supports a potential Pompeo 

presidential run must be high on drugs, and claims in earnest that actions by Gov. Noem are 

unconstitutional (“Is The 2024 GOP Presidential…”). Likewise, Jimmy Kimmel Live still regularly 

satirizes high-profile Republican politicians and figures such as Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene, Rep. 

Matt Gaetz, Donald Trump Jr., and Sen. Ted Cruz. In a February 2022 monologue titled “Marjorie 

Taylor Greene Slams Pelosi’s ‘Gazpacho Police’ & Republicans Downplay January 6th Violence,” 

Kimmel blasts Rep. Greene and then expands on the perceived absurdity of praising Sen. Mitch 

McConnell after he once again denounced the January 6th storming of the U.S. Capital Building: 

“Just to show you how far down the crazy hole we’ve gone. We’re now applauding Republicans 

who are willing to admit that what happened, happened.” The satirical network programs have 

stayed dedicated to presenting political moments that draw on partisan lines. Recent publications 

have noticed similar trends with Farnsworth and Lichter asserting that “the political jokes are also 

more partisan and sharp-edged than they were in the past,” and Baumgartner and Becker affirming 

that both cable news and late night talk shows are embracing “hyper-partisan” content (150 & 310).  

 Previously, it was argued in chapter six, “Amplification and Agenda Setting in Political 

Moments on Network Late Night,” that the satirical network late night programs functioned not 

as watchdogs on politics and journalists, but as mirror pack journalism by amplifying the same 

prominent stories as other U.S. cable programs. This trend has continued during President Biden’s 

tenure in the White House. For instance, in an October 2021 “A Closer Look,” Meyers amplifies 

an already heavily circulating news story about a new report linking eight Republican congressmen 

and women to helping plan the January 6th Capital riots. In the overtly partisan clip, Meyers states 

the following:  

Republicans are not abandoning Trump’s war on democracy. They’re embracing it, which 

is why it’s all the more important that we get to the bottom of what happened after the last 

election before Republicans try to steal the next one, especially after bombshell new 

allegations reported by Rolling Stone yesterday in which several G.O.P. members of 

Congress are accused of holding dozens of planning sessions with the organizers of the 

January 6th rallies that ultimately led to the violent insurrection at the Capitol. (“Bombshell 

Report Ties…”) 

Then Late Night uses another three redacted news clips and the Rolling Stones article itself to 

further amplify the story. Likewise, The Late Show with Stephen Colbert and Jimmy Kimmel Live 
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have also continued to line up one behind the other, much like pack journalists, to amplify the same 

topical news stories. The Late Show and Jimmy Kimmel Live also amplifed the same Rolling Stone 

report in their monologues that week. On The Late Show, Colbert explained,  

Social media isn’t the only thing that helped cause the January 6th riot. So did G.O.P. 

officials. [changes from Colbert to a redacted article from Rolling Stone and Colbert reads 

the article’s title] ‘Organizers Say They Participated in ‘Dozens’ of Planning Meetings With 

Members of Congress and White House Staff’. [audience boos] Wow, really. Great 

planning, guys. (“Rainfall Swamps The…”) 

While Kimmel noted,  

We’re learning more about who is behind the January 6th attack on the Capitol from an 

explosive report in Rolling Stone. Two people who helped organize the rally in D.C. that 

became an insurrection said they planned the event with several republican members of 

congress. They had dozens of planning meetings with members of Congress and White 

House staff… (“Capitol Riot Planners…”) 

All three hosts regurgitate the same claims from the article without offering anything new other 

than a few jokes and their blunt condemnation of the Republican representatives involved. 

Baumgartner and Becker have also noted that the contemporary programs are more directly 

involved in reporting on political current events:  

There has been a fundamental shift in the expectations placed on late-night talk show hosts. 

Gone are the days when late-night programming was simply comedy and light banter 

between host and guests. It is increasingly the case that hosts are expected to be politically 

relevant. Johnny Carson hosted the Tonight Show for three decades, and viewers would 

have been very hard pressed to guess his political view. (Baumgartner & Becker 3) 

The satirical network programs have chosen to amplify current events with their deliberate 

engagement with political moments, first during the Trump Presidency and now during the Biden 

Presidency. These political moments more directly reflect and comment on the ongoing political 

landscape than any past network programs. Again, Stephen Colbert’s Late Show even takes this 

political amplification a step further, by frequently hosting political commentators on his program’s 

guest interview segments (typically a few times a week).  
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Finally, during the Biden Presidency, the satirical network programs have continued to 

operate as a form of infotainment; much like the traditional U.S. television news media, they rely 

on tactics such as televisual effects, narrative, emotion and sensationalism, opinion and 

speculation, and dynamic personalities. As outlined in chapter seven, “Infotainment on Network 

Late Night,” these programs largely rely on infotainment tactics to produce their political 

moments. Late Night with Seth Meyers still typically airs three “A Closer Look” segments each 

week, and these segments remain devoted to mixing entertainment and information. From Monday, 

December 6th, 2021 to Thursday, December 9th, 2021 Late Night aired three “A Closer Look” 

segments titled: “Trump's Secret Positive COVID Test; GOP's Omicron Conspiracy Theories,” 

“Republicans Want to Make Trump Speaker of the House if They Win in 2022,” and “Ron Johnson 

Says Mouthwash Kills COVID; Fox News Lies About Omicron.” In these three examples, the 

program continues to rely on constructing compelling narratives with Meyers opening with a thesis 

argument, a middle of the story where he offers more background information, and a concluding 

rephrased thesis statement. These narratives continually orient themselves on good-versus-evil 

themes. Late Night continually frames the G.O.P., high-ranking Republican politicians, as well as 

Fox News as inherently evil or vile; and at the same time, it champions progressives and high-

ranking Democratic politicians and relies on the centrist or liberal-leaning reporting of programs 

like MSNBC, CNN, and NBC News (“Trump’s Secret Positive…” & “Republicans Want to…” & 

“Ron Johnson Says…”).  

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert also functions as a form of infotainment by regularly 

mixing what Baym calls the aesthetic-expressive and the political-normative. The Late Show 

routinely airs monologues that display political content and then infuse it with emotion and 

sensationalism. For example, in the monologue on the first anniversary of the January 6th riot at the 

Capitol, Colbert tries to draw out multiple different emotions of his viewing audience. First, Colbert 

encourages his audience to feel sadness over this event by stating: “The thing that I remember from 

that day is how shocked I was at the grotesque-ness of this tragedy” (“Biden Takes The…”). 

Secondly, Colbert taps into his audience’s anger by expressing how the former administration not 

only failed to stop the insurrection but helped to provoke the riots. Finally, Colbert and the audience 

celebrate and praise President Biden’s sharp words directed at former President Trump at a 

commemoration event held by the current administration, with Colbert enthusiastically shouting, 

“Wahoo! That’s the Joe Biden I remember! That is the Joe Biden we stole this election for—I mean 

voted for [audience laughter]” (“Biden Takes The…”). While it is typical for a late night host to 
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evoke laughter in his audience, The Late Show regularly draws on a broader range of emotions and 

dramatizes the news coverage much like other forms of punditry on U.S. cable news. 

 Jimmy Kimmel Live has also maintained its devotion to infotainment under the Biden 

Presidency by commonly relying on televisual effects and by covering sensational soft news stories. 

In comparison to the other two satirical network programs, Kimmel Live’s program generally offers 

the least amount of information in his satirical monologues and usually focuses its political 

moments on uncomplicated and sensationalistic political current events (it often avoids more 

complex topics like political policy). For instance, after the 2020 election, whenever Kimmel Live 

showed an interview or speech by President Trump, the program used the original footage, but they 

edited President Trump’s body to look as though he was entirely naked. In the February 2022 

monologue segment titled, “Trump Blames Everyone But Himself for Jan 6th Riot & 

Punxsutawney Phil Didn’t Warn Us About COVID,” Kimmel Live once again used a real Newsmax 

interview with Trump and then edited him to be naked. The monologue utilizes deliberate political 

engagement, but it also uses televisual effects to mock Trump and entertain the laughing audience. 

 

(“Trump Blames Everyone…”) 

Additionally, Jimmy Kimmel Live often still presents sensationalist soft news political current 

events instead of more complex issues such as legislation or foreign policy. For example, Kimmel 

relished the opportunity to amplify the reporting that President Trump allegedly clogged his White 

House toilet numerous times by trying to destroy and flush official documents (“Trump Clogged 
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the…”). Again, the recent publications also agree that these programs openly engage in 

infotainment in their broadcasts. Farnsworth and Lichter assert that “the rise of late night television 

talk shows as forums for political discourse roughly parallels a number of other trends in politics 

and political news” (8). And Baumgartner and Becker highlight that “gone, it seems, are the days 

of simply tuning in to late-night talk shows for simple entertainment” (4). While Trump is out of 

the office, the political moments that Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live 

developed under his administration remain much the same as they all still present political moments 

that rely on partisanship, amplification, and infotainment in their satirical network programs.  

8.2 Satirical Network Late Night’s Main Contributing Factors and Timing 

The massive subgenre disruptions outlined in this dissertation can be linked back to four main 

contributing factors: the political rise and presidency of Donald Trump, the political climate they 

aired in, the previous success of cable parody news, and network late night’s disconnect from the 

changing media landscape. The preceding section confirmed Donald Trump as an important 

political target for these satirists, but he is not the sole force for the changes on network late night. 

This should not come as a surprise. Prominent celebrities and political figures have been primary 

targets for network hosts from Steve Allen in the 1950s to Stephen Colbert today in the 2020s. 

Network late night’s yearly episode production ranges from one hundred and sixty episodes per 

year to two hundred per year, and the monologues, sketches, and conversations are frequently 

influenced by topical current events including political news stories. Trump largely dominated 

media cycles during his time in office, and satirists knew their audience would be familiar with 

their high-profile target and his recent attention-grabbing coverage. According to Lichter et al., 

quantitative research dating back decades shows that “election years put political humor on 

steroids,” and the number of political jokes generally rises in election years (85). And these total 

number of jokes do not take into account the transition to satirical and partisan jokes. Additionally, 

Lichter et al. note that in non-presidential election years, the sitting president is most often the 

target of late night talk show totals (68). Thus, it is no surprise that this trend continued during 

President Trump’s time in the White House. 

Furthermore, Lichter et al. claim that there is evidence that “humorists have a much easier 

time when there is an obvious theme or trope to target” (85). Donald Trump, more than any other 

president past or present, has deeply ingrained comedic tropes attached to him. Of course, all U.S. 

presidents of the modern era have comedic tropes linked to them; these tropes can be applied to 
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their physical appearance, personality traits, domestic life, occupational life, and leisure/hobbies. 

President Bill Clinton was mocked for his southern drawl, love of fatty foods, and his sexual 

exploits. President George W. Bush was ridiculed for his perceived low intellect, his deference to 

Vice President Dick Cheney, and his Bushisms (his routine blunders of speech). It is noted by 

Lichter et al. that late night comedians struggled to tie President Barack Obama to comedic tropes, 

but there are a few exceptions (60-61): President Obama was mocked for his long verbal pauses 

that used a deep gravelly “uhh” sound between words, for his rapidly graying hair, and for missteps 

in fashion like his “mom-jeans” or goofy bike riding outfits. It is less difficult to point out comedic 

tropes related to Trump. Below is a chart with twenty-five tropes I have seen humorists regularly 

use since 2015. 

Physical Appearance Orange Skin Complexion, Combed-Over Hair, Small Hands, Oversized 

Suits and Ties, Overweight (Obese) 

Personality Traits Narcissistic, Hyperbolic, Sexist, Erratic, Xenophobic 

Domestic Life Sexual Exploits, Estranged Relationships, Nepotism, Born Into Wealth 

(Class), Vindictive 

Occupational Life Bankruptcies/Failed Businesses, Autocratic, Inept/Uninformed, Personal-

Branding (Places Name on Everything), Un-Presidential 

Leisure/Hobbies Fox News, Tweeting, Golf, Political Rallies, Eastern European 

Women/Models 

 

Nightly monologues draw content from topical news, high-profile or well-known targets, and 

established comedic tropes, so it is safe to say that President Trump was a perfect fit for late night 

talk show comedy. However, this does not explain why the programs of Meyers’s Late Night, 

Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live transitioned toward political satire and deliberate political 

engagement while the conventional network programs of Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late 

Late Show continued to handle President Trump very much in the same ways Leno’s Tonight Show 

dealt with Presidents Clinton, G.W. Bush, and Obama; or the ways Carson’s Tonight Show worked 

with Presidents Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, and G.H.W. Bush. Thus, 

President Trump was good for comedy and can be seen as a catalyst for some of these subgenre 
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disruptions of political moments in network late night, but he alone is not responsible for this larger 

transition.  

 A second contributing factor for why the satirical network late night programs are 

disrupting subgenre conventions can be attributed to the political climate they have aired in. This 

dissertation has cited multiple interviews with Seth Meyers, Stephen Colbert, and Jimmy Kimmel 

where these hosts state that they felt the need to speak up and become politically engaged. The 

timeframe for which this dissertation tracks late night talk shows, from 2015 to 2022, is a time of 

perceived hyper-partisanship, and this hyper-partisanship is reflected in these satirical network late 

night programs. Some hosts have chosen to represent the political moment, and this could help 

explain why after roughly fifteen seasons on air Jimmy Kimmel Live! suddenly transitioned to 

making partisan and satirical political moments (Baumgartner & Becker 314). Additionally, it 

shows that other programs like Jimmy Fallon’s Tonight Show have, according to Baumgartner and 

Becker, “taken heat for not addressing the current political moment” (314). As quoted in this 

dissertation's introduction, Farnsworth and Lichter assert that “a generation ago, late night hosts 

did not want to go too far and risk offending Middle America. Now the tables have turned. these 

days, these hosts face criticism, both (from conservatives) for being too partisan in their remarks 

and (from liberals) for not being partisan enough” (82). If a “Middle America” does exist, programs 

like Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show still provide political moments that might 

satisfy that population, but in a time of perceived hyper-partisanship, the satirical network hosts 

have woven themselves into the current political climate. 

 A third contributing factor for the rise of satirical network late night can be linked back to 

the success and blueprint of past cable parody news programs. The Daily Show with Jon Stewart 

and The Colbert Report proved that some audiences were willing to follow complex social and 

political issues. Audiences were engaged in watching seven-minute monologues (desk pieces) on 

a single political issue, and they wanted in-depth conversations with scholars, authors, journalists, 

and politicians. And shockingly, they were willing to view all of the aforementioned items in an 

entertainment-based subgenre. What was an experiment in the 1990s with cable parody news 

programs like Dennis Miller Live, Bill Maher’s Politically Incorrect, and The Daily Show with 

Craig Kilborn became a forceful competition to network late night in the 2000s. Stewart’s Daily 

Show and The Colbert Report may have trailed in the ratings behind the major network late night 

programs of Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show, but they were able to gather 
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respectable nightly viewership ratings over a million, and they also started to surpass the network 

institutions in critical and cultural esteem (Koblin). For instance, Stewart’s Daily Show was 

nominated for sixty Emmy Awards and won a total of twenty-three (“The Daily Show With Jon 

Stewart: Comedy Central”). Television critic James Poniewozik asserts, “The Daily Show changed 

television, particularly because it advanced the late-night monologue into the post-broadcast-

network era… it showed that there was a place where you could be successful doing comedy that 

had a strong point of view” (Smith, The Daily Show 345). Likewise, Zinoman declares that The 

Daily Show and The Colbert Report “captured young audiences, received rave reviews, and 

regularly earned Emmys…[and that the] shows transcended their form and captured the zeitgeist” 

(269). These cable parody news programs laid the groundwork for the current satirical network late 

night programs.  

 A fourth contributing factor for satirical network’s subgenre disruptions, and what I would 

argue led to this abrupt about-face, was that network late night programs were increasingly out of 

step with the realities of the changing media landscape. The media landscape had undergone 

significant changes since the mid-1980s, but these programs still presented content targeted as mass 

audiences, much how Carson’s Tonight Show did since the early 1960s. Thus, these programs were 

ripe for a complete overhaul. This dissertation has emphasized the importance of contextualizing 

each era that these late night talk shows aired in by unpacking the evolving U.S. television media 

landscape’s norms, practices, and structures. During the network era of the 1950s to mid-1980s, 

television was controlled by three channels, and the content on the vast majority of programs met 

the ideals of the least objectionable programming and targeted mass audiences. The programs of 

Steve Allen’s Tonight, Jack Paar’s Tonight, and Johnny Carson’s Tonight Show largely abided by 

these big-tent practices.  

Despite the emergence of the multi-channel era in the mid-1980s, Carson continued to 

produce broad-based and safe political moments until his retirement in 1992. Once Jay Leno took 

over The Tonight Show in 1992 and David Letterman created the Late Show franchise, the U.S. 

television media landscape was no longer dominated by three networks, and instead, the networks 

were competing against furious competition from cable channels that more directly narrowcast 

their content to more refined demographics. The 1990s were a time when most genres and 

programming on the major networks still tried to produce content aimed at mass audiences, but the 

increased channel options meant these programs would never gather the audiences that they did 
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during the network era. Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show continued to rely on 

episodes and political moments that were the “most-mass” despite their declining influence. The 

1990s was also the time when cable programs started to explore the possibilities of making their 

own late night talk shows, and early examples of cable parody news started to arise such as Dennis 

Miller Live and Bill Maher’s Politically Incorrect. These cable channels and programs could 

remain afloat with smaller and more narrowcast audiences. 

As the post-network era emerged in the early-2000s, cable parody news programs like The 

Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The Colbert Report institutionalized some markers of the 

subgenre and were well received by audiences and critics alike. In the post-network era, the 

fragmentation of the U.S. media landscape continued with ever-increasing viewing options, viewer 

choice, and payment options. Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert Report followed these trends 

by producing narrowcast political moments, and Comedy Central was one of the first to utilize 

online secondary viewing options (Lotz, The Television Will Be Revolutionized 75-76). Meanwhile, 

network late night programs like Leno’s Tonight Show and Letterman’s Late Show produced no 

radical deviations from their traditional big-tent practices that targeted audiences that were the 

‘most-mass.’ By the 2000s, many network genres and programming started to transition and 

experiment with their content and followed cable leads by targeting smaller and more specific 

audiences, but network late night remained committed to the conventions institutionalized by 

Johnny Carson back in the early-1960s (Lotz, We Now Disrupt This Broadcast 69). Network late 

night, in short, was largely detached from the realities of the contemporary media landscape.  

Once Jay Leno and David Letterman retired from their network programs in 2014 and 2015 

respectively, network late night programming had a considerable shake-up, and some of the new 

hosts and programs would start to disrupt subgenre conventions and bring these programs in line 

with the more fragmented realities of a post-network media landscape. The satirical network late 

night programs of Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live would not follow 

the archaic big-tent and least objectionable programming model institutionalized by Carson in the 

1960s and maintained by Leno and Letterman. Instead, the satirical network programs would now 

embrace what cable programming had been doing since the 1990s by producing content geared for 

narrowcast audiences. Additionally, these satirical network programs would go even further with 

their political moments than past cable parody news did by offering political moments steeped in 

brazen partisanship, functioning as pack journalists, and mirroring the infotainment programming 
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that parody programs once mocked. The satirical network programs produce content that offends 

many, but it can also attract a highly specific viewing audience with its original airing and 

secondary viewing options the day after. Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel 

Live do not reflect broadcasting, and are now extreme examples of what narrowcasting is starting 

to look like in the twenty-first century. They may now be more narrowly defined as person-casting 

programming, highly specialized and targeted programming that audience members actively seek 

out and click to watch. 

8.3 Deciphering Key Effects of Late Night Talks Shows’ Evolving Cultural 

Signification: From Past to Present  

Late night talk shows have provided viewing audiences entertainment and humor for over seventy 

years, and in doing so they have also helped to generate meanings through their cultural signifying 

practices. Here I want to focus on the cultural signification or cultural effect the past and present 

late night talk shows have had with their viewing audiences. From a semiotic prespective, this 

would be how these signs (the programs and their content) signify potential meanings, ideologies, 

concepts, or senses to their audiences (Barker 510). First, this section will look at past network late 

night programs’ cultural signifying practices, and then this will be followed by the contemporary 

conventional network late night programs. Next, the focus will shift to past cable parody news 

programs, and finally to the role of the new satirical network late night programs. 

 Past network late night programs like Carson’s Tonight Show, Leno’s Tonight Show, 

Letterman’s Late Show did not just operate as a place for simple entertainment; they functioned as 

a cultural homogenizer. These programs were a place where a huge swath of Americans could 

gather post-primetime, once their children were asleep. The humor was generally geared for adults, 

but it was created in the hopes that some portion of every U.S. demographic would watch it, even 

for lack of other entertainment options. Network late night was a hegemonic American production, 

as it was produced by the dominant ruling block (white, male, upper-class, Americans), and it 

helped to make, maintain, and reproduce cultural meaning (Barker 66-68). When faced with a 

culturally taboo subject, an audience-alienating topic, or a hot-button political issue; they would 

choose not to air such content. These network late night programs pushed their ideological stances 

on their viewers, and those who watched would typically consent to the shows’ cultural meaning-

making. Timberg notes that “in the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s, the comedy monologues of Johnny 
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Carson, David Letterman, and Jay Leno were repeatedly cited by news critics and political 

commentators as barometers of public opinion, helping to define what constituted common sense 

for many Americans” (14). These big-tent and least objectionable late night talk shows tried not to 

present overtly ideological stances on items like race, politics, and war. However, by not 

commenting on race relationships or other contemporary issues, they were also pushing forward an 

ideological stance and helping to shape what was culturally acceptable to address in both the private 

and public sphere. Lotz comments that many scholars have long believed that television in the 

network era served to “reinforce a certain set of beliefs” to their broadcast audiences (The 

Television Will Be Revolutionized 33-34). Poniewozik agrees that network era television functioned 

as a “homogenizing force” and brought “together the majority of the public to have the same 

cultural experience at the same time, all the time” (xv & 24). The late night programs of Carson, 

Leno, and Letterman served as a cultural homogenizer by trying to appeal to all American viewers. 

 In today’s network late night landscape there are two programs that have widely maintained 

big-tent programming and can be watched by viewers of any political persuasion: The Tonight 

Show Starring Jimmy Fallon and The Late Late Show with James Corden. However, I would claim 

that these conventional network programs do produce content directed at a younger demographic. 

Their content often highlights celebrities, youth trends, virality (a rapid and wide circulation of text 

across the internet), and popular culture. As mentioned at the end of chapter two, “Network Late 

Night: Genre Conventions and U.S. Television Landscape,” network late night programs such as 

The Arsenio Hall Show, Conan O’Brien’s Late Night, and the earlier years of Jimmy Kimmel Live 

aimed their content at a younger demographic. As Lotz explains, in the post-network era “it became 

apparent that regardless of audience size, not all audiences were the same,” and advertisers were 

willing to pay a higher rate for commercials on programming that attracted a younger demographic 

(The Television Will Be Revolutionized 221). While the satirical network programs commonly book 

more politicians and political commentators, I would argue that the conventional network programs 

consistently book more high-profile youth-orientated celebrities than their satirical competitors. 

For instance at the beginning of 2022, Fallon’s Tonight Show had numerous celebrities under the 

age of twenty-five such as actress Elle Fanning, singer Sabrina Carpenter, rapper Cordae, actor 

Jacob Elordi, and actress Maude Apatow (“Episode List: The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy 

Fallon”). James Corden’s Late Late Show also landed attention-grabbing pop culture celebrities 

like singers and musicians Nicki Minaj, Machine Gun Kelly, and Camila Cabello (“Episode List: 

The Late Late Show with James Corden”).  
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Additionally, in their pursuit of younger demographics, the conventional network programs 

produce a significantly higher amount of high trafficked viral videos. This paragraph uses the 

YouTube channel pages from the five contemporary network late night programs profiled in this 

dissertation (“The Tonight Show…” & “The Late Late Show…” & “Jimmy Kimmel Live” & The 

Late Show…” & “Late Night…”). Below, Graph One shows the total number of YouTube 

subscribers for each of the contemporary network late night programs as of March 7, 2022. 

 

When looking at Graph One, it is clear that the conventional network programs of Fallon’s Tonight 

Show and Corden’s Late Late Show draw higher numbers of YouTube subscribers than the satirical 

network programs. The programs with the lowest numbers of YouTube subscribers, Meyers’ Late 

Night and Colbert’s Late Show, are the programs that first implemented sharper political satire and 

deliberate political engagement on their programs. Jimmy Kimmel Live, while still a satirical 

network program, does produce more viral clips that extend outside of the political sphere. In Graph 

Two, it is clear that the conventional network programs also dominate in clips with a higher virality. 

Graph Two shows the number of clips all-time that hit over twenty million views for each 

programs’ YouTube channel (this number calculated by the accessible data provided on each 

program’s “Videos” tab and using the filter “Sort by: Most popular”). 
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Again, the order remains the same. The conventional network programs exhibit the most viral clips 

that surpassed twenty million views followed by the least satirical of the unconventional programs, 

Jimmy Kimmel Live. Jimmy Kimmel Live rountinely produces viral videos that focus on popular 

culture and are not political, like making YouTube challenges and some of its recurring video 

segments. Colbert’s Late Show only has four clips over twenty million views and Meyers’s Late 

Night has none. Graph Three shows the cumulative total of views of the top five viral videos from 

each programs’ YouTube channel. 
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Here, The Late Late Show ranks first, and all five videos that contributed to the total are from the 

program’s segment “Carpool Karaoke,” where music stars sing in a car with host James Corden. 

These segments are steeped in popular culture and youth culture with the top five videos featuring 

stars Adele, One Direction, Justin Bieber, Sia, and Bruno Mars. The Tonight Show’s top five videos 

also feature celebrities including the cast of Star Wars: The Force Awakens, Ariana Grande, Kevin 

Hart, Daniel Radcliffe, and musician Tones and I. Again, these Tonight Show clips rely on celebrity, 

popular culture, and youth culture. The third highest total belongs to Jimmy Kimmel Live, and the 

five videos also follow a similar formula by including notable celebrities. Three of the five clips 

are from the segment titled “Mean Tweets,” where celebrities read tweets about themselves out 

loud to the camera, and another clip features Justin Bieber. Alternatively, a top five video from 

Colbert’s Late Show have connections to politics. For instance, one top-five Late Show clip features 

an interview with then-First Lady Michelle Obama. The top five videos from Meyers’ Late Night 

have the lowest total, and one is also linked to politics being a “A Closer Look” segment focusing 

on then President Trump. 

The youth-orientated content presented by the conventional network programs is still big-

tent; it is not confrontational like the political satire and deliberate political engagement presented 

on the satirical network programs, and it can still be enjoyed by those outside its targeted groups. 

Also, as explained in earlier chapters, Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show have a 

strong overall commitment to popular culture rather than political culture, and they often host 

celebrities that could help to bridge generation gaps between younger and older viewers—for 

example, when Fallon hosts celebrities like Madonna or Liam Neeson, or when Corden hosts Jamie 

Lee Curtis or Patrick Stewart. Content that features popular culture, youth trends, and celebrities, 

along with the virality of their YouTube videos, provides the conventional network late night 

programs with the opportunity to reach broader audiences both in the United States and globally. 

 The past cable parody news programs such as The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and The 

Colbert Report functioned as narrowcast infotainment that served as an alternative form of 

journalism. As media scholar Geoffrey Baym notes, younger audiences at the beginning of the 

twenty-first century started to turn away from mainstream media outlets for alternative news 

platforms (2). Smith asserts that audiences lost faith in the authority of the traditional news sources 

due to their reliance on sensationalism, continued fragmentation, polarized content, and failure to 

hold politicians accountable (The Daily Show 156). Additionally, Jones mentions that the modes 
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of political satire and parody “may be a preferred means of political communication for those raised 

in the digital era” (246). Additionally, I would suggest that Stewart’s Daily Show and The Colbert 

Report filled a void in the media landscape for digitally attuned young viewers in the 2000s that 

were disillusioned with the traditional news outlets, especially with what was being offered on 

cable news. 

 In line with Amarnath Amarasingam’s edited book titled The Stewart / Colbert Effect, I 

contend that cable parody news was able to fill a media void and function as an alternative form of 

journalism by presenting political moments that were hyperreal, reflexive, and perceived as 

authentic. Barker defines hyperreality as “a reality effect by which the real is produced according 

to a model so that representations become more real than the real. The distinction between the real 

and a representation collapses or implodes” (503). The parodies of The Daily Show and The Colbert 

Report mimicked modern television news, and with their deliberate political engagements and 

political satire, they could operate as a legitimate watchdog of politics and the news media. In 

Amarasingam’s edited book, Tally defends this line of argumentation by stating these “fake news” 

programs’ hyperreal content “is more real than real news precisely because it discloses just how 

fake the real news can be” (162). By reflexively exposing the news media’s perceived failings and 

pointing out their own lack of credibility, cable parody news programs can be felt as being more 

authentic than the original. McClennen and Maisel support this claim by asserting that even if 

“satire news sources don’t claim to be ‘fair and balanced’ [Fox News’ slogan], they are perceived 

as more so” (65). Thus, by not claiming to be news, cable parody news programs strike viewers as 

more authentic despite their entertainment qualities. 

 Like past cable parody news programs, the new satirical network programs also serve their 

audiences political satire and infotainment, but I would not consider it as an alternative form of 

journalism, although it could definitely be considered an alternative form of punditry. As outlined 

in past chapters, cable parody news and satirical network late night differ in a few key areas. First, 

the satirical network programs of Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live do 

not attempt to hide their political allegiances and are driven by devout partisanship. Second, these 

programs usually do not satirize the U.S. television news media. In fact, they often report on the 

same trending stories as news media and function as pack-journalists. Besides their comedy, the 

satirical network programs’ political coverage deviates little from the already circulating media 

narratives established by channels like CNN and MSNBC. Finally, the satirical network programs 
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embody many of the infotainment tactics that are perceived to be lapses in the current news media 

landscape. Unlike cable parody news, these programs are largely removed from parodying the news 

and do not criticize the news media, unless it is conservative-leaning. Thus, the satirical network 

late night programs are not an alternative form of journalism; instead, they are largely an extension 

of it.  

 So if the new satirical network programs do not operate as an alternative form of journalism 

and do not function as a piece of big-tent content, then what cultural signification do they have? I 

would claim that these programs provide their audiences the chance to be part of a community of 

satire. As a guest in July 2017, Michael Moore, a political satirist and filmmaker, told Stephen 

Colbert and his viewers that they need to form “an army of satire” against President Trump 

(“Michael Moore Calls…”). Amber Day theorizes that satirical documentaries and “ironic 

activism” (like Billionaires for Bush, a satirical group that staged political street theater that 

ironically supported President George W. Bush) can serve to create a “sense of a larger community 

of dissent” or “sense of community in opposition” (139 & 23). Drawing from these ideas, I would 

claim that the satirical network programs can create a community of satire with their opposition or 

support, dissent or approval, and political satire or deliberate political engagement; and they can 

also create a diverse range of options for their viewers to participate in that community. As Michael 

Warner describes, a public is self-organized, consists of a relation among strangers, and can be 

constituted through mere shared attention (50, 55, & 60). Likewise, when someone chooses to 

watch a Stephen Colbert Late Show monologue or other segment on CBS, YouTube, or Paramount 

Plus, they do so on their own accord and can join a community of satire; they only need to give 

their attention. Day suggests that “most theorists of satire, even the most optimistic, loathe to claim 

that satire can actually contribute to political change, as no one wants to be caught arguing that a 

particular cultural text can do something so concrete,” and instead they find it more beneficial to 

examine the impact these texts have in terms of “their ability to galvanize and their influence on 

political discourse” (138-139). A satirical network late night program is most likely to generate 

emotional responses from its community members—a laugh or a sigh of disgust. However, 

occasionally a community of satire can potentially constitute real change by motivating its viewers 

to donate to certain causes, boycott items or individuals, or encourage their viewers to use their 

civic rights, even if these indirect effects are harder to prove.  
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 A satirical network program’s community of satire is highly dependent on the post-network 

media landscape and the transition to narrowcast to loyal audiences. Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s 

Late Show, and Kimmel Live are not big-tent cultural monoliths, but rather direct their content 

towards smaller fragmented niche demographics. As Zinoman asserts, “the proliferation of 

entertainment options has fragmented the culture” and changed the way viewers watch late night 

talk shows (xii). Poniewozik adds that television continued to splinter so much that “conservatives 

and liberals [a]re not only seeing different news but also watching different entertainments” (180). 

In this digital environment dominated by too many options, network television’s huge profit 

margins and stranglehold on the television marketplace have eroded, and now they too are 

dependent on targeting their content towards smaller audiences. In response to this change, satirical 

network late night has rejected making the least objectionable content and instead features 

polarizing political moments that serve to both alienate some viewers and create a community of 

satire among others. Baym points out that the current media landscape is not about “mass appeal, 

but rather deep engagement among a narrow and highly committed subset of people” (149).  

Satirical network programming creates this highly narrowcast and loyal audience. Colbert’s 

Late Show has dominated the 11:35 p.m. EST ratings timeslot for the past five years, and Meyers’s 

Late Night has continued to edge Corden’s Late Late Show at the 12:35 a.m. EST timeslot for the 

original television airings (White). Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show might 

dominate the category of virality on YouTube, but the satirical network programs generate their 

YouTube views differently, with moderate viewership levels on a greater number of their clips. 

When looking at the YouTube channels of the five contemporary network programs profiled here, 

one can see that Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show produce clips that lead to 

either huge numbers of views or very low numbers of views, and typically it turns out that their 

monologue clips are not very popular; they normally range between a hundred thousand views to 

four hundred thousand views (“The Tonight Show…” & “The Late Late…”). Meyers’s Late Night, 

Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live, in contrast, routinely average between one and a half 

million to two million views for many of their weekly monologues segments (or in Late Night’s 

case its “A Closer Look” segment) (“Late Night…” & “The Late Show…” & “Jimmy Kimmel 

Live”). To support this claim, Graph Four shows the YouTube views for each show’s main clip 

which originally aired on Monday, February 28, 2022 (“Trump Babbles About…” & “Ukraine’s 

Civilians Take…” & “Putin Rattles World…” & “President Zelenskyy Vows…” & “The Universe 

Doesn’t…”). 
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These numbers are all slightly inflated in comparison to typical monologue views (Late Night’s “A 

Closer Look” views), most likely due to the continued war in Ukraine in this period, but they do 

offer a glimpse into how much the satirical network programs routinely outperform their 

conventional counterparts for monologue viewership. Additionally, in the table below are the rest 

of that week’s total monologue (Late Night’s “A Closer Look”) views to further support the claim 

that these programs satirical programs generate more regular viewership online than their 

conventional counterparts (“The Tonight Show…” & “The Late Late Show…” & “Jimmy Kimmel 

Live” & The Late Show…” & “Late Night…”). 

 

The satirical network late night programs have cultivated a community of satire, one that loyally 

watches their original airings or catches up the next day on YouTube.  

 A satirical network program’s community of satire has members including the host, staff, 

live audiences, and at-home viewers. In principle, the community is open to all as anyone can 

register for free tickets or watch globally with access to Wi-Fi and YouTube, even if some viewers 

might of course feel unwanted and unwelcome in this community of satire. In the post-network era, 

satirical network programs have been more willing to offer political humor that welcomes some 

Fallon's Tonight Show Corden's Late Late Show Meyers's Late Night Colbert's Late Show Jimmy Kimmel Live

Tuesday, March 1, 2022 184,283 98,814 n/a 1,759,243 1,599,856

Wednesday, March 2, 2022 139,070 137,622 1,720,416 2,156,138 1,099,931

Thursday, March 3, 2022 191,869 186,987 1,292,846 2,822,756 2,285,352

Friday, March 4, 2022 186,995 n/a n/a n/a n/a
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audiences at the expense of offending others. Big-tent humor would try to welcome as many 

potential viewers along for the joke as possible, but narrowcast humor is geared for a smaller loyal 

audience to follow the joke. Previously, Lichter et al. suggested that generally “a joke whose 

success depends on the audience taking a particular position on a controversial issue has lost half 

the audience (those on the other side of the issue) at the outset. Of course, this is less of a problem 

for a show that draws its audience from one side of the political spectrum” (134). More than any 

past network programs, Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, and Kimmel Live are willing to 

directly target liberal leaning viewers. Some centrists, conservatives, and what former President 

Trump refers to as RINOs (Republicans in Name Only) might watch and enjoy a Late Night “A 

Closer Look” segment, and they would be what Lotz calls “cultural interlopers,” which are persons 

“who watch niche content, but for whom it was not intended” (The Television Will Be 

Revolutionized 45). The liberals and cultural interlopers who join the community of satire are 

brought together by “getting” the joke, and they are welcomed into a shared community 

(McClennen & Maisel 18). A shared emotional experience can help bond a community together by 

having members join in on communal laughter, joy, anger, disgust, or loathing (Gray et al. 13 & 

Jones “With All…” 59). Stephen Colbert confirmed that community building is one of his Late 

Shows chief goals in a May 2018 interview with Oprah Winfrey:  

You wanna have a sense of community, with the audience. That’s what we want more than 

anything else…we want to tell jokes and thereby build a community with people who can 

all share their feelings with each other. I get to say the words, but we’re sharing our feeling 

with each other, because they are laughing back. (“Super Soul Conversations…”) 

While Seth Meyers and Jimmy Kimmel have not said it in such direct words, creating a sense of 

community, or a community of satire, with their political moments is certainly one of their 

objectives as well. 

 As described earlier, a community of satire does provide options for more substantial 

participation such as donating, volunteering, or exercising one’s civic rights, but I would argue that 

its most common effect on its community is a more intermediate form of participation; new satirical 

network late night programs fortify opinions and reinforce one’s existing worldview. In a 2019 

article, Holger Kersten states that American media and America as a whole have a belief in a “laugh 

resistance” created by political satirists that can help lead to tangible political effects, and he finds 

that it is “wishful thinking or a desperate hope, namely to the appealing notion that humor is some 
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kind of magical tool that can bring about desired results without requiring active political 

engagement” (299 & 312). Correspondingly, I would contend that the humor, satire, and deliberate 

political engagement offered through the satirical network program’s political moments contribute 

to these programs’ reinforcement of their viewers’ existing worldviews. In the highly digital post-

network era, Danges claims that individuals have “an even greater ability to pick niche information 

catered to specific tastes and ideologies” (93). A satirical network program’s community of satire 

aims its political moments at members that have similar ideological stances. For example, Meyers’s 

Late Night caters its political moments towards like-minded progressives. This community is not 

only disillusioned with the current state of the Republican Party, but also with centrist Democrats 

such as Sen. Kyrsten Sinema and Sen. Joe Manchin. Lotz notes that “television might continue to 

provide a cultural forum for those who tune in to a particular show, but it has become increasingly 

unlikely that television functions as a space for the negotiation of contested beliefs among diverse 

groups simply because audiences are now more narrow and specialized” (The Television Will Be 

Revolutionized 38-39). Additionally, those who hold opposing viewpoints can also “hate-watch” 

this programming, just as liberal-leaning viewers can “hate-watch” Fox News’ Tucker Carlson 

Tonight, but hate-watching places those viewers outside the community looking in. Past network 

late night programs offered all Americans the chance to watch their big-tent least objectionable 

programming, but new satirical network programs provide a community of satire to a narrowcast 

and specialized community where the members can lampoon their opponents and celebrate their 

own ideological stances. 

8.4 Conclusion 

From the 1960s to the mid-2010s, network late night remained relatively stable and unchanged. 

Sure, different hosts would bring their own flair and uniqueness to each program, but overall the 

programs stayed committed to the big-tent and least objectionable content that Carson’s Tonight 

Show mastered. To finally prompt a change towards narrowcast content, it took a slew of factors: 

the selection of new and younger hosts, new hosts with parody news backgrounds (Seth Meyers 

and Stephen Colbert), a highly polarized political climate, the past success and blueprint from cable 

parody news programs, and Donald Trump. Most importantly, the subgenre of network late night 

was largely disconnected from the changing media landscape since the mid-1980s. The major 

networks of ABC, NBC, and CBS were losing their once-dominant hold on the U.S. television 

marketplace, and the subgenre of network late night stubbornly persisted with its network era 
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practices in its political moments and content well after most other genres had already adapted to 

the demands of a more fragmented media landscape. It is not surprising that the satirical network 

programs are now dispensing highly narrowcast and objectionable political moments, but it is 

surprising that it took network late night over thirty years to more closely mirror the fragmented 

reality of the U.S. television media landscape. 

Since Steve Allen’s Tonight show aired in 1954, late night talk shows have been a staple of 

U.S. television, and there is no sign of them disappearing anytime soon. However, gone are the 

days when a single network late night program can average fifteen million viewers per night for 

entire seasons, as The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson did in the late-1970s. This was the time 

when the network television market peaked due to an increased amount of American households 

getting televisions, and network television faced very limited competition from cable 

programming. The contemporary late night talk shows, whether they are online; on subscriptions 

services; on cable television; or on network television, will have to fight for ever-smaller audience 

shares, yet there is still a demand for this genre and money to be made. The late night talk shows 

that air weekly create and fill hundreds of hours of original programming annually, and these 

programs are continuing to seek secondary viewing options and revenue streams. Due to their focus 

on topical U.S. current events including weather, sports, popular culture, and politics; it will be 

hard for them to chase global audiences, but some global cultural interlopers will watch.  

Network late night and television as a whole will continue to move towards producing what 

Amanda Lotz calls “prized content” which is “programming that people seek out and specifically 

desire. It is not a matter of watching ‘what is on’; prized content is deliberately pursued” (The 

Television Will Be Revolutionized 12). Lotz continues by saying that “prized content is determined 

by the audience member—what I prize may not be prized by you” (The Television Will Be 

Revolutionized 12). The satirical network programs of Meyers’s Late Night, Colbert’s Late Show, 

and Kimmel Live are all prized content, and they are actively tapping into these small (in 

comparison to the fifteen million Carson’s Tonight Show had), but loyal audiences. Members of 

communities of satire will actively pursue their prized content whether that is changing the channel 

to watch their favorite host for the original airing or clicking the YouTube App on their smartphone 

the next morning to watch secondary viewing options. The conventional network programs of 

Fallon’s Tonight Show and Corden’s Late Late Show create prized moments with their highly 

successful viral clips that appear to resonate with younger viewers and fans of celebrity popular 
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culture, but looking at both the original broadcast ratings and their YouTube views of their nightly 

monologues, they are typically less prized by viewers in comparison to their satirical counterparts. 

However, what some people consider bland apolitical humor, others might see as prized content 

because they like the politically cautious and upbeat monologues offered by Fallon and Corden, 

and by past hosts such as Carson and Leno. 

In a media landscape that continues to splinter and expand its distribution practices, revenue 

streams, viewer choices, and content options; it is unlikely that the satirical network programs 

return to offering big-tent political moments. Whether this is a sustainable long term model for 

satirical network late night is unclear, but for now, offering polarizing political moments has led to 

strong ratings both during President Trump’s tenure in office and now in the first years of President 

Biden’s tenure. If these satirical network programs continue to match the political climate and offer 

prized content to their narrowcast communities of satire, I think they will continue to thrive. As for 

the future late night talk shows in general, I am curious to see what other niche-specific 

subcategories of subgenres will emerge. The contemporary cable parody news programs have 

already started to experiment with fresh takes on what The Daily Show with Jon Stewart created; 

some programs are offering content tied closely to identity politics, and other programs are using 

muckraking strategies that take deep-dives into a single topic. For instance, Full Frontal with 

Samantha Bee (TBS: 2016 to present) has moved its political satire and deliberative political 

engagement towards a recognizably feminist perspective, while The Daily Show with Trevor Noah 

(Comedy Central: 2015 to present) is more willing to address racial and ethnic issues than past late 

night talk show hosts. Additionally, Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO: 2014 to present) 

and Patriot Act with Hasan Minhaj (Netflix: 2018 to 2020) offer twenty to thirty-minute segments 

focusing on one specific social or cultural issue, and they often set agendas and use some 

muckraking journalistic strategies as well. Ultimately, it will be up to the creators (the executive-

producers, hosts, writing rooms), financial backers, and the viewing audiences to determine what 

potentially innovative niche formats will emerge on late night talk shows because the creators need 

to develop this new content, the financial backers need to approve it, and the audiences need to 

value it as prized content. 
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